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Foreword
The presence in most western countries of ethnic minorities from faraway
parts of the world clearly demonstrates that globalization is not a new phe-
nomenon at all. The investigations carried out by Dr. Li Minghuan concern
the Chinese migrants who have settled down in some of the major cities in
the Netherlands from the beginning of the twentieth century onwards, what
used to be a small colony initially, has rapidly grown in size during the last
twenty-five years in particular. The more specific theme of study is the collec-
tive action taken by the people of Chinese origin to solve their problems as
newcomers in the Netherlands, a typc of society with which they were not
familiar since early youth. The associations which they started to establish
already at an early date did not only seek to promote a wide range of activ-
ities within the community of immigrants but also to represent their members
vis-a-vis Dutch government and non-government agencies. These organiza-
tional efforts havr certainly helped to raise the visibility of the Chinese com-
munity.
The University of Xiamen, of which Dr. Li Minghuan is a senior staff-
member, agreed to send her to the Netherlands for the purpose of this study.
Although it has been standard practice since a long time for scholars in the
Atlantic region of the world to visit and study societies and civilizations in the
non-western parts of the world, it is until now only on rare occasions that
scholars from those countries are given the opportunity to investigate struc-
tural and cultural dynamics in the West. We do hope that the commendable
and inspiring work done by Dr. Li Minghuan will also in this respect set a
trend for the future of cross-cultural investigations within a collaborative
framework. She has managed to bring out in her book in great detail the life
and work of the present-day Chinese immigrants as a community-in-be-
tween. \Vhile, on the one hand, the country in which they have chosen to
settle down enables them to become full-fledged citizens of the Dutch welfare
state, there is pressure from the other side to remain economically, socially
and culturally loyal to the country of origin. Caught in between? Not really,
because the migrants themselves insist that they want to chart a dual course,
that is, to be considered as belonging to both worlds. As a matter of fact, they
aim to live and operate beyond the nation-state and that is also how their
multi-national networks are constituted. It is a way oflife that comes close to
what global citizenship is all about.
Profdr. ]an Breman
Center for Asian Studies Amsterdam :CASA)
Amsterdam School of Social Sciences
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
The Chinese, with their ubiquitous restaurants, form a socially visible immi-
grant sector in the Netherlands. On the one hand, especially since the 1980s,
their migration history, their cultural background and, more importantly,
their internal social structure and the path their future development will take
have been attracting some attention from Dutch society. On the other hand,
as an immigrant group that has settled in the Netherlands but still maintains
various contacts with their home community, their function as a broker for
international trade and mutual cooperation between their receiving and
sending societies has also been seriously taken into account in their country of
ongm.
Ethnic migrants in alien surroundings, like the Chinese in the Nether-
lands, often forge a sense of collectivity. Despite individual differences in
training and experiences before and after their arrival, they have identified
themselves, and arc always identified by non-Chinese people, at the aggre-
gate level by their shared ethnic background. To ensure a better future in
their receiving country, the immigrants organize themselves through visible
and invisible links. The emergence of associations is recognized as an impor-
tant collective symbol.
Chinese abroad recognize that their associations form onc of three pillars
that support Chinese communities in alien surroundings. More precisely, the
Chinese associations, together with the Chinese schools, newspapers and
journals that have been established or published by and {or the Chinese
abroad, have formed a collective strength to promote the cohesion and con-
tinuity of the Chinese community in their respective receiving countries.
The first Chinese association in the Netherlands can be traced back to the
early 1910s. Then, in the 19205 and the 1930s, ten-odd Chinese associations
emerged, most of them established on the basis of shared provenance.
/\moIlg them, the H/(zl! Kiu ~~Vf'i KUTl is the best known. HOV\TVer, all Chinese
associations had to disband themselves when the Netherlands was occupied
by Xazi Germany during the Second World War. The first well-organized
Chinese association that was set up after the Second World \Var was the
A(f!pnene Chinese Vereniging in Nederland. which was established in 1947. Interest-
ingly' only' after the 19805 does the general organizational trend among
Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands show a clear increase in the total
number of Chinese associations. More precisely, between 1934 and 1997,
over five new Chinese associations were rounded on average each year. Thus,
by the end of 1997, more than one hundred Chinese associations have been
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organized among the Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands (ef. Appendix
In). They organize and finance distinct and varied public activities now and
then, which are attended mostly by Chinese audiences but sometimes by
local audiences as well. The social profile of the Chinese immigrant commu-
nity in the Netherlands as a whole has been greatly highlighted by these
activities.
Meanwhile, although most Chinese immigrants have, mOTC or less, direct-
ly or indirectly, bencffited from the Chinese organizational movement, it is
worth noting that the percentage of the ordinary Chinese immigrants that
bother to register as formal Chinese association members remains relatively
low. This situation is in need of exploration. It should be stressed, however,
that the social significance of the Chinese associations should be studied from
a comprehensive perspective, rather than focussing exclusively on the
number of registered members. Moreover, the clearly highlighted social pro-
file of the Chinese associations in today's Dutch society is in itself a telling
social phenomenon, which to a great degree mirrors the history of how
Chinese immigrants adjust themselves to a Western world.
Given these reasons, I have taken the associations organized by and for
Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands as the foundation on which to build
up the study.
I Aim of the study
When and why did Chinese people begin to settle down in the Netherlands'
How did the Chinese immigrant community grow? When did Chinese immi-
grants in the Netherlands begin to set up their own associations and why?
How have their organizational activities developed going along with their
efforts to adjust themselves to the Dutch society? What factors have shaped
their organizational structures? And, moreover, what is the social significance
of these associations?
Starting from an outline of the Chinese immigration process and the
development of their associations in the Netherlands and making an analysis
of its characteristics, the purpose of this study is to portray the collective
social features of the Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands. More specifical-
ly, the objectives of this study are:
(i) to trace the history of the Chinese immigration process and organiza-
tional activities in the Netherlands;
(ii) to discuss the diversity and unity within the Chinese immigrant com-
munity;
(iii) to explore their attempts to develop an identity while caught in the
gap between their sending and receiving societies.
A general characteristic of Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands is that
they are living between two worlds: one is the world of their origin, which is
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a physically distant but psychologically familiar world; the other is the world
of their everyday life, which remains psychologically distant despite its physi-
cal presence. Taking the social significance of the Chinese associations as a
special angle to start the research, this study aims to explore two aspects: how
the Chinese immigrants, consciously or unconsciously, use their social re-
sources from their country of origin to survive and develop themselves in a
Western society; and, how their experiences in the West, regardless of wheth-
er or not they have realized their dreams, have affected their social status in
their original world.
One of my major arguments in this study is that the Chinese associations
are regarded as both barriers and bridges that function between the Chinese
immigrants and their receiving society. Some studies have argued that the
Chinese associations have only acted as boundary markers and barriers to
closer relations with mainstream societies (e.g., Coughlin, 1960: 62, 66;
Mcbeath, 1973: Chapter 3); while others have stressed that associations indi-
cate a trend towards integration (Wickberg, 1988:313). Although Chinese
immigrant associations - as they are set up, shaped and reshaped - are
undoubtedly influenced by their Western surroundings, they are fundamen-
tally derived out of aspects of their original culture, e.g., values, habits or
ideas. Thus, instead of following the traditional approach of discussing
whether the Chinese organizational movement has retarded the assimilation
or integration of the Chinese immigrants into the host society, this study will
explore its basic functions as an organizational approach to straddling the
two worlds and, furthermore, its attempt to benefit from being the bridge
between them.
Generally speaking, through the activities organized by the Chinese asso-
ciations, their social functions can be considered the following:
(i) their manifest function is to form an invisible wall by accentuating the
we-group feeling and differentiating their members from outsiders; on
the other hand, they have built a bridge to the wider society by acting
as a representative agent and as an intermediary towards the author-
ities and the general population;
(ii) meanwhile, a latent function has been the construction of an ethnic
niche; that is, a cultural and social space that is distinct from both the
receiving and sending societies.
In fact, some of those immigrants who are familiar with both new and old
worlds have developed a sense of superiority because they are able to benefit
from straddling the two worlds.
This is a localized study that primarily focusses on the Chinese immigrants
in a western society - the Netherlands. To a certain degree, however, I have
attempted to study the general concerns through this local case. A Chinese
immigrant community has existed in the Netherlands for about one century.
Especially since the Second World War, Chinese immigration into the Neth-
erlands has been on the increase, and their combined assets have become
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considerable when compared with that of many larger immigrant commu-
nities in the Netherlands. Moreover, they have organized themselves to call
for proper attention to their significance and particularly to highlight their
human and economic potential for both the sending and receiving societies.
Their process of socio-economic adaptation collectively reflects how Chinese
immigrants have developed themselves in a relatively peaceful and lenient
environment.
This study, rather than being limited to merely historical evidence from
written sources, deals with a number of emotive social issues that Chinese
immigrants in the Netherlands currently face. Therefore, by reviewing Chi-
nese settlement patterns and exploring the association development in the
Netherlands, this study is concerned with the effects of migration on both
receiving and sending societies. It also focusses on the individual's and the
community's sense of ethnic or national identity. Moreover, it explores their
efforts to benefit rather than suffer from the marginal social position that
often follows a long-distance transnational migration.
As a researcher, I never think that I am capable of solving any puzzles
faced by my interviewees and their peers. Rather, I will be satisfied if the
study presented here not only makes my findings available to the wider
public but also eliminates the mystery of the Chinese community and helps to
improve understanding between the Dutch and the Chinese immigrants.
2 A review of literature
Since this study focusses on Chinese immigrants in theNetherlands and their volun-
tary associations, an overview of the relevant studies done to date will be delin-
eated into three groups: Chinese immigrant studies in the Netherlands; stud-
ies on the Chinese in the Netherlands done in China; and the relevant studies
of the Chinese associations abroad.
A Chinese immigrant studies in the Netherlands
The migration studies in the Netherlands paid little attention to the existence
of Chinese migrants before the 1980s. Only seldom did the migration process
of the Chinese immigrants, the social structure of their community, their
difficulties and their expectations of a future in the Netherlands attract atten-
tion from either Dutch sinologists or Dutch scholars of migration (cf. Pieke &
Benton, 1998).
Before the Second World War, apart from some scattered news reports
that appeared in various Dutch newspapers, the first and only comprehensive
academic investigation report about early Chinese settlers in the Netherlands
was published in 1936. The restricted purpose of the investigation was to
provide information for the policy-makers of the Dutch government. F. van
Heck, a sociologist from Amsterdam, conducted the investigation. The re-
search was officially published in a report entitled Chineesche Immigranten in
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Nederland (Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands) (van Heek, 1936). This is
an important historical record for anyone who wants to study the early his-
tory of Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands, although the depth of the
study was limited because the researcher did not have the language abilities
necessary to contact the Chinese directly.
In the 1950s, in order to explore the religious background of the Chinese
immigrants in the Netherlands, the Katholiek Sociaal-Kerkelijk Instituut (Catholic
Social-Ecclesiastical Institute) in The Hague carried out a research project.
According to the researchers, they aimed to make a sociological portrait of
the Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands. The resulting report, Degroep van
Chinese afkomst inNederland (The group of Chinese descent in the Netherlands),
was presented in February 1957 as a little booklet. The report considers three
groups: Chinese immigrants that were born in China; Chinese immigrants
that were born in Indonesia, Surinam and the Antilles; and students of Chi-
nese origin. The major sources of the first part came from van Heek's book.
The second part was simple and extended only five pages. To make up for
this weakness, an introduction about the relevant research on the Chinese in
Southeast Asia was added as a reference. The third part dominated the
report and related the history of Chinese students in the Netherlands: their
general situation, their mentality and their religious background. Most stu-
dents came from Chinese immigrant families of the second group. The re-
searchers clearly recognized the big differences, socially and culturally, be-
tween the Chinese immigrants of the first group and the others.
In the 1960s, two sociology students of Amsterdam University carried out
one research project on the Chinese immigrants in Amsterdam. Their report,
de Chmeren van Amsterdam: de integratie van een ethnische minderheidsgroep in de Neder-
landse samenleving (The Chinese of Amsterdam: the integration of an ethnic
minority group in Dutch society), was presented in 1966 as their .MA thesis
(Vellinga & Welters 1966). It should be noted that at least the following three
points determined the boundaries of the researchers' understanding of the
Chinese immigrant community in the Netherlands. First, this research was
carried out during a period when the Chinese catering business was boom-
ing, but there were few new immigrants from mainland China. Second, at
that time most Chinese immigrants preferred to lead their social lives out of
the sight of the Dutch society. Often their contacts with the Dutch were
limited to inside Chinese restaurants. They remained a silent group, suggest-
ing that all problems were supposed to be solved among themselves. Finally,
having made most of their contacts with "the Chinese descendants from
Chinese fathers and Dutch mothers" rather than the immigrants of the first-
generation because of the language barrier, the researchers were deeply im-
pressed that the new generation identified themselves overwhelmingly with
the culture of their Dutch mother. Therefore, they conceived the near future
of the Chinese immigrants as "the integration of an ethnic minority group in
Dutch society."
In the 1980s there is a dear increase in research on Chinese immigrants in
the Netherlands. Among others, Gregor Benton, a sinologist and historian at
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Amsterdam University, played an important role in initiating the trend to
study this topic. In the early 1980, he together with Hans Vermeulen set up
a project to study the history of the Chinese in the Netherlands and urged
some scholars to work on the topic from different perspectives. Since then, a
number of serious studies have been published. These include the book on
the Chinese immigrants' history before the Second World War written by
Henk J. J. Wubben (1986), the comprehensive introductory book on the
Chinese in the Netherlands edited by Gregor Benton and Hans Vermeulen
(1987), and an investigative report by Frank Pieke (1988). Yet all of these
contributions, and the books or booklet mentioned earlier, were printed ex-
clusively in Dutch. Consequently, its readership has undoubtedly remained
rather limited. I
Soon after publication, however, the studies done by Wubbcn and Picke
met with sharp criticism from the Chinese community. There is a variety of
intriguing reasons for this.
As early as 1932, a Dutch oflicial once vulgarly called the Chinese in the
Netherlands "Chineezen en ander Aziaiisdi ongedierte" [Chinese and other Asian
vermin] (cf Chapter Ill). Obviously, this reflected a pronounced sense of
racial superiority. Many decades later, this quotation was used as the title of
Wubben's book and printed in large characters on the front cover. Although
Wubben stresses that his book displays sympathy for the Chinese if read
carefully, there was an obvious and immediate aversion from the Chinese
community. 2
The criticism to Pieke's report was even stronger. For instance, one Chi-
nese newspaper put out by CC~1, a well-known Chinese association in the
Netherlands, published an article with the following title: "A vicious intention
hidden in Pieke's Report: the Chinese in the Netherlands will be regarded as
a backward minority" (INFO Krant, 17June 1988). Under this title, a collec-
tive protest against Pieke's report was lodged in the name of a joint meeting
held by about ten Chinese associations. Although the result of this report
turned out to be positive for the Chinese community in the Netherlands,3
many Chinese leaders did not associate this consequence with the contribu-
tion of Pickc's report and have maintained a hostile attitude. In 1994, six
years after Pieke's report was presented, the chairperson of one Chinese
association criticized Picke's report again: how can a Dutch reporter draw
conclusions on the social status of the Chinese in the Netherlands simply by
interviewing about 20 Chinese (CCRM, 1994: 5-6)4
Both of the above-mentioned instances exemplify the gap between Dutch
researchers and Chinese immigrants. However, in the 1990s, three new phe-
nomena related to Chinese studies in the Netherlands have emerged and are
worth noting.
The first phenomenon is the change of research emphasis in the Nether-
lands. The migration studies in the Netherlands began to pay some attention
to the existence of the Chinese immigrant community, although compared
with the extent of their influence, the research still lags behind. For instance,
the problem of Chinese immigrants as a whole has been more or less touched
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upon in a recent book that discussed the impact of international migration on
the Netherlands. This book identifies the following general characteristics of
Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands at the present time: it is difficult to
estimate their demographic size and development because of their diverse
origins; they have a very high naturalization rate; their fertility levels are
probably low; and they are possibly the most geographically dispersed ethnic
group (Penninx et aI., 1993). Compared with the book's contents on other
ethnic immigrant communities in the Netherlands, however, the paragraphs
that concern Chinese immigrants are too short to give a clear picture.
Another phenomenon is related to the coordination of European-wide
studies. One example is the publication of the book The Chinese in Europe at
the beginning of 1998 (Benton & Pieke, eds., 1998). This book brings togeth-
er for the first time studies on Chinese immigrants across Europe, both in
their national settings and ones more continental in scope. Among others, the
book includes one article on The Chinese in the Netherlands (Pieke & Ben-
tOI1, 1998). This is the first article written in English that gives a comprehen-
sive introduction to Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands.
A final phenomenon involves the increase in research projects and publi-
cations that explore the situation of the Chinese in the Netherlands; interest-
ingly, the Chinese associations themselves have sponsored this recent re-
search.
For instance, in 1991, Chun Pah, a nationwide association for the Chinese
elders, issued a Chinese booklet entitled He/an Huaren jianshi(A brief history of
the Chinese in the Netherlands). This is a booklet of personal reminiscences.
The author drav..,s on personal experience to illustrate certain important
events for Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands between the 1930s and the
1980s (Chen, 1991). In October 1998, in the name of celebration of its tenth
anniversary of establishment, Chun Pah published another investigative report
titled Wo xin anchu jiu jiaxiang (Waar ik me prettig voel, noem ik mij"n thuis; Where I
feel comfortable, there is my home). On the basis of 555 questionnaires
distributed throughout the organization of the seven Chun Pah regional
branches, the report describes the dilemmas faced by most Chinese elders in
the Netherlands: they are willing to live in the Netherlands since they regard
the Netherlands as a rich and peaceful country; however, mainly due to the
language barrier, they have hardly made any contacts with the relevant
Dutch authorities or the Dutch people, and few have the knowledge neces-
sary to fuction in Dutch society. The report asks that the Dutch government
pay more attention to the Chinese elders and help them to enjoy their lives in
the Netherlands (Chun Pah, 1998).
In the early 1990s, the Chinese association CCRM worked together with
the Wetenschapswinkel (Scieneeshop) of Erasmus University of Rotterdam to
conduct research on Chinese women, Chinese elderly, and Chinese residents
in Rotterdam. The results were circulated as three publications: Leifwereld van
Chineeen in Rotterdam (The views and ways of living of the Chinese in Rotter-
dam), Chinese vrouwen en arbeid (Chinese women and labour), and <org voor de
Chinese ouderen (Providing care for the Chinese elders).
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Becau se the ethnic Chinese economy in the Neth erlands is heavily skcwcd
toward the catering business, man y investigatio ns since the 1980s have re-
ported about it (ef. Sij de , 1983; Bedrijfschap HORECA., 1992; Rijkschroeff,
1998). In early 1997, initiated by HCS, a Chi nese restau rateurs' association ,
a group organized by the students of the Huge Hotelschool Maastnchi (Hotel
Academy of Maastricht ) investigated the cur rent situa tion of Chinese-Indo-
nesian restauran ts in the Neth erlands, The report, entitled Imago Chinees In-
dische Bedrijoen, Een ondereoek naar het imago van de Clunees Indische restaurants in
Nederland (Image of Chinese-Indonesian business, a study of the image of
C hinese-Indo nesian restaurants in the Net herlands), was present ed in O cto-
ber of the same year.
In December 1996, two Chinese associations, the European-wide £FCO
and the nationwide LFCO:\, initiated an investigation project on the Chi-
nese community in Europe. The report, en titled 771e Chinese Community in
Europe, was completed in.Ju ne 1998 and presented to the European Commis-
sion on 6) uly, 1998." In Ma y 1999, the revised English version was publi shed
through the sponsorship of the Dut ch Mini stry of Public Health , \Vellbeing
and Sports (EFCO, 1999).
The aforeme ntioned investigative results do pre sent significa nt issues for
furthe r stud y from various perspectives. Moreover , the projects themselves
begin to highlight the social position of the Chinese community in Dutch
society; something dearly desired by the Chinese association leaders. Further-
more, since I have taken the Chinese associations as my study target, these
results, as well as the initiating and organizing pro cesses of this ph enomenon ,
have unique meaning for my studies.
To hZl!,hl~l!,hllhe social position ofttu: Chinese in Dutd: society, lhe Chinese assoaatum leaders present
the Dutcl: Qjiffn a Chinese handicrofl arlicle -- an exquisitel» drawn portai! 0/the Dutch Q!WfII
(Photo by Liu Bing).
9B Studies on the Chinese in the Netherlands done in China
In China itself, until recently, the scholars working on overseas Chinese have
focussed almost exclusively on Southeast Asia, although some attention has
been paid to North America as well. Few studies, however, have looked at
the Chinese immigrants in Europe.
One book is Ouehnu Huaqiao Jinf!Ji (Overseas Chinese Economy in Europe)
published in 1956 by Xu Bin. Based upon the materials collected by the
embassies or representative offices set up by the government of Taiwan in
European countries, the author has generalized scattered information and
outlined the Chinese economy in European countries during the early
1950s.6 Another documentary publication is the Huaqiao jingji nianjum (Over-
seas Chinese Economy Year Book), sponsored by the OCAC (Overseas Chi-
nese Affairs Commission) in Taiwan. A part of this annual series concerns the
Chinese in Europe: the structure of the Chinese business in European coun-
tries and a brief introduction to their immigration history. In the late 19805,
a series of books about overseas Chinese in their respective countries were
published by Zhcngzhong Publishing House in Taiwan. In this series, a book-
let on the Chinese in the Netherlands is included. Furthermore, the investiga-
tive report conducted by Frank Pickc on the social status of the Chinese in
the Netherlands was translated into Chinese and published in Taiwan in
1992.
However, all aforementioned books were published in Taiwan. When
there was tension between mainland China and Taiwan, few scholars in
mainland China could read these publications. Hence, in 1989, when my
first paper on Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands, Amsterdam Tangrenjie de
lishi bianqian [A history of Chinatown AmsterdamJ, was published in Beijing,
some readers, including scholars working on Chinese overseas, told me that,
except for some Chinese communist pioneers who once organized the work-
study programs in France in the 1920s, they hardly knew anything about the
history of Chinese migrants to Europe, let alone the story of the Chinese in
the Netherlands. Since then, I have published more than ten papers on
Chinese immigrants in Western Europe, focussing on the migration process,
structural characteristics, economic activities, identity ambivalence, or cultur-
al traits. It seems that they form a considerable part of the publications on the
Chinese in Europe by Chinese scholars in mainland China.
Since the 1990s, the studies 011 Chinese immigrants in Europe have at-
tracted more attention in their home areas. In Zhcjiang province - especial-
ly in the t\VO most important source-communities of Chinese immigrants in
the Netherlands, \Venzhou and Qjngtian districts - some studies on their
emigrants to Europe have been carried out on various levels. InJinhua, a city
of Zhejiang province, a Center for Overseas Chinese Studies was set up in
1995. Its sponsors arc t\VO institutions: Zhcjiang Provincial Federation of
Returne-d Overseas Chinese and Zhcjiang Normal University. It is worth
noting that besides some local scholars who have done studies on the topic,
two Zhcjiang Chinese in the Netherlands have been invited to be its honor-
ary members."
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In Wenzhou, there is also a Wcnzhou Overseas Chinese Research Insti-
tute, which was initiated by a couple of retired cadres who had been in
charge of overseas Chinese affairs before their retirement. In accordance with
the requests of some native clans or families whose members now have wide-
ly settled down abroad and want to trace their roots, several clan or lineage
genealogies have been edited and published in the name of tbe institute. In
February 1997, in order to set up a research foundation in the name of the
institute, two leading cadres of the institute went to visit their fellow provin-
cials in Europe. They visited all associations headed by their co-villagers and
asked for donations for the foundation."
In addition, when I was doing research in the villages of Wenzhou and
Shenzhen, I found various official or unofficial publications - including
booklets, folders and newsletters - - on their emigrants abroad. These are
local chronicles about their emigrants. In Yuhu, a distant rhen under the
jurisdiction of\Venzhou municipality, many of whose inhabitants are now in
the Netherlands, I met an elderly villager. For dozens of years be has been
recording the contributions (i.e., donations) made by the emigrants to their
native village. These original records, both the contents (what have been
recorded) and the special significance (why they have been recorded), have
provided valuable documents for the research in this area.
C Studies on the Chinese associations abroad
As was pointed out at the beginning, Chinese associanons, together with
Chinese schools and Chinese newspapers, are regarded as one of the three
pillars that support Chinese communities in alien surroundings. Nowadays,
the Chinese voluntary associations can be found wherever a Chinese immi-
grant society exists. A vast but loosely knit web of Chinese voluntary associ-
ations extends around the world, providing numerous possibilities for com-
munication, mutual help, and organized activities for Chinese immigrants.
These associations range from large to small and from ephemeral and infor-
mal to firmly established and tightly organized. Therefore, comprehensive
studies on Chinese immigrants abroad would have to focus on their associa-
tions to some degree. What follows is a brief review of the publications that
have taken the Chinese organizations as the major topic for study.
First, as was mentioned above, the scholars working on overseas Chinese
have focussed their attention almost exclusively on Southeast Asia and some-
what on North America, and so the studies related to Chinese associations
abroad concentrated on the same areas. Up to this point, the only book in
English that has provided even a quasi-introduction to Chinese immigrant
associations in Europe is the recently published The Chinese in Europe (Bcnton
& Pieke, eds., 1998). Many of the articles on Chinese immigrants in various
European countries contained in this book have also more or less superficially
mentioned their associations; these articles just give a brief picture of the
Chinese associations in Europe."
Of the limited number of publications, more have focussed on the history
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of associations before the Second World War than on their current develop-
ments (e.g., Tien, 1953; Skinner, 1957, 1958; Freedman, 1967; Yen, 1986,
1993); and some are collections of documents rather than intensive studies.
For instance, among the relevant publications written in Chinese, the books
written or edited by Guo et al. (1960), Wu (1975-1976, 1980) and Peng
(1983) are well known. Yet their major contribution is the rich documents
they have collected and sorted on the Chinese associations in Thailand,
Singapore or Malaysia.
Among the relevant publications written in English, one of the leading
studies concerns the Chinese community in Thailand and was conducted by
Skinner (1957, 1958). While studying the leadership and power structures
present within the Chinese immigrant community, he noted the history and
social functions of their various organizations in Thailand before the mid-
1950s. Another leading scholar on the subject worth mentioning is Freed-
man. As an anthropologist specialising on Chinese traditional society, Freed-
man has made a profound contribution in his study of Chinese lineage and
clan, not only in Fujian and Guangdong provinces, but also regarding their
emigration to parts of Southeast Asia. His study has provided useful insights
into the Chinese associations in Singapore in the 19th century "before they
were affected by modern political and cultural dcvcloprncnts'' (1967:41). He
studied how Chinese in Singapore "group themselves" to establish "their
rights vis-cl-vis one another and attempted to deal with non-Chinese authori-
ty" (ibid.).
Skinner and Freedman are pioneers among Western scholars who have
focussed on the study of the Chinese immigrant societies in Southeast Asia.
Their anthropological approaches have influenced many followers.
The books or articles written by Comber (1959), Crissman (1967), Blythe
(1969), Mak (1981), and Yen (1986, 1993) are also directly concerned with
the Chinese immigrant organizations or social structures. Having concentrat-
ed on the secret societies among the Chinese immigrants in Southeast Asia in
the 19th century, their studies, especially Yen (1986), have helped readers to
understand the early Chinese associations that were established based on
common surname, shared provenance, or shared dialect.
Since the 1970s, as a consequence of the rapid growth of the Chinese
immigrant communities in their respective receiving countries, the develop-
ment of Chinese associations has attracted more attention from scholars. For
instance, in mainland China, the SJzijie Huaqiao Huaren cidian (Dictionary of
Overseas Chinese), a large-scale reference book, is a collection of contribu-
tions from dozens of Chinese scholars. It covered more than one thousand
Chinese associations abroad (Zhou, ed., 1993).
Although a book in English focussed on Chinese associations abroad has
yet to be published, many have touched upon the topic to some degree.
Edgar \Vickberg is the first Western scholar to target his studies on the
Chinese organizations in the Philippines after World \Var H. In a series of
articles (e.g., 1988, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1996), Wickberg presented a compre-
hensive study of the recent developments of the Chinese associations in the
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Philippines, especially in Manila. He examined how the following points
affect Chinese associations: population movements, economic activities, rele-
vant government policies, relations between the Philippines and China. His
findings are beneficial to my work since his study is among the few that arc
close to my current study, not only in terms of the topic but also the period;
however, a clear gap exists because of the completely different political and
cultural backgrounds of the two host societies - the Philippines and the
Netherlands.
In summary, the study presented here concentrates on the Chinese associ-
ations in the Netherlands, which until now has not been systematically re-
searched either in the Netherlands or in China. Based on careful fact-finding,
this study will put forward arguments resulting from comparison and analy-
sis. The study is expected to make some contributions to the topic of the
Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands and broaden the scope of research in
this area. Undoubtedly, all relevant studies done by other scholars have
helped me to deepen my current study through comparison.
3 Defining central concepts
This study applies an interdisciplinary approach. My early training in China
was as a historian. However, since 1995, when I began this study under the
supervision of the Amsterdam School and Belle van Zuylen Institute, I have
been strongly influenced by Western anthropological and sociological ap-
proaches. Meanwhile, I have also had intensive training in the tradition of
oral history. Therefore, the oral sources collected and used to build up the
study, the classification systems, and explanatory treatments presented in this
study are organized in a way that combines some current Western and Chi-
nese ideas and practices. \Vhat follows are definitions for some of the study's
central concepts.
A Immigrants: the general attributes if the Chinese in the Netherlands
In China, the common terms used to name their compatriots abroad are
Huaqiao, Huaren or Huaqiao-Huaren; sometimes Huayi is included. In this study,
however, I prefer to use the concept of Chinese immigrants to label my study
target. To help Western readers understand the differences between the ter-
minology mentioned above, a brief definition would not go amiss.
Having gone through the documents issued by the relevant Chinese
authorities, the brief definitions are as follows:
Huaqiao: Originally, this term meant those Chinese who spend some time
abroad, but it does not include settlers. Nowadays, it simply refers to
Chinese who have the permanent right to reside in their adopted country
but retain their Chinese citizenship, either the citizenship of the People's
Republic of China, the Republic of China (Taiwan), the Hong Kong
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Special Administration Region or Macao,
Huaren: This refers to the Chinese who have settled down somewhere
outside China and have also obtained foreign citizenship.
Huaqiao-Huaren: A general term to combine the above-mentioned two
groups of people together.
Huayi: Chinese descendants who were born and have grown up outside of
China or have been educated and socialized in the country that their
parents or ancestors have adopted.
Discussions are continually cropping up as to the exact definitions of the
concepts listed above, although Professor Wang Gungwu, a leading scholar
in this area, concludes that "correct usage [of the above mentioned concepts]
is clearer today than in the past" (Wang, f998:f6; CL Wang 1981, 1991;
Pieke, 1987; Cushman & Wang eds. 1988; Zhou, 1993; Tu, 1994; Yaug,
1996; Zhujia, 1996 10).
In December 1994-, during the keynote lecture of The Last Half Century
of Chinese Overseas conference, Wang put forth his most recent opinion on
the Chinese overseas: since all countries which receive migrants have similar
expectations of their new citizens, neither Huaqiao nor Huaren would ade-
quately convey the idea of migrants who have been accepted as nationals of
their new countries (cf. \Vang, 1998, a revised version of the lecture). This
argument immediately drew criticism from several scholars in China, who
stressed that neither Huaqiao nor Huaren are dated; instead, there is no con-
cept better than these two to portray the general characteristics of the Chi-
nese abroad (Yang, 1996; Zhujia, 1996).
This debate is complicated by a new concept that is becoming popular
among some Western scholars: the Chinese diaspora. The term overseas Chi-
nese is avoided by some scholars because it "touches on political sensitivities
if extended to include Taiwan and Hong Kong." When they "are not con-
cerned with the boundaries of sovereignty claims or with distinctions of citi-
zenship or with whether the sojourn ahroad is seen as temporary or perma-
nent," the term Chinese diaspora is selected (Levcr-Tracy et al, 1996). One
representative example is the newly published book Ungrounded Empire (Ong &
Nonini, 1997). Diaspora as a pattern has been defined with an affirmative
view, which is central to this book. According to the authors, while separated
by space and travelling across and throughout the regions of dispersion, the
Chinese diaspora is characterized by multiplex and varied connections of
family, kinship, commerce, sentiments about their native place in China,
shared memberships in transnational organizations, and so on (ibid., 18). In
additing, .loe! Kotkin calls the Chinese outside of mainland China, together
with Jews, British, Japanese and Indians, "global tribes." According to him,
the global tribe is defined by their strong ethnic identity and sense of mutual
dependence, a global network and a passion for technical and other knowl-
edge from all possible sources. He predicts that in the new era such cosmo-
politan groups will "play an ever more important role in the emerging world
economy" (1993, 4--.'>; 262).
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In my opinion, it is questionable to use either diaspora or tribe to define
the ethnic Chinese abroad. To a certain degree, the concept of Chinese
diaspora may be adopted when the study concentrates on the border-crossing
network among the Chinese abroad. However, it is worth noting that the
ethnic Chinese who have been involved in such a network arc limited to a
few transnational Chinese entrepreneurs, business people or highly qualified
professionals. Most Chinese abroad are settlers, and rank and file citizens to
boot, in a certain country, such as millions upon millions of ethnic Chinese in
today's Southeast Asia. I I It is not simple for them to migrate from their
settled country to another one whenever they want. 12
The selection of a concept and its corresponding term mirrors the user's
principal opinion of the general characteristics of the Chinese abroad. There-
fore, rather than limiting the discussions to terminology definitions, I
shall explain why I have selected the term Chinese immigrants even though
Huaqiao has been a common self-assumed image of the Chinese in the Neth-
erlands.
1\1y studies have shown that, although few cherish short-term sojourning,
many Chinese in the Netherlands, whether they have become naturalized
Dutch citizens or retained their Chinese nationality, prefer to call themselves
Huaqiao. When asked why they have identified themselves as Huaqiao, very
often the interviewee would ask me in reply "Why not?" This is an interesting
phenomenon that caught my attention from the very beginning because it
shows clear contrasts with the popular reaction of most ethnic Chinese in
Southeast Asia. The latter had given up the concept of Huaqiao decades ago.
The reasons behind this phenomenon can be enumerated as follows.
Firstly, it is a reflection of the dominance of first-generation immigrants in
Chinese communities in the Netherlands (cf. Chapter I1). Before they emi-
grated, many knew from their own experiences that all government adminis-
tration in China (both on the mainland and in Taiwan) that deals with the
affairs of overseas Chinese uses the label Huaqiao. Therefore, it is logical that
they simply identify themselves as Huaqiao because they are now abroad.
Marry do not know, and do not care, about the differences between Huaqiao,
Huaren and Huayi.
Secondly, it is a reflection of the tolerant social surroundings in which the
Chinese in the Netherlands live. The Netherlands has a tradition of tolerance
towards diverse opinions, various religions, and other cultures. In addition,
the Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands have only formed an insignificant
part of the population, and their share of the Dutch economy is negligible.
Or, to put it differently, the Chinese in the Netherlands have never become
an ethnic, economic, or cultural strength that would be able to affect the
mainstream of the dominant society, like their peers in some Southeast Asian
countries.
Finally, it is a reflection ofjlexible citizenship (Ong, 1993:41). According to
the definition made by Ong, flexible citizenship is a product of the current
trend of globalization, which has made economic calculation a major ele-
ment in diasporic subjects' choice of citizenship. Nowadays, the citizenship to
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a certain degree has become a popular strategy that some migrants are using
to take advantage of political and economic conditions in different parts of
the world. In the case of the Chinese in the Netherlands, it is worth noting
that some Chinese associations in the Netherlands not only have their asso-
ciations titled Huoqiao, but publicly proclaim that they are a "patriotic over-
seas Chinese association" (cf. ACV, 1997). However, the fact that they are
living in the Netherlands and remembering their home country is certainly
nostalgia, but it is not the Chinese nationalism that some scholars warned of
(Zhujia, 1996). Their patriotic complex is nothing more than an imaginary
sense that, in Anderson's words, is just "a politics without responsibility or
accountability" or "long-distance nationalism" (1992: 1l).13 In effect, the
members of these associations prefer to live in the Netherlands rather than in
China. Regardless of whether they are committed to it or not, the political
situation in the Netherlands affects them and their families much more di-
rectly. Undoubtedly, it is true that their hopes regarding the prosperity of
China are indeed stronger than that cherished by most Dutch people, and
their happiness about the progress made by China is indeed greater. Never-
theless, it is important to recognize the potential meaning of this phenom-
enon: they want to gain social elevation in the Netherlands from the strength
and prosperity of China.
In my study presented here, however, I have selected neither Huaqiao nor
Huaren, but have opted instead for the concept of Chinese immigrants because it
is based on an important consideration that the phenomenon of the Chinese
immigrant group is hereinafter examined from the starting point of the re-
ceiving country.
First, it is a comprehensive concept that includes all of the Chinese in the
Netherlands; that is, not only those who emigrated straight from China
(mainland, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao) to the Netherlands, but also the
Chinese offspring who re-emigrated from Indonesia, Surinam, Indo-China or
somewhere else. To a certain degree, it also includes the three groups men-
tioned above: Huaqiao, Huaren and Huavi.
Secondly, this concept clearly reflects a feature of the Chinese community
in the Netherlands: it is still dominated by first-generation immigrants (cf.
Chapter II). That is, because this study focusses on the association activities
organized by the Chinese of the first generation, adopting the concept of
Chinese immigrants is even more appropriate. 14
B Community: a "we-group" to identijj the members from "outsiders"
In this study, the term community has been attached to three social groups: the
Chinese immigrant community, the original community of Chinese immi-
grants and the Dutch community.
The concept of community has attracted many different interpretations
and has been subjected to widespread use and abuse. Moreover, the idea of
a Chinese community arouses many different responses (Crissman, 1967:
188-191; Wang, 1993:9). With regard to my study target, undoubtedly, the
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Chinese in the Netherlands can only in a very limited sense be identified as
one community. Rather, one can say that below the surface there is a whole
series of relatively independent communities and networks. Several transna-
tional Chinese communities also exist that extend to their respective home
communities in China. However, at the same time, living in an alien environ-
ment indeed gives all Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands the image of a
cohesive ethnic community. \Vith regard to the Dutch, the existence of ethnic
immigrant groups next to them also awakens their community consciousness.
Given its vagueness, community is the preferred, and most convenient, term:
its boundary can bc defined to identify members of any group. Yet, to avoid
misunderstanding, it is necessary to make a clear definition of the way this
concept will be used here.
In this study the term community is not relegated to its strict meaning -
i.e., all members sharing a common living area - nor simply to portray the
target as close-knit and as facilitating cooperation and mutual aid among all
members. For instance, I clearly point out that, in contrast to an idealized
harmonious existence, the Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands are divid-
ed by various dialects, dissimilar hometowns or living areas before emigra-
tion, differing political orientations towards China, as well as exhibiting their
own class structure. I give a detailed description of the sub-groups among the
Chinese immigrant community in the Netherlands in Chapter Il.
Further, the relevant communities mentioned in this study can only be
named for the sake of contrast; it "depends primarily on a recognized differ-
ence in ethnicity or origin" (Crissman, 1967:188). In this sense, the term
community properly reflects the fact that the relevant people as a whole have
formed "a section of the population" (maybe something like bevolkingsgroep in
Dutch). The label of community in this study applies to a we-group whuse
members are identified with each other on the basis of their common physi-
cal appearance and shared culture, which they stress, consciously or uncon-
sciously, to differentiate themselves and their peers from others or outsiders.
In other words, either the Chinese or the Dutch will act or arc acted upon as
a community when eo-ethnic cooperation is of particular need. For instance,
the emergence of economic competition between ethnic groups very often
encourages many to gain competitive advantage through fellow-ethnic re-
sources, which hastens a kind of community loyalty being stressed.
In general, the community exists in both a real and an imaginary sense. It
is real because the collective characteristics of each community can be illus-
trated, and moreover, the members of each one can be identified and recog-
nized to a certain degree. At the same time, however, it is imaginary because
it has been framed by invisible links. This is especially the case for the Chi-
nese immigrant community in the Netherlands, where community has been
framed along national margins and is in reality far from being a strong and
integrated entity.
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C Constructing a new identity: benqits from the twu morlds
By taking the development of the Chinese associations in the Netherlands as
a case study, I attempt to show in this project how the Chinese immigrants in
the Xetherlands have made efforts to benefit from their special position in-
stead of simply suffering from the painful experiences of being "nowhere at
home." Moreover, when considered in conjunction with global migration
trends, I believe a localized study has important general implications.
Many studies have made acute analyses of the consequence of cultural
hybridization on transnational or transcultural migrants. The migrants who
have left one society and its culture without making a satisfactory adjustment
to another find themselves on the margin of each society and a member of
neither (Stonequist, 1965). In some cases new cultural and relational patterns,
which are neither wholly from the receiving society nor wholly from the
sending society, have developed over time (Watson, 1977). Under these cir-
cumstances the immigrants must unite the qualities of "nearness and remote-
ness, concern and indifference" (Park & Burgess, 1921: 322-327). They arc a
group that stands in the borderland between two worlds and two eras, akin to
both but nowhere at home (Kahn, 1929: 117).
This being the case, what are the responses of the migrants? Do they feci
pitiful about their marginal position? Do they try to change this position?
Some studies have shown that the relevant migrants have made efforts to
change the situation itself, i.e., to promote acculturation (Stonequist, 1965:
221-222). Others, however, have their emotional life and political psychology
nostalgically oriented toward their home country (Anderson, 1992). While
admitting that these two possibilities have reflected basic oricntations of the
Chinese immigrant communities in their adopted countries, I shall consider
the consequences of marginal positions from another perspective.
The processes of globalization arc changing the world. Among other
things, the increase of all media of exchange among countries - such as
capital, trade, technology, and tourism --- has given rise to international
migration. Someone has even predicted that "the last decade of the twentieth
century and the first of the twenty-first century will be the age of migration"
(Castles & Miller, 1993:3). This rapid growth in international population
movements calls for a new understanding of the marginal positions created
bctv...'ccn societies. By now there is a considerable body of literature about
transnationalism, globalization, and migration, which are hot topics at the
moment (e.g., Sassen, 1988; Fox 1991; Robertson 1992; Kotkin 1993; Bot-
tom1cy et ai, 1994; Kearney 1995; Lever-Tracy et ai, 1996; Sinn, 1998).
Instead of joining these comprehensive discussions, my considerations arc
based upon empirical findings of a localized case.
The establishment of Chinese voluntary associations in Western societies
is in itself a consequence of the distance between the two worlds: the eco-
nomic and cultural differences between the immigrants' original society and
their receiving society. The development of the relevant associations has,
from a certain perspective, collectively reflected the efforts made by the im-
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migrants to benefit from the two worlds. Thus, the symbolic power that the
Chinese associations have created must be understood in order to compre-
hend their social significance. It is worth noting that this symbolic power is
becoming more and more necessary for all societies with immigrant popula-
tions.'?
More precisely, the Chinese associations as a whole have formed a socially
visible, representative strength. The Dutch authorities, which have aimed at
bringing all Chinese immigrants into a socially controlled orbit, need the
associations. Meanwhile, the Chinese associations act to tie Chinese immi-
grants more closely together. An important wish cherished by many immi-
grants is to move from marginality to assertion. When a demand, no matter
how important, is heard through a million separate voices, the result is ca-
cophony; consequently, the associations seck instead to create a concert of
purpose by channelling these voices into one body (Cr. Menton, 1982: 207-
8).
For instance, the public activities held by the associations - such as the
Chinatown festival and Chinese New Year's party - where Chinese immi-
grants are hosts and the Dutch are attentive customers, have helped to quell
their outsider feclings. This is accomplished because the Chinese immigrants
are recognized by the dominant society as a social force with its own distinct
culture.
To the society in their region of origin, many emigrants also want to
become and believe they should be respected as a new force at the core.
Because, individually, they have made contributions to their respective fami-
lies or clans through remittances or by having brought over someone else to
their new world; collectively, they have made generous contributions to their
hometown, moreover, they believe that their experiences in a developed
Western country have given them a wiser and more advanced view on their
country of origin. They may take into account the distance between them-
selves and their native people created by their emigration; however, many
regard this more as a symbolic capital than as a weakness.
Those immigrants who are able to preserve the best in their ancestral
heritage while reaching out for the best that the Dutch society can offer have
become the finest examples of those who have successfully straddled two
worlds. They need two worlds: the successful experiences in one can be used
to climb up ladders in the other. If immigrants lose their O\1,'n cultural or
ethnic characteristics, they lose the most valuable treasure they have.
The last important point that should be added is that the combination of
the best from both worlds can only be realized within tolerant and harmoni-
ous social surroundings, especially when the official relationship between
their sending and receiving societies is friendly. Experience shows how immi-
grants become victims of the contradictions between their sending and re-
ceiving countries. With the recent developments in the global economy and
the rapid movement of capital and labour, the migrants who have developed
an integrated relationship with their new world, while enhancing their own
cultural and social capital, possess unique attributes to gain competitive ad-
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vantage. Although at present such an updated ideutity is found mainly
among the elite and well-educated immigrants, its potential is significant.
4 Operationalizing the research
As a pilot study on the Chinese associations in the Netherlands, this research
is exploratory in nature. It combines the approaches of individual case
analysis and general investigation. While selecting three associations with
their respective characteristics to give a detailed illustration, this study also
involves many more associations from a comparative perspective. To a cer-
tain degree, I try to point out the general implications of the current localized
study and suggest more popular conclusions.
This study is comparative, however, more in the sense that it compares
the structural and functional differences between the Chinese associations.
Lacking the necessary knowledge and access, I could not manage to study
other ethnic immigrant associations in the Netherlands. Therefore, in this
study, the comparison between the Chinese immigrant associations and the
associations organized by other ethnic immigrants, although it seems rather
important and interesting, remains limited and superficial.
Some methodological considerations and definitions are presented below.
A Definitions of this study
First, this study has focussed on the associations organized by the Chinese
immigrants who directly emigrated from China (including mainland, Hong
Kong and Taiwan) to the Netherlands. The Chinese appeared as an immi-
grant group in the Netherlands in the early 20th century. Among them, there
are two great sub-groups who emigrated from the former Netherlands East
Indies and Surinam, two former colonies of the Netherlands. As two distinc-
tive groups that require an independent study, their associations, except
when it might be of value to mention them for the purpose of comparison,
will not be included here.
Second, this study has concentrated on the associations organized by and
for the first generation of Chinese immigrants. As by the end of 1997 there
were more than one hundred Chinese associations all over the Netherlands
(er. Appendix Ill), it would be too ambitious to present an exhaustive study of
all of them. Among others, the children of the Chinese immigrant parents,
i.e., the Holland-born or Holland-educated Chinese descendants, have
formed a new section within the Chinese community in the Netherlands.
Since their expectations and behaviour are rather different from their par-
ents, it is an interesting topic that needs a separate investigation. Therefore,
in this study, their activities will be touched upon only a few times when they
have some relation with other associations.
Third, this study has targeted Chinese voluntary associations. Hence, the
associations that were organized for the purpose of making profits will not be
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included, but a few cases where the leaders or initiators have used the name
of a voluntary organization for some hidden purpose will be discussed as a
special phenomenon. In addition, certain secret or illegal organizations that
exist among the Chinese community are not my study targets since there are
too many differences between the legal and illegal ones, and the latter in itself
needs an independent study.
Finally, it should be pointed out that this study mainly focusses on Chinese
immigrants whose social lives still remain at the core of the Chinese commu-
nity or are mainly bound to the Chinese community. There are some people
who should be studied but are difficult to reach because they arc out of sight
from the Chinese perspective, e.g., those who have completely assimilated
into the Dutch society; those who had played an active role but have passed
away; or those who have re-migrated to other countries; ete.
B Oral accounts are an essential source fir the study
This study to a certain degree relics on the oral data from nearly 200 inter-
views in total, although the study of archives and the collections of written
documents have also formed one part of the necessary basis. The reasons
why oral accounts are so essential here should be viewed from at least the
following four perspectives.
First, having set up this study on the basis of interviews, I have attempted
to fill in gaps and weaknesses in the written sources by tracing the psychologi-
cal processes that coincide with the settlement of these immigrants in their
receiving country. As was pointed out earlier, no systematic research on the
development of the Chinese associations in the Netherlands has been done.
This is surprising considering the fact that more than one hundred Chinese
associations have been founded since the end of the Second World War. In
view of the few books on the Chinese in the Netherlands, the gap between
the writers, who are Western scholars, and their subjects, the Chinese immi-
grants, is wide and obvious. It is also clear that a comprehensive study on the
topic cannot ignore the voice of ordinary Chinese immigrants.
On the Chinese side, there have been some publications - such as news-
papers, periodicals, and reports - edited and published by a few of the
Chinese associations in the Netherlands. From these written sources, the
activities of Chinese associations can be gleaned, especially after the 1980s. In
addition, some articles written by Chinese immigrants show their feelings
about living in a strange country, their personal life stories, their psychologi-
cal ambivalence, and their expectations for the future. Nevertheless, such
articles are few in number, and the writers are limited to a few well-educated
persons. On this point, oral sources can be used to fill in gaps and weaknesses
in the written sources.
Just as Alessandro Portelli has pointed out: the first thing that makes oral
history different is that "they tell us not just what people did, but what they
wanted to do, what they believed they were doing, what they now think they
did. Oral sources may not add much to what we know of, for instance, the
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material cost of a given strike to the workers involved; but they tell us a good
deal about its psychological costs" (1981 :99-100; 1991 :50). Elizabetb Tonkin
argues that "the past" is not only a resource to deploy or support a case or to
assert a social claim, it also enters memo!)' in different ways and helps to
structure it; therefore, "we arc our memories" (1992: I). Also, she argues that
personal narratives cannot be taken as accurate historical documents but
should be approached "as literature" that itself is "part of social action"
(ibid:3), and "it is a dynamic process and also a situational one" (ibid:51).
Elsewhere, Selma Leydesdorff illustrates the strong nostalgia orientation of
the Jewish proletariat of Amsterdam (1994); Dorothy Louise Zinn describes
the contradictory feelings of staying or returning to Senegal among Senega-
lese immigrants in Italy (1994); Gadi Ben-Ezer analyzes the identity problem
that EthiopianJews have encountered after their migration to Israel (1994).
All of these researchers provide examples of how to use oral sources to trace
the migrants' psychology in their respective strange countries, which of
course is important for the construction of their history.
In this study, the organizational motivations and the social significance of
the Chinese associations cannot be studied without rich oral data collected
from interviews. Many examples can be read from the ensuing chapters, but
the following is a representative case.
Mr. l\'IH is a successful Chinese restaurateur and a leading member of
several Chinese associations. During an interview, when I expressed my ap-
preciation for his achievements after emigrating from China, his response
was as follows: IG
Yes, I am a successful restaurateur now. I have a big restaurant, a nice
house, savings maybe even enough for another lifetime if I can have it
[...1 Yet, what is the meaning of these things to me? I was a historian
before I emigrated. Many of my classmates are now professors. When I
met them, they gave me their books. That is their achievement. \Vhat can
1 give to thcm? Of course, they all appreciated my achievements in the
Xcthcrlands, but I really fecl ashamed when I tell them that I am a
Chinese restaurateur, I have to worry about the value of business everyday
and I have to smile with customers around the tables [... ] I would be
much happier if I were a scholar, although I would have lived in a poorer
way.'?
The contradiction between the interviewee's economic gains and psychologi-
cal losses is clear. Also, I noted that he did not directly mention how he
thought about his leading position within the Chinese associations. Based on
what he has said, however, it may be considered that seeking psychological
balance became a basic motivation to be active within the Chinese associa-
tions and win a sense of achievement from such activities. In addition, this
oral account is helpful to obtain an insight into the following event: while
visiting his old university in China, this interviewee donated twenty thousand
Dutch guilders to support the publication of one historical issue edited by his
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ex-classmates; then his name as a special sponsor was printed on the top of
the cover page.
The second perspective on oral accounts is that the use of interviews as a
research approach provides a practical way to allow more Chinese immi-
grants to express their part in history; in this way, the construction of history
can be more comprehensive.
During the relevant interviews, in addition to their responses that directly
related to a certain Chinese association, I heard a lot of life stories. These life
stories, as the narrator's personal experiences both in their home country and
abroad, form the vital basis on which to study their personal attitudes to-
wards the relevant associations on the one hand and the deep or latent social
significance of the associations on the other.
For example, up through mid-1998, Chinese immigrants in Europe had
organized about forty various European-wide Chinese associations. Why has
the idea of organizing transnational associations been realized and developed
among the European Chinese? One factor can be drawn from oral sources:
Europe or rather Western Europe is like a single entity in their mind. From
the life stones of my interviewees, I found it is quite common for them to
transfer from one country to another and then to a third or fourth country,
especially just after their arrival. The following examples illustrate this:
Mr. Chen. In 1929, Mr. Chen emigrated from Qjngtian in Zhejiang prov-
ince to Paris. With the help of a cousin, he left for Berlin in 1930. In 1933,
he crossed the border into the Netherlands.
Mr. A. Mr. A jumped ship in London in 1946 and worked in a fellow
villager's restaurant for about two years before he returned to Hong
Kong. In 1967 he jumped ship again in Denmark and used his savings to
buy a small fast-food store in Copenhagen. He then sold the store and
emigrated to Sweden in 1969. At last in 1975 he decided to join his
daughter's business in the Netherlands when he was 55 years old.
Mr. G. Mr. G emigrated to Italy in 1962. Having saved some money, he
rc-emigrated to the Netherlands in 1968 after hearing about the Chinese
restaurant boom there. Then, in the late 1980s, when the competition
among the Chinese catering businesses in the Netherlands became inten-
sive, while the limitation on trading business is more flexible in Italy than
in the Netherlands, he went to register an import-export trading company
in Italy.
Mrs. N. Mrs. N left mainland China to join her husband in Hong Kong in
the 1960s. After being divorced by her husband, she tried to find a better
future in Europe in the 1980s. Because she has a brother, a couple of
cousins and friends who have settled down in France, Belgium and the
Xetherlands respectively, she then lived in these three countries in succes-
sion for several years before she married a Dutchman and finally settled
down in a Dutch city.
J.\1.r. C. Mr. C went to the Netherlands in 1985 on a tourist visa. He was
sent back to Wcnzhou in 1988 after being picked up by the Amsterdam
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police as an illegal immigrant. Less than one year later, he lefi for Italy,
again on a tourist visa. This time, he was lucky, for he was granted perma-
nent residence when the Italian government announced an amnesty for
illegal residents.
These life stories show that Europe is the equivalent of one single "country"
in the minds of these people. Their experience of emigration from one coun-
try to another made the idea of organizing transnational associations accept-
able for ordinary European Chinese. For instance, Mr. Chen, Mr. G. and
Mrs. N mentioned above are among the active initiators of transnational
Chinese associations in Europe.
The third reason for the use of oral data is that oral sources to a certain
degree may provide profound meanings to some well-known facts based on
unconscious memories cherished by the speakers. Certainly, it is clear that
the oral sources collected from the interviews are not always fully reliable in
point of fact. Nevertheless, "rather than being a weakness, this is however,
their strength: errors, inventions, and myths lead us through and beyond facts
to their meanings" (Portelli, 1991:3). The following is an interesting example
of my experience.
\\Then asked about the initiating process of a Netherlands-wide Chinese
association, CSFN, the relevant interviewees told me at least three different
stories and in total gave me six names of its key initiators. Since there are
short of original documents to show the early period of the association, it is
impossible to bring the real initiator(s) of CSFN to light simply on the basis of
the interviews. This is a shortcoming of the oral sources: the informants
cannot completely get rid of their subjectivity. Yet, at least two other con-
structive meanings can be drawn from the superficially contradictory oral
sources. On the one hand, the oral sources show that this association has
enjoyed great prestige among the Chinese community; so much so, that
people regard it as an honour to be its initiator. On the other hand, from the
phenomenon that there are some differences - areas of origin and political
oricntations towards China - among the six possible initiators, it can be
seen clearly that CSFN shows neither political orientations nor any bias
according to different places of origin. Therefore, a conclusion can be
reached based on the relevant oral sources that CSFN is a united association
that opens its door to all Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands (cf Chapter
V).
The fourth and final reason for using oral accounts is that there is a lack
of reliable qualitative statistics dealing with the Chinese immigrants in the
Netherlands. On the one hand, some Chinese immigrants do not want to or
do not know how to go through formal registration; on the other hand, the
Dutch authorities did not have the capacity to control Chinese immigrants,
whose languages they rarely understand. Oral sources may not add many
data to what the researcher can find out from the written sources, such as
how many meetings or public activities have been organized by a certain
association; instead, they tell us a good deal about its effects. Thus, a vivid
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history' can be portrayed with the fresh materials provided by interviewees
and under the logical "reconstruction" of the researcher (cf. Thompson, 1988).
In sum, written and oral accounts do not exist in separate worlds. Instead
of being mutually exclusive, oral and written sources may be mutually com-
plementary. Also, the assumption that written sources are objective and oral
sources arc subjective is not always correct. In contrast, by utilizing compara-
tive studies of relevant oral and written sourc-es, the history can be construct-
ed in a richer and deeper way.
To define the current study, I follow the development of the Chinese
immigrant community in the Netherlands from the mid-1980s. As a visiting
scholar to the University of Amsterdam between 1986 and 1988, I set up my
contacts with the relevant Chinese associations and made dozens of pilot
interviews with the Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands. However, the
major oral data of this study, drawn from 156 in-depth interviews, was col-
lected between 1995 and 1998, after I had undergone intensive training on
oral history-taking in the Belle van Zuylen Institute of Amsterdam University
in the spring of 1995. Among these in-depth interviews, 97 were conducted
among the Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands, while the other 59 were
done in their hometowns of Wcnzhou and Shcnzhen in China.
The selection of interviewees is largely arbitrary. Among those in the
Netherlands, there are Chinese association initiators, leaders and backbone
elements; in addition, there are also some Chinese who proclaimed that they
were completely uninterested in any organizational activities. In the immi-
grants' hometowns of Wcnzhou and Shenzhen, my interviewees included
local cadres who are in charge of overseas Chinese affairs, relatives of the
Chinese emigrants, and some returned migrants who had made their living
in the Netherlands. Their responses regarding the Chinese associations in the
Netherlands, as well as their memories or indirect impressions (imaginations)
about the Netherlands, expanded my understanding. Some responses were
not merely different but sometimes antagonistic to certain facts, which helped
me to correct some of my lopsided views, Meanwhile, it is worth mentioning
that the number of people with whom I had conversations on their experi-
ences in the Netherlands is much higher than the number of official inter-
viewees. I was often present on occasions where people interacted socially, for
instance at home, in a restaurant, in an association's weekly meeting, or
during festivals. I have imbibed valuable information from such unofficial
interviews.
Since I am working in my own community, I know how difficult it is to
maintain my perspective as a complete outside observer. For example, during
the period of my research, I was ver-y often asked to offer certain help, e.g., to
act as an interpreter, to write a report for a certain organization, to fill in a
form for an illiterate elderly person, to he a Chinese language teacher, or to
help with the arrangement of meetings. I have attempted to complete the
requests as a volunteer, although I have, consequently, spent rather a lot of
time and energy. As a response: however, I have been regarded as a member
of the we-group and very often enjoyed my interviewees personal trust or
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friendship and benefitted from that. Sometimes I almost forgot that I was a
researcher and often shared the narrator'sjoys and sorrows. I know it is my
weak point that I quite often stand too elose to my fellow country people, but
I cannot thoroughly control my sentiments. "Few can claim to be 'detached'
or 'dispassionate' no matter where they work; anthropologists arc, after all,
only human" (Watson, 1977: 15). Nevertheless, as a Chinese who has been
trained in a Western school and tries to study her own community from the
inside, the study has benefitted from my insider's perspective because I be-
lieve I have a better understanding of the situation.
C Field experience at both ends of the migration chain
A methodological preparation for this study is that I have carried out my field
experience at both ends of the migration chain, i.e., in the Netherlands and
in Wenzhou and Shenzhen, the hometowns of a great part of Chinese mi-
grants in the Netherlands.!"
Voluntary associations by and for the Chinese immigrants in the Nether-
lands have been organized and are developed in concert with the Chinese
immigration process. Moreover, the organizing process itself has formed one
of their responses to having settled down in the Netherlands while remaining
nostalgically connected to their communities of origin. As Watson has rightly
pointed out, "it is impossible to gain a true picture of immigration as a process
without investigating the people and their families on both sides" (1977: 2,
italics in original).
Being a Chinese scholar familiar with the original background of Chinese
migrants, I started, and basically focusscd, this project in the Netherlands.
Between 1986 and 1988, then carrying on again from 1995, I took an ap-
proach of participant observation to follow all important activities organized
by the Chinese associations in the Netherlands. During the early months of
1996 and of 1997, I made specific trips first to Wenzhou and then to Shen-
zhen to conduct another part of my fieldwork. Having visited some qiaoxiang
(or emigrant communities), I am impressed by the striking interdependent
influences between the two geographically distant worlds.
The comparative studies on the responses - which arc based on posing
similar questions to interviewees either in their receiving or sending societies
- are used to develop a more comprehensive understanding of the social
significance of the Chinese associations.
In general, none of the other studies related to Chinese immigrants in the
Netherlands had been conducted from both ends of their migration chain. I
hope the dual perspective will also increase the value of this study.
5 Structure of the text
This book begins with an examination of the process of settlement of the
Chinese in the Netherlands. Then, once the history of the Chinese voluntary
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associations has been traced in detail, different types of associations are dis-
tinguished. In Chapter IV, three Chinese associations with their respective
characteristics are studied. The three substantial chapters that contain my
major arguments focus on three principal topics:
(i) To have dreams come true: organizational motivations;
(ii) Leadership and membership: organizational structures;
(iii) A bridge and a wall between the two worlds: organizational functions.
Finally, some conclusions are drawn from a comparative perspective to give
an outlook on the future development of the Chinese associations in the
Nctherlands.
"\Ve need two worlds!" When one interviewee said this to me in a mild tone,
I was deeply impressed at first and afterwards tried to explore its potential or
deeper meaning. Many contemporary immigrants with updated identities
want to and believe they can benefit from their marginal position. Their
organizational activities are a result of this desire. Therefore, one of my
important explorations is the two-worlds perspective, that is, how an achieve-
ment in one society has been converted into capital for upward mobility in
another society.
The study presented here is the result of my exploration.
CHAPTER II
The Settlement of Chinese Immigrants
in the Netherlands
Presenting a comprehensive historical overview of the settlement of Chinese
immigrants in the Netherlands is an indispensable way to prepare for a more
detailed study on the activities and structures of their associations.
I Chinese migration to the Netherlands in the 20th century
When and how did the Europe-oriented migration occur from some areas of
China?l How have these areas been historically selected? How has this mi-
gration wave been shaped and reshaped in the 20th century?
According to the documents I have studied, written from a Chinese per-
spective and focussing on different stages throughout the 20th century, the
pattern of Chinese immigration to the Netherlands can be divided into three
phases:
(i) The inception of the first Europe-oriented migration tide: before 1949;
(ii) The Chinese emigration tide from outside of mainland China: 1950-
1975;
(iii) A sudden rising tide of emigration from mainland China: after 1976.
1\ The inception of the first Europe-oriented migration tide (before 1949)
From a historical perspective, the Dutch presence in China occurred much
earlier than that of the Chinese in the Netherlands. As early as the 17th
century, the Dutch had control of Taiwan, the biggest island of China, lasting
for nearly 40 years (1624 - 1662). Since then, for almost four centuries, the
Dutch have been described in official Chinese publications as "barbarians
with red hair [...J They have deep-set eyes and long noses. All their hair,
eyebrows, and beards arc red. They have big feet, as long as forty centime-
ters.''' The hook carrying this description was officially published in I 739. It
is obvious that until the eighteenth century the Netherlands was an alien
place even among the Chinese intellectuals.
Similarly, in the Netherlands (with the exception of the former Nether-
lands Indies), to the majority of native Dutch until the middle of the 19th
century, the Chinese were a strange people." All the materials that I have
collected show that the Chinese as a foreign immigrant group did not appear
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in the Netherlands until the early 20th century. In other words, since the
beginning of the 20th century, the Netherlands has changed in perception
from a country of "barbarians with red hair" to an ideal destination for some
Chinese.
How did this change come about? Why did the Chinese make such a long
and arduous journey to settle down in the Netherlands?
The earliest ethnic Chinese immigrants who appeared in the Netherlands
can be divided into two groups: one was a re-emigrant group which came
from the former Netherlands East Indics; the other group came directly from
China. Although both of them were ethnic Chinese, there were large differ-
ences between them with regard to the general motivations behind their
migration, their original backgrounds, and their social position in the Nether-
lands. Since this study focusses on the Chinese emigrants from China, the
accounts related to the Chinese immigrants from the former Netherlands
East Indies to the Netherlands will be introduced briefly and only for com-
parative purposes.
The majority of this latter migrant group were students, who were also
known as Pcranakan Chinese." Although some Chinese businessmen in the
Netherlands East Indies had conducted business in the Netherlands since the
cnd of the 19th century, their number was always very limited, as few of
them could compete with Dutch entrepreneurs operating in their Dutch
homeland. Education, however, was another matter. In 1908, the so-called
Holland-Chinese school was established in the Netherlands East Indics. Since
Table I Registration of occupations of331 Chinese entering the Netherlands
Oanuary 1937)
Birthplace. Sailor.. Hawker... Cook Restaurateur Others**** TotaL
Guangdong 97 4 G 3 I III
Zhejiang 31 158 4 193
Fujian I 2 3
Shanghai I II 12
Hong Kong 2 3
Jiangsu 4 4
Anhui 2 4
Shandong I I
Total 133 182 G 3 7 331
..
****
Shanghai and Hong Kong arc cities. The other names of birthplaces are prov-
inces or China.
11 registered as stoker, others registered as sailors.
Among the hawkers from Zhejiang, one was female.
"Others" include the following occupations: 1 laundry-man, I bookkeeper, 3
artists, 1 boarding-house keeper, I peasant.
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Table 2 Changes in the occupations of above-mentioned Chinese
Oanuary 1937) *
Changing
From To Zhqiang Guangdong hdian Shanghai Anhui Total
hawker peanut-cake sdlcr** 49 3 4 2 58
sailor peanut-cake seller** 18 I I 20
hawker clothes seller 9 9
sailor clothes seller 4 4
hawker shopkeeper I I
sailor hawker I 5 6
hawker boarding-house
keeper 3 4
hawker sailor 10 II
hawker bookkeeper I I
hawker cook I
hawker laundry-man I
sailor cook 3 3
sailor waiter 3 3
Total 97 17 4 3 122
Among the 331 registered Chinese, 122 changed their occupations after arrival.
These changes are shown in this table.
As we shall see, around the beginning of the 1930s, many Chinese in the Neth-
erlands had to sell a kind of peanut-cake to make a living.
Source: the above t\\I'O tables are systematized and calculated from (Ihineezcn, \iLT-
blijfhoudende op terrein N. V. Stoomvaart Maatschappij 'Nederland' op 26Januari
1937. The original document number: 1\0. A 376 /75/1937.
the early 19005, with the increase of local-born Chinese descendants who
gre\v up in the Netherlands East Indies and received a Dutch education,
entry into the Netherlands for secondary and tertiary education became an
overriding ambition for some literate Chinese, even though it was a very
expensive and difficult undertaking." According to available statistical data,
there were about 20 Peranakan Chinese students studying in the Netherlands
in 191 I. This number increased to about 50 in 1920 and to about 150 in
1930. In the aftermath of the world economic crisis of the 1930s 1 this number
decreased to about 100 in the mid-1930s. At the cnd of the 19305, aware that
war might break out any time in Europe, Peranakan Chinese families were
afraid to send their offspring to the Netherlands. The number of Peranakan
Chinese students decreased rapidly to a few dozen. In sum, according to the
statistical data offered by C'hung Hwa Hui,fJ there were about 900 Pcranakan
Chinese who studied in the Netherlands between 1911 and 1940 (van Galen,
19H7:136; Tan, 1986:2; 7).
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The Chinese pioneers who came directly from China to the Netherlands
were people from the provinces of Guangdong and Zhejiang.' More precise-
ly, the majority of Chinese in the Netherlands came from the following two
areas: Bo On district" of Guangdong province and Wenzhou and Qjngtian
districts of Zhejiang province. Tables I and 2 show some basic details about
the Chinese in the Netherlands in the 1930s.
The first Chinese group that came directly from China to make their
living in the Netherlands was the Guangdong or He On group. The majority
of this group were seafarers when they first arrived in the Netherlands, who
had been employed and brought over to the Netherlands by Dutch shipping
companies (van Heck, 1936; Wubben, 1986; Chen, 1991; Pieke & Benton,
1998). Going back to the beginning, I shall sketch the historical background
from the Chinese side.
Bo On was a county that was established by the central government of the
Jin Dynasty in 331 AD'" It is located in the area around the mouth of the
Pearl River. Before the cession of Hong Kong to Great Britain in the Nank-
ing Treaty of 1842, Hong Kong fell under the administrative jurisdiction of
Bo On. Therefore, with the development of Hong Kong as an international
port and the concomitant labour shortage this entailed, the natives of the less
developed areas of Bo On began going to Hong Kong to make their living.
By the early part of this century, ocean-shipping enterprises were already
a well-entrenched economic sector of Britain, the Netherlands, and some
other Western European countries. From the middle of the 19th century,
after the cession of Hong Kong, in a bid to seck higher prolits, British ship-
ping companies, followed by the Dutch and other Western companies, began
to hire cheap Chinese labour on ships leaving from Hong Kong. This began
the practice of strong, healthy Bo On peasants working as scatarcrs.!''
This history can also be viewed from the Dutch side. As their way of life
always entailed all kinds of difficulties and dangers, the sailors of Western
European countries had developed a strong trade union to protect their
rights. Protective of their profits, ship owners at that time began employing
poor Chinese peasants instead of Western labour. An investigation by the
Dutch seamen's trade union in the 1930s showed that the wage accepted by
Chinese seamen was only about two-thirds of the pay that was offered to
their Dutch counterparts. l l
In 1898, there were 11 Chinese seamen registered as foreign employees in
Amsterdam. This figure grew to 109 the next year and 335 the year after. In
the first ten years of the 20th century, the number of Chinese seamen regis-
tered in Amsterdam remained between 100 and 300. This, however,
changed during a Dutch seamen's strike in 1911, when hundreds of Chinese
were employed simultaneously to break the strikc.!" At this time, the total
number of Chinese seamen jumped from 196 in 1910 to 765 in 1911 and
kept rising to reach 2,165 in 1915. Through 1930, the number of Chinese
seamen registered in Dutch shipping companies remained at a level of be-
twccn two and three thousand each year. 13
The increase of Chinese seamen working for Dutch companies meant that
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due to sickness, waiting for a new berth or simply being tired of the sea-faring
life, many Chinese jumped ship to make a living ashore; thus, more and more
Chinese seamen spent a longer and longer period of time in the Netherlands.
By doing so, they had become to a certain degree foreign residents of Dutch
harbour cities, first in Rotterdam and soon afterwards in Amsterdam. They
usually lived in a cluster, each one renting a bed in a boarding house run by
a so-called Chinese shipping master (van Heck, 1936; :'vIeyer, 1983; Chen,
1991; Li, 1989). With the establishment of many such Chinese boarding
houses in a certain street or corner, the first two Chinatowns in the Nether-
lands began to emerge, i.c., in Rotterdam's Kaiendrecht district and in the
Buitenbantammerstraat of Amsterdam. During the 1920s and 1930s, the name of
Bo On appeared in Dutch publications and police reports now and then.
The other important district group among early Chinese immigrants in
the ~Tetherlands came from the Wenzhou and Qjngtian districts, an area
located in the south part of today's Zhejiang province. l-l The Qjngtian people
arc very proud of the fact that the mountains in Qjngtian county supply the
valuable resource of a pale-coloured soapstone, which is ideally suited for
caning knickknacks. Some written sources found in Qjngtian show that
Qingtian carved stone had found a market in Europe at least as early as the
end of the 19th century (Chen, 1990). This has given rise to a legend. It is
said that in the spring of 1914, while selling Qingtian carved stone in Europe,
a Qj.ngtian man luckily had a chance to present a piece to the Dutch Queen:
an incense burner with two lively lions playing with a pearl. The Queen liked
the article very much and praised it highly. This set a fashion, and many
Dutch aristocrats subsequently bought such Qingtian stone ornaments. As a
result, this Qj.ngtian man earned a lot of money and was regarded as a hero
in his hometown (Lin & Chcn, 1986). Of course, this is only hearsay; IS
however, it is one of many such legends widespread in the Qj.ngtian and
\Venzhou districts. Kat surprisingly, such legends stimulated the imaginations
of the people in the region. The motivation of selling Qjngtian carved stone
in Europe to get rich quick spurred Qjngtian people to find their way to
Europe. Carrying Qjngtian stones, Qjngtian people voyaged to Europe by
sea, and amazingly others even crossed Siberia on foot to reach the continent
of legend. In
The tide of emigration out of Qjngtian had a strong impact on its neigh-
bouring villages and towns, which fell under the jurisdiction of Wcnchcng or
Rui'an county. Beginning in the early 20th century, the wave of emigration
gained momentum in these areas as well. According to an investigation in
Yuhu - a little xiang'7 in Wcnchcng county adjacent to the emigration area
of Qingtian - the first villager who went to make his living in Europe did so
in 1905. It was said that he was brought over by his uncle v-: a stone carver
from Qjngtian. Following this example, op until the end of the 1930s, there
were 391 Yuhu people living in Europe, and 75 of them settled in the Neth-
erlands (Li, 1996) .13
The following chart shows the emigration waves from Qjngtian county
and its neighbouring county Weneheng from 1900 to 1949. It is worth noting
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that the emigra tion wave from \Vencheng rose and dropped after that hap -
pened in ~ngtian . Moreover, toward the end of the 1930s, whe n J apan
began its war aga inst China an d the Seco nd World War broke out in
Europ e, few Qjngtian and Wenchcng peopl e wanted to pursue their dr eams
of advanceme nt abroad .
C ha rt 1 Emigration ll/ Qingtian and Wenchengpeople abroad (1900-1949)
2~OO()"I.
10000%
.'>000"10.
-.- Qj n~i"n
~ \,',"nchr nR
So urces: Qingtian xian zhi rQin~t i an county chronicles] & \Venchen~ xian zhi
I\\\ :nchcng county chronicles].
It sho uld also be pointed out that among the migrants of this first period ,
man y were sojourne rs. For instance, by the end of the I940s, of the 196
\ Vench eng emigrants who once made their living in France, only 16, i.e., less
than ten pcr cent of the total, were still living in the country. 52 had died
while 128 had resettled in their hometown (Zhu, 1996: 225). Some of them
came back with broken dr eam s. But some retu rn ces were able to use the
money brought back from Eu rope to buy houses and! or land in their home-
tow n. l"
Life was not easy for most Chinese in the Ne the rlands during the first half
of the 20th century. Almost all of these Wcnzho u and Qjngtian people (here-
after the Zh cj ian g group) were pedlars selling cheap ties, necklaces, or little
toys from door to door. The seamen from Gu angdon g, who were very often
hired as coa l-stokers, found their lives affected by the advan ces in marine
engineering. When more an d more ships switched from using coa l to oil,
there was no longer a big dem and {or Chinese stokers in Dutch shipping
companies (van Heek, 1936: 20-2 1). Lacking any special skills, they had to
join the Zh eji ang pedlar s selling cheap goods in the stree ts to make a living.
Not surp risingly, the market fil l' the C hinese pedlars was very restricted.
They not only had to face discrimination from the host society, bu t relations
be tween the Zh ejian g group and the Gu angdong group were sometimes also
stra ined becau se of compet ition amo ng themselves.
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The situation grew even worse during the period of economic depression in
the 1930s. To survive, the Chinese pedlars in the Netherlands had to make and
sell what were called peanut-cakes from door to door.i'' As they describe it:
"Ve said we were salesmen. But, in fact we were nothing like salesmen, we
were just like beggars.f
Some Dutch threw coins to us but didn't pick up any peanut-cakes. I knew
they treated us just like heggars:"
I remember very clearly that at that time, very often when I took a seat in
the train, the Dutchman who sat beside me would stand up and leave
immediately. We were regarded as dirty people. We were looked down
upon. 23
From some elderly interviewees' reluctance to talk about their experiences at
that period, I could infer that they had attempted to erase the memory of the
hardships endured in that time of deprivation.
At the end of the 1930s, the number of Chinese people in the Netherlands
had clearly decreased. While some had returned home by their own means
with their dreams shattered, several hundred "economically useless" Chinese
were deported by the Rotterdam Police. The Chinatown in Rotterdam's
Katcndrccht, which was recognized as the biggest Chinatown in Europe in
the 1920s, completely disappeared around the beginning of the 1940s (Mey-
er, 1983:32-44; Wubben, 1986: 174; Zeven, 1987:62).
In May 1940, Germany attacked the Netherlands. Within five days the
Germans had occupied the whole country. Sharing their hardship with the
Dutch people, the Chinese in the Netherlands suffered from the ensuing
privations: shortages of food and clothes, which was exacerbated by living in
constant fear of Nazi persecution. Although the Chinese hated Japanese fas-
cism, some Chinese during that dangerous period had to pretend that they
were Japanese in order to survive the racial policies of Germany. Their
suffering was made even more painful because during the war the Chinese
lost all contacts with their families in China, some of them forever.
There are many such harrowing stories:
In 1934, my father left for Europe when I was only three months old. He
told my mother that he would be back as soon as he had earned some
money l...] Before the war, my father had sent some money back to his
parents and my mother. However, the war stopped the correspondences
between my father and mother. My mother died during the war. My
father could not know this until he found his way back home in 1956. His
heart was broken [...] He often said to me in his later life that he felt so
sorry for my mother that the pain in his heart could never be alleviated.?"
I jumped ship in Holland just before the war broke out. Of course I didn't
know a war was imminent, otherwise I would have stayed together with
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my family in our hometown. After the war broke out, I lost contact with
my wife and my three children. During that difficult period, however, I
took up whatever hard, dirty work there was to make a living since I
always thought that my wife and children were waiting for me in my
hometown l.o.] As soon as the war ended, I tried to contact my family. At
last, I got a letter from one of my relatives. But all he could tell me was
that my wife and three children had all died on one and the same occasion
when the Japanese bombed the city [...] In were at home, I would have
been able to help them find a place to shelter, they would not have died
[...1The last half of my life has been full offailures, I know that I am being
punished [...]23
Like that of the Dutch people, the history of the Chinese in the Netherlands
during the Second World War is full of blood, tears, and hatred offaseism.
B Chinese emz~rationfrom outside ofmainland China (1.950-1.975)
The end of the Second World War brought an economic rebirth to the
Netherlands and its people. \Vith this rejuvenation, the Chinese in the Neth-
erlands successfully found a new approach to earn a living: developing the
Chinese catering business.
The 1960s and 1970s were the never-had-it-so-good years for the Chinese
catering business in the Netherlands. It seemed as if Chinese restaurants had
been scattered all over the Netherlands in just one night. In 1947, there were
only 23 Chinese restaurants in the whole of" the Netherlands (Chen, 1991:29).
Towards the end of the 1970s, the total number had reached about two
thousand. Moreover, business was excellent for almost everyone. They were
so popular that shortages of cooks and workers became a serious problem.
Where could those Chinese restaurateurs find suitable workers for their res-
taurants?
It is a well-known phenomenon of Chinese chain-migration that estab-
lished migrants bring over their qin peng hao you2ti from their hometown when-
ever they need them. However: during that golden age of Chinese restau-
rants, this tradition did not hold. The reasons for this can be traced to the
political changes that took place in mainland China.
The People's Republic of China was established in 1949. Since then,
Chinese nationals have been educated to dedicate their entire life to the
construction of a prosperous, new China. For quite a long period, both this
patriotic education and the strict control of emigration proved highly effec-
tive all over mainland China. Under such circumstances, it became very
difficult for the Chinese settled in the Netherlands to bring over workers
directly from their hometowns in mainland China. For instance, \Vencheng,
a qiaoxiang county in Wenzhou district, has had a emigration tradition since
the beginning of the 20tb century. By the cnd of the Second World War,
there were about 420 villagers making their living in Europe. Though more
and more \Vencheng people were developing businesses in Europe and were
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in need of more labourers, emigration from \Vencheng remained very low.
More precisely, during the 20 years between 1950 and 1969, only 130
Weneheng people were able to go abroad"
In order to augment their manpower, the Chinese restaurateurs in the
Netherlands had to switch to promising areas outside mainland China.
Therefore, Chinese immigration in this period was characterized by thou-
sands of Chinese, in pursuit of work in Chinese restaurants, migrating or re-
migrating from outside mainland China into the Netherlands. As a result, the
Hong Kong Chinese became the largest Chinese immigrant group among
the Chinese immigrant community in the Netherlands. During this period,
the emigration tide from Hong Kong surged upward twice.
The first tide appeared around the turn of the 1960s. Closer examination
shows that these people from Hong Kong could be divided into two sub-
groups. Onc group included the native peasants of Hong Kong. For instance,
during the period from 1958 to 1961, the so-called "vegetable revolution"
took place in the New Territories of Hong Kong. Vegetable cultivation and
industrial parks quickly replaced the traditional rice economy. As a result,
because many native peasants had to look for alternative means of livelihood,
the highest emigration tide after the Second World War was provoked. Many
peasants grabbed the opportunity to find their future in Britain because of
the special relationship between Hong Kong and that country and, more-
over, because the Chinese restaurant trade was flourishing in Britain at this
time. Their dream was to use a low-paid job, such as dishwasher or cook, in
a Chinese restaurant as a stepping stone to becoming a Chinese restaurateur.
With thousands of new job-seekers arriving in Britain, the opportunities be-
came limited. Since there were more and better opportunities to achieve
their goals in the Netherlands, some immigrants quickly altered their plans
and focussed on this possibility.
Another sub-group among the Hong Kong migrants was composed of
newcomers from mainland China, who had arrived in Hong Kong either
around or after the period of the birth of the People's Republic of China.
Among these newcomers, Bo On people constituted an attractive pool of
labourers. After 1950, the border between the People's Republic of China
and Hong Kong was closed.?" It became a criminal offense to escape from
communist Bo On county to capitalist Hong Kong. Disregarding severe ret-
ributions, from 1951, due to the wide gap in the economic situation between
the two areas, clandestine escapes from Bo On to Hong Kong happened and
did not stop completely until the end of the 1970s. Thanks to the initiative
and help of the pioneer settlers in the Xcthcrlands, some of these migrants re-
emigrated from Hong Kong to the Netherlands. When facing outsiders, these
new immigrants, rather than identifying themselves as Bo On people, pre-
ferred to be known as Hong Kong people.?? The reason can be traced to two
eanses. Firstly, the "reach-base policy" pursued by the Hong Kong govern-
ment meant that almost all of those Bo On people had in fact become Hong
Kong citizens when they re-emigrated to the Nethcrlands.v'' Therefore, they
are Hong Kong Ten (Hong Kong people or Hong Kong citizens) rather than Bo
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On ren (Bo On people). Secondly, to proclaim that they arc Hong Kong ren was
also a normal reflex of the attempt to erase their illegal actions while the strict
injunctions were still in force in their hometown."!
During the late 19605, there was another emigration wave from Hong
Kong. In 1967, as a sort of spillovcr from the Cultural Revolution in main-
land China, a large riot was triggered in Hong Kong that scared many
residents and caused others to take flight." Although most of them emigrated
to the United States and Canada, some also found their way to the Nether-
lands.
After some Hong Kong people had settled down in the Netherlands, a
new chain-migration was set in motion. In fact, some Zhejiang interviewees
commented that, because the only workers they could recruit were Hong
Kong people, the Zhejiang restaurateurs had to learn the Hong Kong dialect
{i.c., Cantonese) to be able to communicate with their employees. Conse-
quently, the Hong Kong culture has since then dominated the Chinese com-
munity in the Netherlands. Other chapters will discuss this further.
During the same period, the Chinese immigrants who re-emigrated from
Southeast Asia formed another labour source for the Chinese catering busi-
ness in the Netherlands. This group of people can be roughly divided into
two types: one seeking employment as Chinese restaurant workers; the other
one re-emigrating for political reasons.
The first type of emigrants came mainly from Singapore and Malaysia. As
early as the first quarter of the 20th century, Singapore was another principal
emigration destination of Wenzhou people (Wang, 1985; Zhang, 1987; Li,
1996). According to the trade segmentation among the Singapore Chinese,
Wcnzhcu immigrants were labelled a carpenter group.33 Attracted by their
eo-villagers' persuasion and stories about the much better economic opportu-
nities in the Netherlands, a few hundred Wcnzhou people came to the Neth-
erlands in the 1960s. As onc man put it, "it is quicker to earn money by
cooking than by woodv.vorking. "34-
Another re-emigrated group included Peranakan Chinese from Indonesia
and political refugees from Indochina. After the independence proclamation
of Indonesia in 1945, some Chinese who had worked for the Dutch colonial
government left for the Netherlands with their families. Meanwhile, others
who had no confidence in the new national government of Indonesia also
took up their Dutch citizenship and tried to find a way to emigrate. Thus, in
1948 there were about 400 Peranakan Chinese in the Netherlands; this
number rose to about l,400 in 1957 (van Calcn, 1937:144).35 After the mas-
sacre on 30 September, 1965 (the persecution of communists and presumed
leftists in Indonesia), the Netherlands once more became a destination for
many Dutch-speaking Chinese who once had studied in the Netherlands or
had learned the language in the Xetherlands Indies.
Between 1975 and 1982, the Dutch govcrnment accepted about 6,500
Vietnamese as political refugees. Among them, about one-fourth were HOGS,
or ethnic Chinese (Kleinen, 1987: 177). This group migrated to the Nether-
lands, straddling both this and the next period of immigration.
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Finally, the Surinarnese-Chinese formed a large ethnic group who emi-
grated from outside of China to the Neth erlands in this period as well. Suri-
nam was a Dutch colony but proclaimed its independence in 1975. There are
approximately 4,000 Surinamese-Chinese now living in the Netherlands;
most of them arrived during the mid-1 970s (T seng, 1983: 63-68).
In sum, after the above-mentioned new immigrant groups arrived in the
Netherlands, their diverse original backgrounds played a role in the degree to
which distinctions within the Chinese immigrant community were felt or
even stressed.
C A sudden rising tide ifemigrationfrom mainland China (after 1976)
In the last qu arter of the 20th century, from those well-known qiaoxiang a reas,
such as the Wenzhou and Qingtian districts, the flow of emigration to Europe
has been far greater than anything expe rienced during the first three-quarters
of the century . For instance, according to an unofficial sta tistic, more than
70000 Wcnzhou people emigrated between 1984 and 1995, most of whom
went to Europe.36 The following chart clearly shows the incompar ably high
emigration wave from qiaoxiang Wenchcng that rose in the 1980s.
Chart 2 Emigration uiaoes rising in H/encheng county (1910-1990)
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Source: Wencheng xian zhi [Wencheng county chronicles].
Wh at arc the factors behind the latest emigration wave from mainl and Chi-
na? Wenzhou is a good example to illuminate the factors from a Chinese
perspective. During the last quarter of the 20th centu ry, the motivation be-
hind the going abroad mania in Wenzhou can be studied from at least three
perspectives.
First, the social position of Huaqiao has shifted from a "betraying one's
motherland" label to a term of actual admiration . After the establishment of
the People 's R epubli c of China, the position of Huaqiao in mainland China
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was delicate. On the one hand, the central government officially honoured
well-known patriotic overseas Chinese, such as Tan Kah Kee. 37 On the other
hand, the socialist revolution regarded most overseas Chinese as bourgeoisie
or petty-bourgeoisie and targetted them Ior rcmolding.P' The following story
told by one of my interviewees is representative of the consequences of this
ambiguiry-"
My father went abroad when I was only a few months old. Then he lost
contact with my mother. I was brought up by my mother, in very difficult
circumstances [...] During the early 1950s, I joined the People's Army. I
had done excellent work in the army. I was told that I had been selected
as a prospective officer and I was full with a sense of pride [...] Suddenly,
all of my life changed. My father appeared! He came back from the
Netherlands to find his only son whom he had left behind [...] Very soon,
I was asked to leave the army since I had become a person with so-called
haiwai guanxi [overseas relations]. I tried to explain that my father was a
patriotic overseas Chinese, that he loves communist China; however, it
was useless. I was demobilized from the army. I could not enjoy the
Party's trust any more.
Although there are no public documents from the central government indi-
cating that all of the Huaqiao were suspected of betraying one's motherland,
the Huaqiao, as well as their relatives, would often come under suspicion: few
of them could join the army; few of them could become cadres of govern-
ment; and even fewer still could pass the repeated strict examinations to
become a member of the Chinese Communist Party. Particularly during the
period of the so-called Cultural Revolution, people having haiwai guanxi or, in
other words, those with relatives or contacts abroad were regarded as a kind
of reactionary social source.?" Because of heavy social pressure, many Chi-
nese who returned from overseas dared not to keep up any contact with their
relatives abroad. Anyone receiving a letter from abroad was supposed to
immediately give a report to the officials concerned. Thus, at that time, being
labelled as having haiwai guanxi was extremely dangerous; more so if one
openly expressed a desire to go abroad, which would undoubtedly be regard-
ed as treason, and against Chinese nationalism and patriotism. This situation
has changed since the end of the Cultural Revolution.
In 1977, the late Deng Xiaoping pointed out:"!
There is a saying that overseas relations make things complicated and the
people with overseas relations cannot be trusted. Such a saying is reaction-
ary [...] Now we have too few overseas relations rather than too many.
[Having overseas relations] is something excellent, which can help us to
establish contacts abroad from various perspectives.
In 1992, Deng said again.t"
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China is different from other countries all over the world. We have our
specific opportunities. For instance, we have several tens of millions of
patriotic Chinese abroad. They have made great contributions to their
motherland.
Since then, special departments have been set up to implement the policies
regarding the care of Huaqiao and qiaowu. Protecting the rights and interests
of overseas Chinese and their relatives has been stressed repeatedly. All re-
turned Huaqiao or their relatives who were punished because of their hoiuoi
guanxi have been rehabilitated. And the private property (houses, stocks, gold,
jewelry or savings) confiscated during the Cultural Revolution has been re-
turned to the owners. The social position of Huaqiao has risen since then.
As Western countries developed more friendly relations with China, as
China opened its door to the outside world by strengthening its links with
Western countries, and as more and more Chinese from abroad became
investors or intermediaries for foreign investment, the social position of Hua-
qiao rose even higher. In fact, Huaqiao as a whole have been thought of as
enjoying both fame and wealth. Conjunctively, younger Chinese view West-
ern countries as rich, strong, prosperous, and full of opportunities to realize
their dreams. Many are particularly curious about and yearn for experiences
abroad--- especially in the developed Western countries, and thus the emi-
gration tide has risen.
Secondly, the fact that the Chinese government has softened its severely
defined emigration policies to conform to international rules has lowered an
emigration barrier. In China, applying for a private passport is the first step
for emigrating or going abroad. During the 1950s and 1960s, only a very
limited number of direct family members of the Chinese abroad were al-
lowed to go through the strictly defined procedure of applying for a passport.
There were unwritten rules that influenced emigration as well. For example,
attempts were made to persuade at least a couple of persons from the remain-
ing emigrants' families to stay in the hometown.t''
The government did not revise this policy until the 1980s. Then, in those
qiaoxiang areas, the relevant policies of applying for a private passport were
revamped. In short, a private passport could now be issued to the following
people: those who hold oflicial documents to prove that they can be accepted
by another country, i.e., for family reunion, for visiting relatives or for further
study, and those who have already possessed a working permit from the
destination country.
Wenzhou city is a good example of the effects of those policies. Between
1950 and 1956, there were only 20 persons who were permitted to get pass-
ports and join their family member(s) abroad. Since 1980, each year more
than four thousand Wenzhou people have been issued a private passport. In
some years, like 1987, 1989, and from 1990 to 1993, the number of people
who received passports was more than seven thousand. Investigations carried
out in Wenzhou city in 1982 and 1983 show that 80 per cent of the passport
applicants did indeed receive a passport. 44- Since the early 1990s, going on a
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holiday tour abroad could be an acceptable reason for applying for a pass-
port. Obviously, the government's updated emigration policies benefit pro-
spective migrants.
The last important cause for the emigration mania in Wenzhou is that
since the pursuit of material well-being is no longer taboo in mainland China,
potential economic betterment in wealthy countries has effectively pushed the
Chinese into going abroad.
This motivation is a direct result of the economic reform movement itself.
For instance, Wenzhou, the first potential source area for large-scale emigra-
tion flows to the Netherlands, belongs to the experimental zone of China,
and economic progress there has been greater than in many other parts of
China. However, another related phenomenon deserves attention: one of the
economic reform movement's results is that many persons' expectations and
value orientation have changed. The wish for material prosperity cherished
by some people has grown in a very short period to unrealistic proportions.
People quickly accepted increases in incomes and other rewards which were
the benefits of the economic reform as normal. In other words, although the
living standards are rising, the aspirations and expectations of the people are
rising even more quickly. This is suggestive of the well-known concept of
relative deprivation (Merton & Kilt, 1950). In the words of Robin Williams:
[R]aising the incomes of all does not increase the happiness of all l...]In-
dividuals assess their material well-being, not in terms of the absolute
amount of goods they have, but relative to a social norm of what goods
they ought to have l...] [W]hen levels of real income received are rising
for a majority of a population over a substantial period, there will be
increases in expected levels, in aspirations, and in feelings that the
achieved levels are appropriate and deserved (that is, an increase in levels
of normative elaim). (Williams, 1976:360-361)
In Zhejiang qiaoxiang, conscious or unconscious feelings of relative economic
deprivation provided the people with stronger incentives to become still rich-
er; correspondingly, the so-called conspicuous consumption exhibited by some
returned migrants resulted in a heightening of the esteem of all Huaqiao.45
During my research in Wenzhou district, I saw returned migrants or their
relatives display some signs of conspicuous consumption. For instance, there
are commodious houses in the suburbs and the countryside. Also, extrava-
gant mausoleums are scattered across the countryside. Interestingly, many
owners of those houses and family mausoleums are still living in Europe. In
fact, some tombs have been prepared for the younger generation who were
born abroad and arc still children. Both the migrants and local villagers
regard commodious houses and extravagant family mausoleums as symbols
of wealth and social sratus.t" It is safe to say that high expectations about
Europe - - and not the poor living conditions in the qzaoxzang areas like
Wenzhou - provoked the emigration wave (Li, 1996).
Now let us turn to an overview of the Dutch and Western European
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perspective. As was noted at the beginning, instead of only focussing on the
Netherlands itself, it is important to look around at its neighbouring countries
and sometimes to look at Western Europe as a whole.
Because it is composed of highly developed countries, Western Europe is
highly attractive to people from the Third World. For instance, in Wenzhou
qiaoxiang, whenever asked about their personal knowledge of Europe, the
interviewees would without exception immediately talk about how high the
wages are there. Many interviewees know rather precisely that the average
wage of a cook in a Chinese restaurant in the Netherlands is about 2,500
guilders a month. In the early 1990s, this amount of income was 75 times the
average income ofa peasant in Wenzhou, or about 60 times that ofa peasant
in Rui'an and nearly 140 times that of a peasant in Wencheng."? Without
relating this wage to the cost of living in the Netherlands, in the eyes of
Wcnzhou people, this salary seems astonishingly high. Moreover, the most
attractive point - regardless of its validity - is that you can expect a high
income in any European Chinese restaurant, without any special skill,48 with-
out any investment capital, and even without any knowledge about the host
society, if only you are a hardworking person.
Another cluster of causes is related to the lenient immigrant policies of
some West European countries, many of which have significantly lowered
their entrance barriers. This point can be seen from both sides.
First, almost all West European countries have kept doors open for migra-
tion through the family reunion principle. For Chinese, however, family (jia)
is a broad concept whose boundary is not clearly defined (Fei 1992b). For
instance, all brothers and sisters, either married or not yet married, belong to
one family. Their children also belong to the family. Sometimes even only
sharing the same family name will be taken as sufficient evidence for mem-
bership of one great family.
Second, in the 1960s and 1970s, many Western European countries re-
cruited guest workers, and thus lenient immigration policies were in place.
The same period was also the golden time for Chinese restaurants in Europe,
which desperately needed large numbers of cheap workers. Many Chinese
immigrants remember distinctly that up through the first years of the 1980s
as long as you could pruve you were a certified Chinese cook, you could easily
get a work permit and visa for European countries such as the Netherlands or
France.
Since the late 1980s, several European countries have tightened their
immigration policies. Consequently, illegal migration to Europe has become
an issue. One of the crucial factors behind illegal immigration is that the
policies of Western European countries offer illegal immigrants some hope.
For instance, potential migrants in Wenzhou arc told by shetou (black migra-
tion brokers) that regardless of whether you are legally or illegally in a West-
ern European country, you can expect to receive a residence permit from the
government if you can prove that you are a victim of the family planning
policy or political movements in China.
Illegal immigrants also hope for the occasional reprieve that allows illegal
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immigrants to legalize their stay: the regularization law. In January 1996, as
soon as I settled down in Wenzhou to begin my research there, I found that
a hot topic of conversation among my interviewees was the most recent
regularization law in Italy. After successively putting three such laws into
effect that directly involved the Chinese (i.e., in 1981, 1986 and 1990; cf.
Montanari & Cortese, 1993: 280-281; Tomba, 1997; Carchedi and Ferri,
1998), Italy promulgated its fourth regularization law at the end of 1995.
More or less like the first three laws, this new law regularized immigration by
legalizing the stay of irregular immigrants who were either in paid employ-
ment or self-employed. Although the procedures stipulated by the law would
be very costly, many families of illegal migrants throughout Europe were
excited about this law. As I mentioned earlier, the Chinese tend to look at
Western Europe as a single entity, and the internal borders between most
European Union countries are known to be hardly guarded. Illegal immi-
grants are confident that they can easily leave any Western European coun-
try where they have temporarily settled and go to Italy to apply for a resi-
dence permit. Many also believe that what has happened today in Italy might
also happen in some other European countries tomorrow.t?
It is clear that the motivations analyzed above are interrelated. The Chi-
nese emigration to the Netherlands, like all other human migrations, is a
social process which has been historically conditioned. In the principal qiao-
xiang of European Chinese, one can clearly observe that a kind of culture of
emigration50 has emerged: as qiaoxiang people, they are proud of their special
social position and that their family life and expectations can be closely
connected with the wealth of Europe. They believe that getting rich quickly in
Europe is their common destiny."!
2 Changes ofsize and composition
The size and composition of the Chinese community in the Netherlands have
dearly changed because of the developments in the last decades of the 20th
century. There are a number of explanatory trends that need to be explored.
First, the general population of Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands
has consistently and strongly risen since the Second World War. The follow-
ing is a chart to portray the development of the Chinese population in the
Netherlands.
There are, however, estimated statistics that vary somewhat. During my
interviews between 1986 and 1988, I was often told that there were about
60,000 Chinese in the Netherlands. By 1995, when I began my second study
on the Chinese in the Netherlands, the population had obviously increased.
By conservative estimates there are about 80,000 Chinese in the Netherlands.
Some Chinese association leaders, and sometimes the diplomatic officials of
the Chinese Embassy in the Netherlands as well, usually say that there are
100,000 ethnic Chinese in the Netherlands. According to a source book
published by the Overseas Chinese Affairs Commission of ROC, however, in
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Chart 3 General population qf Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands
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the mid-1990s there were up to 120,000 ethnic Chinese residing in the Neth-
erlands . The editor of the book proclaims that the relevant statistics were
provided by the Dutch Ministry of the Interior (O CEYB, 1996:619).
It is not possible to trace the exact number of Chinese immigrants living in
the Netherlands today since the census statistics dealing with migrants are
notoriously difficult to verify. The numbers quoted above, however, are at
least clear enough to give a general profile to show the changing demography
of the Chinese in the Netherlands during the second half of the 20th century.
A second trend is that the gender ratio of Chinese immigrants became
balanced. According to one investigative document written by the Rotterdam
Police in 1932, while there were about 1,200 Chin ese living in dozens of
Chinese boarding houses located in Katendrecht in Rotterdam, there was
not one Chinese woman among them (van Heck, 1936:61). One of my in-
formants, Mr. ChB , confirmed that the first Chinese female migrant from
China (not including the Peranakan Chinese) did not arrive in the Nether-
lands until as late as 1936.52 Another informant, Mr. LK, also mentioned that
until 1946, only four Chinese women came directly from China and settled
down in the Nerhcrlands.P An investigation in qiaoxiang Wcncheng shows
that among the 1,309 Wencheng people who went abroad before 1948, only
eight of them were wornen.P" A~ an anecdote, I possess about ten historical
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photos of Chinese living in the Netherlands before the Second World War.
T he people in these photos, with the exception of diplomatic officials' wives
from the Chinese Embassy, were exclusively male.
Since the 1950s, this remarkable gender has slowly changed, but it did not
reach an almost equal leveI until the 1980s. In 1985, some volunteers sent by
a Chinese associatio n (CC RM) visited 392 Chinese in the Netherlands. The
following chart is the result of their investigation, although the samples for
investigation were limited and the interviewing volunteers were not profes-
sionals (er. INFO Krant, 22 November 1985).
Chart 4 Gender ratio among the new Chinese immigrants
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In 1988, two Dutch scholars of the Dutch Interuniversity Demography Insti-
tute published a report on demography development and composition of the
Chinese in the Netherlands (Voets & Schoorl, 1988). From the figures given
by this report, the changing process of gender ratio among the Chinese
immigrants in the Netherlands can be calcu lated. It shows that, in 1956, of all
Chinese from the People's Republic of China living in the Netherlands, only
25 per cent were women. This figure rose to about 46 per cent in 1975,
indicating that the gender ratio became almost equa l (ibid., 1988:12 & 16).55
As the gender ratio became more ba lanced, more and more Chinese
made a home in the Netherlands. In 1987, CC!Uv1 investigated the compo-
sition of its INFO Krant's readers through its distribution network. The result
indicated that there were 7,709 Chinese families in the Netherlands. P" Anoth-
er census showed that among the Chinese imm igrants, 61 per cent lived
within families (Picke, 1988:33).
In short, with its population growing in size and its composition changing,
the Chinese community in the Netherlands as a whole changed from a single-
male society to a society composed of individual families. T his transition
marked the beginning of a new historical period of the Chinese migration
process to the Netherlands. This indicates that Chinese immigrants in the
Netherlands have changed from an exclusively male group to a community
composed of thousands of family units; from a sojourning group to a commu-
nity composed of settlers .
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(i)
The third important trend that relates to the demographic changes III the
Chinese immigrant population is the composition of their nationality. Some
scholars have pointed out that the tendency of the Chinese to become natu-
ralized as a Dutch citizen is surprisingly strong (Penninx el al. 1993:88). One
Dutch scholar advanced some explanations for the tendency:
the desire to escape from the political and/or socio-economic situa-
tion in China;
(ii) the uncertainty about the future of Hong Kong and the limited rights
associated with the British Hong Kong passport;
the anxiety about the restrictive policies of the Dutch government
towards further recruitment of Chinese (Groenendijk, 1987).
According to my study, some very practical motives may also be added. For
instance, some Chinese are afraid that having non-Dutch nationality could
affect the security of their business or chances of promotion. Others applied
for naturalization to make travelling more convenient. And recently, some
Chinese businessmen were motivated by their desire to share China's prefer-
ential treatment to foreign investors.
Massive changes of nationality have profound implications. Once more
and more Chinese have become naturalized Dutch citizens, the idea of the
Chinese community as a temporary and sojourning group becomes a thing of
the past. Their present life and their future are rooted in the host society
rather than in their original country. This is reflected in the registration
patterns of Chinese organizations. For instance, those associations organized
before the Second World War would register at the Chinese Embassy first,
and now newly founded Chinese associations only register with the Dutch
authorities.
The change of nationality brings with it a kind of identity crisis, which
became a new issue for Chinese immigrants. Those who are naturalized
Dutch citizens know they will spend most of their life in this Western country.
Nevertheless, they are not, and can never be, realry Dutch in their own mind
nor in the eyes of the Dutch. This ambivalence will be studied again in the
discussion of organizational motivations.
3 Sub-groups within the Chinese immigrants
NO\\! that the common features of Chinese immigrants have been discussed,
let us turn to their differences. Though sharing similar appearances and the
same cultural roots, which clearly distinguish the Chinese immigrants from
other ethnic groups, are there any recognized internal divisions within the
Chinese community in the Netherlands today?
Before going into a detailed study of the Chinese immigrants' associations,
it is necessary to delineate the sub-groups that exist within the Chinese com-
munity in the Netherlands. Generally speaking, the two groups that have
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dominated the community arc labelled as Guangdong people (or Hong Kong
people or Cantonese-speaking group) and Zhejiang people (or Wenzhou and
Qjngtian group). Their organizational activities are the primary subject of
this study. Besides them, a number of smaller groups make up about one-
third of the Chinese community.
A The Guangdong people
The Guangdong group is the largest sub-group among the Chinese immi-
grants in the Netherlands. The Chinese immigrants themselves believe that
the Guangdong group has always comprised more than one-third of the
Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands.
After the 1960s, because of the migration process described above, the
Guangdong or Hong Kong group has greatly increased its influence among
the Chinese immigrants. It is worth pointing out that the people identifying
themselves as belonging to this group not only include those whose original
hometowns are in Guangdong or Hong Kong, but also those who had settled
down in Hong Kong for a while before they came to the Netherlands. The
common feature of this group is that their first language is Cantonese. Since
Cantonese has become the dominating market language within the Chinese
immigrants in the Netherlands, the dialect does not produce subgroup cohe-
sion. Moreover, different political oricntations - such as whether they are
more oriented towards Beijing or Taiwan - have also weakened the cohe-
SIOn.
This group includes most of the richest Chinese restaurateurs. As was
mentioned earlier, many people of this group arrived in the blooming period
of the Chinese catering trade and have benefitted greatly from it. The people
of this group own a major part of the big Chinese restaurants in major Dutch
cities, such as Amsterdam, The Hague and Rotterdam. Moreover, some also
grasped the opportunities to expand their business in establishing grocery
shops, travel agencies, accounting and bookkeeping firms, import and export
firms, computer companies and so on. Currently, most Chinese ethnic serv-
ices business in the Netherlands are run by people of this group.
In addition, this group is dominated by Hong Kong culture. From the
glossaries found in their publications to the textbooks used in their after-
school Chinese schools, from the videotapr rentals in the video shops to the
organizing of feasts and parties, the imprints of Hong Kong culture are easily
recognizable.
This is a group that needs more social attention. Since a great part of this
group arrived in the 1960s and the 1970s, more and more have found them-
selves at the heart of problems towards the end of the 20th century; problems
such as how to help oneself when becoming older and sick, how to bridge the
generation gap when children have grown up in the Western world, whether to
spend the rest of their life in the host country or return to their hometown; ete.
The last characteristic of this group is their special relations with their
hometown. Since 1979, the Shcnzhen Special Economic Zone, the former
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centre of the Bo On, has been developed as the economic example of China.
This development greatly benefitted the natives of Shenzhen. Since Shen-
zhen was designed as a special zone of China, a vast amount of money from
all over China has been invested in industrial enterprises and commercial
buildings. Consequently, the price of land in Shenzhen has consistently risen
over a long period. Based on this development, the native residents of Shen-
zhcn, who were mostly peasants, easily made profits from their private land.
For example, the several million people who rushed to Shenzhcn because
of the economic boom needed to find places for accommodation, and thus
about 300,000 native Shenzhcn people became the landlords to 3,000,000
newcomers. To build houses on their private land and then rent them out has
become the most popular method for many native Shenzhen people to make
higher profits. In addition, some use their land as an investment in their
shares from the enterprise(s) which have been established on their land. Some
even have established their own workshops on their land to become the new
entrepreneurs. Such big changes affected the Shenzhen expatriate's opinions
about their emigration. Some interviewees told me that now they regret
emigrating. The perception is that if they were still living in Shenzhen, they
would have had many more opportunities than what they can find as an
outsider in the Netherlands. The changing relations between the emigrants
and their hometown is one of the key topics of Chapter VII.
B The <:hejiang people
Due to their common district of origin, people from the \Venzhou and Qj.ng-
tian districts have formed another greatly visible sub-group among the Chi-
nese immigrants in the Netherlands. They arc named Zhejiang Ten (i.c., Zhe-
jiang people), according to the name of their original province, or just
Wenzhou ren or Qj.ngtian ren, because the people from the \Venzhou and
Qjngtian areas are strongly represented in this group.
This is the second largest sub-group of the Chinese immigrants in the
Netherlands. According to the figures offered by the Dutch Central Bureau
of Statistics, on 1January 1993 there were about 14,000 Chinese immigrants
in the Netherlands who had been born in the People's Republic of China
(ACB & LFCON 1994:18), i.e., about one-fifth of the Chinese community.
According to the Overseas Chinese Economy Year Book published in 1996, there
are 25,000 migrants from mainland China residing in the Netherlands
(OCEYB, 1996:619). Yet, according to the census statistics conducted by
qiaowu ganbu from the \Venzhou area, there are 35,000 \Venzhou people
living in the Netherlands, including both the Wcnzhou emigrants and their
children who were born abroad.'?
The Zhejiang group has been regarded as a closely knit group by other
Chinese in the Netherlands, although among them the people from Qjngtian
county, Wenchcng county, Rui'an county or Wenzhou city each has, more
or less, its own smaller group. The similar dialect used by Wenzhou and
Qjngtian people is a strong cohesive factor.t'' Any outsider, even native Chi-
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nese, will be impressed by that peculiar dialect: its pronunciation is complete-
ly different from either Putonghua or other dialects widely used in south Chi-
na.;J9 Both \Venzhou and Qingtian people prefer to use their own dialect, in
spite of the fact that most of them can speak Putonghua very well.
As was mentioned above, most of the earliest Zhejiang migrants came as
pedlars) selling goods along the streets. Nevertheless, at the end of the 20th
century, a great part of the Zhejiang group consisted of mid- or small-scale
restaurateurs. Their restaurants are usually scattered in middle-sized or small
towns in the Netherlands. Furthermore, the high tide of emigration from the
\Venzhou and Qingtian districts to the Netherlands happened during the last
decades of the 20th century, when the golden period of the Chinese catering
business was already over. Therefore, some newcomers are still in the difficult
initiation period.
Zhejiang immigrants usually have maintained elose tics with their home
community and have a strong desire to climb up the socio-economic ladder
not only in their adopted country but in their areas of origin as well. In
\Venzhou and Qjngtian districts, qiaoxiang is a highly visible and respectable
social unit. Qiaoxiang people have been labelled as "a rich and lucky group."
The migrants' families left in the village have a favourable image of them-
selves and feel proud of the social mobility they have achieved.
Finally, this is a group with a clear mainland China background. With
their hometown located in mainland China, they arc paying closer attention
to what is going on there. Some have made or arc trying to make contribu-
tions to their respective home communities. This feature leaves a dear mark
on their organizational activities, which will be specifically discussed in Chap-
ter VII.
C Peranakan Chinese
Another separate subgroup is the Peranakan Chinese. Even though they
clearly identify themselves as Chinese, they usually do not identify themselves
as equal to other "restaurant Chinese." At the same time, other Chinese
groups do not accept them as "real Chinese." To explain this, we must look
at differences between their social and cultural backgrounds. Socially speak-
ing, many Peranakan Chinese are professionals that hold relatively higher
status than other Chinese do. Culturally speaking, the identity of Peranakan
Chinese has been modified by both cultural loss as well as cultural persist-
ence. Hereinafter, I am going to examine the group's distinguishing features
that set them apart in such a boundary position.
First, the differences in class status between Peranakan Chinese and other
"restaurant Chinese" are significant and carry their own implications. As
described above, their special migration background made the Peranakan
Chinese in the Netherlands a group with a noticeably higher level of educa-
tion. Although some Pcranakan Chinese who arrived before or soon after the
Second World ' ..Var were rather poor, they have been successful in elevating
their social position from one generation to another. While most members of
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other Chinese groups attain their means of livelihood in the Netherlands
through the Chinese catering business, many of the adult Peranakan Chinese
are professionals. For example, in the mid-1980s onc Dutch writer found
from the telephone lists that about one-third of the Peranakan Chinese have
academic titles. Among them, there are at least five hundred people with full
university degrees working in the medical sector as doctors, dentists, pharma-
cists and acupuncturists, about two hundred are engineers, and more than
one hundred have graduated from law institutes (van Galen, 1987: 145).
From the 1950s up to the early 1980s, about 20 Chinese in the Netherlands
were appointed to a professorship in either a university or an academic
centre. Almost all of them were Peranakan Chinese (Li, 1995:45).bo
A second distinguishing factor is that they arc ethnic Chinese who were
more familiar with the Indonesian culture than the Chinese culture. This is a
group composed of a sprinkling of the first generation (China-born); some are
rhird-, Iourth-, or even fifth-generation Sino-Indonesians. Peranakan means
children of the soil. To a certain degree, the Peranakan Chinese arc the
Chinese children of Indonesian soil. In Indonesia, many of them speak a
modified form of the Indonesian language, prepare their food in Indonesian
fashion, and maintain social relations with native people. In fact, most do not
even speak Chinese any more. China is a distant and strange world to them.
Fcw have had experience with China, except for maybe a short visit as a
tourist. The Peranakan Chinese in the Netherlands have in fact more con-
tacts with Indonesia than with China, since most of them still have family
members, relatives and friends there.
Finally, China's assent toward global influence has acted as an impetus for
the Peranakan Chinese to develop a sense of being Chinese. As was described
above, the unfair treatment of the ethnic Chinese minority in Indonesia
forced many of the Peranakan Chinese to re-emigrate from Indonesia to the
Netherlands. This, of course, provoked those who had identified themselves
as Indonesians to re-identify themselves. Living and working in the Nether-
lands has presented few adjustment problems for them, and many are Dutch
citizens. However. because of their unchangeable physical appearance, the
Dutch always look upon them as Chinese. Moreover, current developments
in China have drawn a great deal of attention all over the world. The
achievements of China in the last couple of decades have been highly
praised. This situation doubtlessly encouraged some of the Peranakan Chi-
nese to reassert their Chinese identity.
In sum, the differences in class status, level of education, and cultural
background cannot be easily covered by the common ethnic identity of all
Chinese immigrants. Thus, it is diflicult for the Peranakan Chinese in the
Netherlands to bridge the clear gap between them and other Chinese
groups."!
Because they are a distinct group that deserves independent study, the
association activities of the Peranakan Chinese, except when it might be of
value to mention them for the sake of comparison, will not be included in this
study.
CHAPTER 1I
D Surinamese-Chinese
The Surinamese-Chinese comprised about four thousand people in the 1980s
(Tscng, 1983:69)"' and five thousand in the 1990s (ACB & LFCO:\,
1994: 19). There are three basic characteristics of this group.
First, though they are another re-emigrated group, most Surinamcsc-Chi-
nese in the Netherlands arc, in contrast to the Peranakan Chinese, first-
generation immigrants from China and their offspring. Originally, most of
them were Hakka people who lived in the villages of Guangdong, Chinese
indentured coolies began arriving in Surinam in 1853. After the abolition of
the contract labour system, the Chinese who had survived the hardship set-
tled there, and some, step by step, set up a kind of private business. These
people became the initiators of chain-migration. In the period from the end
of the Second World War up to the 1960s, the Chinese community in Suri-
nam quickly expanded as many newcomers arrived (Tseng, 1983: 16, 23-28),
Second, this group is not as economically ambitious as the Zhejiang and
Guangdong groups. Before their emigration to the Netherlands, many Suri-
namese-Chinese ran smaller businesses and shops in Paramaribo. Unlike the
Zhcjiang and Guangdong migrants, who hoped for economic advancement
and material betterment, the original motivation of Surinamese-Chinese to
emigrate to the Netherlands was a safer life. After arriving in the Xether-
lands, as nationals of an ex-colony of the Netherlands, they were entitled to
Dutch citizenship and have enjoyed all social welfare benefits. This caused
some ex-Surinamese-Chinese business people ---- in the face of a language
barrier and a strange environment to give up on establishing businesses in
the Neiherlands.F'
The final basic characteristic is that they are divided into more or less two
parts: one bigger part is formed by the first generation, and the other part is
comprised of the younger immigrants who had a Dutch-language education
in Surinam. After arriving in the Netherlands, the latter, with their similar
ages and education background, formed their own social circles, which has
been often seen as representative of all Surinarncsc-Chincsc. The former,
who did not have the necessary knowledge about the Netherlands, had to
attach themselves to an established Chinese group. Due to their common
district of origin, many selected the Guangdong group.
E Singaporean- and Maloysian-Chinesc
The Singaporean- and Malaysian-Chinese have never become an independ-
ent group within the Chinese community in the Netherlands. The reason can
be traced directly from their migration process. As was mentioned previously,
most Singaporean- and Malaysian-Chinese were brought over by their per-
sonal relatives, friends or eo-villagers to the Netherlands as workers for Chi-
nese restaurants. For example, many Singaporean-Chinese are Wenzhou
people by origin, and some Malaysian-Chinesc are Cantonese-speaking.
Therefore, automatically, each has closer contacts with or has simply joined
the relevant established groups.
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F Vietnamese-Chinese
During the first decade after their arrival, the Vietnamese-Chinese formed a
small but tightly knit group. Having survived horrible disasters together, they
kept close mutual contacts and information exchange. With their business
experiences in Vietnam plus the warrant of special government care for
refugees when they had just arrived, some have successfully opened Chinese
restaurants, shops, and companies, while some tried to find employment, and
some just depended on Dutch social security. The common memory of the
disasters in Vietnam cannot act as a cohesive agent forever. The longer they
stay in the Netherlands, the lower profile they have as a special group.
G The Chinese liuxuesheng group
Originally, the term liuxuesheng meant Chinese students studying abroad.
Since 1979, studying in a Western country has become one of the most
attractive goals for a majority of Chinese university students. l\TO\V, in the
Netherlands, as in other developed Western countries, an independent Chi-
nese liuxuesheng group includes not only those Chinese students who are stud-
ying in that country, but also those who finished their studies and are now
working there. This term even includes their family members. Instead of a
simple label indicating someone's temporary and transitional status, at least
by now the concept of liuxuesheng has come to denote a fixed social identity.
Once labelled liuxuesheng, they are willing to keep this social identity. Few will
accept the changing of their status to a Huaqiao, although many in truth have
transferred their status from a student to an immigrant.
This is a transient group. Some have left for either China or other coun-
tries, but more keep coming. By the mid-1990s, there were more than one
thousand people belonging to the liuxuesheng group in the Netherlands.
H Illegal Chinese migrants
Facing the surge of emigration from developing countries, many developed
Western countries have tried to control the immigrant influx by tightening up
their immigration laws. This has resulted in a growing number of illegal
migrants in these countries. For the whole of the Netherlands, the number of
illegal immigrants from all different countries was estimated at between
100,000 to 150,000 at the beginning of the 1990s (Vos, 1994:93). Chinese
form a small part of them.
In September 1996, one Chinese official of the Chinese Embassy in the
Netherlands told me about the illegal immigrant situation. According to him,
in 1995, nearly seven hundred illegal Chinese immigrants had been repatri-
ated from the Netherlands to their hometowns through cooperation between
the Dutch Ministry ofJustice and the Chinese Embassy in the Nethcriands.vt
Among the illegal migrants from mainland China in the 1990s, most are
from the following areas: Wenzhou and Qingtian districts, north Fujian and
north Cuangdong.v'' Some first came to pay a visit to their relatives or just as
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a tourist but stayed over after their visa expired. Some enter the country
through intermediaries or, very often, through international smuggling net-
works.v"
According to the information from my fieldwork in those areas, the lee
charged by smugglers is terribly high and is much more than the natives can
afford. For instance, at the end of the 1980s, the fee for smuggling a person
from Wenzhou to Europe was about f00,000 Chinese dollars. In 1996, the
fee rose to between l50,000 and 200,000 Chinese dollars.f In other words,
the fee is about two hundred times the annual average income of a peasant in
\Venzhou (Li, 1996).GH Harbouring unrealistic expectations about Europe,
some took money from local usurers.v'' Normally, the potential emigrants
were asked to pay a certain amount of money (usually from a few thousand
to ten thousand Chinese dollars) before leaving home. When they have been
successfully smuggled into the destination country, they would call their rela-
tives or friends who had already settled down in that country and ask them to
pay the rest of the amount of money. Almost every one of them is deeply in
dcbt.?" Therefore, they urgently need to earn money quickly. Nevertheless, as
undocumented workers, many are not able to find work in the Netherlands
after their arrival. Those who are lucky enough to find a job arc always
forced to work for very low wages, and some have turned to crime against
fellow Chinese.7 l
In general, the Chinese immigrant community in the Netherlands is far from
a harmonious one. The differences within the community influence the de-
velopment of their associations.
CHAPTER III
A History of Chinese Associations m
the Netherlands
The initiation of the Chinese voluntary association in the Netherlands can be
traced back to as early as the 1910s. In reviewing the development of the
Chinese associations in the 20th century, two great upsurges become clear:
the first unfolded in the 1930s; the second extended from the mid-1980s to
the 1990s. According to the materials I have collected, during the second half
of the 20th century, more than one hundred Chinese associations have pro-
claimed their establishment in the Netherlands, although more than half of
them are nominal or rarely organize any public activities.
How have the Chinese associations in the Netherlands developed? How
does any feature of the Chinese immigrant community examined earlier
affect, and how is it affected by, the associations? What are the prevailing
characteristics of the Chinese associations in the Netherlands? This chapter
will attempt to give answers to these questions.
1 Chinese associations before the Second World War
According to the documents I have collected, the first Chinese aSSOCIatIOn
officially set up in the Netherlands was Churlg Hwa Hui (Chinese association),
organized by some Peranakan Chinese students in 1911. After 1911, with
more and more Chinese coming from China to settle down in the Nether-
lands, the first well-known association of Chinese-speaking workers was es-
tablished in Rotterdam on 9 January 1922, named Wah Kiu Wei Kun (Chinee-
sche Vereniftl'ng in Holland; Chinese Association in Holland);' Subsequently,
dozens of other Chinese associations were organized in Rotterdam and Am-
sterdam, but no one could compete with Hlah Kiu Wei Kun. In the late 1930s,
at the time when China was suffering under Japanese aggression, the first
federation of Chinese organizations in the Netherlands was set up with lIVah
Kiu rVei Kun at the core. For patriotic reasons, the Chinese in the Netherlands
united for the first time.
A Thefirst Chinese association: Chung Hwa Hui
In October 1911, around twenty Peranakan Chinese students met together in
a hotel in Amsterdam to establish their own ethnic association Chung Hwa Hui
(hereafter CHH). This was the birth of the first official Chinese voluntary
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aSSoCIatIOn in the Netherlands.2 Herewith, I will focus on the relationship
between CHH and other Chinese groups in the Netherlands instead of reit-
erating the comprehensive descriptions of CHH given in other studies (e.g.,
Oalcn, 1989; Liao, 1986).
The birth of CHH, first of all, was an extension of the Chinese nationalist
movement, which emerged in the Netherlands East Indies around the turn of
the 20th century. The Chinese in the former Netherlands Indies had a very
long history of organization.' In 1900, the first nationwide modern Chinese
ethnic association, Tiong Hoa Hwee Koan (hereafter THHK), was set up in
Batavia (now: Jakarta) and shortly after established dozens of branches all
over the Netherlands Indies." Instead of limiting itself to a certain dialect or
clan or district group, THHK stressed its role as an all-Chinese body repre-
senting one united nation. In fact, the term of Tiong Hoa means China or
Chinese and Hwee Koan means Association; thus, THHK simply means Chi-
nese Association. As a modern nationalist association whose major purpose
was to improve the social position of the Chinese, the encompassing national
identity of THHK was an example to others.' It became popular for all
newly established Chinese associations to put Tiong Hoa in front of the asso-
ciation's real name, e.g., the Tiong Hoa Chamber of Commerce, the Tiong Hoa
Sports Association, and so on (Li & Huang, 1987: 313-316).
Influenced by this, the association set up in the Netherlands by Peranakan
Chinese students in this period strategically named itself Chung Hwa. Even
though Chung Hwa and Tiong Hoa arc pronounced and spelled differently, if
written in Chinese characters, both terms are in fact the same, meaning
Chinese or China. Thus, selecting Chung Hwa as the association's name re-
flected the founders' sense of a Chinese national identity."
The birth of CHH was also a result of the trend of re-Sinification among
the Peranakan Chinese students in the Netherlands. This was related to a
variety of conditions present in the Netherlands at that time.
One reason was their disappointment with their inferior social position in
the Netherlands. When living in the Netherlands East Indies, they had a
sense of superiority because their families were much richer than most Chi-
nese immigrants or the natives. They lost such privileges when studying in
the Netherlands and living amongst the Dutch. They felt very uneasy belong-
ing to a group of colonial people. However, China - their ancestral country
- was an independent country with its Embassy in The Hague. In order to
restore their self-respect, they turned back to China (although it was very
strange to them) and tried to identify themselves as ethnic Chinese.
In addition, the cultural atmosphere in the Netherlands encouraged the
trend of re-Sinification among the Peranakan Chinese students. It is said that
the Chinese traditional culture "made a conquest of Europe" during the 17th
and 18th centuries {Blusse, 1989:90). And the Dutch, due to their contacts
with Chinese over a long period, played the role of middlemen by introduc-
ing and spreading Chinese culture in Europe. It is interesting to note that
many Dutch people agreed with the common statement "the Dutch are the
European Chinese": many felt the Chinese and Dutch shared a similar enter-
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prising spirit (ibid., 1989:8)7 Moreover, Delft and Lcidcn, two cities where
most of the Peranakan Chinese lived and studied, were the t\VO places where
interest in Chinese cultural affairs was most apparent. For instance, the first
position for a Professor of Sinology was established in Lciden "Cniversity, and
the best European-made Chinese porcelain was produced in Delft. In such a
cultural atmosphere, it was not surprising that the Peranakan Chinese stu-
dents' interest was re-oriented toward Chinese culture.
Although what those Peranakan Chinese students wanted from their re-
Sinification was to improve their own social position in the Netherlands, the
Chinese national identity made them, more or less, pay attention to their
compatriots who were living in the Netherlands.
The activities of CHH also indicated their re-Sinification orientation. For
instance, just like other Chinese groups, CHH made great efforts to establish
closer contacts with the Chinese Embassy in the Netherlands. As an indica-
tion that their emotional life remained nostalgically oriented towards China,
CHH first registered as a Chinese association at the Chinese Embassy soon
after the association was set up. Moreover, the committee of CHH reported
to the Chinese Embassy on their own initiative whenever a new lead group
was elected. When a Chinese ambassador left his post for home and a new
Chinese ambassador arrived, CHH would organize the members to send off
the old and welcome the new. In 1919, while organizing a Chinese study
class mainly for its members, CHH invited the Chinese ambassador, some
ollicials of the Chinese Embassy and the famous Dutch Sinologist, Pro[ J.J.
L. Duyvendak, to give lectures. The chairman of CHH asked the Chinese
ambassador to write the association's name in Chinese characters with a
Chinese brush. Then the streamer was hung in the association's office in
Leiden. Above the streamer, the picture ofDr. Sun Yat-sen was hung on the
wall. After Sun Yat-sen passed away in 1925, before each meeting was in full
session, all in attendance had to stand up and read Sun Yat-sen's \Vill in
Dutch (cr. van Galen, 1987: 136-138; Tan, 1987:2-3).
Another event worth noting is the relationship between CHH and the
Chinese working people in the Netherlands. Generally speaking, there is
a gap between these two groups (ef. Chapter II). However, some special
contacts were established in the 1930s. At that time, a worldwide economic
crisis burst. Many Chinese working people were reduced to desperate pover-
ty because they had been laid off by the Dutch shipping companies and could
not find work ashore. Taking their difficulties into account, CHH tried
to help some Chinese ex-seamen to tide over the crisis. In 1931, adopting
Rotterdam Chinatown's original name Katendrccht, CHH set up the
Katcndrecht Foundation. They collected clothes and money for the unem-
ployed Chinese, to help the sick and to bury the deceased (Zevcn, 1987:56-
57).
In 1937, when China was suffering underJapanese aggression, some lead-
ers and members of CHH established the Hulp China Comite (Help China
Committee), charged with collecting money for China's resistance efforts. At
that special period, Oey Kang Soey, the chairman or CHH's Leidcn branch,
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played a leading role in collecting donations for China) attempted la set up a
collection post in Amsterdam to help poor and sick Chinese, and elicited the
support of some eminent Dutch people. He consequently enjoyed prestige
among the Chinese working people living in Rotterdam and Amsterdam
(Chen, 1991:25).
Nevertheless, people like Oev were rare." Their efforts had less practical
impact than they expected. It would be useful at this point to make a few
observations about how some factors maintained the gap between the CHH's
members and other Chinese.
First, as described in the last chapter, the gap was created by the signifi-
cant difference in social status between the members of CHII and other
Chinese workers. Although the CHH's members identified themselves as
Chinese, some proclaimed openly that they were deeply frustrated by the fact
that many Dutch did not know there were indeed two kinds of Chinese living
in the Netherlands. Some felt ashamed when the Dutch could not distinguish
them from those "pitiful peanut Chinese." Among the Chinese immigrants in
the Xetherlands, if comparing the Pcranakan Chinese with the Chinese who
directly came from China (either mainland or Hong Kong), the superiority
complex of the Pcranakan Chinese was apparent.
Second, the linguistic differences also presented an obstacle to the mutual
communication between the CHH's members and Chinese workers. Usually,
the Pcranakan Chinese students would use Dutch or Malay as their daily
language, while some might speak more or less Hokkian dialect (a dialect
used in the south Fujian province of China). All the brochures published by
CBH, except for the three Chinese characters of the association's name,
were written in either Dutch or English. Most Chinese workers, however,
could understand none of these languages; likewise, the dialects popularly
used by them were not understood by the Pcranakan Chinese.
Finally, the emotional orientation towards their original home differed
between the GHH's members and other Chinese workers. For the majority of
CHIT's members, their nostalgia was toward the Indies rather than toward
China. To them, the Netherlands Indies was their country of birth and the
coumry where their families were living; thus, any political change or eco-
nomic development that happened there had direct implications for them.
They could not stop following the situation in that archipelago. Most of them
thought of China as a strange and distant country. In CHH's brochures, the
hot topic was the future of the Netherlands Indics and the position of the
Chinese in that country (Suryadinata, 19BI :~) 1-53). Therefore, many re-
turned to the Xetherlands East Indics as soon as they finished their studies in
the Netherlands. Some became famous doctors, lawyers or engineers in pre-
and post-independent Indonesia, while some even became statesmen."
CHH stopped all activities when the Netherlands was occupied by Nazi
Germany. In August 1945, when Chinese in the Netherlands held a great
parade to celebrate the end of the Second World War, CHH was among the
organizers. During the 19505, CHH kept rather a low social profile. Finally,
it officially disbanded itself on 15 April 1962.
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In general, the founding of CHH marks the beginning of the Chinese
organizational activities in the Netherlands.
B JV"h Kiu Wei Kun and its historical position
In the history of Chinese associations in the Netherlands, Wah Kiu Wei Kun
was the first well-known association established by Chinese who came direct-
ly from China.
As was noted previously, since the early 20th century, Chinese seamen
and pedlars were increasingly brought over and stayed in the Netherlands.
Almost from the beginning, these Chinese lived in gangs that related to their
areas of origin. Such a situation provided a fertile environment from which
the Chinese organizations were later born.
In 1912, Chinese boarding houses began to be set up in the Netherlands,
first in Amsterdam and soon after in Rotterdam. It is worth noting that from
the very beginning, the tenants would usually be eo-villagers of the boarding
house owner. This trend was related to various connections - such as the
same dialect, familiar customs - and often due to chain-introduction among
the eo-villagers themselves. Normally, the boarding house owners acted at
the same time as shipping masters: they were brokers between their tenants
and Western shipping companies; in other words, the tenants depended on
the shipping master's introduction to find ajob. Consequently, some shipping
masters became important figures among the Chinese. Having control of
dozens or even hundreds of young Chinese men, the master was Number
One in his gang. Then, the Bo On group, Tung Kung group and Hakka
group appeared. Between the 1910s and the 1930s, among Bo On people,
Kg Ri Ming, Vat Ming, and Lew Sing were the powerful Number Ones;
among Qingtian people, Wang Zhinan and Xuc Dagui were the leaders; and
among the Hakka people Ah Tarn was best known.
As described in the last chapter, in the early period of Chinese settlement
in the Netherlands, the Bo On group was the largest one among all the
district Chinese groups. Thus, Bo On leaders exercised some influence out-
side their own group. As time passed, some attempted to become the repre-
sentative of all Chinese in the Netherlands. The result was the birth of Wah
Kiu Wei Kun.
On 9 January 1922, Wah Kiu Wei Kun was set up in Rotterdam. To stress
that it would serve all of the Chinese in the Netherlands regardless of differ-
ences related to the areas of origin, the initiators named the association Wah
Kiu Wei Kun (Chineesche Vereniging in Holland; hereafter WKWK).IO If translated
into English, the association's name would be the Chinese Association in
Holland - an association aimed to be an umbrella for all of the Chinese in
the Netherlands.
In order to highlight its position, WKWK applied to the Chinese govern-
ment for recognition as an oJficialoverseas Chinese association as soon as it was set
up. Through the support of the Chinese Consul in Amsterdam, the Chinese
government approved the application. IIThus, WKWK enjoyed - at least in
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the eyes of its organizers - an authoritative position among the Chinese in
the Netherlands.
Did WKWK behave and was it accepted as the only representative of all
the Chinese in the Netherlands? The answer should be drawn from a study of
its organizational structure and social functions and of its social significance
from both the Chinese and the Dutch perspectives.
First, let us look at the composition of WKWK. Although its initiators
clearly indicated their presumption of total Chinese representation, it was
obvious that Bo On people were over-represented. Table 3 is a detailed list of
WKWK's committee members in 1930. From the table, it is apparent that
among the nine committee members, except for Mr. William Fung, the sec-
retary for Western languages, all were Guangdong people. Furthermore, five,
including chairman and vice-chairman, were eo-villagers of Bo On. In the
application form ofWKWK to the government in 1930, the secretary report-
ed that WKWK had around six hundred members. 12 Among them, more
than 70 per cent were Guangdong people (van Heek, 1936:32). Only a small
number of Wenzhou and Qingtian people joined the association.l '
Table 3 Committee members of WKWK in 1930
Name Dateofbirth Place ofbirth Occupation Position in Years
committee in AL
Kwok Shu Cheung 21/1/1892 Bo On Chinese restaurateur Chairman 11
Wong Sing 9/8/1881 Bo On Boarding-house owner Vice-Chairman 9
William Fung 12/1/1906 Batavia Administrator Secretary for Western 6
Languages
Liong Dui 11/11/1891 Tung-kung' Administrator Treasurer 6
Chan Soei Chun 15/2/1883 Toi San .. Chinese drug store Second Commissioner
owner
Sio Man 2/1/1888 Ba On Bookkeeper First Commissioner S
Lim Sod Dauw 8/5/1883 Bo On Bookkeeper Substitute Commissioner 10
Yum Fong 21/9/1894 Ho On Administrator Secretary for 6
Chinese language
Lou Kie 8/811894 Tung-kung' Boarding-house Substitute Commissioner 8
owner
Tung-kung is a county in Guangdong Province, next to Bo On,
Toi San is a county in Guangdong Province, a well-known qiaoxiang; most emi-
grants from this qiaoxiang went to the United States.
Source: Application Form of \VKlVK to the Central Bureau of Police in Rotterdam.
The Form was filled out and presented by William Fung, on 10 September 1930.
Agenda No. 87 I 20 I 1930; No. 2254 I 13766.
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In reviewing the committee members' occupations and comparing their so-
cial position with that of most Chinese immigrants during that period, it is
obvious that all of them had climbed up to the higher rungs of the socio-
economic ladder. More precisely, the majority was composed of boarding-
house owners. Although there were only two people in the list who had
registered their occupations as boarding-house owner, according to the rele-
vant documents, everyone except Yuen Fang was a boarding-house owner:
Kwok Shu Cheung was a well-known rich Chinese boarding-house owner.
Based on the successful running of his boarding house, he had established
a Chinese restaurant at Delistraat 24, Rotterdam, in 1922, which was the
first Chinese restaurant in Holland;
Liong Dai had a boarding house at Delistraat 14, Rotterdam;
Chan Soei Chun had a boarding house at Veerlaan 36, Rotterdam;
Sio Man had a boarding house at Dclistraat 10, Rotterdam;
Lou Kie shared ownership of a boarding house with Tehai Ah Kiu at
Dclistraat 16, Rotterdam;
I.im Soei Dauw shared ownership of a boarding house with Cheung Kwok
Shu at Delistraat 22; and shared one with Choy Sang Young at Dclistraat
26, Rotterdam;
William Fung once had a boarding house at Delistraat 14, Rotterdam but
sold out and moved to Amsterdam. 14-
\Vhy did they not want to report themselves as boarding house owners? No
direct explanation is clear. According to my study, I believe the potential
motivation may come from the two angles. First, it may come from the wish
that the various occupations of the committee members could reflect the
general representation of the association. Second, since the Chinese board-
ing-house owners had earned money from their compatriots, few enjoyed a
good reputation among the Chinese; in fact, some were even thought of as
greedy exploiters. Such an image, to a certain degree, might make some
boarding house owners hesitate to reveal their real occupation. IS
In brief, the composition ofWKWK shows that it is an association headed
by a group of Chinese boarding house owners; its membership was mainly
derived from Guangdong people, among which the Bo On group is at the
core.
The social functions performed by WK\VK are another important issue.
According to the constitution of \VKVVK, its intentions were as follows:
A. To promote good understanding among all Chinese staying in the
Netherlands;
B. To offer help to all Chinese in the Netherlands who need supporr.!"
In Article 8, there were some further explanations of the association's func-
tions:
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Every member of the association who is impecunious and who is of Chi-
nese nationality may expect the following help from the association:
A. He may expect financial support from the association if he is sick;
B. He may expect that the association will help him to return to China if
he is disabled but wishes to go back home;
C. He may expect that the association would help to arrange the funeral
when a member has passed away.
In order to put its constitutional propositions into effect, \VKvVK set up an
office located at Lombok Straat 5, Rotterdam. Often one or two staff mem-
bers were arranged by \VK\VK committee to perform the routine duties of
the association: to accept visitors and listen to their requests; to help its
members to contact Dutch police or government; and to send money or gift
parcels to those members who were seriously sick or living in straitened
circumstances.
During the late 1920s, WKWK established a quasi-enforcement power
over its members through the refusal of services. According to its regulations,
whenever coming back from a sea trip, all Chinese seamen had to pay 50
cents as membership dues to the association. In addition, all Chinese board-
ing-house owners were also requested to make a certain donation to the
association regularly. It is said that during that period no one dared to refuse
paying because everyone recognized the importance of getting support from
WKWK.17
Nevertheless, the support of \VK\VK to its members was far from com-
plete, particularly during the early 1930s when the lives of both Chinese
boarding-house owners and workers were hit by the Depression. For in-
stance, in a report by the Dutch police on the Peanut Chinese Case, it is
mentioned that in the early 1930s, \;VK\VK and some influential Chinese in
Rotterdam once tried to stop Chinese from selling peanut cakes along the
streets because it looked like begging and would spur discrimination against
the Chinese. The peanut-cake selling, however, kept mushrooming. Onc
reason was that \VK\VK could not offer enough financial assistance to unem-
ployed Chinese seamen (Rotterdam Police Report, 1933:5).
Regardless of whether WKWK could have supervised all of the Chinese
in the Netherlands, viewed from the perspective of the Dutch government,
\VK\'VK's position was an ambivalent problem. On the one hand, being the
only influential Chinese association at that period, vVK\VK was used by the
Dutch police, at least the police of Rotterdam, as an intermediary to make
necessary communication with the Chinese community. The relevant docu-
ments show that during the late 1920s and the early 1930s, whenever there
was an issue dealing with the Chinese in general, the Dutch police would first
ask cooperation from \VK\VK. For instance, due to the language barriers,
Rotterdam police had to ask WKWK's help to register the newly arrived
Chinese.
On the other hand, the Dutch authorities never recognized \VK\\lK as a
legal association. During the first years after \VK\VK was established, it did
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not try to register in the Netherlands as an official voluntary association.
Neither the Dutch authorities nor the Chinese cared about this problem
before 1930. Then, on 10 September 1930, at the suggestion and under
direct arrangement of its new secretary, Mr. William Fung, a Peranakan
Chinese intellectual, the committee of \VK\VK for the first time sent an
application form to the Rotterdam police to register as an official voluntary
association in the Netherlands. Soon after, the Rotterdam police examined
all of the committee members in detail. On 29 October, the police sent a 13-
page report to the Ministry ofJustice in The Hague. According to the report,
no committee member should be trusted: some had attended the conference
held by the Communist Party of the Netherlands; some were opium dealers;
and some were smugglers (Rotterdam Police Report, 1930). Interestingly,
there is no explanation for why the report "vas pigeonholed in the Ministry
for more than one year. The [act that \VKVVK sent its representatives repeat-
edly to urge a response from the police makes it clear that WKWK knew
nothing about the report. On 26 January 1932, contrary to their expecta-
tions, the application was rejected. The decision signed by the Dutch Minis-
ter of Justice was based on the official report and stated tbat "[WKWK's]
true character did not coincide with its constitution, so that its request cannot
be granted." Moreover, it should be noted that on the same page of the
Ministry ofJustice's memorandum there was also the following comment:
If a people loses its sense of nationality, then its women would be abused
by Chinese and other Asian vermin. lA
This comment mirrors the racist attitudes of the Dutch officials at that time.
It seems that, to a certain degree, the case of \VK\VK was judged according
to racist principles. Interestingly, however, even after \VK\VK was rejected
as a legal association in the Netherlands, the Rotterdam police still used it as
an instrument to deal with cases related to the Chinese. During 1935 and
1936, when the Dutch police tried to repatriate those Chinese who were
regarded by the Dutch authorities as "economically useless," the Dutch offi-
cials who were in charge of the repatriation arrangement visited "VK\VK
office personally several times to discuss how to handle the matters efficiently
(van Heek, 1936:32-35; Zcvcn, 1987:59-61 ).19
The last issue is to study \VK\VK's social position from the perspective
of the ordinary Chinese people who lived during that period. Among my
interviewees, seven of them had made their living in the Netherlands during
the 1930s.2o Three came from Wenzhou and Qjngtian, one came from
Fuzhou, and the other three persons came from Guangdong. Among them,
two knew nothing of \VK\VK; one often confused \VK\VK with another
association set up in 1917 fi.c., ACV, sec the next chapter); others knew more
or less about \VK\VK and especially about its support of China in the war
against Japan.
\Vhat is the potential information that can be drawn from these oral
sources? After all, to remember something is to include the present, for the
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course of one's life modifies the memory, and some kind of link must be
forged between the present and the past. \Vith this in mind, at least two
conclusions can be drawn.
First, I noted that the three interviewees who knew very little about
WKWK are non-Cantonese speakers. This fact further proves that WKWK
was an association that limited its activities to within the group of Cantonese-
speaking immigrants, although it proclaimed itself as a community-wide asso-
ciation.
Second, it is clear that the most impressive contribution made by \VKWK
was their support of China while suffering under Japanese aggression. There
is no reason to doubt the testimony, which is corroborated by written sources,
that WKWK helped the Chinese to deal with day-to-day problems. Never-
theless, considering the above mentioned collective memories, it is clear that
the efforts made by WKWK to help save China produced wider and stronger
influences than anything else WKWK accomplished. Therefore, among the
Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands, WK\VK was regarded as a patriotic
association rather than a mutual aid association.
In short, vVKWK can be regarded as a collective representative case
which portrayed the organizational efforts of the Chinese in the Netherlands
before the Second World War.
C Thefirst great uniting of the Chinese in the Netherlands
During the late 1930s, when China was under siege by Japan, the Chinese
organizations in the Netherlands were quite active but not so much for mu-
tual aid as for patriotic reasons just like the Chinese associations all over the
world. In that atmosphere, through the suggestion of the Chinese Consul in
Amsterdam and under the direct recommendation and management of
WKWK, all Chinese associations in the Netherlands united for the first time.
Up until the early 1930s, the Chinese in the Netherlands had established
various associations. According to van Heck's report of 1936, six district
Chinese associations were registered at the Rotterdam Police Bureau
(1936:34). According to Chen's reminiscences, at that time there were eleven
Chinese associations in Rotterdam and about six in Amsterdam (1991:8-9).
There arc two characteristics of these associations that need to be pointed
out.
First, if the associations are classified according to their membership meth-
odology, the associations based on shared provenance were heavily repre-
sented. In the early 1930s, among the eleven Chinese associations in Rotter-
dam, seven were based on shared provenance. This phenomenon is due to
the historical background I pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, i.c.,
from the early period of Chinese settlement in the Netherlands almost all of
them were living in gangs that corresponded with their area of origin.
Second, the number of associations with a certain political background
was rather high: there were at least three associations in Rotterdam and two
in Amsterdam. In other words, nearly one-third of all Chinese associations
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displayed a certain political element. These were <hi Gong Tan/!, with a Rotter-
dam branch and an Amsterdam branch.?' the overseas branches of the Chi-
nese Kuo Min Tang Party (KMT) in botb Rotterdam and Amsterdam; and the
Western European Bureau of the All Chinese Seamen Union.22 Historically,
the Chinese people have been characterized as a population isolated from
politics (Townsend, 1967: 10-20). Nevertbeless, among tbe Chinese overseas,
one striking characteristic is that they often take an active interest in the
political fate of their motherland. The Chinese in the Netherlands are no
exception. This phenomenon undoubtedly reflects the long-distance national-
ism that I have mentioned in Chapter I and which will be discussed again in
Chapter VII.
Returning to the general discussion, no association - except \VK\VK,
which once proclaimed it had six hundred members - gave the number of
its members.i" It seems that from the beginning there were no clear-cut
formalities to join an association. To put it differently, the distinction between
members and non-members of an association was obscure.
According to the scarce documents, there was some competition among
these associations in the early 1930s. The following quotations may help us to
understand this situation:
Wc Fuzbou people were a small group. We did not know what those
Guangdong people and Zhejiang people were doing. They did not want
to help us, although they were much richer and more powerful. 24-
Tbose Guangdong people very often appeared and disappeared mysteri-
ously [...] We Zhejiang people were afraid to get into any trouble with
them. I believe that more than 90 percent of the bad guys were Guang-
dong people.P
From my father [the interviewee's father was a headman among the
Guangdong Chinese in Amsterdam in the 1930s and the 1940s], I got the
impression that those Zhejiang people were snobbish guys. We Guang-
dong people were much more generous. \Ve always help each other, not
like them. But I can not judge this by myself, because I have no contacts
with Zhejiang people.j"
I remember very clearly that before the incident ofJapanese aggression
against China happened, there were few direct contacts between our Zhe-
jiang people and those Guangdong people.f
The feelings of estrangement between different organizations, however, were
cleared up when the situation in China changed: on 7 July, 1937, the news
that Japan had begun an all-out war against China shocked every Chinese,
including those living in the Netherlands.s'' Soon afterwards, a coalition con-
ference was held in the Chinese Consulate in Amsterdam to discuss how to
support China. The Chinese Consul in Amsterdam suggested the conference,
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and the leaders ofWKWK arranged it. The leaders of all the Chinese asso-
ciations (including CHH) and all the influential Chinese elite were invited. At
the conference, the proposal to establish a united federation to lead the Resist
Japanese Aggression and Save China Movement in the Netherlands was
unanimously adopted. Then, also at this conference, an official proclamation
was issued that a united federation had been established, it is: Helan Huaqiao
kangRijiuguo hui (The Dutch Chinese Association to Resist]apanese Aggres-
sion and Save China; hereafter the Chinese Resistance Associationl.P''
The aim of the Chinese Resistance Association was to unite all Chinese
living in the Netherlands, regardless of political conviction, religious belief,
class status, and original district differences, in order to resist the Japanese
aggression. Facing this common national calamity, the Chinese did unite.
Whether they were Guangdong or Zhejiang people or people from other
districts, they all sat together in the association. One room in the Chinese
Consulate in Amsterdam was used as the general office of the association.
The Chinese Consul was the chairman. The Chinese Resistance Association
set up four branches, located in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague and
Utrecht. The committee members of each branch included all the influential
Chinese of that area. For instance, among the 31 committee members of the
Amsterdam branch, 11 were Guangdong people, 18 were from Zhejiang,
and the other two were well-known Shandong businessmen (Chen, 1991: 15).
From September 1937 until May 1940 (when Germany invaded the Neth-
erlands), the Chinese Resistance Association made the following major con-
tributions.
First, in order to focus all the Chinese people's attention on what was
going on in China and to encourage contributions, a Chinese bulletin was
published from September 1937 until the end of 1939. The Rotterdam
branch of the Chinese Resistance Association published the first Chinese
bulletin, Rotterdam Jiuguo bao (Rotterdam Newspaper on Saving China), in
September 1937. Following this example, the other two branches in Amster-
dam and The Hague also published their own Chinese bulletins. All these
Chinese publications had one principal aim: to propagate the spirit of resist-
ingJapanese aggression; thus, the contents of these publications were similar:
all related to the current situation in China and asked for support for China.
Although the Chinese in the Netherlands welcomed the publications, the
financial burden was heavy. Therefore, in March 1938, during the sixth joint
conference of the Chinese Resistance Association, the committee decided
that the association should concentrate its limited financial and human re-
sources to edit and publish one Bulletin of higher quality. From then on, a
new weekly bulletin replaced all of the ]inguo hao branches. This new bulletin
was the Kangzhan Taaxun (Bulletin on resisting Japanese aggression; hereafter
KY). Every issue of KY had a print-run of about two hundred copies and was
handed out free of charge. As the mouthpiece of the Chinese Resistance
Association, each issue of KY kept informing the readers about the "saving
China" activities promoted and organized by the Chinese Resistance
Association, and encouraged more people to plunge into this patriotic move-
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ment. At the end of' 1939, the bulletin stopped due to lack of money. In total,
93 issues had been published.
The second important contribution of the Chinese Resistance Association
was to raise money regularly for the movement. From September 1937, the
Chinese Resistance Association began asking all Chinese in the Netherlands
to donate money to help China. According to an announcement published in
the KY on 17 July, 1939, from September 1937 to December 1938 the
Chinese in the Netherlands donated the following amount of money to Chi-
na:
Dutch guilders
British pounds
Chinese yuans
American dollars
45,637.60
1,863.60
152.90
8.00
Considering that many Chinese were living in poverty, such large figures are
remarkable.
Thirdly, the association played a critical role in plucking up the courage
and confidence of the Chinese in the Netherlands. The Chinese Resistance
Association asked Chinese pedlars all over the Netherlands to stop selling
Japanese goods; asked Chinese seamen to stop working for ships that would
send commodities, especially munitions, to Japan.
In October 1938, two representatives of the Chinese government, Mr.
Zhu Xuefan and his secretary, came to the Netherlands to attend a confer-
ence held by the International Transportation Workers Union. The Chinese
Resistance Association welcomed them with a grand reception. Through the
arrangement of the association, 1\'1r. Zhu gave a public report that revealed
the savageries of the Japanese aggressors and how the Chinese in China
fought bloody battles against the enemy. Then, in February 1939, another
representative from China, Ms. Yang Huimin, came to the Netherlands to
attend the International Scouts Assembly." Upon arriving in the Nether-
lands, being a young heroine in the war, 1\.1s. Yang was received like a
Chinese queen by her compatriots in the Netherlands. All of these activities
organized hy the Chinese Resistance Association ignited patriotic feelings
among the Chinese in the Netherlands.
The last important contribution of the Chinese Resistance Association was
their attempts to win over the support of the Dutch people. The Chinese
Resistance Association informed friendly Dutch associations about how the
situation in China was going and what support was needed. To inform more
Dutch people about the crimes that the Japanese army was committing,
several documentary film parties were organized. All these efforts got sympa-
thetic responses from some Dutch people. In fact, some joined in the dona-
tion movement to help the Chinese refugees of the war.
In early 1940, however, the Netherlands itself was facing the threat of
invasion by Xazi Germany. Everyone worried about the coming disaster.
The Chinese Resistance Association recognized how difficult it would be to
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continue its acuvines, Then, in April 1940, a few weeks before the Nether-
lands was invaded, the last general meeting of the Chinese Resistance Asso-
ciation was held in the Chinese Consulate in Amsterdam. At that meeting, all
attendants agreed to the proposal posted by the Chinese Consul that in order
to protect all Chinese in the Netherlands and keep contacts between each
other, the Chinese Resistance Association should change its name to a neu-
tral one. The new name was Huaqiao hurhuhui (Overseas Chinese Mutual Aid
Association). Since the Chinese Consulate in Amsterdam was going to be
closed, the office of Huaqiao hurhuhui was set up in a Chinese laundry, which
was located at Prins Hendrikstraat 124, The Hague. Maybe it was a coinci-
dence that the name of this Chinese laundry was Huasheng, which means
China will win.
During the first two years that Germany occupied the Netherlands, there
were five Chinese working in turns to deal with the routine affairs of the
association. For instance, through the contacts of Huaqiao huehuhui with the
German authorities, the Chinese in The Hague were able to get special rice
rations for their daily food. In addition, through the repeated appeals of the
association, the Chinese who were older than sixty could be exempted from
labour service (Chen, 1991: I7).
The activities of Huaqiao hurhuhui, however, were regarded with suspicion
by the German occupational forces. One day at the beginning of 1943, three
leaders of Huaqiao hurhuhui were arrested by the German army. After being
interrogated for a whole day, they were released. The German army then
confiscated all of the association's documents and closed the office. From
then on, Huaqiao huehuhui could not hold any activities.
The closure of Huaqiao huehuhui marked the end of this period of the
Chinese associations in the Netherlands. In fact, during the rest of the Second
World War there were no Chinese organizational activities in the Nether-
lands.
2 Chinese associations after the Second World War
In May 1945, the Netherlands was liberated from the German occupation.
On 13 August 1945, the Japanese surrendered. The end of the Second World
War brought a new future to the Chinese in the Netherlands.
A Rebirth qf the Chinese organizational activities
While celebrating the liberation of the Netherlands together with the Dutch
people, the Chinese in the Netherlands were still seriously concerned about
the war against Japan in their motherland.
7 July 1945 was the date that marked the eighth year of war in China.
D nder the auspices of the activists of the former Huaqiao huehuhui. the Chi-
nese in the Netherlands held a commemorative meeting in Het Verre Oosten
Restaurant (Far East Restaurant), a Chinese restaurant owned by the former
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chairman of WKWK - Kwok Shu Cheung - in The Hague." This was
the first public collective activity organized by a Chinese association after the
war. Around two hundred Chinese from all over the Netherlands attended
the meeting. At the beginning, all attendants rose and stood in silent tribute
to those who had died in the war. Then, several people gave speeches. They
all expressed their earnest wish for a victorious China. They also called for
the Chinese in the Netherlands to continue their contributions.F
The defeat ofJapan in August 1945 elated all Chinese and they all wanted
to celebrate the great, hard-won victory. At that time, since the Netherlands
had been liberated for only three months, the transportation and telecommu-
nication networks had not yet been completely reinstated, and many materi-
als were deficient. The victory, however, inspired the Chinese. Dozens of
former leaders of Chinese associations met together to organize celebration
ceremonies. Mr. Henry Liang, then a brigade commander of the Canadian
army which was stationed in Utrecht, was elected as the chairman of the
preparatory committee. In a very short period, the Chinese organized grand
celebrations in Utrecht, The Hague, Amsterdam, Leiden and Rotterdam.
One of the organizers described the celebration parades held by the Chi-
nese in The Hague in August 1945 as follows:
We had gala parades in five cities: Utrecht, The Hague, Amsterdam,
Lciden and Rotterdam. All organizational preparations were arranged by
the former leaders and activists of the Chinese Resistance Association and
CHH [...] I was one member of the preparatory committee in The Hague
[...] I still remember clearly what progressed on that great day in The
Hague.
In the morning, we first held a memorial ceremony for all soldiers who
had died in the war. Then, our parade started from Malieveld Square.
The parade was formed by several hundreds of Chinese and dozens of
Dutch friends. Some Chinese had organized performing groups, each with
their distinctive characteristics. For instance, Guangdong people had or-
ganized a lions' dance group; Zhejiang people played a dance of gold
fishes and carps; Fuzhou people played a dragon dance; and the Perana-
kan Chinese and Surinam Chinese came forward with their respective
music performing groups. Several lovely flower vehicles riding between
the performing groups increased the jubilant atmosphere. The parade,
which was as long as two or three kilometers, had walked through the
whole center of The Hague [...] On the way, we especially went to the
Municipal hall and to the Palace to express our regards and esteem to the
Dutch Queen and to the government officials. Meanwhile, we also accept-
ed their congratulations in respect of China's victory.
The parades in the other four cities were very much the same with
what had been organized in The Hague [...]
This is the first grand and successful public activity held by the Chinese
in the Netherlands. (Chen, 1991:31)
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After successfully organizing this parade, both the former Chinese Resistance
Association and the Huaqiao huzhuhui had indeed finished their tasks.
In 1947, a new Chinese association was established in Amsterdam by
several dozens of Zhejiang people. It was a small association based on a
common district of origin and hence named Ouhai Tongxianghui (Ouhai Dis-
trict Association). In a few years, this association developed into a Chinese
community-wide association and then renamed itself as Algemene Chinese Ve-
ren~ging in Nederland (General Chinese Association in the Netherlands). The
progress of this association during the past 50 years constitutes a significant
part of this study, which will be elucidated in the following chapters.
B A dormant period
Viewed historically, the years from the early 1950s to 1975 formed a dor-
mant period in the history of Chinese associations in the Netherlands. On the
one hand, although no one declared its dissolution or termination oflicially,
the active Chinese associations that were established before the Second
World War, including the powerful WKWK, quickly became obscure in the
years after the War. On the other hand, besides the Ouhai Tongxianghui (Alge-
mene Chinese Vereniging in Nederkmds mentioned above, few small associations
were successfully able to maintain their regular activities during that period.
The key reasons underlying this phenomenon, at least, can be studied from
the following three perspectives. These elements shook the associations that
were set up before the \Var to their very foundations, and consequently
created a rather silent period for the Chinese association movement in the
Netherlands.
First, the turbulent situations both in China and the Netherlands affected
all Chinese immigrants. Being uncertain of their future, few were interested
in any Chinese organization. After the Second World \Var, when normal
communications with their families had been re-established, many Chinese in
the Netherlands longed to return home. Some went back immediately, and
still others took vigorous action to prepare (or returning. In 1949, the Com-
munist Party of China (CPC) came to power and the People's Repubfic of
China was established. This changed the situation in their hometowns and
made some Chinese in the Netherlands hesitate about whether to return.
From the day they left home few had prepared to spend their whole fife in
the \Vestern world. Yet, some did not like, or did not understand, the policy
of crc and felt uncomfortable about living in a communist country. There-
fore, they took a wait-and-see attitude in this unstable period.P
A second key clement is that the booming of the Chinese restaurant busi-
ness had reshaped the structure of class status among the Chinese. As I have
pointed out earlier, before the war, almost all the leaders of Chinese associa-
tions were influential persons who had acted as both boarding-house owners
and shipping masters. The Chinese workers, who had to rely on the master's
introduction or help to make their living, very often formed the principal
members of the associations. Toward the 1950s, however, when the Chinese
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catering trade in the Netherlands brought hope to every Chinese, the time
when Chinese shipping masters could proudly proclaim, "I always have a
large number of seamen in hand," was completely over" When those leaders
lost their authority, the cohesiveness of their associations was lost as well.
The third and final clement of this period is the political caution the
Chinese adopted immediately following the Second World War. Europe's
political atmosphere following the war : exemplified by the tensions of the
Cold War - made many Chinese cautious. Thus, throughout this period
they attempted to distance themselves from political matters.
After 1949, the fact that there were two governments in China split the
Chinese community all over the world: some were pro-Beijing, some were
pro-Taiwan, while others remained neutral. In the Netherlands, the delicate
relationship between the Dutch and Chinese governments made the situation
even more complicated.
On 27 March 1950, the Dutch government recognized the People's Re-
public of China as the legal government of China. Soon after that, however,
the Korean War (1950-1953) broke out, which aggravated the tension be-
tween East and West. Although in 1954 the Xethcrlands established diplo-
matic relations with the People's Republic of China at the charge d'affaires
level, the sharp ideological conflicts during the whole Cold War period im-
peded regular communications between the two countries. As a result, the
situation became sensitive: while maintaining official diplomatic relation with
the Chinese government in Beijing, the Dutch government in reality kept its
political orientation much more toward the government in Taiwan. This
being the case, many Chinese, whether pro-Beijing or pro-Taiwan, hesitated
to speak about their views, let alone establish an ethnic association with a
clearly defined political orientation. This situation helped halt the organiza-
tion of new Chinese association.
During this period, one organizational activity that is worth noting is the
effort to establish a guild for the Chinese restaurateurs. As the Chinese cater-
ing business began developing, some Chinese restaurateurs recognized that
they should have an organization to act as their representative to protect
their common interests, and, when needed, to speak with the relevant Dutch
authorities; however, their efforts ended with failure before the 19805.
The first effort was in 1948, the number of Chinese restaurants had in-
creased to many dozens; business was flourishing. X cvcrthclcss, because im-
mediately after the war the level of prosperity in the Netherlands was still
quite low, on 25 June 1948, a new decree was promulgated, directed toward
all HORECA business in the :'\etherlands.35 This new decree was highly
damaging to the Chinese catering business. For example, it stated that no
deep-fried food may be sold in any restaurant (Article 3:3), and that the
dishes listed on the menu of any restaurant cannot be more than ten different
types per day (Article 3:9).
All Chinese restaurateurs were rather disturbed by this decree. For exam-
ple, Loempia (spring roll or egg roll), one of the best known Chinese foods in
the Netherlands, and many other popular Chinese dishes would be impossi-
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ble to prepare without deep-frying them in oil. In addition, it was common
for Chinese restaurants to list at least twenty to thirty different dishes on the
menu. The Chinese restaurants, as a special ethnic catering trade, could not
survive if these prohibitions were strictly followed.
Within a few days, a new guild, the Chinese Restaurateurs Association in
the Netherlands, emerged to protect their common interests. On 28 June
1948, the association sent a letter signed by 18 well-known Chinese rcstaura-
teurs to the Chinese Embassy to ask for support. According to the recollec-
tion of one signatory, through the Chinese Consul's mediation, the Dutch
officials agreed not to force the Chinese restaurants to conform. Although all
Chinese restaurateurs were very happy with the result and benefitted from
the association's efforts, it soon sunk into obscurity after the problem was
solved. One Chinese restaurateur made the following summary:
Everyone knows very clearly that unity is strength. Being beset by difficul-
ties made us unite together, but each went his own way as soon as the
problem had been settled. No one wanted to pay more attention to main-
tain and develop the association (Chen, 1991:30).
It was in the 1960s that once again some Chinese restaurateurs initiated
organizational efforts. At that time, when the number of Chinese restaurants
in the Netherlands had risen to about four hundred, increasingly more prob-
lems needed to be solved. For instance, some Chinese restaurants were occu-
pied with recruiting qualified Chinese cooks, while others ran into problems
because they did not have enough knowledge about Dutch business regula-
tions - such as licensing, restaurant hygiene, tax rates and administration of
enterprises. Individual restaurants or their owners could not solve all of these
questions. Therefore, unifying the power of the individual restaurants under
an association once again became a priority.
On I July 1964, the guild of Chinese restaurateurs announced its estab-
lishment. Immediately, the initiators attempted to register the association
with the proper authorities. After enduring nearly two years of extensive
examination, the Dutch government finally accepted the registration applica-
tion inJune 1966.
Encouraged by this success, an executive committee was elected to replace
the original preparatory committee. Then they made a public call for dona-
tions to support the association. In a few months, 254 Chinese restaurants
had donated 66,775 Dutch guilders to the association. The result was better
than the initiators had expected, and shortly afterwards they set up an office
in The Hague.X A number of representatives took vigorous action to estab-
lish regular contacts with the Dutch authorities; however, all these efforts
could not be sustained because so few of the executives were active. Mr.
Chcn expressed his regret in his reminiscences:
In 1966, the association held its first plenary meeting in the Krasnapolsky
Hotel of Amsterdam. Although at that time there were more than five
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hundred Chinese restaurants all over the Netherlands, and although 254
Chinese restaurants had donated money to the association, on the day of
the meeting only forty-odd restaurateurs attended the meeting. No deci-
sion could be taken [...]
It was clear that the political diversity which existed in that period had
split the Chinese community in the Netherlands [...] The donation was
regarded as a kind of charitable behaviour. Few donators wanted to be
really involved.
For a few years, the committee members had been consecutively elect-
ed and replaced, because few really wanted to devote their energies to the
association. Many just took a wait-and-see attitude [...] The association
disappeared soon. (Chen, 1991:30)
One of the active committee members had this to say about the delicate
position of the association at that time: 37
Before the plenary meeting, I made uncountable phone calls to mobilize
my co-villagers and friends to attend the meeting. I believe we Chinese
restaurateurs need an association for mutual support and further develop-
ment. Yet, few did attend the meeting, although most did not reject my
suggestion at once [...]
Although we initiators stressed repeatedly that the association had no
political orientation in relation to China, many Chinese restaurateurs at
that time still thought we committee members were pro-Bcijing. Some
regarded the association as a red organization. Some even said it was a
communist organization. Most Chinese restaurateurs felt it was too dan-
gerous to join such an association.
Another respondent, a retired Chinese restaurateur and an amateur histo-
rian, gave me his personal analysis on the failure of the Chinese restaura-
teurs' organizational activity at the end of the 1960s: 38
During the 1960s, the Guild of the Chinese restaurateurs did indeed, for a
while, play an active role to help Chinese restaurants. For instance, on the
initiatives of the association, a good many qualified Chinese cooks got
permission to enter the Netherlands as special employees of Chinese res-
taurants. This greatly improved the level of the Chinese restaurants.
Nevertheless, since it was still a golden age for the Chinese restaurants,
many could not see the potential difficulties for the further development of
the Chinese catering business and could not recognize the necessity to
have a guild either. On the other hand, among a few who did recognize
that it was a must to have their own guild, the sensitive political situation
also made them take a wait-and-see attitude with regard to a Chinese
association. Therefore, the guild for the Chinese restaurateurs, although it
had an excellent beginning, existed only for a couple of years.
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This double failure lead to the conclusion that an immigrants' voluntary
association call only be established and developed in a relatively lenient po-
litical environment and on the basis of the collective expectations of ordinary
people. This will he further examined in Chapter V.
Nonetheless, there was a need for mutual support among the Chinese
immigrants. Because the political situation was tenuous, the immigrants
turned their attention to setting up Chinese religious organizations.f"
As was mentioned in Chapter Il, many Chinese immigrants who arrived
in the Netherlands during the 1960s came from Hong Kong. Unlike the
single sojourning men before the War, often the new Hong Kong migrants
would try to emigrate as families or to fetch their family members as soon as
the pioneers settled down. This being the case, many Chinese women came
as dependents. Because of the sudden and passive confrontation with an alien
culture, many were full of feelings of oppression and deep loneliness. In the
late 1960s, a few Chinese Christians, onc of them was a pastor before he
emigrated from Hong Kong, began to have irregular private meetings in one
of their homes or restaurants. In 1969, the first Christmas Mass was held for
the Chinese in that Chinese pastor's home in Rotterdam. Subsequently, some
public activities were sometimes organized that welcomed all Chinese in the
Netherlands, regardless of their religious beliefs. Meanwhile, through the
help of a couple of pastors sent by the Chinese evangelical missionaries in
Taiwan, Chinese Christians in the Netherlands established contact with
Christians in other European countries. Then, in 1973, again in that Chinese
pastor's home, the first baptism was held.
When the number of people who regularly attended the Sunday Mass
increased to around fifty, a room located in Brcde Hilledijk of Rotterdam was
rented to establish a Chinese Christian center. They organized a variety of
services as well as religious services: a Chinese language class for the Chinese
children, a Dutch language class for the Chinese ladies, and an interpreter
service for Chinese immigrants. As the only public service centre for Chinese
immigrants in the Netherlands, it attracted many Chinese.
Based on this organization, the first formal Chinese religious association
was set up in Rotterdam on 14 October 1974, Slichting Eoangelische Zending
onder de Chineren in Europa (Chinese Evangelical Mission in Europe; hereafter
CE.\1E)+o Within a couple of years, it had organized three branches in the
Netherlands: in Amsterdam, The Hague, and Utrecht.
Alongside its missionary work, CEME regulated and expanded its social
services. Beginning on 1January 1975, CEME had a full-time social worker
to take care of its daily affairs. A month later, it began to publish a Chinese
magazine and sent it free of charge to more than three hundred Chinese
families. Then, in March, CEME bought a building located in the Katen-
dreeht area of Rotterdam."! This led to the establishment of the first official
Chinese Christian church in the Netherlands.
During its organizational process and in the early period after its founda-
tion, CE!\1E was distinguished by the way in which they integrated mission-
ary work with social services. For some of its members, CEME was a source
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of practical social aid rather than a unified system of beliefs and practices.
Some, at the beginning, simply wished to receive emotional support from the
church. Consequently, many of the members cultivated their religious faith
after joining the association.
C Developing at an unprecedented rate
From the late 1970s, the emergence of new non-religious Chinese voluntary
associations broke the silence of the Chinese organizational efforts after the
War. Moreover, the successive development of these associations set up an
example to the potential followers and formed an indication of the coming
wave of Chinese organizations.
On 18June 1976, a new non-religious Chinese voluntary association was
established in Amsterdam, Chinese Vereniging inNederland 'Fa rin' (Chinese asso-
ciation in the Netherlands 'Fa Yin'). This is the first district association organ-
ized by Cantonese-speaking people after the War. Despite encountering
some initial objections from the Chinese community, it developed into an
influential association by the 1980s. Its development will be discussed in the
next chapter.
Around the 1980s, the rapid and successive emergence of Chinese sports
associations was another important indication of the coming wave of Chinese
organizations. This trend reflected the ever-increasing population of young
Chinese and their desire to have an enriched social Iife.
In the 1970s, football mania spread all over the Netherlands, as the Am-
sterdam Football Club Ajax won the Euroeup I in 1971, 1972 and 1973;42
the Dutch national football team lost the Worldeup finals both in 1974 and
1978. The Chinese youth in the country were no exception. Moreover, in the
late 1970s and the early 1980s, as the centre forward of Ajax, Tjeu La Ling,
a son of a Chinese father and a Dutch mother, scored many goals for Ajax.
This fact made many Chinese in the Netherlands feel very proud of his
achievements.P However, because oflanguage barriers and the special work-
ing times of Chinese restaurants, few Chinese football enthusiasts joined
Dutch football clubs. In 1977, the first well-organized Chinese football team
named Dong Lian Football Team was organized in Amsterdam. Soon after
that, about ten more teams were organized. Then, a couple of them united to
register as an ethnic Chinese recreational association. For instance, the above
mentioned Dong Lian team united with others and registered as H. K. 77
Sport Association in 1980. By 1983, there were at least five Chinese sports
associations in the Netherlands.
There are two characteristics that were common to these associations:
first, they were ethnic Chinese youth groups and organized mainly by
Guangdong and Hong Kong people; second, their aim was to enrich their
social life and to improve communications through sports.
In 1984, another Chinese association announced its founding in Rotter-
dam: Stichting Chinese Cultuur Recreatie en Maatschappelijk Werk (Association of
Chinese Culture, Recreation and Social Work). Most of its initiators were
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core members of the religious association, CEME; however, this new asso-
ciation did not express any religious orientation in its founding declarations.
Compared with other associations run by Chinese immigrants in the Nether-
lands, this association was the first to adopt a Western approach to organiza-
tional management. Because of its unique structure, I will examine this asso-
ciation in detail in the next chapter.
On 7 January 1985, a ncw guild for all Chinese restaurateurs in the
Netherlands was founded in Amsterdam. It applied and was accepted as the
Chinese section of the Dutch national association, Koninklfjk verbond van
ondernemers in het HORECA - en aanoenuante bedrijJ (Royal Union of Entrepre-
ncurs in the HORECA and Related Enterprises, HCS in short). After ex-
periencing a couple of setbacks in earlier attempts, the Chinese restaurateurs
finally successfully established their own functioning guild.
From the mid-1980s onward, the Chinese immigrants consistently formed
new associations. More precisely, in the Netherlands, between 1984 and
1997, on average, more than five new Chinese associations were founded per
year. Thus, by the end of 1997, Chinese immigrants from all over the Neth-
erlands had organized more than one hundred Chinese associations (cf. Ap-
pendix III).
In summary, there are three general trends associated with the develop-
ment of the Chinese associations in the Netherlands during the last quarter of
the 20th century:
(i) their number keeps growing;
(ii) their variety kecps expanding;
(iii) their functions can be recognized not only from the changes in the
Chinese immigrant community itself but also from their status both in
Dutch society and in their community of origin.
3 Typology of contemporary Chinese associations in the Netherlands
To what degree or within which sphere do the Chinese associations express
their various organizational motivations, social structures, and functions?
This section will identify the typologies used to understand Chinese associa-
tions, which will give readers a comprehensive overview of the internal com-
position of the Chinese community in the Netherlands.
A Existing models ofcwssijjing Chinese associations
Almost all scholars who have studied Chinese associations abroad have creat-
ed or used certain models to classify them. The Chinese associations have
been classified in a variety of ways: from two types to more than twenty types.
Some scholars' contributions are listed below. For the purpose of clarity, I
reduced more than ten different models into two groups: the general classifi-
cation model and the elaborate classification model.
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I use the general classification model to identify typologies that simplify all
Chinese associations into two or three types. Hereafter, I present four repre-
sentative examples:
ren Ching-Hwang's Model
In Yen Ching-Hwang's study of the social history of the Chinese in Singa-
pore and Malaysia in 1800-1911, he divides the associations set up by the
Chinese immigrants into roughly three regimes: dialect organizations, clan
organizations, and secret societies (Yen, 1986).
Wu flua's model
In 1977, \'Vu Hua, a historian in Singapore, published a three-volume docu-
mentary book on Chinese huiguan (i.e., Chinese traditional associations) in
Singapore. In the book, the author puts all Chinese traditional associations
into three categories: associations established based on shared provenance,
on the same clan, or on shared profession. His study only focusscd on tradi-
tional Chinese associations, and many recently established associations were
exeluded (Wu, 1977).
Edgar Wickberg's Model4+
After examining the range of Chinese organizations in Manila and their
development since the Second World War, Canadian scholar Edgar Wiek-
berg devised a classification scheme. His model classifies all Chinese associa-
tions into one of two styles: those that have been derived from China's urban
social history and norms are Chinese-style, while those that are modern
Chinese adaptations of forms originating in the \Vest are Western-style. In
other words, he includes "Chinese-style bodies as surname, native-place and
trade-guild associations, Hongmen bodies, brotherhoods, musical and theat-
rical societies, 'national arts' groups, and temples;" he includes '''\Vestern'-
derived associations as Chambers of Commerce, Lions Clubs, fire brigades,
alumni associations, schools and churches" (1993:91). This is a model special-
ly fitted to the case of Chinese associations in Manila. Nevertheless, it is a
common phenomenon that many Chinese associations are, in a sense, strad-
dling Chinese and Western styles; this is especially applicable when we study
the Chinese associations in Western countries.
Bemard Wong's Model
American scholar Bernard P. Wong has studied New York City's Chinatown
structure. According to him, Chinese associations there can be broken down
into three categories: traditional associations, new associations, and agencies
and social service providers. In short, "the organizational principles of the
traditional associations were deeply rooted in the home communities, espe-
cially in the rural areas of Kwangtung";4-j and, according to Wong, the
CCBA (Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association) is at the top of all
traditional associations (1982: 1.1). The new associations arc those which
"have been organized recently, and arc not included within the umbrella of
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ceBA;" and "recruited members from different social, economic, and edu-
cational backgrounds" (1982: 23). The third kind of associations "are orient-
ed to the larger society and have their roots in the V.S. society;" "many of
these organizations have direct connections with the government, churches,
labour unions, and the non-profit and charitable organizations, of the larger
society" (1982:23). It seems that two different standards had been used to
make this classification: the first two categories were divided by whether the
association was within the umbrella of CCBA; however, the third one was
distinguished by which society the association rooted itself in.
Because of the immense variety of Chinese associations, some scholars prefer
a detailed identification scheme, which I label elaborate classification models.
Hereafter, I present two examples:
Taiwan Model
The official government bureau in Taiwan has published annual statistics on
the Chinese abroad since 1950. In the Yearbook qJ the Republic qJ China, pub-
lished by the government in Taiwan, all Chinese associations abroad were
classified into three broad groups in 1951: guilds, social associations, and
"save China" associations.t'' Since the 19605, however, the classification sys-
tem has been expanded to include 15 groups: community associations, social
associations, original district associations, surname associations, guilds, indus-
trialists and merchants associations, educational and cultural associations,
recreational associations, youth associations, women's associations, anti-
CPC/save China associations'", welfare associations, religious associations,
non-governmental diplomatic associations, plus an "others" caregory.t''
Singapore Model
According to the reference guide, A Comprehensive Overview on Associations in
Singapore, all associations are classified into more than 20 groups (Peng, 1983):
community associations, economic associations, labour unions, professional
associations, political associations, educational associations, sports associa-
tions, academic associations, arts associations, eo-villagers associations, clan
associations, religious associations, wu shu associations,49 medical associa-
tions, welfare associations, friendship associations, mutual aid associations,
youth associations, women's associations, and international associations.
The predicament of both models mentioned above is that, instead of
establishing a unified standard to classify the associations, they use multiple
classification standards. For example, community associations and interna-
tional associations are classified on the basis of members' residence; youth
associations and women's associations are classified on the basis of the mem-
bers' demographic group; eo-villagers associations and surname associations
are classified on the basis of organizational links; and the associations of
welfare, educational, economic, and mutual help are classified on the basis of
the association's predominate function. Furthermore, they fail to account for
the fact that many current associations have multiple attributes.
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The Ourhou Zhangshi ;;;ungqin fulihu: (The Benevolent Association for Che-
ung Family Members in Europe) is an example that sometimes an association
is difficult to categorize simply. It was the first well-known European-wide
Chinese association set up after the Second World \'\lar and does not fit
neatly into any of the aforementioned classifications (Li, 1996:5). For exam-
ple, if the standard of classification is based on its members' residence, this
association could be classified as a transnational association; if the standard is
based on its organizational link, this association should be classified as a
surname association; finally, if the standard is based on its major purpose, it
could also be classified as a welfare association. From this example, it is
obvious that one association can be classified into various categories depend-
ing on the classification standards. To avoid this, one model should use only
one measurement standard.
B Classifjing cuntemporary Chinese associations in the Netherlands
The Chinese associations in the Netherlands, like in many other countries,
have shown a rich variety in their way of organization. In order to give a
comprehensive picture of the existing Chinese associations, I am going to
classify them, first of all, on the basis of members' residence; and, secondly,
according to their members' attributes.
First, based on members' residence, all Chinese associations in the Nether-
lands can be classified into three groups: nationwide associations, local asso-
ciations and transnational associations.
Nationunde associations
This group includes those associations whose members live all over the Neth-
erlands. For instance, since the 1970s, Algemene Chinese Vereniging in Nederlond
(General Chinese Association in the Netherlands) has successively established
branches in 12 Dutch cities. The members of another nationwide association,
Stichting Landelijke Federatie van Chinese Organisaties in Nedrrland (National Federa-
tion of Chinese Organizations in the Netherlands), hail from almost ever)'
well-known Dutch city: Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague, Utrecht, Eind-
hovcn, Tilburg, Maastricht, etc. Since the Netherlands is a small country,
about two-thirds of existing Chinese associations are nationwide.
Local associations
This group includes those associations whose members are limited to a cer-
tain city, province or those that mainly concentrate their activities in their
local district. Some Chinese associations set up on the district level can be
easily identified from their names: Vereniging Chinese beconers in Rotterdam (Asso-
ciation of Chinese Inhabitants in Rotterdam), Vereniging Chinese ondernemers
Amsterdam Chinatoum, (Association of Chinese Entrepreneurs in Amsterdam
Chinatown), Stichting rao Ti Trefcentrum Chineeen Utrecht (Chinese Friendship
Recreational Centcr in Utrecht).
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Nevertheless, some associations' names give them the appearance of being
a nationwide association, while they actually recruit their members locally. Fa
Yin is one example. As was mentioned earlier, the full name of Fa Yin is the
Chinese Association in the Netherlands 'Fa 'Yin.' But, most ofits members arc
old folks that live either in Amsterdam or in small cities around Amsterdam,
such as Amstclveen or Alrncrc. The association's founders do not wish to
recruit members from other areas, since it would be inconvenient and too
expensive for elderly people to travel a long way to attend the association's
weekly meeting.
In addition, since the 1980s, two parallel trends have emerged among
nationwide associations. It seems that some nationwide associations took vig-
orous action to set up district branches, while some former district branches
of certain nationwide associations tried to reorganize as independent associa-
tions. For example, in 1986, a group of Chinese immigrants founded Lim-
burgse Chinese Vereniging (Chinese Association in Limburg). Its principallcaders
and many members originally belonged to the branch of Algemene Chinese
Vereniging in Nederland in Limburg.
Transnational associations
Some Chinese associations were originally set up in the Netherlands but
recruited or planned to recruit their members from abroad as well. For
instance, Stichting Global Chinese Art (Association of Global Chinese Art), set up
in 1996, aimed to be an international association. Although its initiators are
only three Chinese in the Netherlands, the association lists 12 Chinese from
outside of the Netherlands as members: five live in China, two live in the
United States, two live in France and onc lives in Switzerland.
There arc some associations that could be classified as transnational de-
spite the fact that their name suggests otherwise. These associations appear to
be limited to the Netherlands, but their members come from all over. For
example, Fine Eastern Restaurant International, a Chinese restaurateurs'
trade association in the Netherlands, has two allied members in England and
two in Italy. Another Dutch Chinese restaurateurs' association, The Asian
Restaurants, had 42 members (each representing onc Chinese restaurant) in
1995. According to the introduction given by its secretary, amongst the mem-
bers, two were in Belgium, two were in Spain, and one was in Italy.
On the other hand, there arc also some associations that appear to be
international associations based on their names, but whose membership is
limited to one country. Tai Pang Gemeenschap in Eurupa (Tai Pang community
in Europe) is one example. This is an association based on shared prove-
nance, i.e., all of its members emigrated from Dapeng district of Guangdong.
Although its founders planned to recruit its members from all over Europe,
its membership is limited to the Netherlands.50
A second way to classify the relevant associations is according to their mem-
bers' attributes. These attributes arc their prominent distinguishing feature
and, to a certain extent, act as a cement that holds together the associations.
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There are seven main attributes: shared provenance, shared surname, shared
dialect, shared ideology or knowledge, shared natural characteristics, shared
hobby, and shared principles.
Shared provenance
It is a well-known custom that the Chinese abroad are used to establishing
their association on the basis of shared provenance, i.e., all of the associa-
tions' members emigrated from the same original place. As I indicated earli-
er, among the Chinese voluntary associations in the Netherlands, the district-
of-origin associations occupy a remarkable place both before and after the
Second World War. Examples include the associations of Hong Kong, Yuan
Lun, Dapcng. Qjngtian, Wenzhou, Yong Ka, Taiwan, Northeast China,
Indonesia and Vietnam (see Appendix Ill). Among these associations found-
ed because of shared provenance, there are two characteristics.
First, the scope of shared provenance is different for different groups.
Some are Xiang-based associations; some associations use shared original diqu
(prefecture) as the basis for formation; and still others arc groups of people
who once lived or worked in the same province (or district) before emigrating
abroad.I'! This is further complicated by the fact that some districts overlap.
For instance, there is an association organized for all Hong Kong immi-
grants, but people who come from Yuan LUll, a district located in Hong
Kong, have organized their own independent association. Also, Yong Ka is
one county directly under the municipal government ofWenzhou Municipal-
ity, but Yong Ka people set up their own regional association soon after the
Wenzhou association had been established.
Second, the traditional concept that the original district is the hometown
of one's ancestors has changed pragmatically. For instance, according to
the constitution of the Association for the Chinese from Northeast China
in the Netherlands, all Chinese who once lived, studied or worked in Northeast
China and 1l0W live in the Netherlands can be regarded as fellow provincials.V
The membership definition for people from Taiwan and other areas of
Southeast Asia is similar. That is, the Taiwan District Association defines
Taiwan people as those once lived or worked in Taiwan island;·,)3 and the
Peranakan and the Vietnamese-Chinese in the Netherlands set up their own
associations on the basis of the region they inhabited in Southeast Asia.
In short, it is an understandable consequence that the significance of the
place of origin consists not only of collective ties through shared dialects and
habits but, even more importantly, of dramatic (and sometimes traumatic)
collective experiences. Therefore, shared provenance is indeed shared per-
sonal experiences or shared sub-culture.
Shared surname
There are lour associations which are organized based on a shared surname
in the Netherlands, These include the associations of the Tang, Man, Pang
and Choi families.54 Among the Chinese, there is a popular belief that the
people who share the same surname have a common ancestor from hundreds
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or thousands of years ago. If they share the same surname and come from the
same area, i.c. the same village or the same county, the relationship between
them is even closer. As the descendants of a common ancestor, no matter
how many generations away, they arc relatives and should be eager to help
one another.
Among the four surname associations in the Netherlands, the association
of Choi has limited its membership not only to the people who shared the
surname of Choi but also to the Choi who came from the former Choiwuwei
village of Bo On. It is a localized lineage association. The other three sur-
name associations do not define their locality. Nevertheless, since the three
surnames are pronounced in Cantonese.v' it is clear that their locality is the
area which consists of some parts of Guangdong and Hong Kong, although
the definition is not as strict as the association of Choi.
In a small country like the Netherlands, its Chinese population is rather
small. Therefore, compared with their peers in Southeast Asian countries, the
Chinese associations that were set up based on shared surname together with
a certain locality can rarely be organized since they have sparse membership
in the Netherlands.
Shared dialect
In the Netherlands, there is only one aSSOCIatIon that is based on shared
dialect: Benelux Tsung- Tsin Vereniging (Tsung- Tsm association in Benelux). The
Chinese who use the Hakka dialect as their principal means of communica-
tion organized this association.
Hakka is a special dialect group. The question of its origin is debatable.
According to common belief, the Hakka group, as a separate category and a
sub-group of Han Chinese, emerged out of the thousand-year migration
process of some Han people from the Central Plains to South China. As
newcomers in South China, they had to settle down in the relatively poor
and distant mountain areas. Up until the 19th century, the Hakka people
were distributed over the mountain area that straddles the three provinces of
Guangdong, Fujian and Jiant,'Xi. Only their common dialect differentiates
them from the natives. Hakka in Chinese means guest people. This is a socially
imposed identity to those migrants from North to South China. Those mi-
grants and their descendants accepted this label to distinguish them from the
natives, who they regarded as barbarians.v''
Most Hakka people in the Netherlands also came from Guangdong Prov-
ince and Hong Kong. But the Hakka dialect is different from the Cantonese
dialect. Compared with the Cantonese-speaking Guangdong and Hong
Kong people, the Hakka people are a rather smaller group.
Shared ideology or knowledge
The members of associations bound by ideology or knowledge share the
same professional knowhow or world view. In the Netherlands, this category
consists of associations organized by Chinese restaurateurs, traders, acupunc-
turists, writers, scholars, artists, and so on.
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I/olding a O l i1/('.I(' cuisine exhibition ~l' vile Chinese association (Photo by Rcne de Vrics].
While there are about 2,000 C hinese restaurants in the Netherlan ds, live
associations have been established by and for Chinese restaurateurs. It is
wort h noting that all of these five associations arc regard ed as orga niza tions
for employers or owners. By contrast, no independent association for Chinese
restaura nt employees has been successfully organized up till the end of 1997.
T he rea sons beh ind this overt phenomenon will be discussed in Chap ter VI.
As ment ioned ea rlier, many ea rly C hinese migrants in the Netherla nds
were illiterate or poorly edu cated people. Strictly speaking, the first intellectu-
al associa tion set up by the C hinese immigrants in the Netherlands is the
Association of Chinese Writers in Benelux, which was established in 1991 in
Rotterd am . The founders were three C hinese, two female write rs living in
the Nethe rlands and one male writer in Belgium. Although there arc about
ten nam es on the association 's member list, the truly act ive members were
the core three in its initial years. Since 199+, associat ions of C hinese lawyers,
ac upunc turists a nd artists have been set up successfully, but their members
arc few.
Amo ng this group, the liuxueshengassociations deserve spec ial attention. In
1988, the liuxueshenggro up in the Nethe rlands set up its first associa tion. Since
then, some associations for C hine se computer specialists, for Chinese social
science scholars, and for Chi nese engineers (all belong to liuxuesheng group)
have been organized in succession. Although a gap still exists between the
liuxuesheng and other C hinese ~roups, some imp licat ions have shown that the
co ntac ts between liuxuesheng associat ions and some of other existing Chinese
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associations are growing. For instance, the Association for Chinese Engineers
in the Netherlands applied and was accepted as a member ofLFCON, which
is a federation being dominated by Chinese business people (cf. Chapter VI).
Moreover, in May 1999, a great demonstration against NATO's bombing of
the Chinese Embassy in Belgrade was initiated by liuxuesheng associations and
joined by many other Chinese associations.
Shared natural characteristics
This category includes age- or gender-related associations. For instance, in
the Netherlands today, there are more than ten associations specially organ-
ized by Chinese women, about the same amount by Chinese elderly, and
three by Chinese youth.57 Comparatively speaking, the associations organ-
ized by and for the women and elderly are among the most active ones.
Shared hobby
The number of associations based on shared hobbies has increased greatly
since the 1980s. Most of them are sports clubs, and it is likcly that the
majority of the participants in these athletic associations are young people
who grew up in the Netherlands. While watching the public activities organ-
ized by them, I noted that when they are eager to express something, many
use Dutch rather than Cantonese, although they are a bilingual group.
Shared principles
Those religious associations, either Christian or Buddhist, whose members
share the same faith fall into this category. There are currently about ten of
these associations: two for Chinese Buddhists and the others for Chinese
Christians.
As was pointed out previously, although many are titled Chinese churches
or temples, they are more like ethnic friendship or mutual-help groups with
an associated religious belief. Only a couple of them have a well-established
religious body.
In addition, this category of associations includes three associations that
have strong political orientation. Their purpose focuses on the democratic
movement in mainland China. Most members of these three associations are
ltuxuesheng from mainland China. They have close links with the respective
worldwide federation.
The above classification systems aside, there are still other possible ways to
classify the associations. For example, the relevant associations can also be
classified in terms of their professed prime beneficiary: some are mutual-aid
associations, where the prime beneficiary is the membership; some are ser-
vice organizations, which offer services to all Chinese immigrants or organize
public activities for all Chinese. In addition, the associations can also be
classified by their type of financial sources: some mainly rely on regularly
collecting donations from its leaders; some mainly rely on the subsidies of the
Dutch government; and some basically rely on the membership dues.
A IIISTORY OF CHINESE ASSOCIATIONS IN THE NETHERLANDS
In general, the rich variety that appears in these categories is merely a
preliminary picture. In the next chapter, three influential Chinese associa-
tions that have different characteristics will be selected to give a detailed
demonstration of the complexity of these organizations.

CHAPTER IV
Three Case Studies
According to the written documents I have collected, more than one hundred
Chinese associations established themselves in the Netherlands between 1947
and 1997 (ef. Appendix Ill). In addition, 41 alter-school Chinese schools
were set up.! It ",..'ould be too ambitious a task to present an exhaustive study
of all of these associations. Instead, in this chapter, I select three associations
to provide a detailed illustration of the more general situation.
The process I followed to select these examples can be divided into rough-
ly three steps. First, in order to become acquainted with the overall situation
of Chinese voluntary associations in the Netherlands, I visited about fifty
associations and Chinese schools: either to attend their public activities or to
have an interview with the leaders or active members. Then, in about one
year, hased on my personal knowledge of these associations, I reduced my
contacts to about ten of them. Finally, I selected three of the associations to
be the focus of an elaborate study.
The basic standards of selection are as follows. First, the association
should he one organized by Chinese immigrants who directly emigrated from
China. As was described in previous chapters, there arc differences between
the Chinese from China and other rc-migrant Chinese. Thus, in order to
concentrate the study, I excluded associations organized by re-migrants from
the sample selection. Second, since some associations are merely nominal or
become almost invisible soon after being established, the samples I have
chosen are influential associations that have existed for a longer period, i.e.,
for more than ten years. Third, the selected targets must be representatives of
different categories with their respective outstanding characteristics.
The coming deliberations focus on the following questions: when and
under what circumstances was the association set up? Are there any distinct
stages in its development that can be outlined? What are the associations'
characteristic roles?
I ACV.· the oldest association facing nao challenges
The first case selected for focused study is ACV - Algemene Chinese Vereniging
in Nederland (Lii He Huaqiao zonghui; General Association of Chinese in the
Netherlands; hereafter ACV). Among all active Chinese associations in the
Netherlands, ACV is an association with some impressive characteristics:
(i) with a history of mere than half a century, it is the oldest association
among the existing ones;
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(ii) with a membership of more than eleven hundred, it is a large asso-
ciationj-
(iii) it is the only Chinese association that has edited and published an
association bulletin regularly for more than twenty years and con-
tinues to distribute it free of charge;
[iv) it is also one of the most active initiators pushing the establishment of
the European-wide Chinese association - European Federation of
Chinese Organizations, which was set up in 1992 in Amsterdam.
A Birth Qfa district-rif-origin association]
Established on 27 November 1947, ACV, originally named Ouhai tongxianghui
(Du Sea District Association), was initially a district-of-origin association of
\Vcnzhou pedlars. The pedlars formed the organization to further their ef-
forts to attain a better life in the changed situation after the Second World
War.
As described in the last chapter, soon after peace returned to the world,
some Chinese in the Netherlands returned to their hometowns immediately,
while about two thousand Chinese decided to stay. With regard to their
reasons for staying, three groups can be basically outlined:
(i) those who set up some business in the Netherlands and wanted to
expand it;
(ii) those who married Dutch citizens;
(iii) those who lived in poverty and felt ashamed to return home with
empty hands.
Very few people belonged to the first group. Specifically, in 1945, there were
only twelve Chinese restaurants located in big cities such as The Hague,
Amsterdam, and Rotterdam. In addition, there were a couple of small shops
run by about 15 Chinese.'
Shortages of daily necessities were common in the period after the war,
and circulation of commodities was needed. At that time, most Chinese con-
tinued to make their living by hawking wares in the streets. Some attempted
to do long-distance or transnational buying and selling. To obtain higher
profits, the Chinese pedlars would try to stock commodities at lower whole-
sale prices. Yet, as foreigners without access to the proper authorities, many
met innumerable difficulties in their attempts to get goods at reasonable
prices. Gradually, they decided that an association that could act as a pO\ver-
ful bargainor to obtain commodities for selling at a profit needed to be
established.
Another element that directly led to the establishment of the association is
related to the sharp contradictions that developed between the Chinese im-
migrants and some corrupt officials of the Chinese Embassy in the Nether-
lands at that time. The Chinese abroad always expect that the Chinese Em-
bassy in their country of residence will be their refuge. After the Chinese
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Embassy was re-established after the War, most Chinese in the Netherlands
were greatly disappointed by the embassy's actions. Instead of helping the
Chinese to recover from the miseries of the war, some officials of the Embas-
sy even attempted to exploit their compatriots. One incident in 1946, as
recalled by Mr. Cai Zexuan, can be taken as an example:"
\Vhen the War was ended, some of us had re-established their contacts
with their families in China. Then, many were eager to send money back
home, not only to help their family members, but to express their emo-
tions of love as well. Since transnational communication was not easy at
that time, some Chinese went to ask the Chinese Embassy whether the
Embassy could help them transferring foreign currency to their families in
China. The Chinese ambassador gave a nice promise. The money earned
by hard toil was then sent to the Chinese Embassy accompanied by a lot
of good wishes. (j
But, as time passed, some senders knew from their families' letters that
no money had been received. They found that they were cheated by the
Chinese Embassy. How could we tolerate such a cheating? All of us were
boiling with rage' [...]
I remember very clearly: it was in 1946 that an unusual incident hap-
pened. That morning, some of my eo-villagers [i.e., Zhejiang Chinese]
went to the Chinese Embassy together. They wanted to get their money
back. But the Chinese ambassador kept staying in his office. Only one staff
member \Ve11t out to meet them but with a perfunctory attitude. Those
angry people rushed to the office of the ambassador and fought with the
officers who tried to stop them. In chaotic confusion, Consul Zheng's head
and one secretary's eye were hurt [...]
Having got an urgent call from the Chinese ambassador, dozens of
Dutch policemen rushed to the Embassy and arrested seven or eight of my
eo-villagers.
A few days later, [ went together with Yu Zhong and Res, one Dutch
friend of mine, to visit those arrested co-villagers in jail. \Ve were deeply
sad and unable to control our anger.
After this incident, our wish became stronger and clearer that we need-
ed an organization to protect ourselves. 7
According to people's recollections, the preparatory work for the establish-
ment of an association began in February 1947.8 In that month a group of
people gathered to begin the process, Mr. Yu Zhong was an active one.
Vu, born in 1910, came from \Venzhou to the Netherlands in 1936.
Having studied in primary school for six years before going abroad, he was
among the few who knew how to both read and write Chinese. Moreover,
because of his warm-heartedness, the Chinese in the Netherlands held him in
high esteem. Soon after the incident mentioned above, in order to ease the
tension between the Zhejiang Chinese and the Chinese Embassy, the Chi-
nese Consulate in Amsterdam hired Yu as a secretary. His mission was to
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assist the Consul in dealing with the affairs of the Chinese in the Netherlands.
This career gave him a good chance to gain insights into the work of the
Chinese Consulate and to raise his status in the Chinese community."
During the eight months after February) Yu and some activists repeatedly
discussed the most appropriate way to set up an association of their own. 10
They reached a consensus that the coming association would be easier to be
set up if they simply based it on shared provenance. To have more co-
villagers convinced of the necessity to set up an association, the founders
proposed a simple but practical target for the organization: to acquire goods
through collective bargaining. 'I"he organization, because of its collective
power, would be stronger than an individual person when dealing with
Dutch traders. Although most Chinese were illiterate or poorly educated,
such a target was easy to understand and attractive; consequently, many
responded enthusiastically to the proposal.
One day in early November 1947, about twenty activists gathered in a
little restaurant located at Lange Niezd 12, Amsterdam. Yu Zhong chaired
the meeting. They unanimously agreed that a district-of-origin association
among the Wcnzhou people should be set up. At Vu's suggestion, Ou hai
tongxianghui (Ou Sea District Association, hereafter OSDA) became its official
name. According to one explanation, Ou is picked up from the Du river,
which runs across the whole Wenzhou area. Sea means they had left: the Ou
river region and now lived overseas. I1 After the meeting, all the participants
agreed to advise their relatives and friends to join the association.
A few days later, on 27 November 1947, the inaugural meeting of OSDA
was held in Amsterdam. 12 A photo made at the meeting shows that nearly 90
men attended. At the meeting, Yu Zhong was elected chairman by common
consent. About ten others were elected as vice-chairman, secretary, treasurer,
or administrators.
To legalize its social position, OSDA sent an official report 10 the Chinese
Consulate in Amsterdam soon after its establishment. In the report, the asso-
ciation asked the government of the Republic of China to acknowledge it as
an official Chinese overseas association. The request was accepted.
At the same time, the association also sent its registration application to
the Amsterdam Municipality, which was also accepted. This positive news
encouraged the organizers. They submitted another request to the Amster-
dam Municipality for an office-room for Chinese language classes. In the
spring of 1948, the association was ahle to set up its office at Binnenkant 39,
Amsterdam. It is worth pointing out that their office location has still not
changed.
Many people I interviewed mentioned that the first chairman, Yu Zhong,
was an extraordinary organizer. ender his leadership, the association man-
aged to bring in stocks directly from Dutch factories at lower prices and
offered some preferential treatment to its official members. For instance, the
official members could get marketable commodities at lower prices and on
credit. For the Chinese, who were short of capital, such preferential treat-
ment was attractive, which explains why its membership increased to more
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than one-hundred and fifty within one year (Yu, 1977).13 Consequently,
OSD/\. established a firm foothold in the Netherlands.
B Developing into a community-wide association
In the 19505, OSDA began to re-evaluate how it defined itself. This was due
to t\VO separate phenomena. First, while the Chinese catering business boom
brought a new way of living to all Chinese immigrants, the original function
of OSDA, i.c., to acquire commodities collectively, gradually withered away.
Second, two sharply contrasting governments in China emerged, and the
association adopted "love socialist new China" as a special motto. As a force
at the core of the pro-Beijing Chinese in the Netherlands, OSDA could not
stay as a district-of-origin association anymore; it had to open its door to all
pro-Beijing Chinese.
In 1953, the association changed its name from tongxianghui (district-
of-origin association) to Huaqiaohui (overseas Chinese association). In 1963,
the association's committee decided that they would use the first Chinese
character of Ou Zhou, which means Europe, to replace the original Ou,
which was picked up from the Ou river. J+ Thus, the new name was Ou
Hai Huaqiaohui, which means Association of Overseas Chinese at the Sea of
Europe. Despite its awkwardness, the name reflected the organizers' desire
to expand the association from a limited group based on shared provenance
to a large group representing the whole Chinese community in the Nether-
lands.
In 1972, the first Chinese ambassador sent by the People's Republic of
China arrived in the Netherlands. Recognizing that the "Vest's perspective of
the political situation was changing, the association held a significant com-
mittee meeting in 1973. After lively discussions, they decided to change the
association's name to Lii He Huaqiao zonghui in Chinese and Algemene Chinese
Verem:f;ing in Nedrrland in Dutch.
It is interesting that in Chinese lu includes the meaning of the English
word sojourning, but this term does not appear in its Dutch name. There-
fore, if the new name would be translated from Chinese into English in
detail, the English text would be something like the General Association of
Overseas Chinese Sojourning in the Netherlands; however, if the translation
is to be made from Dutch to English, then its name is the General Associa-
tion of Chinese in the Xerherlands.
Once the name change occurred) ACV began to present itself as a truly
general association for all Chinese throughout the Netherlands and enjoyed a
leading position among the pro-Beijing Chinese immigrants. The ;\CV lead-
ers adopted t\VO important measures to facilitate this during the 1960s and
1970s.
First, some Chinese from outside the Zhcjiang group were recruited into
ACV and a couple of non-Zhejiang elite were elected as committee mem-
bers. At the end of the 1960s, Kwok Shu Cheung, one of the influential elite
members among the Guangdong group and the former chairman of
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WKWK, accepted the invitation to join ACV. Between 1968 and 1973,
Cheung became one of ACV's vice-chairmen. In 1974, Cheung was named
as the first honorary chairman of ACV. Chcung's visible position in ACV
brought other Guangdong people to the association. I:)
Ma \Vcnshan is another example. Ma was a successful businessman who
migrated from Shandong province. Since the 19505, he often worked togeth-
er with the ACV leaders to organize public activities. In 1968, Ma was
elected as one of the vice-chairmen of ACV. In 1974, he was elected as the
chairman of ACV. It is worth noting that up till now among the 12 people
who have served as ACV's chairman, I\1a is the only one who is a non-
Wenzhou person.
Secondly, ACV revised and amplified its organizational rules to adjust the
association to the new community-wide orientation. In 1977, ACV worked
out its first complete, written constitution. Within it, ACV formulated its
purpose as follows:
ACV is an association for all patriotic Chinese in the Netherlands. Taking
"all patriots belong to one big family, whether they rally to the common
cause early or late" as its principle, ACV will unite all Chinese in the
Netherlands to love socialist China. It will uphold justice. It will work for
the well-being of the Chinese and promote mutual help among all com-
patriots in the Netherlands. It will improve the friendship between the
Dutch and the Chinese in the Netherlands. It will ask the Chinese to abide
by the Dutch law. It will not join any political activities of the Nether-
lands. It will attempt to improve the economic and cultural exchanges
between China and the Netherlands. Hi
In addition, the constitution labeled democratic centralism as ACV's general
organizational principle.l? Correspondingly, three levels of organization were
formulated: according to the constitution, the most powerful organ of ACV is
the general members conference, which will be held once a year; when the
general members conference is not in session, the executive committee,
which will be in session once every three months, will act as the power organ;
finally, a standing committee will be elected to take care of routine matters.
Meanwhile, to systematize the whole organization, eight branches were set
up at the Dutch provincial level.
Since then, although the constitution was revised in 1980, 1985, 1993 and
1996, the principle has been followed. Hereafter, attention will be paid to the
real operational processes of ACV rather than how ACV revised its constitu-
tion.
C Suspicion, pressure andACV's political orientation
As the only Chinese association that clearly proclaimed its political orienta-.
tion as pro-Beijing, ACV suffered from suspicions and pressures during the
period of the Cold War.
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Because of the earlier mentioned incident between the Chinese immi-
grants and the corrupt officials of the Chinese Embassy in the Netherlands (at
that time the Chinese Kuo Min Tang Party was in power), most of the earliest
initiators of ACV hated the KMT Embassy. In 1949, alter hearing about the
victory of the Chinese Communist Party in China, ACV as a whole immedi-
ately leaned towards the new government of Beijing. Then, in March of
1950, the Dutch government recognized the People's Republic of China as a
sovereign state. In 1954, the Netherlands established diplomatic relations
with the People's Republic of China at the charge d'affaires level. This posi-
tive progress encouraged ACV to air its pro-Bcijing opinion more publicly.
They expressed their political orientation through a series of activities.
For instance, immediately after learning about the establishment of the
People's Republic of China, ACV (then OSDA) sent a telegram to congratu-
late the new central government in Beijing (ACV, 1997:36).18In 1951, three
portraits of the leaders of the Communist Party of China (CPC for short)
Mao Zedong, Zhu De and Zhou Enlai - and some books and magazines
about the victory of the CPC were sent to the association by the PRC's
representatives in Geneva. Then, the association held a grand ceremony to
hang the portraits on the wall and set up a reading room in the office. Also,
after receiving a documentary film called China's War ofLiberation 1945-1949,
the association repeatedly showed the film for over a month to publicize the
victory of the CPC (yu, 1977). Moreover, on I October 1950, the first
anniversary of the founding of the People's Republic of China, ACV held a
great celebration in Grand Hotel Krasnapolsky (Dam 9, Amsterdam). About
two hundred Chinese attended the party. On the roof of the hotel, a Five-
Starred Red Flag - the national flag of the People's Republic of China -
"vas raised for the first time in public in the Netherlands. 19When recalling the
moving sights of that day, :VIr. Hu Kelin, one of the founders of ACV, still
shows excitement.t''
I remember very clearly that it was on the first of October 1950 that we
Chinese in the Netherlands held the first party to celebrate the National
Day of the People's Republic of China. The initiators were Zhou Guoli,
\Vang Chunlin and some leaders of Ou hai tongxianghui. I was among the
preparatory group. While the party was under preparation, we had re-
ceived several blackmailing letters from the pro-Taiwan group. Although
they were rather powerful at that time, we were not scared [...1
It was a great day. At seven o'clock in the morning, the Five-Starred
Red Flag was raised on the roof of Krasnapolsky Hotel. Seeing our na-
tional flag flying in the Dutch sky for the first time, you cannot imagine
how excited we were! From that early morning till the deep of the night,
in order to prevent sabotage by the pro-Taiwan group, wc dozens of
members of Ou hai tongxianghui took upon us the responsibility to guard the
flag and to guard the meeting hall by turns [...1
\Vhen relations between the Western world and the communist East were
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becoming strained, however, heavy pressure was brought to bear upon this
pro-Beijing association. In 1951, responding to the call of the Beijing govern-
ment to resist US aggression and aid Korea, ACV requested that the Chinese
in the Netherlands support China by donating money. According to Zhong
Xinru, they knew little about the Korean War at that time. What pushed
them to donate money for China was that the leaders of the new China had
the courage to fight against the number one Western country - the USA.:n
This political action aroused serious suspicion from the Dutch authorities. Vu
Zhong, Mei Zhongwci, Hu Wcnqiao and some other leaders were ques-
tioned; their houses were searched, and their passports were suspcndcd.r?
From then on, during the whole period of the Cold War, the association,
especially its leaders, was labelled as "a Communist spy in the Netherlands"
and "a political organization controlled by Beijing." The Ministene ~Ian Binnen-
landse -<pken (the Dutch Ministry of the Interior, hereafter BiZa) watched all
activities of the association.P Even today some elderly members of ACV who
experienced that period still call the Dutch BiZa "Holland's CIA."
During the interviews 1 conducted, I was told that during the 1960s and
the I970s, several leaders and activists of ACV had been punished because of
tax or hygiene problems, but in fact they were, to a certain degree, political
victims. One informant told me the following story:
I arrived in Holland in 1936 l...] In 1961, I established my own Chinese
restaurant in Amsterdam. The business was excellent l...J
Nevertheless, since the 1960s when I took the position as a major
leader of ACV, my restaurant was examined very often. Finally, my res-
taurant was closed because I was accused of evading taxes of more than
five hundred thousand Dutch guilders. It was incredible! Having got sup-
port from a Dutch lawyer and a qualified Dutch accountant, I appealed to
court but lost the lawsuit. ~ly restaurant and four private houses were put
up for auction to clear the account. All property I had earned since I
arrived in the Netherlands had gone. I was very sad [...]
I have one friend who had some contacts with the Dutch Ministry
of the Interior, which many Chinese labcled as the Dutch CIA at that
time. Some years later, this friend told me that there was no chance for
me to win the court case because my name was on the blacklist of the
Ministry.
I am an old man now. Thanks to the Dutch welfare system I am
enjoying a comfortable life although I lost my property. While looking
hack, I know I did something wrong that I should not have tried to evade
paying full tax. Howeve-r, compared with other cases I know of, the PUII-
ishment brought upon me was much harsher than upon other similar
cases [...]
Although this case is too complicated to sort out in a few words, one fact
cannot be ignored: this interviewee's political orientation was one factor that
intensified the punishment imposed upon him.?!
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China's international position rose greatly after a series of important
events: the People's Republic of China's admittance to the United Nations in
1971; the strengthened ties between the Netherlands and Beijing since 1972;
the spectacular successes of the reform movement since the end of the 1970s
in China. As China rose, the political pressure surrounding ACV slowly
diffused.
D A thriving period for ACV
ACV flourished in the period between the mid-1970s and the mid-1980s.
Three developments contributed to this part of ACV's history: (i) the expan-
sion of their services and activities; (ii) the introduction of new leadership; and
(iii) the new immigration wave from China. Below, each of these will be
explored.
With the rise of their national and political dignity, ACV expanded its
services and increased their social activities. For instance, ACV showed Chi-
nese films from the People's Republic of China. Because Chinese television
and videos were not yet available in the Netherlands, the presentation of
Chinese films was an attractive activity. Meanwhile, it became a regular
activity of ACV to organize a celebration on the Chinese National Day.
ACV has invited a professional troupe or musicians and artists from China to
give a performance at the party almost every year since 1983.
Since the People's Republic of China celebrates its National Day on the
first of October, hut the Republic of China (i.c., the government in Taiwan)
celebrates its National Day on the tenth of October, which National Day
party one wishes to attend is a rather sensitive issue. During the period after
the Korea War untill the 1960s, only a few dozen to around one hundred
Chinese dared to attend the party organized by ACV. Since the second part
of the 1970s, however, the number of attendants at ACV party has often
been as many as one thousand, and they come from all over the Netherlands.
Another important service they began to offer is ACV's official organ -
llu.aqiao tongxun (Overzeese Chinezen Bulletin: Overseas Chinese Bulletin; the
ACV Bulletin for short). Because it was difficult to get information written in
Chinese, the Chinese who did not read Dutch enthusiastically welcomed the
ACV Bulletin.
The ACV Bulletin was first published on 17 August 1977. At the begin-
ning, it was a monthly issue with six pages. Most of its contents were copied
from the newspapers of Beijing. A couple of volunteers worked as the editors.
The working conditions were very simple.i" From 1982, one person was in
charge of the editing and the publication. The reports on the Chinese in the
Netherlands and the explanations about the Dutch regulations increased.
In the second half of 1984, the ACV Bulletin heeame a semimonthly perio-
dical.
According to Hu, the first editor of the ACV Bulletin, to decide how many
copies should be printed he went to collect the addresses of all of the Chinese
restaurants, which numbered ahout 1,800 at that time. Then, the ACV com-
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mittee decided that they should print 2,000 copies of each issue of the ACV
Bulletin and post one to every Chinese restaurant free of charge. When more
people subscribed personally to the ACV Bulletin and when the number of
Chinese restaurants increased, the copies of each issue of the ACV Bulletin
rose to 6,000 in the mid-1980s. On 13 May 1996, the ACV Bulletin suddenly
raised its circulation to 20,000 when a new committee took over its manage-
ment. Nevertheless, due to financial difficulties, the circulation was reduced
to 6,000 copies in a couple of months; then, it was again reduced to 3,000
copies in May 1997. Although occasionally there would be an advertisement
in the Bulletin to ask readers to make donations, the basic rule that the ACV
Bulletin is free of charge has never changed. Consequently, trying to balance
the expenses of its bulletin has been a burden for ACV.
Few Chinese migrants associations abroad have been able to maintain a
regularly published, freely distributed bulletin for more than twenty years.
This has effectively heightened ACV's reputation. Therefore, the ACV Bul-
letin is more than anything else a significant symbol of ACV. Although the
committee of ACV has clearly recognized that with the numerous Chinese
language outlets available today the ACV Bulletin's role as an information
source for Chinese immigrants has greatly decreased, nobody dares to sug-
gest either stopping the ACV Bulletin or switching it to a commercial publi-
cation.
The second development occurred around the turn of the 1980s when a
new group of people who had come to the Netherlands in the 1960s and
1970s took over the leadership of ACV. This precipitated some considerable
changes in the ACV's history.
Up until the end of the 1970s, the authoritative power of ACV had been
kept in the hands of those who arrived in the Netherlands before the Second
\Vorld War and were advanced in years. When the Dutch authorities regard-
ed ACV with suspicion, however, the younger newcomers, even if they were
pro-Beijing in their mind, were reluctant to be activists of ACV publiely.
Only when it became apparent that they need not be afraid of political
persecution did more young Chinese become active members of ACV; from
these new, young activists, a new nucleus emerged.
In 1980, Mr. Hu. who was born in 1941 and arrived in the Netherlands in
1962, was elected as the new chairman of ACV. Among the newly elected
leading group of 12 people (one chairman, eight vice-chairmen, one general
secretary and two vice-general secretaries), two-thirds of them were entering
the leading circle of ACV for the first time. Moreover, in the following five
terms, the chairman was elected from this group: Hu (1980-1983; 1987-
1989); Mei (1984-1986); and Ye (1990-1993; 1994-1996).'6
This group showed some new characteristics. They had a higher educa-
tional background than the first leading group. For instance, among the eight
chairmen of ACV before 1979, all except Vu, who had finished his primary
school education before going abroad, had merely attended primary school
for two or three years. The education level of the three chairmen of ACV
between 1980 and 1996 was much higher. Mei is among the few who had
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graduated from a Chinese university before going abroad; Ye graduated
from a Chinese high school; and Hu graduated from a Chinese middle
school.
Moreover, they had some practical knowledge about how to run an ethnic
association in a Western country. For instance, in November 1980, Hu, as
the newly elected chairman of ACV, together with four committee members
paid a formal visit to the Amsterdam municipal administration. It was the
first time that the leaders of a Chinese voluntary association in the Nether-
lands went to visit the Dutch authorities. Then, in February 1981, it was also
for the first time that the Mayor of Amsterdam, accompanied by some Dutch
officials, accepted the invitation of ACV to attend the Chinese New Year's
party that was held by ACV in Amsterdam. On 15 May 1981, as the repre-
sentativc of the Chinese in the Netherlands, Hu and three leaders of ACV
went to visit the Ministry of the Interior Affairs in The Hague. Drs. H.A.A.
Molleman, who was in charge of minority affairs at that time, received the
visitors. Their talks focussed on matters of mutual concern (the ACV Bulletin,
30 May 1981).
Through the exchange of visits, the contacts between ACV and the Dutch
authorities became more direct and open, which helped to improve their
understanding of one another. Since 1987, ACV has been among the few
Chinese associations that have benefitted from the financial support offered
by the Dutch government.
The third development from which ACV benefitted was the rich new
human resources brought over by the sudden migration wave from China. As
was described in Chapter Il, after China opened its doors to the Western
world, thousands of Zhejiang people came to the Netherlands through chain-
migration. Although it claimed to be a community-wide association with
members from different sub-groups of the Chinese community in the Nether-
lands, ACV has always been composed mainly of Zhcjiang people. There-
fore, as was mentioned earlier, chain-introduction, being a reasonable exten-
sion of chain-migration, played an active role in the expansion of ACY's
membership. That is, many new arrivals became members simply because
their relatives or eo-villagers introduced them to the association.
There is another related reason for why this thriving period for ACV
accompanied the rise in migration levels. In the late 19705, the procedures
for applying for a private passport in China were still rather complicated.
Some claim that the relatives of the ACV activists, because of their reputa-
tion as patriotic Chinese, could go through these procedures quicker and
with fewer obstacles. During the late 1970s and the early 1980s, this notion
was popular among the Zhejiang immigrants, which made ACV more attrac-
tive to them.
However, almost at the same time, when the leaders of ACV were enjoy-
ing their association's social prestige both within the Chinese community in
the Netherlands and in China, some new organizing activities held by the
Cantonese-speaking migrants in particular were emerging. In a short period,
these associations began to challenge the social position of ACV. At that
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time, however, few leaders of ACV recognized the potential effects of this
situation.
E Facing new challenges
Since the 1980s, ACV's self-proclaimed position as the Number One Chinese
association in the Netherlands has been challenged. These challenges mainly
came from a few newly established Chinese associations, which gained popu-
larity in a short period. For instance, the two Chinese associations Fa Tin and
Kah rVah acquired a good reputation for establishing Chinese schools for
Chinese children. Similarly, since 1985, the Chinese Sports Federation in the
Netherlands has occupied a leading position in organizing nationwide Chi-
nese sports meetings. In addition, another newly established Chinese associa-
tion, CCR~l, became popular among the Dutch authorities after it organized
a series of public activities to improve the Chinese community's integration
into the Dutch society (cf the third case of this chapter). Therefore, little by
little, the social position of ACV has been changed from the number onc
association to one among a dozen prominent Chinese associations.
Other challenges have come from within ACV itself As an association
with a long history, it was inevitable that some contradictions would arise
among its members and its leadership. When outside pressure was heavy, the
inner contradictions could be masked; however, when the social environment
settled and the subsequent decline of group cohesion occurred, the inner
contradictions became apparent. Due to differences of opinion and other
issues, some members and even leaders publicly announced their withdrawal
from ACV. Some simply joined other associations, and others set up their
own association. In total, the resigned leaders of ACV have set up at least
four new associations since the end of the 1980s.
Ultimately, the greatest challenges for ACV come from the question of
how to adapt to the changed situation. Nowadays, ACV is one association
among one hundred-odd other Chinese associations in the Netherlands, al-
though it is still better known than many others arc. During a rather long
period, ACV had successfully used the patriotic flag to establish its position.
Now, at the end of the 20th century, this is far from powerful enough to
promote the cohesion and continuity of an association. It is urgent for its
current leaders to find an appropriate way to maintain the ACV's viability as
an organization for the Chinese rank and file.
The year 1996 marks another turning point for ACV. This was its tenth
election. Before the vote, the three ex-chairmen who were regarded as the
second nucleus of ACV announced that none of them would be a candidate.
Moreover, none of the younger committee members enjoyed clear popular
support. In other words, the third nucleus was not yet formed. Thus, the
1996 election became a competition among the younger members of ACV. It
is probable that the intense competition encouraged a record voting turnout.
Formerly, the number of members who came to vote was between one hun-
dred and two hundrcd.f Unexpectedly, on 11 March 1996, more than eight
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hundred members went to vote at the ACV's office (the ACV Bulletin, 18
March 1996). This number of voters is the highest in the history of all Chi-
nese associations in the Nctherlands.'2S
In order to reduce the competition among the sub-groups among the
ACV's members, the result was that an unpreccdcntcdly large-scale commit-
tee of 211 members took office (er. ACV Bulletin, 22 April 1996). On 23 May
1996, the inaugural ceremony of the 10th committee of ACV was held in
Amsterdam. At the ceremony, the newly elected chairman declared that by
weeding through the old to bring forth the new, the elected committee would
lead ACV to face new challenges and would endeavour to energetically push
its work forward.
2 Fa Tin: for Chinese children and Chinese elders 29
As was described in Chapter Ill, the establishment of a new non-religious
Chinese voluntary association marked the beginning of a new blooming peri-
od of the Chinese organizational movement in the Netherlands. This new
non-religious association is Fa Tin, which was established in 1976.
The official name of Fa Tin is Lii He Huaren Lianyihui in Chinese; or Chinese
Vereniging in Nederland 'Fa Tin' in Dutch. Fa Yin is a Bo On local dialect term
meaning Chinese people (Huaren in standard Chinese). Like ACV, the first
Chinese character of Fa rin's Chinese name is lu. which includes the meaning
of the English word sojourning. Such a meaning, however, does not appear
in its Dutch name. Therefore, if translating Fa Yin's name from Chinese into
English, it should be something like the Association of Chinese People So-
journing in the Netherlands.
In its early period, some officials of the Chinese Embassy and some lead-
ers of ACV regarded the establishment of Fa Tin as a divisive development in
the Chinese community. Sharp criticisms were heaped upon Fa Tin. Never-
theless, in June 1996, after 20 years, Fa Tin joyously celebrated the anniver-
sary of its founding. At this grand ceremony, the Chinese Embassy in the
Netherlands, some Dutch institutions and dozens of Chinese associations,
including the most influential ones, sent their representatives to present their
congratulations. Among the people who gave an official speech, there was the
cultural attache of the Chinese Embassy, the Dutch director of the Amstcr-
dam Ccntcr for Foreigners (ACE), and the chairman of ACV. At the ceremo-
ny, the chairman of Fa Tin claimed with dignity that Fa Yin was one of few
truly influential Chinese associations and enjoyed a good reputation among
the Chinese in the Netherlands.
It is interesting to trace how Fa Tin has reached its current position.
A Birth
Fa Tin is the first voluntary association specifically organized by and for the
Guangdong group in the Netherlands after the Second \Vorld \Var. As was
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mentioned earlier, during the first decades after the war, ACV was regarded
as the only symbol of pro-Beijing Chinese in the Netherlands, and it tried to
involve more non-Wcnzhou Chinese in its affairs. Although some Guang-
dong people did join ACV, they often felt like outsiders. Onc important
reason was the gap between the dialects. Since Wenzhou people formed the
main body of the association, in meetings of the association, the working
language was very often the Wenzhou dialect, which Guangdong people
cannot understand.
After the migration wave of the 1960s, the number of Guangdong people
greatly increased, and their economic power rose. Thus, some newly
emerged Guangdong elite were not satisfied with the position they could hold
in an association dominated by Wenzhou people; plus, they encountered
some social problems distinct from the problems with the Wenzhou people.
The failure of ACV to establish a Chinese school became the direct impe-
tus for the birth of Fa Tin. Recalling the characteristics of the migration trend
in the 19605 from Hong Kong in Chapter Il, one phenomenon was that
many new immigrants in this period came with their families or fetched their
families soon after the pioneers settled down. Therefore, many strongly want-
ed a Chinese education for their children. Between 1972 and 1975, seeing
that there were no Chinese schools for Chinese children in the Netherlands,
Mr. Liang, a well-known restaurateur among the Guangdong group at that
time, together with several friends who were members of ACV, asked repeat-
edly for the establishment of a Chinese school under the auspices of ACV.
After disappointing rejections, they decided to set up an association of their
own.
Fa Yin was officially founded by about tcn Guangdong Chinese in Amster-
dam on 18]une 19763 0 After lively discussions, the founding aim of Fa Tin
was defined in two Chinese sentences:
You you suo jiao
Lao you suo wei
(Let Chinese children receive an education)
(Let Chinese elders make a contribution)
More extensively, Fa Yin's founding aim was to let Chinese children in the
Netherlands receive an education in Chinese language and culture; to enable
Chinese elders to spend their remaining years in happiness; and to let Chi-
nese elders make contributions toward the spreading of Chinese culture to
their descendants. Mr. Liang was elected as the first chairman, and three
others were elected as vice-chairmen.
B Growth
During the first few years after Fa Yin was established, ACV did not want to
recognize its existence but regarded its appearance as a divisive move. Hav-
ing kept his ACV membership, Liang, the first chairman of Fa Tin, asked
ACV to accept Fa Yin as its branch, but ACV rejected his proposal. More-
over, ACV asked Fa Tin to disband itself: Seeing that there was no other
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solution, Fa Tin decided to make an effort for its further development rather
than simply giving up.
Its first step was to set up an office. During the 1970s, with the blooming
of the Chinese catering business in the Netherlands, the Chinatown of Amster-
dam, where the Chinese grocery stores and other ethnic service-businesses
were concentrated, was also flourishing. Many Chinese would go there occa-
sionally for shopping or to enjoy the familiarity of the atmosphere. Fa Tin
decided to set up its office near the Chinatown of Amsterdam. Some money
was donated to rent an apartment and to make renovations.
On 8July 1978, Fa Tin held an opening ceremony for its new office, which
is still located at Rechtboomssloot 5, just next to the Chinatown of Amster-
dam. In order to increase the recognition and support for the new association
by more Chinese in the Netherlands, Fa Tin held a Chinese table-tennis game
and a Chinese chess game as one part of its opening ceremony. This is the
first time that a Chinese association in the Netherlands held public sports
games. Several dozen Chinese took part in the games with great pleasure.
This first success greatly heightened the confidence of Fa rin's organizers.
They went ahead to strive for the realization of their lofty goal: the establish-
ment of a Chinese school for Chinese children in the Netherlands.
The committee of Fa Yin decided to use its office as a classroom to teach
Chinese children the Chinese language. This established the foundation for
Chinese education. All leading members made monetary contributions to-
wards this goal. In a few days, 23,650 guilders had been collected from 14
committee mernbers.!' In September 1979, the first Chinese class started in
the office of Fa Tin. One lady who had been a primary school teacher before
emigrating from Hong Kong was asked to be a volunteer teacher. The text-
books were ordered from Hong Kong. And, through fa rin's members,
around twenty Chinese children enrolled as pupils.
After nearly twenty years, the Fa Tin Chinese School has become one of
the largest and most famous after-school Chinese schools in the Netherlands.
To enable more Chinese children to follow Chinese courses in their neigh-
bourhood, Fa Tin set up two branches of its school in small towns north of
Amsterdam: one in Enkhuizen in 1986 and one in Den Heldcr in 1990. 32
By the end of 1997, the Fa Tin Chinese School formed its own education
system. The school has a staff of twenty teachers and has about four hundred
pupils. The current director of the Fa Tin school is a graduate of a normal
college in China, and he has attempted to conform to Chinese education
standards. There are eight grades and sixteen classes. Pupils attend Chinese
classes every Saturday for four teaching hours. Cantonese is the language of
instruction. Only in the seventh and eighth grades are the pupils required to
follow a one-hour course in Putonghua (i.c., standard Chinese) each week.
Since 1987, when the first group finished eight years of study and graduated,
the Fa Tin school has educated about three hundred and sixty graduates in
ten years. In the autumn of 1997, at the request of some graduates, the Fa Tin
school began to set up an advanced class for continued study. Thirty-six ex-
graduates enrolled as pupils in the first year.
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During its statutory term, every elected Fa Yin committee has to take
responsibility for balancing the finances of the school. Since the establish-
ment of Fa Yin in 1976 through 1998, five people have taken up the position
of Fa rin's chairman. All of them have contributed generously to Fa Yin's
mission.
Among others, .J\;Ir. Liang has been regarded as the father of the Fa Tin
Chinese School. Because he and his late Dutch wife do not have any chil-
dren, he touchingly considers all Chinese pupils of the Fa Tin school as his
children. As a retired person, he does not have much income. Nevertheless,
he has done his best to support the school. For instance, since Fa Tin's school
was established, Liang had contributed 3000 Dutch guilders to the school
every year until 1985 when his private savings were almost finished. In
accordance with Chinese custom, when Liang turned seventy years old in
1982: all his younger relatives and friends presented gifts to him. Instead of
receiving any items: he instructed all his relatives and friends to donate the
gift money to the Fa En School Foundation. In 1992, when Liang's wife
passed away, he let others know that whoever wanted to send flowers for the
funeral should send the flower money to the Fa Tin School Foundation in-
stead. From these two instances alone, the Fa Tin School Foundation received
about twelve thousand guilders. In 1993, Liang made his will publicly
known:33
If one day I go to "sleep" forever, please donate all flower money to the Fa
Tin School Foundation.•Also. all of my private property will belong to the
school.
The Chinese in the Netherlands understandably have great esteem for this
old man and regard him as an example.
By 1998, Fa Tin firmly established its position as the leading Chinese
school provider in the Netherlands. Founding, developing and expanding the
Fa Tin school system are the greatest contributions of the Fa Tin association to
the Chinese community in Amsterdam. As Liang, in an interview with mc ,
repeatedly concluded:
No Fa Tin, no Chinese school; no Chinese school, no Fa rin.
Another founding purpose of Fa Yin was to provide welfare for Chinese
elders. In view of the fact that Chinese elders are among the most isolated
and vulnerable in the community, the founders hoped that Fa Tin could help
them enjoy a happier life during their remaining years.
\Vhen they established Fa rill: most of the founders were in their fifties or
sixties. The Chinese elderly group played an important role during the devel-
opment of the association. Thus, Fa Tin is popularly regarded as an associa-
tion for elderly Cantonese.
Since its establishment, the Fa Tin'w office has been a meeting place open
to all Chinese ciders. They very often come to play Chinese chess, Chinese
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cards or maf!jong in groups. Some come to read Chinese newspapers or maga-
zines, while others just come to chat with friends.
Beginning in the late 1980s and continuing today, Fa Yin organizes a
weekly party for its elderly members, but non-members are also welcome.
Very often, not only the elders but some younger people also come for a
good time with other Chinese. If the weather is good, around one hundred
people will gather. By the early 1990s, this weekly meeting developed into a
fixed program. From one o'clock on, people would arrive in the office hall.
At two o'clock, Mr. Hoo, a retired basketball coach from Hong Kong, would
give a special report. If a new regulation was promulgated in the Netherlands
specifically related to Chinese senior citizens, he would give an explanation.
The audience welcomed his speeches because some are poorly educated, but
some simply like the way of his talking, that is, as a man of charm and wit, he
can tell serious issues in terse and lively language. After the speech, occasion-
ally, a professional talk on aspects of health or access to various pensions and
benefits to which they are entitled would be given. Afterwards, some kind of
public recreational activities would begin. For instance, someone would teach
all participants to sing a Chinese song or someone would organize karaoke.
While some preferred singing folk songs, some enjoyed performing tradition-
al dances. This period is usually very lively. Around half past three, some
pastries bought from a Chinese shop nearby would be distributed to each
participant. After eating the light refreshments, some would leave, some
would chat with friends for a while, and some might sit together to play cards
or mahjong. The whole meeting would officially end at four o'clock but some-
times would last much longer.
Fa Yin. has also set up a foundation for its elderly members. The money
was collected from Chinese businessmen in Amsterdam. The foundation
funds have usually been used to subsidize some activities. For instance, dur-
ing the Chinese New Year, the Chinese Dragon Boat Festival, the Chinese
Mid-Autumn Festival, and on the Western Christmas Day, Fa Tin will not
only have a public festival but will also invite all of its elderly members to
have dinner together in a Chinese restaurant. Because the association subsi-
dizes these activities, all participants only have to pay a small fee.34 In appre-
ciation of these activities, some elderly members of Fa Yin make positive
contributions to the Chinese community. For example, they often act as
active volunteers and assistants in various public activities organized by the
Chinese associations in Amsterdam.
Throughout the 1990s, Fa Tin has maintained a lriendly relationship with
ACV. The unfriendly attitude of ACV towards Fa Tin changed in the early
19805 for two reasons. On the one hand, the leaders of ACV recognized that
it was impossible to stop the emergence of new Chinese associations; on the
other hand, the Fa Tin Chinese School was highly appreciated. Moreover,
their common pro-Beijing orientation brought them even closer. One telling
phenomenon is that since the filth committee of ACV (1980-1984), before
every election, a couple of positions on the ACV's standing committee would
be reserved for the representatives of Fa Tin. Within the tenth committee of
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ACV (1 996-1999), the chairman of Fa Tin was invited to be a vice-chairma n
of ACV, and one vice-chairman of Fa En was invited to take a position as
ACV 's stand ing committee memb er.
C }/ew Pursuits
After celebrating its twenti eth anni versary of its founding, the leaders of Fa
Yin, 0 11 the basis of its highly improved social position, proposed two new
projects to pursue in the future. One is to buy a building for its school, and
the other is to have a home for its elderly members.
Since the mid-1 980s, when the number of classes in the Fa Tin school
increased to marc than a dozen, finding a suitable place to conduct classes
has puzzled the leaders of Fa Tin. Very often , a couple of months before
anothe r term begins, they have to worry about how to rent a suitable build-
ing for the next school year: the rent cannot be too high; the location should
be somewhere in the centre of Amsterdam; and the building should have
more than twenty classroom s. Fulfilling all of these requirement s has not
been easy. In 1995, when the owner of the school building that had been
rented by Fa Tin for a couple of years suddenly wanted to raise the rent and
they could not bargain for a reasonable price, it was almost impossible for the
Fa Yin school to begin a new term . Becau se of this, how to collect money to
buy a buildin g for the school is constantly und er discussion in Fa r in's com-
mittee.
A class ofY« Yin Chinese school (Photo by Li Minghuan1.
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Fa Yin is among the few Chinese voluntary associations that is not only
able to balance their revenue and expenditure but make some surplus each
year. There are at least two reasons for this. First, during its history of more
than twenty years, Fa Yin has often called for and received donations 'to
improve education in Chinese language and culture. Second, the Fa Yin
school is among the few Chinese schools that are more or less subsidized by
the Dutch authorities concerned.':' Through careful calculation and strict
budgeting, the Fa Yin School Foundation has accumulated some capital.
Nevertheless, it is far from enough to purchase a building for the school.
Besides, there are many complications that accompany a major capital in-
vestment. For example, if it was possible to get a bank loan to buy a building,
how could they guarantee they can collect enough money to repay the loan?
How can they balance the daily expenses and the maintenance costs of the
building? Although issues like this remain unresolved, the committee of Fa
Yin still wants to propose the project of buying a building for the Fa Yin
school as a long-term target.
The project of having a common home for its elderly members in Amster-
dam has made some progress after it was put forward in 1996.
The Netherlands is well known for its social welfare system. Amongst
others, the establishment of an elders' home to jointly take care of elders is
highly appreciated. However, few Chinese elders can benefit from it because
of language barriers and different living habits and customs. In order to help
the Chinese elders to professional help and keep them from isolation and
feelings of abandonment, a Chinese elderly home was established in The
Hague in 1994 and in Rotterdam in 1995. Since then, the Chinese elders in
Amsterdam have been even more eager to have such a home for themselves.
Fa Tin. as an association with many elderly members, is working for this goal
enthusiastically.
The New Chinatown Project has brought new hope for them. Mr. Bnt,
the current chairman of Fa Tin, is among the major initiators of the project. 3G
In 1996, the Amsterdam Center for Foreigners (ACB) agreed to be involved
in the project as the general coordinator, and then in 1998 to hold the
secretariat. The house-building association of Amsterdam, Het Oosten (The
East), is responsible for the treasury and will be the real estate investor of the
project. In addition to the founders of the New Chinatown Foundation,
Rabo Vastgoed BV (one of the largest real estate companies in the Nether-
lands) joined the Foundation in June 1998. Moreover, being responsible for
the development of the entire IJ-bank area, of which the New Chinatown
Project is a part, the Municipality of Amsterdam has established a coordinat-
ing committee to guide the development of the whole project. Based on all
this support and cooperation, the proposed New Chinatown Project is devel-
oping into a feasible plan. A group of influential Chinese founded the New
Chinatown Foundation. Because But chairs this group, 37 Fa Tin is a partner
of the foundation. 38
In accordance with the project, the new Chinatown will be constructed on
the southern U-bank in Amsterdam. It will cover an area of at least 50,OOOm2
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(not counting public space) and include a trade convention centcr, a shop-
ping plaza, some office buildings, and a Chinese cultural and recreational
centre. Yet, what has attracted the attention of many of Fa Yin's elderly
members is that within the planned 25,OOOm2 of residential buildings, about
12,000m' \\111 be specially designed as social housing ineluding housing for
Chinese elderly pcoplc.i'" Thus, many elderly members of Fa Tin. cherish the
idea that in the near future they will be able to live in a culturally familiar
atmosphere and will be able to find support among each other.
:; CCRi.4: "We have nearly finished our tasks!"
CCRM, Stichtlng Chinese Cultuur Reereatie en Maatschappeiijk Week (Foundation
for Chinese Culture, Recreation and Social Work), was established on 2
March 1984+0 A few days later, on 14 March, CCRM held a grand inaugu-
ral meeting in Rotterdam. The background of its founding is rather different
from many other Chinese associations in the Netherlands. In more concrete
terms, as a Chinese association with an obvious Christian background and a
close affiliation with the Dutch political party the Christen Democratisch Appel
(Christian Democratic Appeal; hereafter CDA), CCR.c'VI is a marginal asso-
ciation among all Chinese associations in the Netherlands. The CCRtvrs
structure, along with important founding elements, requires special attention.
A CEME the basis of CCRAf
As was described in Chapter III, CEME, the first official Chinese Christians
Association, was set up in Rotterdam in 1974. A few months after its es-
tablishment, CE::\.'fE managed to buy a building and, moreover, to have a
full-time social worker to take care of its daily affairs. Progressing quite rap-
idly, CEME attracted the sympathy and approval of a considerable number
of Chinese immigrants. By the early 1980s, CEME had also established Chi-
nese evangelical missions in Amsterdam, The Hague, and Utrecht. Although
CEME had combined the missionary work with practical social services, its
influences \\.'(IT limited because most Chinese immigrants are not Christians.
During the early 1980s, some activists at CEtvfE deliberated on a new plan to
organize a non-religious, voluntary association. Mrs. Chan played a key role
in this development.
Mrs. Chan's hometown is in Hunan, an inland province of China. At the
end of the 1940s, she, as a little girl, went together with her parents to Hong
Kong when it appeared that the Chinese Communist Party would soon gain
control of the country. In Hong Kong, she finished her middle school educa-
tion in a Christian school and became a devout Christian. She married a
Chinese pastor. In view of Hong Kong's unstable situation, the couple left for
Europe in 1968. After arriving in Europe, lvII'S. Chan first spent some years
in Belgium, and then went to the Netherlands to study Dutch and sociology
at Lcidcn University.
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These experiences shaped Mrs. Chan's personality and her future career.
Firstly, born into a family that is antagonistic to the Communist Party, Mrs.
Chan is loyal to the Republic of China. Her political orientation, which she
has never tried to hide, has provided her with important financial resources
and social backing after she became a Chinese association leader in the
Netherlands. Secondly, having grown up in Hong Kong and able to speak
Cantonese fluently, she often identifies herself as a Hong Kong Chinese and
is accepted as sucb by others. Such a we-group link has offered Mrs. Chan
much help from like-minded fellow Chinese for her organizational efforts.
Thirdly, thanks to her studies in universities in Belgium and the Netherlands,
Mrs. Chan has not only mastered the Dutch language but gained wider
knowledge about the Western world. This, to a certain degree, has paved the
way for her to overcome the language and cultural barriers. Therefore, she is
much better than many other Chinese association leaders in maintaining
proper contacts with the relevant Dutch institutions. Finally, since her hus-
band is a well-known Chinese pastor among the Chinese Christians in the
Netherlands, the Chinese Christian Brothers and Sisters respect her as Moth-
er Priestess."! While Mrs. Chan was preparing for the establishment of
CCRM, this religious loyalty was transformed into a kind of organizationalloy-
alty. For example, one room in the church established by CEME was used as
the office of CCRM until 1987 when CCRM was able to buy its own office.
Moreover, many active volunteers of the Chinese Church also assisted Mrs.
Chan with her work for CCRM.
Among the current Chinese association leaders in the Netherlands, few
possess so many valuable assets. Being devoted to the Chinese church and
CEME for years, Mrs. Chan became the most important initiator of CeRM..
When asked about the reasons, she said:42
Between 1974 and 1983, I had dedicated myself completely to the Chi-
nese church for nine years. I liked the work very much. However, in order
to strive further for the legitimate rights and interests of our Chinese in the
Netherlands, I could not confine myself within the four walls of the
church. Having discussed this with my husband, he agreed to let me be
borrowed from the church for a while.
[Who wanted to borrow you?]
The Chinese community. My Chinese brothers and sisters.
Thus, it was in 1983 that Mrs. Chan looked for an opportunity to open a new
field of action.
B GDA: the Dutch guidance of GGRM
In the early 19805, the new Dutch Minorities Policy was put into effect.
Before 1980, similar to many other Western European countries, the official
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policy of the Dutch government with regard to immigrant groups was char-
acterized by the assumption that the Netherlands was not a country of immi-
gration, and thus many immigrants would return home sooner or later. How-
ever, later, after facing the clear reality of a substantial permanent immigrant
community, the idea that immigration was temporary had to be abandoned.
Then, the government formulated a new Minorities Policy that aimed to
overcome social deprivation by improving the economic and social position
of the minorities. This change in policy became a hot topic and provoked a
lively debate in the Nethcrlands.
In the country's Chinese community, many just ignored the discussion.
Although according to the newly defined concept of a minority tbe Chinese
would not belong to the protected group, few Chinese cared about it.t.3
Such being the case, Mrs. Chan began to organize her compatriots under
the support of the Dutch political party, CDA, which was in government at
that time. Througb the introduction of Ms. Evenhuis, a CDA member of
Parliament, Mrs. Chan joined CDA in 1983, and soon after also joined the
lnterculturele Beraad (Inter-cultural Deliberation Committee; hereafter, IB), a
subsidiary of CDA. \Vhile recalling her personal experiences in that period,
Mrs. Chan told me:++
Having attended the training courses of CDA and followed the discussions
organized once a month by IB, I came to know some well-known Dutch
politicians. They had not only encouraged me to participate in the socio-
political movement of Holland, but these discussions also made me look at
our own Chinese community with fresh eyes [...]
Then, I thought we Chinese have encountered uncountable difficulties
in this country, but we are used to being an invisible group. We always try
to settle diffieulties by ourselves. Is this a permanent solution? Why don't
we let our voice be heard by the Dutch authorities concerned? \-Ve Chi-
nese are a minority in the Netherlands, why can't we benefit from the
New Minorities Policy?
Only if we have a well organized association to represent all Chinese
can we Chinese have a voice in the matter!
The organizational work started under the full guidance of CDA. In Mrs.
Chan's words:
1\1s. Evenhuis was so kind as to take us by the hand and teach us how to
organize an ethnic voluntary association effectively in the Netherlands.
\Ve shall never forget her heart-warming support. 45
Besides I\1s. Evcnhuis, some names of the active politicians of CDA can be
found now and tben in the relevant reports of CCRM as well: Mr. J G. H.
Kraijeubrink and Drs. M. Smits, CDA members of Parliament; Dr. K. Sic-
teram, Mr. Jos Marey, and Mr. S. Rambocus, the leading members of lB.
Moreover, in the first few years after CCRl\1 was established, it was normal
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that some high-ranking Dutch public officers would appear as distinguished
guests at CCRM's significant meetings. Most were CDA members: Drs. \V.j.
Deetman, then Minister of Education, Arts and Sciences; Drs. C. A. van
Dijk, then Minister for the Interior; and Mr. E. Brinkman, then Minister of
Welfare, Public Health and Culture.
C A marginal association
The leaders of CCRM were very proud that they enjoyed full support from
so many high-ranking Dutch officials in a very short period. However, from
the perspective of the Chinese rank and file, many were confused with its
social image: is CeRM a Chinese association or a Dutch institution? Such a
doubt, in fact, is a reflection of a unique feature of CCR11: it struck a root in
the Chinese community; grew up from a Christian base; and was guided by
a Dutch political party. The following discussion will elaborate this point.
Firstly, CCRM's Dutch and Chinese names reveal a great deal about the
organization; after all, the name of an association is its public flag. CCRlVf
has a very Dutch-style Dutch name and a very Chinese-style Chinese
name.:" In short, its Dutch name was an imitation. At that time, the name of
the Dutch ministry that took care of all social affairs was Ministerie van Cultuur,
Recreatie en i.WaatschappelYk Werk (Ministry of Culture, Recreation and Social
Work; CRM for short)."? CCRlvI is the combination of Chinese and CRlvl.
By naming a Chinese association after a Dutch ministry, the founders clearly
wanted to attract more attention from the Dutch officials. This seems to have
achieved its desired effect. At the same time, the initiators could not com-
pletely ignore the Chinese tradition. If one should make a word-to-word
translation of CCRl\tl, the association would have a strange and complicated
Chinese name. Thus, the founders chose another independent Chinese name
for the association, that is, :(JlOnghua huehuhui (Chinese Mutual Aid Associa-
tion), which is clear and memorable.t" Among the Dutch officials, the Dutch
name is well known; but among the Chinese, almost everyone only knows its
Chinese name.
Secondly, how CCRl'\iI defined its aims is also revealing. The first aim
proposed by the initiators of CCRM was:
Mingque shenfcn
:(Jzengqu quanti
(To clearly define the identity of our Chinese)
(To strive for our legitimate rights and interests)
More precisely, the foremost aim of CCR.l\tl was to have the Chinese immi-
grant community recognized by the Dutch government as an official minor-
ity under the Ncw Minorities Policy. According to Mrs. Chan-t"
At that time, many Chinese did not understand why we wanted the Chi-
nese community to be recognized as an official minority in the Nether-
lands. Some even asked me: Are you too poor to feed yourself? Don't you
feel ashamed to beg money from the Dutch government? 1 had to tell
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them: the recognition as an official minority has nothing to do with being
individually rich or poor. I am not embarrassed since we want to strive for
our legal rights and interests! The establishment of CeR1v1 is to change
the old social image that we Chinese arc an invisible group. \Vc Chinese
have to speak out.
Such an opinion has clearly been influenced by the Dutch political culture.
Among the Chinese, however, such a concept does not fit into the popular
group ideology. Moreover, since it was established, CeRM has often been in
a dilemma because of its wish to please both the Chinese and the Dutch sides.
Finally, let us scc how CCR~vf settled its finances. Among the Chinese
abroad (not only in the Netherlands), it is almost accepted through common
practice that the major leaders of a Chinese association should be the major
sponsors or main subsidy providers of the association. However. this was not
the situation at CCRM. CCRy[ gets financial help from three sources: the
Dutch authorities, Taiwan authorities, and donations by Chinese immigrants
in the Netherlands. Concerning these sources, every Chinese association
commonly taps the third one; the second source of funding is also a normal
method used by pro-Taiwan associations. Yet, before CeRM successfully
obtained some subsidies from the Dutch authorities in 1985, this financial
source was uncommon to the Chinese in the Netherlands and was regarded
as a violation of the Chinese tradition of self-reliance.
In 1985, just the second year after CCRM was established, while formu-
lating the Rijksprogramma Welzijn Minderheden (State Program for the Welfarc of
Minorities), the government planned for the first time to use 250,000 guilders
for the Chinese immigrant community. In the bilingual information nC\vspa-
pcr of CCRM, it was stressed repeatedly that it was Mr. E. Brinkman, a
CDA politician and the Minister of Welfare, Public Health and Culture at
that time, who made this decision. CCRlvI is the first Chinese association to
benefit from this new policy.
Gradually, after receiving more funding from various sources, CCRl\l1
created some salaried posts. These salaried positions were taken up by some
of its leaders and assistants. Although it is normal in Dutch society for the
leaders of an association to be paid for their work, such a state of affairs
caused suspicion and gossip about CCR1vI in the Chinese community (cf.
Chapter VI).
D An influential association
During the dozen years after its establishment, CCR!\1 organized a series of
significant activities. Some were first-ever events in the history of the Chinese
in the Netherlands. Many of its early activities were organized to realize its
aim to clearly define the identity of Chinese and to strive for their legitimate
rights and interests.
For example, on 22 December 1984, CCRlvllaunched a drive to organize
A Public Petition Day for all Chinese in the Netherlands. In total, 12 Chinese
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associations accepted CCRl\1's invitation to sign their names to the petition.
The petition requested the Dutch government to pay more attention to the
difficulties that Chinese immigrants were encountering. On Petition Day, not
only did more than 1,300 Chinese attend the meeting, but five representa-
tives from the relevant Dutch departments also came to receive the petition.50
Since this is the first time that the Chinese in the Netherlands presented a
petition to the Dutch government publicly, CCRM created a name for them-
selves.
A few months after Petition Day, CCRM once more played a leading role
in a Chinese protest movement provoked by two incidents. An article in a
Dutch newspaper was the first incident. As described in Chapter Il, the
Chinese catering business is the pillar of the Chinese economy in the Nether-
lands. Among the Chinese dishes served in the Netherlands, babi-panggang
(roast pork) is widely known. On 14 September 1985, two Dutch culinary
experts pnblished an article in the Dutch newspaper Algemeen Dogblad (Univer-
sal Daily; hereafter AD). In the article, using the case of some serious mistakes
made by Chinese cooks when preparing babi-paaggang, the authors aimed
their sharp criticism at the preparation of all Chinese dishes. Because of their
sarcastic remarks in the article, and especially due to its title, namely Af
haalchinees maakt er een potje van (Take-away Chinese food shops prepare their
food sloppily), it provoked the wrath of many Chinese restaurateurs. Several
protest letters were sent to AD and the authors. Some suggested that all
Chinese restaurateurs stop their subscription to AD.
Then, before the AD incident was resolved, a second incident happened.
In 1986, a McDonald's poster was pasted along the streets in the Nether-
lands. In the poster, there was one striking sentence: "Nee, niet toeer de Chinees,"
("No, not Chinese [food] again"). It is clear that this poster violated the
advertisement convention that any advertisement may not assault or belittle
other products or groups.
In view of the above facts, CCRM published a series of articles in its
newsletter - the INFO Krant - in order to kindle the Chinese communi-
ty's sense of obligation and responsibility to protect their own rights. 5 1 Some
of these articles gave detailed analyses on how the incidents would endanger
the Chinese catering business, while others tried to persuade the Chinese to
ignore any concessions offered. CCRM also once attempted to organize a
nationwide protest movement but failed. Nevertheless, because the INFO
Krant was a bilingual newspaper, the protesting voice of the Chinese has, to
a certain degree, also been heard by the Dutch authorities.
Meer begrip, minder misoerstand (more comprehension, less misunderstanding)
is another resounding slogan advanced by CCRM. On 12 February 1986,
CCRl\1 organized a large-scale activity in The Hague, namely, Friendly
Meeting Day: the Netherlands and Her Chinese Inhabitants. CCRM clearly
and publicly propagated this new slogan for the first time at this gathering.
Sixty groups gave performances of Chinese and Dutch arts. More than six
thousand Chinese and Dutch came to visit this meeting. Mr. Dijkhuizen,
alderman for economic affairs of The Hague, and Mr. Halleen, alderman for
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education and culture of The Hague, came to host the opening ceremony .',)2
Mr. Brinkman, then the Minister of Welfare, Public Health and Culture,
attended the meeting and gave a speech. In the speech, he told his audience
that his Ministry had decided to subsidize this public activity.
On 10 March 1989, CCRM held an unprecedented ceremony to cel-
ebrate the fifth anniversary of its founding. The ceremony was held in the
Efteling, a famous Dutch recreational park. There were a record number of
participants: around 11,000 Chinese and Dutch friends attended the ceremo-
ny. Mr. De Koning, then the Minister of Social Affairs, accepted the invita-
tion to host the opening ceremony and gave a friendly speech.
As early as 1986, CCRM was able to buy a building as its office and
named it the Chinese Trifeentrum in Rotterdam (Chinese Activity Centre in Rot-
terdam). In the autumn of that year, after being funded by the authoritie?3 and
collecting donations from the readers of its newsletter, CCR~1 was able to
spend 132,000 Dutch guilders to buy a three-storey building in Rotterdam."!
On 14 March 1987, CCRM invited the Dutch Minister of Education to host
a great opening ceremony for the Centre. In the building, a couple of rooms
were used as the office of CCRM. In the basement, a Chinese Culture
Corner had been accurately positioned: the Chinese four treasures for study,
calligraphy and painting (i.e., writing brush, ink stick, ink slab and paper);
Chinese tea sets; some Chinese music instruments; some facial makcup used
in Peking operas; and so OIL In addition, a Chinese library and a free tele-
phone information service were also set up. The establishment of the Centre
was widely appreciated by the Chinese in Rotterdam.
CCRM has also contributed to the information services available for Chi-
nese who are facing language barriers by publishing a newspaper in Chinese
and setting up Chinese information services.
On 14 April 1984, only a few weeks alter its establishment, CCRM began
to publish a Chinese information newspaper: De Chinese halfmaandelijke INFO
Krant (The Chinese Half-Monthly INFO Newspaper; INFO Krant for short).
To a certain extent, the INFO Krant was based on a newsletter issue pub-
lished by CEME. It is interesting to point out that after CCRM was estab-
lished, the issuing of CEME's newsletter stopped, and the whole editing and
printing group was transferred to work for CCM1. However, instead of only
focussing on explaining Christian doctrines like CEJ\tlE's newsletter did, the
I:\FO Krant announced its working intention as follows:55
The IN Fa Krant will be distributed to all Chinese who live in the Neth-
erlands and to our Duteh friends who have regular contacts with the
Chinese. The INFO Krant has two important functions: to offer informa-
tion to the Chinese and to the Dutch; to improve the contacts among the
Chinese and the contacts between the Chinese and the Dutch.
The INFO Krant was first designed as a Chinese-language information news-
paper. At the suggestions of CCRM's Dutch advisers, the INFO Krant
changed to a bilingual newspaper in its fortieth issue: about two-thirds of the
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articles arc written in Chinese and one-third in Dutch. Then, for the Dutch
oflicials and authorities, the INFO Krant became an important informative
source about the Chinese community in the Netherlands. INFO Krant
reached its peak circulation of about 9,000 at the end of the 19805.
It was a heavy burden for CCRM to balance the INFO Krant budget.
There were three sources of funding for the INFO Krant: subsidies from the
Dutch authorities, income from advertisements, and the donations of its Chi-
nese readers. From the eleventh issue of the INFO Krant, when the funding
from the Dutch authorities was relatively substantial, CCR:.\1 created some
salaried posts for editors and typists. Nevertheless, since 1990, in response to
a decline in funding from the Dutch government and rising printing costs,
the INFO Krant has had to make some adjustments. Its format was changed:
the literary supplement was cut and the number of pages decreased from
eight to four. .iI, Between 1994 and early 1996, the INFO Krant was affiliated
as an Information Supplement to two Chinese advertising newspapers in
succession. Still, the cost far outweighcd CCRM's budget. Finally, on 1 May
1996, CCRM stopped publishing the INFO Krant,
\Vhile the INFO Krant was on the decline, some more delicate changes
were happened to the working program of CCRM.
E A sponsor o] new associations
The major changes in CCR:rvrs working program were a response towards
the updated minorities policies of the Dutch authorities. In the early 1990s,
the Dutch government once more redefined its minorities policies. In 1992,
aimed at the improvement of integration into Dutch society, the government
put a new policy into effect. According to this new policy, instead of encour-
aging the minorities to organize themselves to perfect their social status, the
government requires all minorities and foreign immigrants to turn to the
existing governmental agencies when they need care and assistance (Vermeu-
len, 1997: 146-147). The existing Dutch institutions/agencies arc divided by
social sections, e.g., for elders, for women, for youth, for disabled and so on.
Recognizing this fact, CCRM quickly formulated its working program that
focusscd on setting up new associations for Chinese elders, for Chinese wom-
en, and for Chinese youth; and then to contact the relevant Dutch institu-
tions for support.
The first nationwide Chinese association initiated and sponsored by
CCRM is the Chinese Landelijke Ouderen Vereniging 'Onm Pah' in Nederlond (Chi-
nese Nationwide Old Folks' Association Chun Pah in the Netherlands; hereaf-
ter Churl Pah)." In October 1989, CCRM held a public meeting to celebrate
the le Landelijke Chinese Ouderendag (First Nationwide Day for Eldcrly Chinese).
Several dozens of elderly Chinese were invited. At the meeting, the proposal
to organize an association for elderly Chinese was put forward. The program
of the proposed association as worked out by the leaders of CCRM fbcusscd
on two points:
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(i) to help the elderly enjoy the welfare services available in Dutch soci-
ety;
(ii) to arrange consultations with the relevant Dutch welfare departments
and ask them to pay more appropriate attention to the Chinese elderly.
This proposal received sufficient support. Then on 21 December 1989, Chun
Pah proclaimed its establishment in CeRM's office. Besides having a Liaison
Group organized in Chun Pah's name, all of this new associations' administra-
tion and activities were taken care afby CCRM's executive committee (Chun
Pah, 1998: 7-13). For instance, the general secretary who was in charge of
Chun Fah's daily affairs is Mr. Chcung, one of the active leaders of CCRM.
Chun Pah's funding from the Dutch authorities was also set up and secured by
CCRM.
Following the model of setting up Chun Fah, CCRM had initiated other
three nationwide Chinese associations from 1991 to 1996. They are:
(i) Chinese Landelijke Vrouwen Verenigmg 'Wai Wun' in Nederland (Chinese
Nationwide Women's Association Wai Wun in the Netherlands; here-
after Wai Wun) in 1991;58
(ii) Chinese Jongeren Organisatie (Chinese Youth Organization, hereafter
CJO) in 1994;
(iii) Netwerk Chinese Vri]willigers (Network of Chinese Volunteers, hereafter
NCV) in 1996.
The common features of the above-mentioned associations at their early
period can be concluded as follows. At first, their initiators and first leading
group were composed of active leaders of CCRM; CCRM also secured their
funding from the authorities concerned. Secondly, taking the relevant Dutch
institutions as the model, Chun Pah, vVai Wun and NCV have set up seven
local branches at the Dutch province level. Thirdly, according to the initiat-
ing purpose of CCRM, all of them were targetted to set up formal and
regular contacts with the relevant Dutch institutions. For instance, the local
branches of Wai Wun have had elose contacts with the local Dutch Women's
Center. And NCV applied to and was accepted as a branch of the Dutch
Network of Volunteers. With the latter's support, several training courses for
Chinese social workers have been held; and two Chinese women arc em-
ployed as general coordinators of NCV.
Nowadays, the above-mentioned four associations arc amongst the best
organized and active Chinese associations in the Netherlands. Thus, they
represent a contribution made by CCRM to the Chinese community. How-
ever, with the emergence of a new leading core in each of these associations,
they are not under CCR1vl's supervision any longer. For example, by 1993,
when Chun Pah had set up six branchcs-" with more than 1,600 members
throughout the Netherlands and its contacts "With the relevant Dutch author-
ities had been properly secured, Chun Pah started to redefine its social image
as an independent association rather than a branch of CCRlvI. According to
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the current leaders of Chun Pah, "It is after 1993 that we really started to deal
with all daily affairs by ourselves and become an independent association"
(Chun Pah, 1998: 13).
In general, within a couple of years after their establishment, all of these
associations have asserted their autonomy, or they have started to keep the
initiative in their own hands. To put it differently, the development of these
new associations has, from their respective perspectives, taken over the social
functions of CCR~l and, systematically, finished their initiator's career. The
CCR1v1 was facing an unexpected result from its own creations.
F "We have nearly finished our task!"
In the spring of 1996, when ACV was looking forward to its 50th anniversary
and Fa Tin was busy celebrating its 20th anniversary, the chairwoman of
CCRM publicly issued an announcement: "CCRM has nearly finished its
task! It is not necessary for CCRlvI to exist any more. In the near future, we
will officially declare the disbandment of CCRM."
On 13 December 1996, after the founding ceremony of NCV, I inter-
viewed Mrs. Chan for the third time. When asked about the reasons for the
disbandment of CCRM, she said:
Some dozen years ago, no Chinese in the Netherlands knew how to or-
ganize themselves or how to strive for their legitimate rights and interests.
Then, we set up CCRM with a clear purpose. \Ve have done our best to
organize and guide the Chinese rank and file in the Netherlands step by
step [...] By now, no one can ignore the fact that we have been quite
successful in promoting and organizing services and activities in response
to the special needs of the Chinese and, moreover, to improve the friend-
ship between the Chinese and the Dutch.
Now, you see, the associations of Chinese women, elderly Chinese and
Chinese youth have come into being. Furthermore, the neighbourhood
committee for Chinese inhabitants in Rotterdam was established and is
running very well. Today, the Network of Chinese Volunteers has become
constituted and is self-managing. Why should CCRM still exist? Our task
is almost finished. Or, in other words, the original task of CCRM has now
been transferred to these newly established associations. I believe this is
the best option for our Chinese community.
About myself. Ten-odd years ago, I said to my hnsband and mysclfthat
I "....ould leave the church to work for the Chinese community for a period
of ten years. By now, more than ten years have passed. It is time for me to
return to my church that I love so much!
In fact, in the mid-1990s, CCRM changed its social image and started to
maintain a rather low profile. The building that CCRM bought in 1985 was
sold in 1995, when a Chinese Old Folks' Home was set up in Rotterdam. It
is a five-storey building. The ground floor has been arranged as a Chinese
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Activity Centre. There is onc library, one reading-room and one meeting
hall. In addition, some rooms are used as the offices for the above-mentioned
associations.
After keeping a low profile for quite a long period, however, in February
1998, a new booklet titled Oud Doe! Nieuw Beleid (Old Objective - New
Policy) was issued to "all supporters of CCRM" by the newly organized
board of CCR1vI. In the booklet, after briefly reviewing the achievements of
CCRM in its first 14 years (1984 - 1997), the new policy that will be imple-
mented by CCR1-1 is announced. The major points of its new policy are as
follows:
First, instead of disbanding the organization, CCRl\1 will continue to try
to reach its objectives but with a new approach. The original tasks set out by
CCR:rv1 have been successfully transferred to some newly established associa-
tions. Thus, from now on, in principle, CCRJ\;1 itself will not be directly
engaged in executing social work any more. Instead, it will concentrate its
efforts towards supporting other existing Chinese associations, specifically to
advise and give guidance, and if deemed appropriate, to offer financial sup-
port for social activities organized by those friendly associations.
Second, the board made a public announcement that at the beginning of
1998 CCRM has set np a Reserve Fund. The purpose of this fund is to
support projects aimed at improving the integration of the Chinese into
Dutch society. This fund is open to applicants not only from all existing
Chinese associations, but from Dutch associations as well. This Reserve Fund
starts with an amount of 150,000 Dutch guilders, which came from the sale
of the CCRl\1 building. As was mentioned earlier, one part of the budget of
buying the building was a donation from the Chinese people all over the
Ncthcrlands.v"
Third, the re-organized CCRM is asking for new support and donations.
The board is asking for: (i) volunteers; (ii) donators/friends of CCRM (donat-
ing 25 guilders or marc); (iii) sponsors (donating 500 guilders or more); and
(iv) donations from co-operating associations.
In short, CCRM has played an important role in the history of the Chinese
associations in the Netherlands, especially from its establishment to the early
years of the 1990s. Its strong aim to become a leading Chinese institution in
the Netherlands was expressed clearly as soon as it was set up; and indeed, it
had successfully realized its goal within a very short period. Nevertheless, just
like its quick rise had surprised many people, the fact that it has promptly
stepped down from the social stage has also surprised all outsiders. Its devel-
oping process, as well as its working strategies in particular, have stimulated
many of the ideas that will be discussed in the following chapters. Moreover,
will its new policy bring about a new social image of CCRM amongst the
Chinese associations? \Vill its new function as a consultant or a financial
supporter be recognized, or accepted, by other associations? If not, what arc
the reasons? If yes, to what extent and in which way? The new path of
CCRM requires continued study.
CHAPTER V
To Have Dreams Come True:
Organizational Motivations
The preceding three chapters have attempted to present a general picture of
the Chinese immigration process and Chinese associations in the Nether-
lands. In the next three chapters, the study will focus on the following three
topics: the initial founding motives behind the birth of the associations; the
organizational structure of the associations; and the social roles played by the
associations.
\Vhat are the major motives to push the Chinese immigrants to organize
their own ethnic associations? \Vhat factors have shaped their motives? Have
their organizational motives been affected by the influences of mainstream
society or their original society? These questions form the basisof the current
chapter.
It is a normal phenomenon that the original aims can differ from the
actual functions of a certain association. In this section, however, the study
will concentrate on the initial founding motives. The real social roles played
by these associations will be the topic of Chapter VII.
1 Practical considerations
Primarily, the birth of Chinese associations in the Netherlands was the early
Chinese newcomers' instinctive way of coping with the harsh realities of
immigration. Or, to put it differently, because they were a group of outsiders
coming from a distant Eastern world, the formal or informal establishment of
ethnic associations was a way to survive in the Western world. Thus, in the
beginning, the urge to organize associations among the Chinese themselves
arose from some practical considerations.
A The harsh reality
As was illustrated in Chapter Il, the initial Chinese scttlers in the Netherlands
were ex-sailors or former peasants who came as pedlars. These early Chinese
immigrants had three common characteristics.
First, their motivation for going abroad was economic. Most Chinese
arrived in Europe with nothing but their dream of economic betterment.
Their common wish was to get rich as soon as possible and then return
home. Therefore, they were individual male emigrants who had left their
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families behind, irrespective of whether they were married or not. As soon as
they arrived in the Netherlands, however, many experienced the gap be-
tween their expectations and their opportunities. Their own survival was not
easy, to say nothing of fulfilling their family's expectations.
Second, most of them lacked basic knowledge about the receiving society.
They faced language barriers, and they knew nothing about the immigration
regulations that were operating in Europe. Since many were born to peasant
families or were former peasants themselves, they were accustomed to order-
ing their lives within the boundaries of family customs and traditions in small
villages. In their hometowns, families - usually extended families ---- not
only provided moral support but were sources of economic security and
mutual aid as well. This familiar state of affairs, however, did not exist in the
receiving country. Consequently, many of these new immigrants experienced
loneliness and isolation in the Western world. They had to learn about the
society through their own experiences.
The third common characteristic is that, as an ethnic immigrant group,
they were highly visible in the Western world. They could not hide them-
selves, even if they kept silent. They faced formidable obstacles that derived
from cultural and national differences, including the deep-seated social and
racial prejudice of the Western world.
One harsh reality encountered by these early Chinese immigrants was the
search for an immediate means of subsistence. The existing network available
to these early immigrants consisted of their relatives, fellow villagers, or people
with the same ethnic background. Because of chain-migration, newcomers
were often brought over by someone they knew. Then, through the acquaint-
ance's introduction, a Chinese Master would accept the newcomer: to pro-
vide a place to stay and a means of subsistence. This process usually led the
early Chinese immigrants to live together in shared accommodation where
they found themselves bound to duties of mutual support, which often result-
ed in the formation of gangs. This situation was not necessarily desirable but
was clearly a requirement for the early Chinese immigrants.
The clement of cohesion among those early Chinese gangs in the Nether-
lands was usually shared provenance. Gangs based on common clan links, a
normal occurrence among the Chinese organizations in Southeast Asia (er.
Wu, 1977), did not appear in the Netherlands because of the limited immi-
gration scale.
Customarily, within a gang, one person would act or would be acknowl-
edged as Number One. These individuals would normally possess the follow-
ing characteristics: they arrived in the Netherlands earlier than most of oth-
ers; they understood some English or Dutch; and, of much greater
importance, they were the Chinese Master (or Chinese agent) of a Dutch
company. Each gang's Number Onc was responsible for the accommoda-
tions and job placement of its members. Gang formation was a common
phenomenon among early Chinese immigrants and formed a basis for the
subsequent development of official ethnic associations.
The support given to members of a certain gang, however, was not always
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reliable. For instance, finding a job very often depended on the personal
contacts between the Number One and a Dutch company. Disturbance or
disruption of this contact might very well deprive all the members of their
means of subsistence. Moreover, the limited job market for the Chinese led to
stiff competition among the Chinese heads to win or strengthen their position
as an agent for a Dutch company. During the early 1920s, such competition
even led to bloody fights: the so-called "Chinese gang wars" reported in
Dutch newspapers. The fighting not only resulted in casualties among the
Chinese but also lessened the image of the Chinese as a whole, which affected
their social position in the Netherlands (er. Wubben, 1986: 57-79).
The early Chinese immigrants needed support beyond job placement. For
instance, someone who became ill needed to know how to get the necessary
treatment; someone who was deeply depressed because of failures in the new
country needed help returning home; someone dying in poverty expected
someone else to arrange his funeral. None of the Chinese heads by them-
selves could promise that they would be able to offer all these forms of
assistance to their fellow immigrants. Thus, to share the responsibility for the
day-to-day relief of the Chinese immigrants, some Chinese masters began
forming organizations, which launched the first organizing wave in the Neth-
erlands.
B Handling day-to-day problems
The first organizing wave among the Chinese in the Netherlands appeared in
the 19205. The associations aspired to handle the day-to-day problems of
immigrants and to pursue dependable security through collective strength. In
other words, through associations, the leaders hoped to shift the sense of aid
from an accidental personal deed to a collective sense of obligation.
\VK\VK, one of the Chinese association mentioned earlier, can be regard-
ed as an example. As the first community-wide Chinese association success-
fully established in the Netherlands, WKWK's founders designed the asso-
ciation to formalize mutual assistance within the Chinese community. This
was accomplished by collecting money from two sources: the donations of all
the heads of the organizations and the membership dues of those who had
some income. Obviously, only a formal and powerful association could im-
pose these compulsory contributions. Because \VK\VK was able to offer such
strong primary support to the poor Chinese in the Xetherlands - e.g.,
subsidize seriously ill patients, arrange funerals, help those who failed to
return home, and so on - it attracted about six hundred members from
amongst the one-thousand odd Chinese who had settled in the Netherlands
up to that point (sce Chapter Ill).
ACY's predecessor, OSDAJ is also an example of the early associations in
the Netherlands. As was described in Chapter IV, after the Second World
War, there was a shortage of daily necessities in the whole of the Nether-
lands; as a result, some Chinese tried to earn a living by selling goods for
daily use. This, however, required obtaining supplies from Dutch companies.
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The establishment of OSDA was motivated by a practical desire for an
organization that could obtain stocks directly from factories or companies at
lower prices. Because many Chinese were short of capital, under the arrange-
ment of the association, its registered members could expect cheaper com-
modities from the association; moreover, they could get them on credit as
well. During those difficult years, this association helped a number ofChinese
find a means of livelihood. A few were even able to accumulate enough
primary capital for future business developments (Cr. Chapter I\l.
It is necessary to understand how these early Chinese associations ran
their administration. The following interviews can give us a general picture.
1.1[ y interview with Mr. LT otTers some insights into the early organization-
al background of one association. Mr. LT was born in 1926 to a Chinese
father and a Dutch mother. His father, Mr. LS (1882-1956), was head of the
Chinese Club in Amsterdam from the late 1920s through the 1940s. Accord-
ing to LT's reminiscences, the Club often helped sick Chinese with medical
aid, Chinese medicines, and arranged funerals. LT said: 1
I remember vividly that my father was highly respected by other Chinese.
\-Ve lived in Binnen Bantammcrstraat- at that time. Whenever he walked
along that street with his stick, he was greeted by the Chinese who worked
there, or lived there, or who just happened to pass along that street [...1
When asked why his father enjoyed such high respect from his countrymen,
LT told me with a sense of pride that his father not only ran his business very
well but also acted as head of the Chinese Club:
My lather was the head or the Chinese Club in Amsterdam. The Club
was located in one room on the ground floor of our house. Everyday some
Chinese came to play Mahjong in the Club. I think they were happy that
my father offered them a free and nice place to meet and to have fun
together. Sometimes, they also got free food in the Club. Moreover, my
father had a Chinese apotheek [i.e., drugstore]. He helped many sick Chi-
nese with medical aid. If the patients were poor, both treatment and
medicine were free. All costs were paid by my father simply because he
was the Number One.
Did his father cover all the costs of helping the members of the Club as LT
said? Some other Chinese elders also remembered the Club among the well-
known Chinese organizations in Amsterdam that existed before the Second
World War. No one could give me further information about the sponsor(s)
of the Club. However, I noted an important point from LT's elaboration. He
talked about there being a place for Chinese to play Mahjong in the Club.
Thus, it is very possible that the tips collected from the Mahjong players
would cover the costs of running the Club.
Another early Chinese club organized by LK in Amsterdam shows a
similar picture. This interviewee told me:"
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It was in the middle of the 1950s, I became a Chinese restaurant owner
l...] I felt pity for the newcomers who arrived with empty hands. Then,
together with some friends, we set up a Hualian julebu (Chinese cooperative
club) for our countrymen. The Club was set up in my restaurant, which
was located in Zeedijkt. of Amsterdam.
In the restaurant, a couple of Mahjong tables and two game machines
were especially put in readiness for the members of our Club. During
spare time, some members would come to play Mahjong together. Or, if
there were not enough people to play Mahjong,' one could gamble with a
game machine. If sometimes, someone had no money for food, he could
simply come to the club to have free food. Many elderly Chinese know this
Club and said it was a Chinese Commune in the Netherlands [laughing],
I wanted to know who covered the expenses of the Commune. Then this
interviewee told me that he had paid for everything. He explained that his
restaurant was always full of people. Most members of the club were his eo-
villagers. The older members brought over newcomers. They came to this
interviewee's restaurant to play Mahjong or game machines and then en-
joyed free food together. When asked whether the interviewee fclt that offer-
ing free food for all members of the club was a heavy burden, he said:
At the beginning, not! Among the dozens of people who came to play
Mahjong or game machines in my restaurant, only a few were without a
job. I could easily introduce them to work in one of the Chinese restau-
rants since it was a golden period of our Chinese catering business. But,
later on, some bad guys also came to our club to have free food and even
asked for money. This situation worsened quickly, which finished the club.
According to this interviewee, since the turn of the 1960s, the area around
Zeedijk has become infested with junkies and hard drug dealers. The public
security of the area turned sharply worse. As a result, this interviewee had to
sell his restaurant and close his club.
To clarify a few things, I will say a few more words about playing Mah-
jong, as this is the most popular entertainment among the Chinese. Actually,
playing Mahjong is something between entertainment and gambling. Ac-
cording to the rules, the winner of each set will collect money from other
players. It would be real gambling if the loser of each set had to pay several
hundreds ofguilders, but it remains entertainment if the payments at each set
are limited to only a few guilders. It is normal for the person who offers a
public place for people to play Mahjong to collect a tip from the total amount
of money circulated among the players. If an association owns the place, the
tip will be collected in the name of the association. This is an easy way for an
association to collect funds. It works well because even those people who lose
consider the tip a donation to the association. This is one important reason
why many Chinese associations, from the very beginning up till today, have
arranged a place for its members to play Mahjong.
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In sum, these early Chinese associations shared some features. As the
newly arrived Chinese immigrants coped with the discrepancies between
their dreams and the social reality, the first Chinese associations were formed
to create a safer environment Ior the immigrants, which could help them
realize their expectations of economic betterment. The founding motivations
of these early associations were ver-y practical: to have immediate security
through the collective strength of an ethnic organization.
2 Creating a positive social image
As was demonstrated earlier, howeve-r, since the 1970s the changing situation
both in China and in the Netherlands have reshaped the Chinese immigrant
community in the Netherlands. Therefore, the organizational patterns of
Chinese associations have also changed. The second organizational wave
among the Chinese in the Netherlands appeared in the 1980s, after more
than two decades of dormancy. The organizational pattern of this period
displayed some new characteristics that were reactions to the new features of
the Chinese immigrant community as a whole.
A Features if the current Chinese immigrant community
The Chinese immigrant community in the Netherlands currently displays at
least three features. First, it is dominated by first-generation immigrants; thus,
their organizational motivations cannot be appraised without starting from
this demographic feature.
From the three immigration phases outlined in Chapter 11, it is clear that
the majority of the present Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands arrived
during the last quarter of the twentieth century." Moreover, many arrived as
inexperienced youths. As first-generation immigrants, they carry a heavy
burden to fulfill the great expectations cherished not only by their direct
family members but also by all of their relatives and friends. Their outsider's
feeling cannot be erased, even among those who have become naturalized
Dutch citizens. For instance, one barrier was, and continues to be, the lan-
guage. Marry Chinese immigrants start learning Dutch from reading menus
in the Chinese restaurants where they worked, and they often stay at a level
that would only allow them to make minimum contact with the Dutch cus-
tomers. Few read Dutch newspapers. For another thing, tew Dutch officials
feel inclined to communicate with the Chinese immigrants directly, whose
language they rarely understand. Due to this lack of communication, needless
misunderstandings and friction have occurred. All of these in turn have deep-
ened the outsider's feeling of many Chinese and have affected their organiza-
tional activities directly.
A second feature of the current Chinese community is that they are a
group that strongly depends on their ethnic catering business. The close
interconnectedness and sharp competition that exist within this limited ethnic
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If
Adoertisement of a Chinese
restaurant in Amsterdam
economic enclave are worth noti ng because they have greatly affected the
organizational activ ities.
The following tables show the growth tre nd of C hinese restaurants in the
Netherlands. In the 1950s, the ave rage yea rly increase in the num ber of
Chinese restauran ts was as high as 67 pe r cent; in the 1960s and the 1970s,
it remained arou nd 17 per cent. Since the ea rly 1980s, however , the number
of Chinese restauran ts has stayed at around 2,000. I t seems that this is the
saturation point. Since 1982, the propor tion of Chi nese restaurants among all
restaurants and cafes has hovered around 30 per cent. T here are about 14
C hinese restaurants per every 100,000 residents, and this has not changed
since 1982 (see Table 5).
Table 4 Chinese Restaurants in theNetherlands (1947-1996)
Year Chinese restaurants AII restaurants Chinese restaurants:
Number Change & cofts AII restaurants & cofts
1947 23
1960 225 + 202 1,925 12%
1970 618 + 393 2,859 22%
19H2 1,9 16 + 1298 5,981 32 %
19119 2,040 + 98
1991 1,988 52 6,829 29 %
1992 1,843 - 145
1996 2,170 + 327 7,630 27 %
Sou rces: 1947 quoted from Chen, 1991:29; others from HO RECA Nederland ,
1997:15; 16.
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Table 5 The number if Chinese restaurants per every 100,000 residents
District 1982 1991 1996
North Holland 10.7 10.1 12.8
East Holland 1l.2 12.1 12.3
\Vest Holland 15.0 14.6 14.7
South Holland 14.1 13.4 14.7
Whote Holland 14 13.2 /4
Sources: HORECA NederJand, 1997:19.
The social position of the Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands has been
clearly affected by the fact that the Chinese catering business is its economic
pillar. For instance, in order to have an optimal number of customers for
each Chinese restaurant, the Chinese have scattered throughout the Nether-
lands and, therefore, have become "the most geographically dispersed ethnic
community in the Netherlands" (Penninx et al. 1993:204). As a result, in the
Netherlands, there are no big ethnic Chinese living quarters, i.e., there are no
Chinatowns like those located in Southeast Asia or in North America."
Because the ethnic economy, or career structure, of the Chinese in the
Netherlands is rather unilateral, the competition lying ahead of them is in-
tense. This has affected the group's solidarity and aggravated the differences
among the Chinese. The sharp competition encountered by Chinese restau-
rateurs comes from two sides: the competition among Chinese restaurants
themselves and the pressure coming from the establishment of other ethnic
restaurants - e.g., restaurants set up by Indians, Italians, Turks, Greeks, and
so on. In order to survive, all Chinese restaurateurs have to find solutions,
such as improving the quality of their dishes, lowering their prices, or uniting
together to compete with other groups. While some have used legitimate
methods, others have resorted to crooked ways. Still others, who recognized
the threat to the catering business, have tried to fit themselves into other
economic sectors. N onethcless, few restaurateurs have succeeded in expand-
ing their business into areas such as grocery, trading companies, and certain
ethnic services. U
The catering business is a service trade that runs concurrently with the
main economic stream of the host society. In dealing with Dutch customers
everyday, the Chinese have to learn, more or less, how to respect Dutch
habits and how to update their dishes to Dutch people's taste. A popular
saying among Chinese restaurateurs is "the client is King," and "the Dutch
government is the Ruler of all Chinese restaurateurs." Therefore, the Chi-
nese associations' founders or leaders (many are restaurateurs) are very sensi-
tive about the attitude assumed by the Dutch authorities towards the Chi-
nese, and this attitude has always been taken seriously in planning their
organizational activities.
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Analyzing the relationship between Chinese bosses (most commonly Chi-
nese restaurateurs) and workers can elucidate the third feature of the current
Chinese immigrant community. During my interviews with Chinese workers,
they often said to me: "Exploitation of Chinese workers by Chinese bosses
has no mercy!" It is normal for Chinese restaurant workers to work about
sixty hours per week. Some wives told me that their husbands do not have
time to talk to their children: the fathers are still sleeping when the children
get up in the morning, and the children have already fallen asleep when the
fathers come back from work deep in the night. No weekends, fewer paid
holidays than the Dutch official regulations, little compensation for extra
working hours - these are not unusual conditions for Chinese restaurant
workers.
Although many Chinese immigrants know that the working conditions of
a "Dutch job"g are better, it is impossible for most of them to find a Dutch
job because of language barriers, lack of necessary skills and access. In addi-
tion, since some immigrants came from poor rural areas and were used to
living in a harsh environment, they do not regard the working conditions in
Chinese restaurants as unacceptable.
For some Dutch, the working conditions of many Chinese restaurants are
unbelievable. There are laws to protect the rights of workers, so why do the
Chinese workers in the Netherlands not ask for protection? According to
Marxist theory of social class, one class, because it takes the surplus produced
by another class, exploits and oppresses that class; therefore, conflict is an
inevitable product of class relationships and will transform the society. How-
ever, up to this point, the class differences within the Chinese immigrant
community have not yet caused serious public conflicts. The reasons under-
lying this phenomenon arc related to the following characteristics of class
structure within the Chinese community.
First, the boundary defined between a boss and a worker is far from fixed.
On the one hand, social mobility within Chinese immigrants is rather high.
Most present Chinese restaurateurs were once Chinese restaurant workers;
conversely, some present workers were once Chinese restaurateurs. Many
Chinese restaurateurs achieved a higher socio-economic status simply by
working long and hard and judiciously investing their savings. This has set an
example for other Chinese restaurant workers: to realize their dream, they
must accept hard working conditions.
On the other hand, since many Chinese restaurateurs in the Netherlands
are first-generation immigrants, they retain their hard working tradition.
Moreover, many Chinese businessmen are small-scale operators; they have to
work hard themselves to decrease expenses. Several Chinese restaurateurs
mentioned during my interviews: "My workers work six days a week, but I
have to work seven days a week." A well-known female Chinese restaurant
owner, who is often seen in full dress in public meetings, once said to me, "as
an honoured guest, I get dressed for a dinner party in the Chinese Embassy.
As soon as I arrive in my restaurant, I take off my formal attire and go to
clean the toilet immediately. This is my life."
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The second characteristic of the class structure of the Chinese is that class
conflict to a certain degree has been concealed by the collective ethnic iden-
tity. On the bosses' side, they often stress to the workers a sense of unity:
No matter if I am a boss and you arc a worker, we are one, like fingers on
a hand.
We are in the same boat. If my business is running well, you workers in
my restaurant have your livelihood assured.
In other words, both the Chinese bosses and Chinese workers arc closely tied
together with one "rope": the common status of being an ethnic immigrant
group.
On the workers' side, because of chain-migration, many have to accept
hard working conditions arranged by his or her sponsor. Meanwhile, taking
their eo-villagers who reached entrepreneurship through hard work as their
reference group, many of today's workers expect to realize their own dreams
through hard work. On this point, there might not be an appreciable differ-
ence with other immigrant entrepreneurs in Western countries; the ethnic
networks based on chain-migration serve as a source of cheap labour for
entrepreneurs, while causing little class conflicts (ef. Waldingcr, 1990).
Third, class is a very sensitive term among the Chinese immigrants. In
mainland China, during Mao's reign, class struggle as a political action to
fight against all non-proletarian elements was heavily stressed for decades.
Whoever was identified as a bourgeois clement or had a bourgeois ideology
would be the target of public criticism. Many suffered greatly from the vari-
ous political movements that drew on this artificial class distinction. For
many, the concept of class is closely related to an autocratic period or non-
democratic state. Immigrants regard the Western world as societies of suc-
cess. Consequently, those who reach their dreams of upward mobility are
highly respected, but those who are workers all of their life arc regarded as
failures. Acknowledging this makes it easier to understand why many Chinese
migrants, although living abroad for years, still do not want to use or hear
any talk of class or class struggle, let alone any argument of uniting on the
basis of working class.
The final feature of the current Chinese community is that their organiza-
tional motives cannot be studied without considering that they are bound to
an afllucnt welfare state. Welfare services are something completely new for
most Chinese newcomers. As was described earlier, many Chinese immi-
grants simply wanted to convert their dreams of economic prosperity into
reality through migration. Based on such a motive, many of them simply
work, work, work.
After settling in the Netherlands and learning more about the society, it
seems that the general attitude assumed by Chinese immigrants towards the
Dutch welfare system becomes rather vague and ambivalent. The Dutch
welfare system is sustained by high taxes. Nevertheless, in the eyes of many
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Chinese, from successful entrepreneurs to workers, the tax policy of the Neth-
erlands is onc of the worst laws in the Netherlands. Many Chinese in the
Netherlands came from mainland China where a tax system did not exist
until the 1980s; others came from Hong Kong where the tax rate is much
lower than in most Western countries. These immigrants understandably
need time to accept the progressive taxation system of Holland. As immi-
grants, they work hard because they want to earn more money. However,
after finding that the more they earn the higher the tax they have to pay,
most are terribly upset by this "deprivation" of their interests. Many Chinese
people regard the Dutch welfare system as a way to support lazy people. Of
course, there arc many reasons for the Chinese to evade taxes. Nevertheless,
deep down in their minds, one motive comes from the belief that they do not
have a duty to pay taxes to support those who do not work.
On the other hand, how to benefit from the Dutch welfare services has
also become a hot topic among the settled Chinese. As was mentioned earli-
er, before the war, a major motive for establishing a Chinese association was
to handle their day-to-day problems. Even after the war and before the
1980s, the Chinese in the Netherlands were still accustomed to solving all
difficulties by themselves. They collected money to set up Chinese schools for
their children, to organize charitable activities, to help their elders, and to
help those who encountered difficulties. With the assistance of Dutch social
workers and Dutch officials, some Chinese began to learn that it is their
legitimate right to ask for subsidies from the Dutch welfare institutions. In the
mid-1980s, when a Chinese association for the first time obtained funding
from the Dutch authorities, many Chinese were surprised and excited: "Oh?
We never dared to cxpect funding from the Dutch government!" Then, by
the mid-1990s some Chinese association leaders publicly proclaimed that
they would disband their association if the Dutch authorities stopped funding
it; such an attitude in turn surprised the Dutch officials.10
In short, the current Chinese immigrant community in the Netherlands
has some outstanding features: demographically, they are dominated by first-
generation immigrants; economically, they are heavily skewed towards the
Chinese catering business; socially, they are characterized by a higher mobil-
ity within their ethnic economic enclave; and generally, they hold an ambiva-
lent attitude towards the Dutch welfare system. Acknowledging these will
help clarify the new patterns in the Chinese associations that have emerged
since the 1980s.
B Maintaining ethnic cohesion and continuity
In a pluralistic society like the Netherlands, immigrants with an unique back-
ground may cultivate their cultural tradition and re-establish their self-esteem
and identity in their new environment. Out of this situation, ethnic associa-
tions allow for the restoration and maintenance of their identity. Hereinafter,
some examples will be given to show how this purpose has precipitated the
birth of a new pattern for their associations.
CHAPTER V
Continuing the ethnic culture by establishing Chinese schools
Language is the foremost element to help sustain ethnic cohesion and conti-
nuity in an alien environment. Because many Chinese descendants who are
born and bred in the Netherlands speak Dutch by preference, the preserva-
tion and encouragement of Chineseness in the next generation has become
an increasingly important objective among the parents. Started from the
consensus that Chinese language schools can be virtual islands of Chinese
culture in the largcr Dutch society, the establishment of such schools for
Chinese children has become a collective initiating pursuit.
According to the data I have collected, nowadays, Chinese have estab-
lished in total 41 after-school Chinese schools in the Netherlands. Often, the
development of Chinese associations and the establishment of Chinese
schools are two interrelated phenomena: sometimes a special association was
organized in order to take responsibility for running an existing school; some-
times an existing association becomes the backer for the founding of a school.
Besides the case illustrated in Chapter IV on the relationship between Fa
Tin and Fa rin school, another interesting case that provides an example of
this relationship between associations and schools is the interaction between
the following four associations: the Association of Chinese Entrepreneurs
Rotterdam, Dam Wah Foundation, the Chinese Voluntary Trustees Commit-
tee of Dam Wah Middle School, and Dam Wah Friendship Association.
Aimed at providing mutual support for Chinese entrepreneurs in Rotter-
dam, Vereniging Chinese ondememers Rotterdam en omgeving (Association of Chinese
Entrepreneurs Rotterdam; hereafter CER) was set up in 1983. As an ethnic
employers' association, CER enjoys support from Chinese restaurateurs and
other businessmen in Rotterdam.
In 1991, when the Municipality of Rotterdam and its residents planned to
celebrate the 650th anniversary of the founding of the city of Rotterdam, the
CER decided to call upon all Chinese residents in the Netherlands to donate
a traditional-style Chinese pavilion, designed to be located in Rotterdam
harbour. About one hundred Chinese responded to the call. The pavilion
was named Dam Wah Pavilion: Dam comes from Rotterdam: the Chinese
character picked to represent this Dutch word means both red and loyal;11
Wah comes from a Chinese character that can mean Chinese or China,
magnificent or prosperous. The pavilion is a symbol of the friendship be-
tween the Dutch (especially of Rotterdam) and the Chinese.
When the pavilion was finished, there were more than 10,000 Dutch
guilders left over from the donations. Aftcr repeatedly discussing what to do
with the remaining money, the CER committee decided to use it as the starting
fund to set up a scholarship foundation. The foundation's aim would be to
improve Chinese education among the Chinese children in the Netherlands.
In 1995, after four years had passed, I asked one of the foundation's
founders, Mr. HY, about the original motive to set up the foundation'!"
As Chinese businessmen in Rotterdam, we are often asked to make dona-
tions for the Chinese schools. It is an honour for us to do so. We cannot
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accept a potential future that one day our descendants cannot read and
write Chinese. If our children lose their knowledge of Chinese culture, it
means we Chinese lose our future.
Therefore, we think we should do something more to improve the
Chinese education for the Chinese children in this Western country. I
think it is a great pity that some Chinese children do not want to study
Chinese. They go to Chinese school because they are forced to by their
parents. We should not only support the management of the Chinese
schools, but, more importantly, we must find an effective way to heighten
the Chinese children's interests in studying Chinese. So, we decided to set
up a foundation. \Ve decided to give awards to those students who have
done exceedingly well in their Chinese studies. This is the primary motive
to set up Dam Wah Foundation for the Chinese children of Chinese
schools.
His response was very quick and smooth, as if he were gIVIng a speech.
Afterwards I found out that he has repeated the same thing to many people
in his attempts to get more people to support the foundation.
According to the regulations drawn up by the CER committee for the
Dam Wah Foundation, every Chinese school in the Netherlands, regardless of
how many pupils it has, will be invited to select a couple of its best students
to be awarded a Dam Wah prize at the end of every study year. The prize will
include one Dam Wah Zhuangyuan Cup!" and a scholarship that usually covers
one year's tuition.
All members of the CER committee have contributed to the Dam Wah
Foundation. In addition, dozens of Chinese have also contributed. In a cou-
ple of months, the foundation collected about 60,000 guilders. In 1992, the
Dam Wah Foundation was officially established, and its first committee mem-
bers all came from CER. In August 1993, the foundation awarded 16 stu-
dents from eight Chinese schools the first Dam Wah prize.!" By the summer of
1999, in total, the Dam Wah Foundation has given 40,000 guilders as awards
to about two hundred pupils from 22 after-school Chinese schools in the
Netherlands. 15
In order to give the Chinese pupils who have passed through Chinese
primary school an opportunity to continue their Chinese studies, the commit-
tee members of the Dam Wah Foundation decided to start an after-school
Chinese middle school in Rotterdam. In the spring of 1996, the Preparatory
Committee for Dam Wah Middle School was set up. On I September 1996
Dam Wah Middle School held its opening ceremony. About twenty Chinese
youth, all with a diploma from one of the Chinese schools in the Netherlands,
enrolled as its first pupils. All committee members of the Dam Wah Founda-
tion acted as the voluntary trustees of the newly established middle school.
Then, the Chinese Voluntary Trustees Committee of Dam Wah Middle
School was officially registered. According to the founding aim of the Dam
Wah Middle School, it will not only continue to teach the students Chinese
language, but it will also give them some practical training on translation,
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trade, public relations and so on. It is expected that the graduates will be able
to find a better future by using their knowledge of the Chinese language and
Chinese culture for professional communications between the Netherlands
and China.
More recently, the establishment of a Dam Wah Friendship Association has
been proposed. This association would help all Dam Wah prize-winners and
the students of Dam Wah Middle School to keep contact with each other; in
addition, it would strive to increase Chinese studies among Holland-born
Chinese.
In general, preservation and encouragement of their own culture is a
shared emotional need among first-generation Chinese immigrants. To teach
Chinese language and culture to the Holland-born Chinese is regarded as a
prerequisite to maintaining their culture and their ethnic cohesion. There-
fore, many Chinese associations are motivated to contribute to Chinese edu-
cation; furthermore, the appeal of organizing a new association to improve
Chinese education attracts support from Chinese immigrants of all ranks.
Highlight the Chinese presence by organizing Chinese sports associations
Currently, most forms of sport are regarded as independent of language,
nationality, or cultural boundaries. Yet, interestingly, many immigrants' have
established ethnic associations based on their favourite sports. Some studies
on migrants' associations have illustrated this phenomenon. For instance, a
study on immigrant organizations in the Netherlands points out that "socio-
cultural and sports associations come in second in the case of Turks and
Moroccans, but they form the largest category oflocal organizations for most
of the other immigrant groups" (Pcnninx et aI., 1993: 178).16 Another study
on immigrants in Germany also mentioned that "in the early 19805 there
were about 200 Italian associations, of which one-fifth were sporting clubs"
(Fijalkowski, 1994: 127). On the motivations of organizing sports associations
among immigrants, some stated simply: they have limited goals such as offer-
ing a meeting place and organizing sporting events. Their form of organiza-
tion is loose, small-scale and dependent on the input of a few volunteers
(Penninx et aI., 1993: 178).
I have somewhat different arguments on this phenomenon. Sports associa-
tions are equally popular among the Chinese in the Netherlands. As was
mentioned in Chapter Ill, around the beginning of the 1980s, the successive
emergence of youth sports associations indicated the coming organizational
wave among the Chinese in the Netherlands. By the 1990s, of the onc hun-
dred-odd Chinese associations about one-tenth were mid- or large-scale
sports associations, and almost all of them were quite active. 17
In 1985, a nationwide Chinese sports federation was established, Stichting
Chinese Sport Federatie in Nederland (Chinese Sport Federation in the Nether-
lands in English; hereafter CSFN). By the autumn of 1997, CSFN had suc-
cessfully organized 13 consecutive nationwide sports meetings for the Chi-
nese in the Netherlands. Concerning their organizational motives, it seems
that the problem is not as simple as the explanation mentioned above. In my
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opinion, the motives cannot be studied independently of the group's feelings
of national self-consciousness. In other words, looking below the surface of
things, organizing ethnic sports associations is a reflection of the immigrants'
emotional needs: a reflection oftheir longing for group cohesion and continu-
ity. One of CSFN's leader's comments shows this deeper feeling.!"
Holding Chinese sports meetings is a tool; our real target is to unify all
Chinese. It is our purpose to show our culture to the Dutch people and to
the whole Western world.
Why does organizing ethnic sports aSSOCIatIOns appeal to so many immi-
grants? On the surface, as a popular, existing, productive organizational
style, sports associations are widely welcomed by many people; an immigrant
group is not an exception to this. However, among immigrants, sports asso-
ciations have their own characteristics. It is worth noting that not all sports
are without cultural boundaries; some sports do have clear national charac-
teristics, which logically become a ready-made link to bind the immigrants
together. For instance, among the ten-odd ethnic Chinese sports associations
in the Netherlands, about half of them are centered around distinctive Chi-
nese sports, such as wu shu,19 dragon-boat rowing and lion-dance. lance
asked one founder of a Chinese lion-dance association for his personal motive
for organizing the association; his answer impressed me:20
Whenever I hear the special sound of gongs and drums for the lion-
dancing, I feel as if I were in my hometown; moreover, I will be immedi-
ately filled with energy [...]
or course, only a first-generation immigrant can feel this. \Vhen the same
question was posed to Holland-born Chinese youth, a common answer was:
"I am joining the lion-dance association just for fun."
The lion-dance and some other Chinese national sports are vivid Chinese
cultural symbols. Therefore, regardless of whether the players recognize the
implication or not, the fact that these Chinese national sports are performed
in an alien environment and are winning appreciation from the host society
is important. These sports have become a means to highlight their ethnic
identity.
In addition, because most sports are independent of ideology, they may be
easily used as a popularly accepted link to bind the immigrants together. As
was mentioned in Chapter Il, Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands are
often divided by their various dialects, provenance, or political beliefs. Yet,
by tracing the initiating process ofCSFN, it is clear that people from ditTerent
groups are working together in this association.
CSFN was organized in 1985.21 In studying its history, I interviewed sev-
eral people. Their responses about the initiators of the association drew my
attention." When asked about the original initiator of CSFN, G. told me:
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It's me, together with X. and L., who first raised the suggestion of setting
up a Chinese sports federation. I believe it is an effective way to unite all
Chinese in the Netherlands together [...]
I remember very clearly that it was in October 1984, when the Viet-
nam-Chinese association held its sports meet in a gymnasium) that the
three of us met there together. I mentioned that it was great that now
more and more Chinese came to attend sports meetings. However, it
would cost too much money and energy if various Chinese associations
organize their sports meetings separately. They all agreed with me. Then,
we reached a consensus that we should set up a Chinese sports federation
with the intention of, first of all, to hold a joint Chinese sports meet once
a year; for another thing, to try to unite all Chinese. Since then we have
worked together to push the project from words to reality [...]
The response from another informant on the same question was as follows:
We [i.e., the speaker Z. and C.] are the real initiators of many Chinese
associations in the Netherlands. For instance, we are initiators of CSFN,
which is very well-known today. We are the first ones to put forward such
an idea that we should organize an association to unite Chinese youth by
holding sports meets. Moreover, it is due to our endeavours that from
1986 on CSFN had obtained some funding from the Dutch authorities
concerned for a couple of years [...] We are the initiators. Absolutely'
The answer from a third person gave another name for the initiator:
About that "playing ball association,"23 I remember vcry clearly that my
late friend Q was its initiator. Yes, now many people work for that asso-
ciation, but about ten years ago it was established as a result of Q's
initiative. Because of his special contribution, Q was elected as a lifelong
chairman of that association. Everyone knows it [...]
The three interviewees told me three different initiating backgrounds of
CSFN and in total named six different initiators. As was mentioned in Chap-
ter I, since there are rarely original documents to detail the early period of an
association, it is impossible to bring the real initiator(s) to light. This shows a
shortcoming of the oral sources: they cannot completely get rid of the subjec-
tivity of the informants. Yet, at least two other constructive meanings can be
drawn from the superficially contradicting oral sources.
First, CSFN has enjoyed great prestige in the Chinese community, so
much so, that people regard it as an honour to be its initiator. Second, based
on the relevant oral sources, I conclude that CSFN is an united association
that really opens its door to all Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands,
because among the six possible initiators, one emigrated from Wenzhou, two
from Guangdong, two from Hong Kong and one is an ethnic Chinese who
re-emigrated from Vietnam. At that time, they were leaders of four existing
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Chinese associations. Moreover, there are some differences between their
political orientations towards Beijing and Taiwan. Nevertheless, all of them
have contributed to the establishment of CSFN.
The creation ?fChinese women's associations
The creation of associations organized by and for Chinese women became a
new phenomenon after the 1980s. Its potential social significance is worth
noting. Generally, the establishment of Chinese associations is, among other
things, motivated by a desire to form a socio-psychological defense against
the feeling of isolation or depression experienced in the wider society. The
contemporary development of Chinese women's associations exemplifies this
point.
Some scholars have claimed that in general women of ethnic minorities
suffer from multiple disadvantages: inferior class, gender, nation, colour, race
and/or ethnicity (for example, Drury 1994; Anthias, 1992). The Chinese
immigrant women are no exception. Moreover, the influences of traditional
Chinese culture on its people living abroad should be noted. In traditional
Chinese society, Confucianism underlies people's daily behaviour; it has been
accepted as the legitimate ethical code of conduct and has provided a unified
culture over many centuries. Unfortunately, Confucianism has never pro-
moted equality between the sexes. For instance, according to Confucianism,
the dictum san cong si de should be adhered to by all Chinese women. It means
"the three obediences and the four virtues." San cong means that a woman of
good behaviour must obey her father before marriage, ohey her hushand
during her marriage, and obey her son(s) in widowhood. The four virtues are
fidelity, physical charm, propriety in speech, and skillfulness in needlework
and household work. In general, this code implies that leadership is in the
hands of men and that women should obey men. Since 1919, san cong si de as
a moral concept has been criticized and rejected by educated people and is,
to a certain degree, regarded as a spiritual fetter imposed on Chinese women.
Furthermore, in the constitution of the People's Republic of China, it is
repeatedly mentioned that men and women have equal rights and duties.
Nevertheless, the latent influence of this Confucian concept on the behaviour
of Chinese people can still be noticed everywhere, including the Netherlands.
For instance, the earliest organized Chinese associations, from \VKWK
before the Second World War to ACV and Fa Tin before the 1980s, have all
shown a male orientation. No woman has been elected as the major leader of
Fa Tin in its twenty-year history. In addition, although the current standing
committee of ACV (formed in March 1996) is composed of as many as 221
members, only 13 are women.
One Chinese woman's experience related to ACV is quite typicaL This
lady's personal background compared with the other members of ACV is
rather unusual. She is among the few who had finished a university education
before migration. Her late father-in-law was a founder and key leader of
ACV and very active within the Chinese community in the Netherlands from
the 1940s until he passed away in 1986. Her husband is also a well-known
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person who has held the position of vice-chairman, chairman, and honorary
chairman for life of ACV. She joined ACV in the early 1970s. When ACV
needed an educated person to be its secretary, she was elected. Although she
successfully handled a great deal of ACV's public activities over nearly twen-
ty years, she has been treated as nothing more than an assistant or as the wife
of a Chinese association's leader. I remember clearly that once, a few days
before the Chinese National Day of 1988, the lady showed me an invitation
letter sent by the Chinese Embassy in the Netherlands. The letter was to
invite honorary guests to attend the coming Chinese National Day Party held
by the Embassy. The letter only mentioned her husband's name. She said to
me rather unhappily:
Of course, my husband has done a lot for the Chinese community, but I
am making my own contribution as well [...] I have done quite a lot of
things independently. But it seems that nobody cares about that. In their
opinion, I am only the wife of my husband. I am invited only because I
am his wife. If I were a man, I believe I would have been invited simply
because of my own contribution.
Other interviewees corroborated her account. Many mentioned in private
conversations that this lady enjoys a better reputation than her husband,
although he always has a higher position in the public sphere than she.
Moreover, this lady joined ACV's organizing activities much earlier than her
husband did, since he had to manage their restaurant during the 1960s and
1970s. When asked why her husband enjoys the honour while she contribut-
ed equally, the responses of the informants were often alike: "because she is
a female"; "her husband is a leader, that is an honour for her as well." Her
husband told me directly:
I believe that she would have become one of ACV's prominent leaders
much earlier and that she would have held a much more important social
position among the Chinese community if she had been a man.
If a capable woman with a supportive family background like this lady is
encountering so many prejudices because of her gender, what about the
position of other women?
The following phenomena are not exceptional. During the meetings held
by ACV, very few women attended meetings independently. When asked
why there were so few women at the meetings, I was told: "one representa-
tive of each family is more than enough." I asked several respondents "why a
man, but not a woman as the representative of a family?" No one gave me a
direct answer. Some even questioned me in return: "why not?" I know it
should be taken for granted (and one should not harbour any doubts about it)
that only a man can be the representative of a family, if Chinese tradition -
such as san cong si de - is taken into consideration.
In the mid-1980s, because they were disappointed that men dominated
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the associations, a number of Chinese women established Chinese women's
associations. Wa Lai is one of them. This association's name in full is Stichting
Centrum 'fta Lai' (Foundation' rYa Lai' Centre). Wa Lai is a Cantonese term
that means "encourage Chinese people' or "arouse the Chinese.,,2-} Both Chi-
nese and Dutch who have some contacts with the centre are used to calling
the association simply f'Va Lai.
rVa Lai was founded on 21 January 1987. According to its initiator, Ms.
Mai, the history of r'Va Lai's establishment is as follows.P
I came from Hong Kong to the Netherlands in 1966, soon after I married
my husband. He is a Dutch man.
\Vithout difficulties, I was able to find a job teaching English and
French in one Dutch primary school, because I know four languages. I
can speak Chinese, Dutch, English, and French. I like my job [...]'6
In November 1979, I initiated the setting up of an after-school Chinese
class in Amsterdam. Since more and more parents were willing to have
their children educated in Chinese language and culture, I initiated the
establishment of the Kah Wah School in 1983 27 My purpose is to give
Chinese children a chance to meet with each other and to learn some
reading and writing in Chinese. I expect that they will keep coming and
stay on, that wnuld be good enough [...]
As the head of Kah Wah School, I have come to know many Chinese
mothers. I found that many of them were living in depression. Most can-
not speak Dutch. Their lives are limited to serving within the home and
the restaurant. They do not know where to find the help they need. I was
often asked to settle things for them.
[Which kind of things?]
Some little problems such as receiving a letter in Dutch but cannot read it,
or getting a call from the school where her child is studying but does not
know what the call is about. Yet, there arc serious problems as well. For
instance, one Chinese woman was beaten black and blue by her husband
but did not know where to find help; one husband disappeared and left his
wife at home without any money and the wife could not speak even one
Dutch word; onc Chinese woman was in prison but could not make any
communications with the police; and so on.
At that time, although there were some Chinese associations in Amster-
dam, none took care of Chinese women. Therefore, I decided to organize
an association to help our sisters. Which is rVa Lai. It was successfully
established and is running very well.
After rYa Lai, some local and nationwide Chinese women's associations have
been established. As was mentioned in Chapter IV, CCRM hastened the
birth of ~Vai fYlln in the early 1990s. By the end of 1997, there were over ten
Chinese women's associations all over the Netherlands. They have been a
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rather active group. Many members are satisfied with having a kind of "sepa-
rate women's world" where they can have contacts with each other freely
and in an unrestrained atmosphere. 2B
It is important to point out that the aim of the Chinese women's associa-
tions is different from modern Western feminist associations. Most Chinese
women's associations seek to value the traditional Chinese cultural heritage
(despite there being a clear tradition of discrimination against women). For
instance, few women's associations have put forward clearly that they are
endeavouring to unite Chinese women together to struggle for male-female
equality or to abolish the present inferior status of their members both in
private and public spheres. Instead, their aim mainly focusses on how to
guide Chinese women in maintaining the so-called Chinese woman's virtues:
gentleness, tactfulness, and meticulousness. Or, they aim to guide every Chi-
nese woman to become, as the typical Chinese saying expresses it, an admi-
rable xian qi hang mu (sweet wife and virtuous mother).
Consequently, any activity that moves away from the conservative Chi-
nese tradition will still meet with strong opposition from the Chinese commu-
nity. For instance, although Ms. Mai, the head of Wa Lai. mentioned several
times during my interviews that Wa Lai was running successfully, I knew it
had encountered some difficulties. From my interviews with some Chinese
men, especially elders, I was told several times that Wa Lai was a bad organ-
ization because it has tried to encourage several Chinese wives to divorce
their husbands. This caused some Chinese women's husbands or parents to
prevent them from joining Wa Lai's activities.
rl1a Lai's role in these divorces was more legitimate than their critics'
claim. Through the support of a Dutch association for sheltering assaulted
women, the'Blif van mijn lijJ' Slichting ('Hands off my body' Foundation), Wa
Lai did help some injured Chinese wives to escape from the control of their
husbands and strove to protect the rights and interests of these women
throughout the divorce procedures. As an association for women, its actions
were reasonable. Nevertheless, when asked about how Wa Lai helped the
assaulted Chinese women, Ms. Mai said:~9
Yes, I helped some women to get a divorce, but you must know that I only
helped them when they had problems, when I really could not get the
couple to live together any more. I will support the wife, only when she
was beaten terribly by her husband; only when the husband left home and
did not care about his wife and children [...]
Once I helped a woman in court for divorce [...J That husband was so
angry that he insulted me in Chinese, in very bad words, as if I was a vel)'
bad woman. 1 kept silent. But the judge could see his anger from his face
and had to ask him to shut up!
[How many of such cases have happened during the last ten years after
Wa Lai was established?]
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No, not many, not many. There have been only ten to twelve eases [...] If
a wife comes to me and says she wants a divorce, first of all I would ask for
the reasons and then I always suggest her to go back, to think again, at
least to think {or three months. I always try to get the eonple together
again. I often tell the lady in trouble that you have to think twice which
will be stronger: the hurt from your husband or to be completely isolated'
If you are divorced, you will lose everything. You will be alone. The
Chinese will look down upon you. You have to think whether you are a
strong woman. In fact, many returned to their home and never came back
to ask our help for a divorce.
From how Ms. Mai reacted to my questions, her ambivalent situation is
obvious. On the one hand, she understands that she, being a leader of a
Chinese women's association, should protect Chinese women from injury.
After all, she knows how to navigate the Dutch system and ensure the protec-
tion of assaulted women's rights; she has contacts with Dutch shelters for
assaulted women; and she is able to take her party into court and win the
case. On the other hand, however, even as a rather Westernized Chinese
woman, she cannot shake off the spiritual shackles of Chinese tradition.F' She
knows how much the activities of Chinese women's associations have been
restricted by the traditional Chinese cultural pattern. So much so, she
stressed repeatedly that she very often has advised assaulted women to go
back home instead of suing for divorce.
In general, despite that the Chinese associations based on gender are a
relatively separate group among the Chinese organizations in the Nether-
lands, their purposes are also related to cohesion and continuity of the ethnic
community. They are women's associations but not feminist associations in
the Western sense. By establishing an individual little world for Chinese
women, these women's associations are motivated to unite the Chinese wom-
en together and to enrich their life. At the same time, all of these associations
have carefully defined their functions within the restrictions of the traditional
cultural pattern.
3 Acting as a unified representative
Striving to create a positive social image of the Chinese immigrant commu-
nity is another popular motive for setting up a new Chinese association.
Chinese associations as a whole are trying to act as a unified representative
towards the Dutch society or the society of their origin. Heightening the
profile of the Chinese through their organizational activities has many prac-
tical implications, which will be studied below.
CHAPTER V
A To speak to the Dutch society
Immigrant associations first are closcly bound to their host society. Any
changes of that environment will directly shape and reshape the association.
Specifically, the general attitude and policies of the Dutch government con-
cerning immigrant associations have guided the Chinese association move-
ment.
Compared with other ethnic groups, like Turks, Moroccans and Suri-
namese, Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands arc a ver-y small ethnic
group. Among the 2.2 million foreign-born inhabitants and their immediate
descendants in the whole of the Netherlands, only about four percent belong
to the ethnic Chinese group." Moreover, until the mid-1980s, Chinese immi-
grants were regarded as a self-reliant group with few problems. Therefore,
when the Dutch government announced its new minority policy, expressed in
a set of documents - the Overall Ethnic Minorities Policy (1980), the Draft
Minorities Bill (1981), and the Final Minorities Bill (1983) - the Chinese
immigrants were excluded. As a part of its welfare objectives, the Dutch
government deemed it necessary to improve the social status of the ethnic
minorities, but it was limited to officially recognized minorities only. The
particular help includes occupational training, bilingual education, interpret-
ing and translation services, social work, subsidies for ethnic cultural activi-
ties, and so on.
Whether the Chinese in the Netherlands should be considered an official
ethnic minority is a delicate problem. In the Netherlands) the original selec-
tion of the target minorities for the relevant welfare policies utilized two
criteria: "The first criterion was that a 'special responsibility' for the presence
of these minorities was accepted by the Dutch government. This applied to
people from (former) Dutch colonies, migrant labourers from the Mediterra-
nean, and political refugees. The second was that the social position of these
groups had to be clearly underprivileged, especially in housing, education,
and employment" (Pieke, 1988: 12).
The second criterion, i.e., underprivileged, confused the Chinese for a
long time. In the 19805, when the golden period of the Chinese catering
business was over, it became clear that the period when all social cares and
needs of the Chinese could be provided by themselves was also over. Thus,
the advantages of being an ethnic minority attracted the attention of some
Chinese leaders. In the mid-1980s, a few Chinese leaders submitted a request
that the Chinese should be given official ethnic minority status. This argu-
ment immediately met with strong opposition from other Chinese leaders.
They were afraid that such a title would bring new discrimination to the
Chinese in the Netherlands and, furthermore, could be disadvantageous to
their economic undertakings.
After discussing this for several years, most Chinese leaders reached a
consensus that included two basic points. First, the Chinese as a group is not
a minority of consistently low social position like in the definition of ethnic
minority, although they do encounter some difficulties. Second, the Chinese
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hope that the Duteh government will offer the necessary help to improve the
social position of the Chinese, regardless of whether they do belong to an
ethnic minority or not. The Dutch government, after a prolonged period of
surveys and inquiries between 1984 and 1988, declined to grant minority
status to the Chinese. Nevertheless, it allowed local governments to subsidize
services and organizations catering to the local Chinese population (Pieke &
Bcnton. 1998: 158).
Since then, the relationship between the Chinese associations, especially
their leaders, and the Dutch authorities has entered a much more delicate
stage. The principal attitude of the Chinese leaders is prompted by two
influences. On the onc hand, their attitude is influenced by Confucian cul-
ture. Briefly spcaking, Confucian culture implies respect for authority. Stri-
dent individualism or rebelliousness is considered a serious offense. There-
fore, to most Chinese immigrants, any instruction from the Dutch
government should be highly respected. Western pressure group politics are
completely strange to most of them. More precisely, becoming a pressure
group for Chinese immigrants is never a factor among the motives {or organ-
izing Chinese associations in the Netherlands. Although some newly estab-
lished Chinese associations have stressed that they will strive to serve the
collective interests of the Chinese in the Netherlands, that is all they wish to
do. Further, they still clearly define respect for Dutch authorities as an essen-
tial prerequisite. One example is ACV in the 19505 and the 19605. When
suspicions from the Dutch government put heavy pressure on the ACV's
leaders, their defense was to passively add a clause to their constitution: ACV
"will not be involved in any political activities in the Netherlands" (cf. Chap-
ter IV)."
On the other hand, their attitude is defined by the structure of the Cbi-
nese economic means, which is heavily inclined towards catering. As was
mentioned earlier, the dependence on their catering business often makes
Chinese immigrants feel insecure. It is apparent that most Chinese in the
Netherlands have accepted the consensus that they should obey the instruc-
tions of the Dutch government, at least nominally, and should be friendly
with the Dutch society. The associations have often overstressed this loyalty
to the host society not only because of the newly arrived immigrants' inferi-
ority complex but also because of the belief that compliance with the regula-
tions is practical and beneficial.
To be a friend or a supporter of the government in power is a common
orientation of the Chinese immigrant associations in the Netherlands. There-
fore, the relevant policies formulated by the Dutch government affect the
development of the Chinese association movement.
For instance, the proliferation of Chinese associations after the 1980s is a
direct response to the new minorities policy formulated at that time. A key
point of the new ethnic minorities policies formulated by successive legisla-
tion in the early- and mid-1980s was to develop the cultural identity of
immigrants and promote contact between immigrants and the Dutch major-
ity; to this end, the strengthening of immigrant or ethnic organizations is
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encouraged. Sueh being the case, the Chinese organizational efforts experi-
enced an unprecedented explosion: about ninety per cent of the existing
Chinese associations were set up after 1980. Just like Mrs. Chan told me:":!
CCRM is the first Chinese association being fairly subsidized by the
Dutch government, because we have done excellent work to promote
contacts between the Chinese and the Dutch [...] However, after having
seen that the immigrants' organizational activities could be subsidized by
the Dutch government, many Chinese vie with each other in establishing
several forms of associations [...1 It seems as if dozens of Chinese associa-
tions have appeared overnight.
As was mentioned in Chapter IV, from the early 1980s, ACV, Fa Yin and
CCRNI all established some contacts with the Dutch authorities. In addition,
CSFN, Wa Lai and some other newly established associations also tried to ask
for subsidies either from the local municipal authorities or from CRM. After
finding it too complicated to deal with so many different Chinese associa-
tions, around the beginning of 1987, the representative of CRM put forward
a suggestion to all Chinese association leaders. He indicated that all Chinese
associations in the Netherlands should unite together to organize onc federa-
tion; the Ministry will only accept that future federation as the representative
of all Chinese in the Netherlands; and only the requests presented by that
federation will come under consideration. Although it seems superficially
reasonable, this suggestion in fact posed a difficult question to Chinese lead-
ers.
As was already mentioned, the Chinese associations in the Netherlands
are divided on the basis of various districts of origin, differing dialects and
religions, and differing political belief'). These divisions hamper harmonious
cooperation within the community. The Chinese leaders knew that none of
the existing leaders could speak for the Chinese community as a whole nor
could any of them be accepted as the central figure to organize a united
federation for all Chinese. However, none of them dared to say "no" to that
Dutch official directly, since he was regarded as the enforcing officer of the
Dutch authorities whose sugr,estion was a sort of instruction. The Dutch official
asked ACV and CCRM - the two most influential Chinese associations at
that time but with sharply contrasting political orientations - to be in charge
of the unification process. Due to the push of the Dutch official, the two
associations, despite the differences between them, reached a consensus that
they both wanted to please the Dutch authorities. Besides, as a face-saving
device, the internal divisions should not be presented to the Dutch; the im-
pression that the Chinese in the Netherlands are a cohesive community
should not be spoiled. At the same time, however, a latent competition start-
ed between the leaders of the two associations, as both were eager to become
the chairman of the new federation.
Over the six months between the spring and autumn of 1987, several
meetings on how to organize the federation were held in the name of the
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CR.V! and under the direction of ACV and CCRM. Finally, LFCON, the
federation of Chinese associations in the Netherlands, was founded in Am-
sterdam on 26 October, 1987. The establishment of LFCON offers some
noteworthy points."
First, its foundation was the product of Dutch policies and Dutch officials
rather than an initiative. of the Chinese themselves. For instance, from the
first meeting focussed on the federation, instead of discussing whether it was
possible, or necessary, to have the federation, the only subject matter dis-
cussed in detail was how to execute the Dutch authority's instruction. "To
organize a united federation is the instruction of the Dutch authorities to us
Chinese, we should implement this instruction." This assertion was stressed
repeatedly by the organizers in all meetings. Moreover, unlike other Chinese
associations, the continuity of LFCON relies on the support provided by the
Dutch government. In 1998, when LFCON was in a state of financial crisis
due to new government funding regulations.P one of its leaders told me, "we
shall disband LFCON if the Dutch government stops funding it. LFCON is
needed by the Dutch government more than we need LFCON."
Second, from the very beginning, some Chinese associations have kept
their attitude as an outsider, although they dared not to fight against the
federation due to its government backing. This negatively affects LFCON's
function as a unified representative of the entire Chinese community. When
LFCON was being organized, the leaders of all existing Chinese associations,
which numbered around forty at that time, were invited, but fewer than
twenty sent representatives. When LFCON declared its foundation, only 17
associations agreed to be members.
Third, some Chinese associations never stopped their efforts to organize
another federation as the umbrella organization of the Chinese. CCRM is
one representative case. As was mentioned earlier, during the 1980s, CeRM
was one of the most influential Chinese associations in the Netherlands and
had close contacts with the Dutch authorities. CCRM quit in the middle of
the organizing process when its representatives thought that ACV arrogated
all powers of the federation to itself and its few like-minded associations.
Because of this resentment against LFCON, CCRM attempted to organize
another federation several times. Its efforts failed because the Dutch author-
ities insisted on accepting LFCON as the only Chinese federation.
In October 1997, when LFCON celebrated the tenth anniversary of its
founding, 45 Chinese associations were registered as its members.c" How-
ever, some nationwide associations, such as Chun Pah and Wai Wun, and some
active associations, such as BLIH and Wah Fook Wui, were still outside LF-
CON. Moreover, when initiating an activity among the Chinese, LFCON
was very often on the same footing as other Chinese associations.
In sum, over ten years after LFCON was established, it is still unable to
speak as the sole legitimate representative of all Chinese associations either
within the Chinese community or towards the Dutch government.
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B Towards China
For first-generation immigrants, it is not easy to give up their nostalgia for
their original country. An aphorism says, "exile is the nursery of nationality"
(Anderson, 1992:2). Migration is generally different from exile: immigrants
move voluntarily, while those in exile arc forced to go. Within a certain
sphere, however, voluntary migrants and refugees face similar situations:
both have to find a new way to live in a strange country; both have to learn
to understand a strange culture; and both have to deal with strange neigh-
bours. The distance from where they were born-and-bred and the feeling of
nostalgia for a period that can never return have understandably been the
nursery of nationalism for migrants and refugees.
Moreover, especially after the 1980s, developments in China have offered
an unprecedented economic opportunity for Western entrepreneurs, which
has attracted the attention of the Western world. Marry of the Chinese mi-
grants or ethnic Chinese abroad want to avail themselves of these opportuni-
ties. Among others, influences from China have sometimes underpinned the
creation of Chinese associations.
There are two governments in China: one of the People's Republic of
China and one of the "Republic of China" in Taiwan. It will be clearer to
describe the influences from each side separately.
Influencesfrom Taiwan
Since 1949, when Chiang Kai-shek lost the civil war and retreated to Tai-
wan, the KrYfT government has put great emphasis on influencing overseas
Chinese. In the opinion of the late Chiang Kai-shek and his government,
overseas Chinese can be used as a powerful force to help rc-conquer main-
land China. The Overseas Chinese Affairs Commission (hereafter OCAC), a
unit under the National Executive Yuan in Taiwan, is the principal organiza-
tion that deals with overseas Chinese affairs.:)? From the 1970s up to the end
of 1986, OCAC sponsored 61 working seminars on overseas Chinese affairs,
attended by 1,552 overseas Chinese from around the world. According to
one account, the seminars have cultivated a new elite to act as leaders in
Chinese immigrant communities (Government Information Office, 1988:
395). OCAC has initiated many Chinese associations abroad.
In the Netherlands, CCRlvi, the Association of Taiwan Entrepreneurs in
the Netherlands, the Overseas Chinese Association in the Netherlands, and a
few other associations have accepted, directly or indirectly, OCAC's guid-
ance in their founding. Especially among some transnational associations, the
strength of OCAC was quite significant.
The Union of Chinese Associations in Europe, of which several dozens of
the Chinese in the Netherlands arc active members, is a typical case. The
hand of OCAC is clearly discernible in the history of its founding and the
arrangement of its annual meetings. However. other factors have also shaped
this union.
On April 5 1975, when Chiang Kai-shek died, OCAC suggested that
large-scale mourning ceremonies to honour the late president should be or-
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ganized wherever there are Chinese communities. With the support of
OCAC, pro-Taiwan Chinese in Germany invited the leaders of pro-Taiwan
associations in Europe to a "commemorative meeting." The meeting was
held on April 16 in Hamburg, with about forty participants from various
European countries. At the meeting, someone suggested that to support "free
China" more effectively, an integrated union of all of the Chinese in Europe
should be established. Through such a union, pro-Taiwan Chinese in Europe
could discuss and meet with one another. The proposal was accepted. The
meeting also decided to try to hold a meeting at least once a year; to influ-
ence and attract more overseas Chinese, this meeting was to be held succes-
sively in all the Western European capitals.
In 1976, the annual meeting was held as scheduled in Brussels. More than
160 people from a dozen European countries attended. The meeting official-
ly proclaimed the founding of the Union of Chinese Associations in Eu-
rope.3fl
From the very start, the Director or Deputy Director of OCAC and rep-
resentatives in Europe of the Taiwan government, especially those in the
country where the annual meeting was to be held in any given year, have
always dominated such gatherings. The government of the People's Republic
of China have sharply criticized these gatherings. When the annual meeting
of the union is to be held in a country that has diplomatic relations with
Bcijing, a diplomatic protest is lodged by the embassy. In some cases, the
governments of such countries have refused applications for such annual
meetings. In 1978, for instance, when the fourth annual meeting was to be
held in Spain, the Spanish government declared its presence unwelcome, and
thus the meeting had to be held in a Chinese restaurant. Dozens of Chinese
from European countries other than Spain were simply refused entry visas.
Thereafter, to prevent the recurrence of such an incident, the union decided
to adopt a new name, Lii Ou Huaqiao liiyou guanguang lianyihui (Friendly Asso-
ciation for the Overseas Chinese Tourist Business in Europe), designed to
sound like an organization for tourism and travel business cooperation.
When the country where they intend to hold their meeting is sensitive about
its diplomatic relations with China, the new name is used and the business of
the meeting is nominally confined to the theme of "tourism for overseas
Chinese."39
Since the 19905, uniting the Taiwanese entrepreneurs abroad has become
a major objective of OCAC.Hl In view of European integration, many pow-
erful Taiwanese companies attempted to set up a daughter-company inside
Europe before the continent closed its borders. For instance, by the mid-
1990s~ more than ninety Taiwanese companies set up their offices in the
Netherlands. Then, for business purposes, around five hundred people from
Taiwan settled down in the Netherlands. In 1994, the Association of Taiwan
Entrepreneurs in the Netherlands was set up. In 1995, the Federation of
Taiwan Entrepreneurs Associations in Europe was established. In a working
report, OCAC's chairman clearly lists the establishment of the above-men-
tioned associations as a significant achievement."!
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Influencesfrom mainland China
The influences from the authorities of mainland China arc also visible. One
example is the founding of the European Federation of Chinese Organiza-
tions (hereafter EFCO). EFCO was officially set up in May 1992 in Amster-
dam. The idea for founding such a European-wide association for all pro-
Beijing Chinese associations was first proposed in 1983. In that year, the
LiiFa Huaqiao julebu (Overseas Chinese Cluh in France) purchased a new
office building in Paris with money collected from its members. The Ambas-
sador of China to France, an official delegation from Beijing, and more than
ten fellow-associations in other Western European countries were invited to
attend the inauguration of the building. Most of these leaders were pro-
Beijing and did not attend the pro-Taiwan annual meetings organized by the
Union of Chinese Associations in Europe. During the meeting, an informal
proposal arose from discussions about the need for improved mutual commu-
nications between fellow associations and for the establishment of a unified
voice: it "vas necessary to set up their own European-wide federation.
The proposal was not put into effect until high-ranking officials of the
People's Republic of China clearly expressed their positive attitude towards
the establishment of a federation. During those years after 1983, the topic of
how to organize a federation had been discussed now and then among the
active initiators, who are Chinese immigrants living in the Netherlands,
France, United Kingdom, Spain and Austria. Nevertheless, they made no
obvious progress. Because the responses from the authorities in Beijing on the
issue were rather equivocal, they could not completely justify their efforts.
The turning point bappened in 1990. Then, the Asian Games were held in
Beijing for the first time. Many leaders of the pro-Beijing Chinese associa-
tions from Europe went to Beijing to watch the Games. When they were
received by the chairman of the Overseas Affairs Office of the State Council
and some other high-ranking officials, the topic of organizing a federation
was put forward. This time the response were clear: Beijing would be happy
to see a united federation of Chinese associations in Europe.
The attitude of Beijing was significant to all pro-Beijing Chinese associa-
tions in Europe. To the initiators, their organizational activity was now under
the patronage of the Chinese government; to others, Beijing's approval
changed the federation from an association fed by the ambitions of a few
persons to a semi-official organization. Finally, in May 1992, the inaugural
conference of EFCO was held in Amsterdam. A delegation headed by a viee-
chairman of the standing committee of the Chinese National People's Con-
gress made a special trip from Beijing to Amsterdam to congratulate the
establishment of EFCO.
Large-scale associations like EFCO arc not the only ones who appreciate
support from Beijing; some small-scale associations also cherish the acknowl-
edgment from the relevant local authorities in China, especially associations
that are based upon shared provenance.
In January 1997, while doing fieldwork in Dapeng, I came upon an inter-
esting case that is meaningful to the issue I am discussing here, although it is
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only partly related to the Chinese associations in the Netherlands. One day,
w-hile sitting in the office of the Dapeng Returned Overseas Chinese Associa-
tion, I saw LQ coming in. LQ was born in Dapeng in 1926, emigrated to
Germany in 1965 and just came back to pay a visit to his hometown. He
made a request to the local officials:
Since more than onc year ago, I have been requested by some eo-villagers
to be one of the initiators to make preparations for setting up a Dapeng
association in Germany. You know, there are several hundreds ofDapeng
people in Germany but they have little contact with each other. We be-
lieve that if we want some greater development, we should unite together.
Nevertheless, it is not easy if there are only a few of us working for this
purpose. Before I came back here, some active initiators asked me to have
a discussion with you. As the representatives of the native government of
our original hometown, could you write an open letter to all Dapeng
residents in Germany? In the letter, we hope you will express clearly that
you support the organization and appeal to all Dapeng people over there
to join, to support the association. I believe such a letter will produce a
greater effect.
The two officials agreed. In a couple of days, I saw a draft of the letter on the
desk. The main contents of the letter is as follows:
Wc are very glad to know that all of our fellow-villagers in Germany are
going to organize a regional association. As the representatives of the local
government and the people of your original hometown, we sincerely hope
that you will unite together as soon as possible and make your contribu-
tions.
A few days later, while sitting in his new house to be interviewed, LQstarted
his talk with the following saying: "Falling leaves settle on their roots. I will
finally return to my hometown. Therefore, I build this house for my potential
resettlement, although I still don't know when I will be back." When asked
why he thought a letter from the Dapcng Returned Overseas Chinese Asso-
ciation will be helpful to push the birth of a Dapeng regional association in
Gernmany, LQ said.!"
Although we live abroad, there is a general consensus among us that the
support from the hometown government will legitimate and strengthen
our position to organize a regional association. We have houses here. We
have relatives here. Our roots are here. We come back for visiting now
and then. We have many contacts with our hometown.
From the cases mentioned above, one phenomenon is clear: the first genera-
tion of Chinese immigrants, no matter how long or how far avvay they have
been, have never completely departed from their native country. Therefore,
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before they organize a new association, many hope to win the support of the
government of their region of origin to legitimate their position. Moreover,
the higher the level of the government that supports or recognizes them: the
higher the position that the association will enjoy among their fellow immi-
grants.
C Transnational Links
It is also a noteworthy phenomenon that some Chinese associations arc mo-
tivated by transnational links. The association called Tai Pang GerneensrhajJ in
Europe (Tai Pang Community in Europe; hereafter TPGE) is a case in point.
The impetus for its founding came from the Association of Tai Pang Com-
munity in Hong Kong.
Tai Pang is the Cantonese pronunciation of Dapeng. As was mentioned in
Chapter Il, Dapeng, an area under the jurisdiction of former Bo On, is a
major qiaoxiang of Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands, According to the
statistics presented by the Dapcng government, in 1995, the permanent resi-
dents of Dapeng itself numbered 6,679, but the Dapeng emigrants in Hong
Kong and abroad with their descendants numbered over 25,000. Among the
emigrants, about 20,000 are living in Hong Kong.t" Because of their emigra-
tion process, which was described in Chapter Il, the contact between the
Dapeng emigrants in Hong Kong and in the Netherlands is very close. Be-
fore emigrating to the Netherlands, almost all these Dapeng people once
stayed in Hong Kong, whether for a few months or a few years. After settling
in the Netherlands, whenever they pay a visit to their hometown, they will go
through Hong Kong. Moreover, transnational families, i.c., part of the family
lives in the Netherlands and another part lives in Hong Kong or Dapeng, are
a common phenomenon.
In 1976, Dapeng people in Hong Kong set up their own association,
named Hong Kong Tai Pang Residents Association. \Vhen the news was sent
to their eo-villagers in the Netherlands, some active Dapeng businessmen in
the Netherlands initiated a contribution drive for this Hong Kong associa-
tion. In a short period, a sum of money amounting to 200,000 Hong Kong
dollars was collected and sent to the Hong Kong association as a special gift
to congratulate them on the establishment of the association.H \Vhen asked
why Dapeng people in the Netherlands were willing to contribute to an
association in Hong Kong, the current chairman of TPGE said.t"
Because we belong to one Dapeng family. \Ve know each other. When we
go home, we are often received by our eo-villagers in Hong Kong, very
warmly.t'' "Vc are always willing to support each other, although there is
a great geographical distance between us.
At the beginning of the 1980s, after seeing the success of the Tai Pang
association in Hong Kong and, moreover, the esteem the association enjoyed
in their hometown, some successful Dapeng immigrants in the Netherlands
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decided to found their own association. The proposal to organize a Tai Pang
association among the Dapeng people in the Netherlands, in turn, received
full support from the Tai Pang association in Hong Kong. The leading com-
mittee of the Hong Kong Tai Pang Residents Association immediately decid-
ed that 200,000 Hong Kong dollars would he donated as a gift to the Tai
Pang association in Holland as soon as it was founded. Moreover, v...-hcn
TPGE held its founding ceremony on 5 February 1984, the representative of
the Hong Kong Tai Pang association promised that TPGE's plan to buy an
office would be supported by its fellow association in Hong Kong.
Other similar cases clearly exemplify the transnational origins of many
associations. For instance, the Tang family is a big clan in the Ncv..' Territo-
ries of Hong Kong.f Marry members of this clan emigrated to Europe during
the 1960s and 1970s. In 1984, the Tang clan members in the United King-
dom set up a surname association called the Association of the Tang Family
in Europe. Then, under its influence, Tang clan members in the Netherlands
also set up the Association of the Tang Family in the Netherlands. Its chair-
man told me:
The Tang Family is a clan with a long history. In our hometown, wc still
keep the genealogical register of our clan which shows that we arc the
offspring of a princess of the imperial family.
We, Tang people, now have our surname associations in the United
Kingdom, Thailand, Hong Kong, Taiwan and elsewhere. "Ve help and
support each other when in need, although each association in each coun-
try is an independent association.
The invisible transnational network that exists among Chinese immigrants all
over the world is a matter that has attracted increasing attention. In Chapter
VII, this issue will be studied again from the perspective of the social func-
tions of the Chinese associations.
n A synthesis case stUff;'
To show a clearer coherence, I have attempted to analyze the organizational
patterns from different perspectives. Although one or two factors may play
the principal role in their motivation, few associations were mobilized by a
single cause. Rather, in most cases, the syncretism of internal and external
dynamics is the source of organization. Thus, for a comprehensive under-
standing, a synthesis study is neeessall".
I will take EFCO as a case study. As was mentioned, a new turning point
for EFCO's establishment came when its initiators won support from es-
teemed and high-placed leaders of the People's Republic of China. Other
factors, however, have shaped the birth of EFCO as well.
One of these is the remarkable characteristics shared by all of its initiators.
Between 7 and 9 December 1996, the fifth annual meeting of EFCO was
held in Amsterdam. During breaks in the meetings, I interviewed five active
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initiators (among the first initiators, three have passed away). From the inter-
views, I found that the initiators (as well as the three who have passed away)
have three characteristics in common:
(i) they are (were) first-generation immigrants from China (six from
Wenzhou and two from Hong Kong);
(ii) they are regarded as successful Chinese businessmen;
(iii) they arc (were) active leaders of existing and well-known Chinese
associations in their respective countries.
From how they talked about the motives behind organizing EFCO, the im-
plication is that they were the right people to accomplish the task of uniting
the Chinese immigrants all over Europe, and they were indeed very success-
ful. The following expressions are representative of their general beliefs:
United we stand, divided we fall. Ifwe want to improve our position both
in Europe and in China, we should have a powerful union to be our
collective representative. \Ve initiators are active leaders of the Chinese
community in the respective countries. We feel we are responsible in the
striving to unite the Chinese. It is our duty to act as the organizers. \Ve arc
very glad to see our dream has come true.t''
Now you see more than one hundred people sitting here and many have
fired oJTspeeches vehemently. But among them, how many really contrib-
uted to the establishment of EFCO' Five years ago, few people believed
that we could set up such a European-wide federation. But wc worked for
it. "Ve have reached our goal. In order to let more people understand our
project, I cannot remember how many times I traveled between the Euro-
pean countries; I cannot calculate how much money I have spent on long-
distance phone calls [...] Ifv..ve didn't persevere in our strivings, a Chinese
union in Europe would still be a dream now.t"
In England, my association is an umbrella association to which more than
fifty Chinese associations are affiliated. Thus, I dare to say that I may be
regarded as an acceptable person to initiate organizing a European-wide
federation [...] Someone said EFCO has too few association members.I"
No, this is not true. In fact, I am the representative of more than fifty
Chinese associations in Britain."!
These initiators, all of whom are successful Chinese businessmen and associa-
tion leaders in their respective host countries, have been actively searching
for respect at a transnational level. Their efforts to organize EFCO were
partly inspired by their potential for self-actualization. They wanted all Euro-
pean Chinese to recognize them as their collective representative.
Furthermore, the process of European integration has also influenced
the organization of EFCO. EFCO was established when the integration of
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Europe was at the center of attention of leading politicians. There was a new
motive at work. \Vhen the initiators met again in Beijing in 1990, they saw
that the future Chinese federation could become a distinct channel of com-
munication with the European Commission. Those hehind the proposal con-
tinue to hope that the European Commission will accept their association as
the formal representative of the European Chinese community. To this end,
the initiators have sought publicity on a European scale by, among other
things, charging one of the vice-chairmen to look after relations with the
Commission of the European Union.
In short, several factors have shaped the organizational pattern of EFCO.
As the initiators were eagerly attempting to solidify their role as the Chinese
representative on a European level, European integration created an oppor-
tunity for them to explore this position; then, the official support from their
original motherland legitimized their efforts. As an outcome of these factors,
EFCO firmly established itself as a force on the European stage.
Undoubtedly, as a long-distance migrant group, the Chinese in the Nether-
lands have cherished dreams of a better future through migration. The pro-
liferation of the Chinese associations resulted from their efforts to have their
dreams come true. Comparing their organizational motivations at the
present day with those before the war, it is clear that their motives have been
updated from passively dealing with day-to-day problems to much broader
goals. More precisely, the motivations involved in organizing ethnic associa-
tions can be summarized as follows: to cultivate their own cultural tradition;
to re-establish self-esteem; to highlight their presence in both the original and
adopted societies; to create a positive social image; to act as intermediaries
with the authorities and even try to become participants in policy-making.
These motivations are still at work today and evidenced by the fact that these
associations are still striving toward their goals. However, regarding these
goals and expectations, the Chinese association initiators and leaders have a
clearer vision than most of their followers, which is the focus of the next
chapter.

CHAPTER VI
Leadership and Membership:
Organizational Structure
Chinese associations are readily observable entities that demonstrate some
striking characteristics of the Chinese community. Every association has an
official constitution, and most associations pursue a visible social position
through various public activities. A variety of Chinese associations exist in the
Netherlands. Neither the internal structure nor the external networks of each
individual association are easily identified from the outside.
How can you identify a leader of a Chinese association? Arc there any
common socio-cultural characteristics of the leaders? Who is willing to join a
Chinese association and why? What are the decision-making procedures
within an association? Here I shall analyze these questions.
1 Leadership
Leaders are the core of an association. While studying the Chinese associa-
tions in Southeast Asia and the United States, some scholars have pointed
out that the Chinese organizations actually depend more on their leaders
than on their members for survival and expansion (cf. Skinner, 1958; Wong,
1977; Sec, 1988; Wickberg, 1988); some even regard Chinese communities
abroad as "plutocracies" (Crissman, 1967). Concerning the Chinese associa-
tions in the Netherlands, a successful association generally depends on their
leaders' attributes. This includes the leaders' ability to organize, to articulate
an ideology, and, most importantly, to relate to both ordinary people and the
authorities in the Netherlands and China.
A The social status qf Chinese association leaders
While studying the roles played by the elite in New York City's Chinatown,
Wong divided the Chinese elite into two groups. One is Kiu Ling, i.e., the
traditional leaders; the other is Chuen Ka, i.e., supervisors of, or social workers
in, the social service agencies. Wong clearly identified the two groups not
only in terms of age, birthplace, lifestyle, occupation, dialect, and language
ability but also in terms of the differences between their ethnic identities,
values, interaction patterns, ete. (1977). His distinctions, however, cannot
simply be transferred to identify the elite of the Chinese community in the
Netherlands.
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The Chinese associations in the Xcthcrlands that I have studied are volun-
tary entities. Officially, their leaders neither receive payment from the asso-
ciation nor run a business in the name of the association. Moreover, many
leaders have to contribute money, time, and energy to the association. There-
fore, for many leaders of Chinese associations, it is a voluntary and self-
imposed task to take up a post in an association. They have to run their
business or maintain other work to make their living. Reviewing the personal
status of current Chinese association leaders, most can be included in one of
the following three groups:
(i) successful business persons;
(ii) social workers;
(iii) politicians and professionals.
Successful business persons take up many leading positions in the Chinese
associations. I After visiting and studying fifty associations, I have formulated
two standards to define an association as headed by Chinese business per-
sons: (i) two-thirds of the committee posts arc taken up by business persons;
or (ii) the major leading posts (chairman and vice-chairmen) arc taken up by
business persons.
The result of my analysis is that Chinese business persons dominate the
committees of 25 of the associations I chose. Among them, eight associations
arc organized by and for the Chinese restaurateurs or Chinese business per-
sons, which are headed by business persons for obvious reasons. Ten associa-
tions are based on clan or shared provenance. It is worth noting that success-
ful clan members or eo-villagers head all the associations organized by
traditional links. The other seven associations are communal associations,
such as ACV and LFCON. In the standing committee of ACV, more than
eighty per cent are Chinese business persons, and most leading positions of
LFCON have been taken by successful Chinese business persons. Crissman
stresses that leadership of the Chinese associations is based on wealth and its
concomitant prestige (1967:199). To a certain degree, this is true. However,
the point to ponder is why and how have these persons, consciously or
unconsciously, converted their economic capital into social and symbolic
power? This question will be the major topic of the next chapter.
The second group of Chinese association leaders comprises qualified so-
cial workers. For instance, the major leaders of CCRl\tf, vVa Lai, Chinese Brug,
NCV and some other ten-odd Chinese associations are social workers. This
group has three observable characteristics.
First, most of them are women. As was mentioned in Chapter IV, NCV l
the first Chinese volunteers' association in the Netherlands, was established
on 13 September 1996 in Rotterdam. Its aim is twofold: to become a com-
munity-wide organization with an expanded social work role and to improve
the abilities of Chinese social workers while protecting their rights. Its two
general coordinators and the heads of seven regional groups are all women.
Second, Christians are heavily represented in this group. In mainland
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China, either "social work" or "social worker" is a new concept that has only
recently gained some acceptance. In the Netherlands, it is still a strange
concept for many Chinese immigrants. The appearance of Chinese social
workers is an outcome of the adjustment of some progressive Chinese immi-
grants to Dutch society. Since the leading social workers such as Mrs. Chan,
the head of CCRM, and Ms. Mai, the head of Wa Lai, are Christians, the
concept of social work was first spread among Chinese Christians. The idea
of offering services to people in need is easily combined with the Christian
paradigm.
The third characteristic of this group is that many social workers prefer to
regard themselves, and sometimes prefer to be regarded, as "employees of
the Dutch government" rather than merely as "volunteers." In a developed
state like the Netherlands, social work is one component of its welfare system
and has consequently become professionalized. While volunteers take up
most social work positions, some qualified professional social workers can be
salaried or subsidized by the government. Since the late 1980s, some Chinese
volunteers have become professional social workers and were subsidized by
the government.
This position has a dual effect among the average Chinese immigrants.
On the one hand, the social prestige of officials working for the Dutch author-
ities is much higher than social workers, which may help the social workers
win respect from their compatriots. On the other hand, it is difficult for
others to accept these people as leaders. According to tradition, a Chinese
leader should play a leading role in donating financial contributions Ior the
Chinese community. However, instead of contributing, these social workers
receive wages. During my interviews. sometimes I heard my interviewees
complain that the subsidies from the Dutch government to the Chinese com-
munity had been transferred to personal purses. The examples they men-
tioned often related to the salaried social workers employed by the govern-
ment.
The professional social workers arc a new group among the Chinese im-
migrants and their roles and social status are rising. Many of them are active
in establishing or managing Chinese associations. Some of them even interact
with the Dutch government on behalf of the Chinese community. 1, there-
fore, define these people as a special group among the Chinese leaders,
although many Chinese regard them as "office bearers" rather than "lead-
ers. "
The third group of Chinese association leaders is composed of politicians
and professionals. As was mentioned in Chapter I, the Peranakan Chinese in
the Netherlands are generally a highly educated group. Professionals such as
doctors, professors and scientists normally head their voluntary associations.
Besides the Peranakan associations, some associations organized by and for
Chinese professionals who came directly from China have been established
since the beginning of the 1990s. For instance, there are currently five asso-
ciations for Chinese artists, three for Chinese acupuncturists, one for Chinese
writers, and some for Chinese liuxuesheng. Some leaders of these associations
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are capable professionals in their respective spheres. There are, however.
some exceptions.
Unlike the Chinese community in the United States, which has included
some famous Chinese professionals, the Chinese in the Netherlands arc a
relatively poorly educated community. Moreover, as noted in Chapter Il, a
few Chinese scholars who came as liuxuesheng but now work in the Nether-
lands are usually reluctant to join any existing Chinese associations. Conse-
quently, some self-styled "professional associations" are formed by amateurs.
For instance, one chairman of a Chinese acupuncturists' association was a
businessman rather than a qualified acupuncturist.
In 1994, the Stichting China Law was set up and aimed to offer special legal
protection and advice to ordinary Chinese immigrants. Its Chinese name can
be translated as Consultative Association of Dutch and Chinese Lawyers,
which sounds as if it is a professional association. Its committee is composed
of four Dutch and four Chinese. It is interesting that among the four Dutch
there are two lawyers, one accountant and one catering business adviser,
while among the four Chinese there are three restaurateurs and one business-
man.
Few Chinese in the Netherlands have been identified as a politician by
profession. One special example is Mr. Ho Ten Soeng. Ho is a Chinese
descendant who was born in Surinam. After finishing his middle school edu-
cation in Surinam, Ho came to the Netherlands for his university education.
From the beginning of the 1990s, Ho began to throw himself into Dutch
political affairs. In 1994, as the representative of CDA, Ho became the
Wethouder (Alderman) of Alkmaar. Although Ho cannot speak Chinese, he
identifies himself as Chinese. Since he became the first well-known Dutch
politician with Chinese blood, he has often been invited to be the leader of
Chinese associations. For example, he was invited to be the chairman of
NCV; his name appears among the honorary advisers of the Federation of
H/u Shu, Dragon- and Lion-dance Associations in the Netherlands; among the
members of a leading group on Chinese education in the Netherlands; and a
couple of other organizations.
In sum, among the three groups of Chinese association leaders, the first
enjoys a dominating position; the second is a new group that is developing
quickly; and the third is a limited group still in its infancy.
B 7)pes of leadership
The professions or occupations of the Chinese association leaders were de-
scribed above. In this section, the study will focus on the differences of their
actual position within their respective associations.
Onc common feature of the Chinese association is that they usually create
many leading posts for their members. For instance, one Chinese dragon-
dance association has elected a committee of as many as fifty persons, which
gives almost all of its members a title. As was mentioned earlier, in 1996,
ACV elected an enormous leading committee: besides one chairman, it has
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created up to 18 vice-chairmen, 84 posts for its standing committee, ten
honorary chair positions, five honorary vice-chairman posts, 18 senior con-
sultants, twenty-five honorary consultants, and as many as 211 committee
members (ACV, 1997: 27-28).
It is obvious that the committee members in an association do not share
equal pm-vcr with the leadership positions, regarding either their interests or
the decision-making process. In view of the leading posts within one associa-
tion, they can be roughly divided into three groups: powerful, nominal, or
honorary leaders.
Chairman, vice-chairman, treasurer, and secretary usually form the pow-
erful posts in an association's committee. The people who have taken these
posts form the nucleus of the association. Normally, they are the people who
will be involved in the decision-making process. At the same time, they must
be the principal contributors to the association. Consequently, their desires,
capabilities, and even personal characteristics will directly affect the respec-
tive association.
Chinese associations abroad generally have a relatively stable nucleus." In
the Netherlands today, for example, in well-known associations such as
CCRe',!, Wa Lai, Chinese Brug and HYXSH, the major leaders have taken
leading positions ever since the organizations were established.
Nevertheless, in some associations, the people who have held the highest
posts have changed, but a few powerful persons still form the core of the
association, regardless of which post they actually hold. For instance, as was
described in Chapter IV, in the fifty-year history ACV, three leading nuclei
have been composed. The first two that appeared in the 1950s and 1970s in
succession have left the social stage; but the third one is still growing. The
case of Fa Tin shows some differences. 111'. Liang's contributions to Fa Tin was
introduced in Chapter IV. In 1989, when the third board was organized,
Liang resigned from the chairman's post because of his age. Since then, five
other persons have been elected as the chairman of Fa Yin. Nevertheless,
Liang maintains the continuity of the leadership. Despite his resignation,
Liang's suggestions have always been taken seriously. Someone told me that
Fa Tin is Liang's real home and he is the head of the Fa Tin family."
Besides the leaders with real power in an association, there arc some
nominal leaders. As was just mentioned, the tenth committee of ACV has as
many as 221 members. It is clearly over-staffed, and most of them are leaders
on paper only. From the interviews and from my observations, ACV can
never hold its real plenary committee meetings, which should be attended by
at least one-third of the total 221 committee members. Only a few of the
plenary sessions of its standing committee are attended by more than half of
its 84 members. At the ten plenary meetings of ACV's standing committee
that I visited, only around twenty standing members regularly attended the
meeting. Similar phenomena can be observed in some other associations.
\Vhy did these associations keep leadership posts for nominal members?
\Vere those nominal leaders concerned with their position being a mere
formality? If they accepted the position, what is the reason behind their
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decision? In order to find the answer to the first question, we should first look
at the social position of the relevant associations.
The Chinese association leaders generally have to donate contributions to
the association, although some have used the association for their own ambi-
tions. Thus, to many associations, creating more leading positions or titles is
an acceptable measure to attract more supporters and followers. Not surpris-
ingly, some smaller associations have assigned leading posts to all of their
members. In addition, some associations that have claimed to be community-
wide - such as ACV, CSFN, FWDLO - need to orgauize a rather large
committee.
Of the many reasons for maintaining a nominal position, three are impor-
tant to this discussion. First, they maintain their image as a nationwide asso-
ciation by having committee members from various groups. For instance, as
noted in Chapter IV, ACV grew out of an association based on a common
district of origin. Since ACV chose its present name in 1968 and attempted
to present itself as a community-wide association, each new committee had to
have some non-Zhejiang Chinese as members. In the tenth term of the
standing committee, about one-tenth of the posts were specially created for
Guangdong Chinese. These people are invited rather than elected, since
most ACV's members are Zhejiang Chinese, and few non-Zhejiang Chinese
are well enough known to the Zhejiang members to be voted onto its leading
committee.
The second reason that many Chinese associations have an over-staffed
committee is the balance ofguanxi relations. The typical Chinese concept, gei
mianri, means "to give face" (i.e., to show due respect) to a certain person if
he or she is given a post in a well-known association. Powerful leaders have
their respective guanxi relations. Then, if a post is given to one, the other t\\I'O
or three cannot be ignored in order to save face. Since there is no limitation on
the number of committee members, why not "give face" to all guanxi members?
The following is a typical example. I once visited an association's commit-
tee meeting. The topic for discussion was the candidates for the coming
election. The present chairman presented a list of candidates and asked for
comments. I noted that what he asked was: "Is there anyone else that should
be added?" One long-time committee member pointed to a name and asked,
"Who is this person?" The chairman said, "Oh, he is a very capable man, a
good friend of mine. Although he arrived in the Netherlands only a couple of
months ago, we should put his name as a candidate for our committee."
There were no more objections: the nominee was accepted. Afterwards. in
the list of this association's new committee members, I found this man had
been appointed as a consultant. This man left the Netherlands soon after, but
his name still stays among the committee members of that association.
The third reason is due to practical considerations. That is, although some
persons with titles may not contribute to the association, because they are
committee members they are officially committed to certain responsibilities.
Therefore, the association can request their contributions when seriously
needed.
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It is interesting to study the reactions of these nominal leaders to their
positions. The following quotes are from my interviews with some of them.
The late Mr. KU was Cantonese. He was a vice-chairman of the ninth
committee of ACV before he died. He had been active in the activities
organized by ACV and attended all committee meetings but hardly said a
word. During my interview, he complained several times that he had never
been treated as a vice-chairman. He said:"
I am an outsider to them [i.e., the real powerful leaders of the association].
Yes, I am a vice-chairman, but that is a beautiful title only. Besides me,
there are ten-odd vice-chairmen. I know most of us are only a committee
member in name l...1
[Why did you accept to be a vice-chairman of ACV, which you think
helongs to the Zhejiang people']
Because it is the oldest and biggest association in the Netherlands. More-
over, the Chinese Embassy regards it as the most important Chinese asso-
ciation in the Netherlands. It has a very good name in China. Many want
to get a leading position in ACV. [Then, he mentioned some names.] But
they could not succeed. I am selected. It is a great honour.
Mr. L\\r is about sixty years old. He is a standing committee member of two
well-known Chinese associations but rarely attends the relevant committee
meetings. When asked about the reasons, he told me:"
It is useless to attend the meetings. The decisions have already been made
before the meeting among a few powerful persons.
[Such being the case, why did you accept the position in name!]
I have the title because I cannot be ignored. Formerly, I was included in
that little circle that manages the association. I quit since 1 could not get
along with one person [he mentioned the name and complained very
much about himJ. Now I am busy with my own restaurant. To keep my
own business running well is much more important.
Then, this man told me some of his thinking on how to give more scope to
the collective force of Chinese associations. Regardless of whether his sugges-
tions could be put into practice or not, I found that he is a person with a keen
and discerning mind. Since his position at the moment is in name only,
however, his suggestions are considered just idle talk.
Ms. LX's father was one of the founders of ACV. Having heard about my
research, she came to see me and asked to be interviewed. She talked about
her personal opinion about ACV:(j
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I am glad that at last they elected one of my sons to be a standing member
of the tenth committee, although I know they have not cared about us
since my father died [in 1979]. It is very possible that my son is a commit-
tee member only in name. Nevertheless, this fact at least means that they
have recognized my father's contributions to the association because they
have given a position to my son.
[You mentioned several times about "they." Could you please tell me who
they arc?]
You know who they are of course. They are the real power-holders.
[Then she mentioned five names.]
The reactions of 1\1r. ZS, 1\.1r. YC and some other interviewees have shown
some similarities; that is, they do not care about their nominal position in a
certain association.
I don't care about it. I do not want to be a committee member. They put
my name on the list. They wanted me to support them. But I told them
very clearly that I have no time. 7
I don't want to be involved in any Chinese associations. I am a doctor. I
work. I have my patients. I enjoy my life here. That is all. I told them
clearly that I can do nothing for the association. But they still wanted to
add my name on the list. OK, I can only be a member in name. 8
In view of the reactions of the nominal leaders quoted above to their respec-
tive positions, three types of attitudes should be noted. The first basic attitude
is dissatisfaction with the position. These people complained about it; they
wanted to change their position but could not succeed. The second type is
enjoyment. They print the title(s) on their name cards. They arc satisfied that
they can show the card to others as a sign of their social status, regardless of
whether their position is real or nominal. Moreover. it is clear that a nominal
position in the Netherlands may become a symbolic honour somewhere else,
especially to improve someone's social status in a home community (this
point will be studied further in Chapter VII). Finally, the third type of atti-
tude is indifference. Some people have no interest in the association's affairs
and do not care about their titlc(s) or the honours it carries.
Nevertheless, nothing is immutable. During the years that I have followed
the development of the Chinese associations in the Netherlands, I saw some
people change from being a powerful leader to holding a nominal position or
even completely withdrawing from social affairs. Other people moved in the
opposite direction. I will return to study this phenomenon when I discuss the
qualifications of being a leader of a Chinese association.
Another interesting feature of Chinese associations in the Netherlands is
that about seventy per cent of the existing associations have created certain
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honorary posts. These include honorary advisers, honorary consultants, hon-
orary chairmen, life chairmen, life committee members, and so on.
For instance, ACV created its first honorary post in 1977. Between 1977
and 1986, only one person had the "honorary chairman" title. In 1987, the
number of honorary posts in ACV increased to five, and the number of all
honorary posts rose to as many as forty between 1987 and 1996. CSFN is
another example. It has three life-long honorary chairmen, three honorary
chairmen (two live in Hong Kong and one lives in the United Kingdom), and
eight honorary advisers. Another example is an association for Chinese pro-
fessionals, which only has about ten members but has created up to 72 posts
for honorary advisers. One Chinese association founded in June 1997 created
three posts for honorary chairmen, eight posts for honorary advisers, five
posts for foreign honorary advisers (who live in Germany, France, the United
Kingdom, Norway and Sweden), and five posts for advisers.
To explain this phenomenon, we must study it from at least three perspec-
tives. First, the voluntary association is a non-profit organization. The only
reward that it can present to the people who have contributed to its establish-
ment and development is moral encouragement. The best moral encourage-
ment is to give them an honorary title. Some associations, like ACV, have
clearly incorporated a clause in their articles of association that all retired ex-
chairman will get an honorary title. In addition, other associations - like
Dam Wah - have announced from their beginning that whoever donated
more than a certain amount of money (it is five hundred Dutch guilders in
the case of Dam Wah) to their foundation would be granted an honorary title.
Second, to heighten the social position and expand the effect of the asso-
ciation concerned, it is a popularly adopted approach of many associations to
invite well-known people to be their honorary leaders. The more successful
people that a certain association is able to involve in its affairs, the higher
social prestige the association will enjoy. For instance, as I mentioned above,
at least five Chinese associations invited Mr. Ho Ten Soeng to accept an
honorary post after he became the Alderman of the Dutch city Alkmaar.
Third, it is undeniable that some leaders have set up honorary posts for
the benefit or interest of the association. For example, a new Chinese associa-
tion was set up in 1996. Before it was formally established, the founders tried
to get leaders of other well-known Chinese associations to be its honorary
advisers. As many as 14 leaders accepted this invitation. All advisers were
invited to the inaugural meeting and nine of them attended. At the meeting,
the chairman of the association gave the first speech. Mter explaining the aim
of the association, the chairman mentioned the name of one adviser and said
that this adviser had donated five hundred guilders to the association. Then
he expressed the association's gratitude to the advisers in advance for their
generous contributions. Because the Chinese, especially the Chinese leaders,
are concerned about face-saving at public occasions, all the advisers who
attended the meeting made donations on the spot. Altogether 3,950 guilders
were collected from the advisers. Afterwards, one adviser said angrily, "He
[the chairman] asked too much! He has gone too far!" It is common to ask
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honorary leaders to contribute, but the way this chairman behaved was too
straightforward to be accepted by the advisers.
I have compared the characteristics of the persons who have been invited
to accept a kind of honorary post in Chinese associations. Three interesting
facts are worth noting.
First, there are some Dutch names among the honorary leaders of some
Chinese associations. For instance, a Dutch official, the director of ACB, has
been invited to be an honorary adviser for Fa Yin, ACV, LFCON and some
other Chinese associations. An association for Chinese acupuncturists has
invited three Dutch doctors and officials to be its advisers. These associations'
invitations to Dutch people reflect their general desire to build ties of friend-
ship with the Dutch society, and to obtain necessary support from the main-
stream society when it is in need.
The second item is that some associations have invited Chinese from other
European countries or even from China to be their honorary leaders. For
instance, CSFN has honorary chairmen from the United Kingdom and from
Hong Kong. F\tVDLO has honorary advisers from Germany, France, the
United Kingdom, Norway and Sweden. Meanwhile, I also noted that some
well-known Chinese in the Netherlands have been invited by Chinese asso-
ciations in other European countries to be their honorary leaders. For exam-
ple, the Federation of Chinese Sports Organizations in the United Kingdom
has invited two well-known Chinese from the Netherlands to be its honorary
chairmen. This reflects the people's desire to maintain the transnationallinks
among the Chinese immigrants in Europe.
Finally, the third fact I have noted is that some associations have invited
Chinese professionals to be advisers. For instance, the Board of Fa Yin Chi-
nese School invited five Chinese scholars and journalists to be its advisers.
Some associations have elected Chinese doctors to be health adviser or medi-
cal adviser, because their elder members have increased in number and
asked for such help. An association for Chinese cooks has invited a couple of
famous Chinese cooks in Beijing to be its advisers. In addition, Gong Fu
associations usually ask some Gong Fu masters to be their honorary advisers. It
is a new trend that more Chinese associations arc beginning to recognize the
importance of professional knowledge.
It is an honour to be invited to accept one of these posts, especially if it is
a well-known association. The honorary leaders. if they want, can give sug-
gestions or criticisms to the association, but in most cases they enjoy the title
rather than involve themselves in the affairs of the association. For instance,
one well-known Chinese in the Netherlands cannot even count exactly how
many invitations he has accepted from Chinese associations to be their hon-
orary leader. When asked about his titles in Chinese associations, he told me:
At present, I am the chairman of EFCO and LFCON, and the honorary
chairman of ACV and two other associations. But, about the number of
posts of being an honorary adviser or consultant, I cannot remember
exactly for how many of these posts I have been asked. Many, quite many.
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I was very often asked to be an honorary committee member, adviser or
consultant of a certain association. Sometimes, the association is well or-
ganized and active, but sometimes the association may disappear soon
after it proclaimed its establishment. Thus, I cannot tell yon exactly which
kind of honorary posts I have accepted for how many associations.
[Did you accept all invitations?]
Normally, I will not reject the invitations. They invited me because they
respect me. We are after all Chinese immigrants living in this \Vestern
world. We should support each other. I always think it is a very good
tradition among the Chinese associations in the Netherlands that the lead-
er of one association is invited to be as an adviser or an honorary chair-
man of another association.
[Why?]
Yeah, of course, then it will be easier for us to establish contacts, to
exchange information, to organize collective activities, if necessary.
\Vhat this man said expresses the role of honorary posts from a formal per-
spective. It is true that the interlocking relationships between the Chinese
associations very often have been established due to the customary approach
that a leader of one association will be invited to accept an honorary post in
another association. This collective characteristic of Chinese leadership
among the Chinese communities abroad has been well documented (er. Skin-
ner, 1958; Li, 1970).
C How to become a leader?
What will qualify a certain person to become a leader of an ethnic Chinese
voluntary association? How can someone come forward and be accepted as a
Chinese association leader?
Obviously, some requirements concerning being a leader of a Chinese
association are similar to those for normal leaders. For instance, they should
enjoy prestige and command universal respect; they should have strong or-
ganizational abilities and leadership skills, and so on; none of these normal
requirements will be discussed here. What I am going to study is what quali-
fies a person to become a leader of a Chinese voluntary association.
To become a leader of a Chinese association, the first and most important
requirement is that he or she should be able to discern a clear Chinese
identity and should represent the interests of the Chinese community.
The following case shows how important it is for a leader to show clear
loyalty to the Chinese community. Ng Ri Ming was a powerli.rl Number One
of the Bo On gang in the Netherlands during the early 20th century. He
acted as the Chinese shipping master of a big Dutch shipping company,
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Stoomvaart Maatschappij Nederland, for years. In the 1930s, more than seven
hundred Chinese sailors worked for this company. In 1937, Chinese all over
the world reacted to Japan's invasion of China. Then, Ng, as a powerful
person, was elected as the chairman of the Amsterdam branch of the Chinese
Resistance Association." In the first years, he played a leading role in collect-
ing donations for China. In the spring of 1939, however, some Chinese
sailors found out that a freighter of the Stoomvaart Maatschappij Nederland in
Rotterdam harbour was planning to ship arms and ammunition to Japan.
They went to scc Ng at once and asked him to cancel his contract with the
company and to persuade all Chinese sailors to stop working for them. Keep-
ing his own personal economic interests in mind, Ng rejected the request.
This event immediately blackened his name among the Chinese. Ng was
labelled a traitor and was dismissed from his chairman's position. Afterwards,
he never regained his reputation among the Chinese in the Netherlands.
Nowadays, it is not surprising that some ethnic Chinese abroad have
adopted flexihle identities (Wang, 1988; Ong, 1999). From my studies, how-
ever, for those who are a leader of a Chinese association, they have, in the
end, identified themselves first of all as Chinese. The case of Mr. Ho, which
was mentioned above, is an example of this. He is regarded as a Chinese
leader beeause he identifies himself as Chinese, despite the faet that he can-
not speak Chinese. On the other hand, there are some social activists in the
Duteh soeiety who have Chinese blood, but they have never involved them-
selves in any Chinese association because they identify themselves as Dutch
rather than Chinese.
Secondly, as the leaders of voluntary associations, they should have a cer-
tain economic foundation that will allow them to contribute money, energy,
and time to their association. As was illustrated at the beginning of this
chapter, many Chinese association leaders are successful or wealthy people.
As leaders of voluntary associations, they often must donate money to bal-
ance the associations' expenses. For instance, in October 1994, CSFN, a
Chinese sports association, held the tenth Sports Invitational Tournament in
Amsterdam. In order to organize this game, which attracted 1,200 athletes,
players, and sport enthusiasts from Europe, Asia, and America, the chairman
and committee members of CSFN donated nearly 400,000 guilders.!'' As
another example, during one week around 18 September 1997, ACV held a
great party and unfolded a set of activities (exhibitions and performances) to
celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of its foundation. The total expense was
nearly 500,000 guilders. Besides one thousand guilders provided by the Am-
sterdam Municipality as a subsidy and some income from advertisements,
about two-thirds of the expenses were collected from its chairman, vice chair-
men, standing committee members, and committee mcmbers.U
It is said that a chairman of one of the well-known Chinese associations in
the Netherlands should be prepared to donate several tens of thousands of
guilders per year to his (it is rarely "her") association. In 1996, a few weeks
before the election of its committee for a new term, one association made an
unwritten regulation to lay down the desired donations they expected from
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their new leader. Specifically, whoever is voted in as the new chairman
should donate ten thousand guilders to the association, while each new vice
chairman should donate five thousand guilders and each new standing com-
mittee member should donate three thousand guilders. In another case, on
the voting date, in order to have more "members" vote for him, one candi-
date rented two buses to bring all of his supporters from several cities to
Amsterdam for voting. In addition, he paid several thousand guilders as
"membership dues" in the name of all these supporters to let them become
"members," which gave them the right to vote (for him).
If this is always the case, who besides the well-to-do can afford to be a
candidate? Thus, there is a popular saying among the Chinese abroad:
"money is the basis of the Chinese association leaders." On the other hand,
while only well-to-do people are able to take up leading positions in such
associations, not all wealthy people want to be leaders. Some vel)' successful
Chinese business persons prefer to remain invisible among the Chinese or-
ganizational activities. In the end, all of these facts are a reflection of personal
considerations on conventions concerning economic, political, cultural, social
and symbolic capital. This is the topic of the next chapter.
In the first segment of this chapter, I identified some leaders who are
Chinese social workers. 1\;10st of these people are not vcry rich and cannot
donate thousands of guilders at once to their respective associations. How-
ever, most of them arc not financially responsible for their family's livelihood
either. This is an important clement underlying the phenomenon that many
of these social workers are women.
Meanwhile, in a welfare state like the Netherlands, some people are living
off aid from the welfare support system. Among them, a few are active in
Chinese associations. A couple of leaders of Chinese associations belong to
this group. Sometimes they have been appointed as vice-chairman, standing
committee member, and so on. I found that they have two common charac-
teristics.
The first one is that they are willing to contribute their time and enerb-')' to
the public cause. One man, whom I have known for years, is often out of
work. He has joined several Chinese associations. Whenever there is a great
activity organized by Chinese associations in Amsterdam, he will be vel)'
active among the organizers or volunteers. He is a person, as he said about
himself and is so regarded by others, who always takes a great interest in
doing something that can liven things up and be enjoyed. Although he rarely
contributes money to the associations he has joined, some powerful leaders
have regarded him as indispensable. In 1997, through the nomination of the
chairman (who is the most powerful leader of this particular association), he
became one of the vice-chairmen of that association.
The second common characteristic of these "leaders" is that they usually
can only take the position of a deputy to the chief of the association. Al-
though (hey have held some sort of leading position and have done practical
work {or the association, they have to rely on the chiefs support and obey the
latter's instructions. For example, the man I just mentioned, although he is
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often in the office of that association to deal with its daily affairs and to be in
charge of some meetings or activities, cannot make any important decision
for the association without getting the consent of the chairman in advance.
The procedure for electing association leaders is another process that is
worth noting. During the 19th century and the early years of the 20th centu-
ry, in Southeast Asia and North America, some traditional procedures exist-
ed for electing or choosing the Chinese association leaders. For instance,
having been directly appointed by the Chinese government, the relevant
Chinese association leaders became quasi-officials abroad. In some cases, to
heighten the social position of the association, well-known officials or scholars
from China were invited to be the leaders (Liu, 1981: 209-210). Moreover, in
some earlier elan or dialect associations, to prevent leadership from being
monopolized by certain unscrupulous persons for selfish gains, some associa-
tions selected their leaders by the will of a deity or spirit. 1~ Such selection
procedures, however, never happened in the history of the Chinese associa-
tions in the Netherlands.
In view of how the Chinese associations in the Netherlands elect their
leaders, the following phenomena should be noted. First, for the Chinese
associations that I have studied, it is normal to hold regular elections. For
instance, ACV holds its election every three years; a few smaller associations
such as the Association for Chinese Acupuncturists hold their election once a
year; and most associations, such as LFCON, Fa Tin; and CSFN, hold their
elections every two years. Some associations, like ACV and Fa Yin, ask all of
their members to come for the election. However, the committee members of
LFCON arc elected by the vote of representatives of its association-members,
i.e., each association-member will send one person as its representative to
vote.
Some of these elections arc serious affairs. For example, LFCON's first
election of its committee members was very tense. As was noted earlier,
LFCON is an association set up at the suggestion of the Dutch government,
and the rivalry between a few influential Chinese associations was great. In
one of the preliminary preparatory meetings, some participants proposed
holding a vote immediately. Altogether, there were about thirty participants
who were the representatives of about twenty associations. Among them, the
representatives of 17 associations decided to attend the voting, which meant
that they became the first association members of LFCON. Each association
was asked to send one name as a candidate and send one representative to
vote. According to an oral agreement, the one who got the most ballots
among the 17 candidates would become the first chairman of LFCON, and
the next six would be its first committee members. Since the decision of
voting was made on the spot and the voters came from different associations,
each with their respective orientations, the results were unpredictable. \Vhen
the result was announced, I saw that the winners and their comrades were
visibly pleased. 1:)
Nevertheless, such an emphatic voting procedure is not common. Vel)'
often, the voting is something symbolic -- merely going through the motions
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without any opposition - which is the second characteristic phenomenon
that should be pointed out. Sometimes the leading positions have already
been distributed between a few powerful people before the public voting is
held. Sometimes the poll will not be formally made known until the results of
the public voting has been modified by some "discussions" among the leaders
or founders.
For instance, due to the historical reasons noted in Chapter IV, Zhejiang
members dominate ACV. Because of a tradition based on a narrow eo-
villager ideology, most Zhejiang members will only cast their votes for the
candidates who are their eo-villagers. Since the 1970s, however, to present
ACV as a community-wide association, before each election, the key leaders
would invite well-known Chinese whose original hometown is outside Zhe-
jiang to share the ACV's leading positions. In 1996, the preparatory commit-
tee of the tenth election of ACV added four Guangdong Chinese among its
17 vice-chairmen, although the votes these non-Zhejiang people polled
would not even have placed them on the standing committee. I,} For similar
reasons, more Cantonese-speaking people (who come from either Guang-
dong province or Hong Kong) have been added to the list of ACV's standing
committee.
The third phenomenon is that many leaders arc eager to get their leading
positions approved by the Chinese government, either by Beijing or by Tai-
wan. Very often when a newly organized association holds its founding cer-
emony or when an existing association inducts ncwly elected members to
another term of a committee, officials from the Chinese Embassy will be
invited. The pro-Taiwan associations will also invite officials from the rele-
vant Taiwan representative offices in the Netherlands. It is regarded as a
symbol of legitimacy if a Chinese official, the higher the better, attends the
ceremony and gives a congratulatory speech. The following example may
help to demonstrate how important it is for Chinese association leaders to
obtain their "legitimacy."
One week after an association was established, another association with a
similar organizational purpose also announced its establishment. People who
disagreed with the initiators of the first organization organized the second. A
few weeks later, I went to interview the chairman of the first association.
When asked his opinion about the second association, he said with feeling: 15
You know, the official of the Chinese Embassy attended the founding
ceremony of my association, and his congratulatory speech has clearly
legitimized our social position. \Ve arc grateful. But later on I heard that
the same official attended the other association's founding ceremony, too,
and gave a similar congratulatory speech as well. How can he handle
things in this way? I really cannot understand.
[Don't you think the people have rights to set up their own voluntary
associations.']
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Yes, I know. But our two associations are conflicting with each other.
Only one should have a legitimate position. If my association could not
get the official of the Chinese Embassy to attend our ceremony, I would
have admitted my failure. Similarly, if their association could not get their
social position recognized by the Chinese Embassy, I believe they would
have given up. Xow, however, both associations have their legitimate
positions recognized. Undoubtedly, competitions will develop. It is too
bad. I had to send a letter to the Chinese Embassy to lodge my protest.
What this man said may put undue emphasis on the influence of the Chinese
Embassy on the Chinese associations in the Netherlands. Nevertheless, it is a
common reaction of most Chinese association leaders in the Netherlands.
The implication of this phenomenon and the factors pushing this trend of
China-orientation will be studied further in the next chapter.
Since at present there are more than one hundred Chinese associations in
the Netherlands, there are as many as several hundred Chinese association
leaders even if we induced only each association's chairman and vice-chair-
men. Among them, however, few have been recognized and accepted by the
Chinese community, more or less, as their representatives or leaders.
An appropriate Chinese proverb says: "Better be the head of a group of
chicken than a follower in a group of bulls." There are many instances in
which the losers in the election, or competitions, of one existing association
simply went on to head a new one. In other words, in a democratic society
like the Netherlands, if someone has the ambition and ability to organize a
new voluntary association, he or she may go ahead and give full play to his or
her talent. When a new association proclaims its founding, onc or a couple of
new association leaders emerge.
For instance, it was in early 1995 that I first met one middle-aged Chinese
man. At that time, he had just immigrated into the Netherlands and attempt-
ed to set up his business. Two years later, when I met him again, I found
from his name card that he had already become the chairman of four asso-
ciations: t\VO associations are European-wide and the other two are world-
wide. Although one cannot know what significance these associations have, at
some public occasions such as a joint meeting of Chinese associations, this
man just stood up and gave a speech as a Chinese association leader.
Nevertheless, being a leader of an association (especially of new and small
ones) is far from becoming an accepted leader of the Chinese community.
More precisely, only those who have made contributions to the development
of the Chinese community for years may be accepted as leaders. During the
last 12 years in which I have followed the development of the Chinese asso-
ciations in the Netherlands, I have observed that, alongside the proliferation
of Chinese associations, new association leaders have kept coming forward.
However, only a limited number of them are able to maintain their position
and thus be rightfully recognized as a true leader.
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2 Membership
Leaders and individual members of an association may cherish a variety of
different and contrasting goals. Although some scholars stress that one char-
acteristic of the Chinese associations is that the leaders decide everything for
their respective associations (ef. Sec, 1988; Wiekbcrg, 1988; Wong, 1977;
Crissman, 1967), whether the common individual members are indeed com-
pletely unaware of what their leaders are doing or of what is going on is
uncertain. Therefore, this section will focus on the general responses and
reflections of the ordinary Chinese immigrants towards the Chinese associa-
tions in the Netherlands.
A The rights and duties ifmembers
As ethnic associations, its members usually come from one ethnic group and
interact based on common language, culture and tradition, similar experi-
ences in an alien environment, and shared identity. Moreover, nowadays, the
principle of voluntariness has been adhered to as the basic organizational prin-
ciple by all contemporary Chinese associations in the Ncrherlands.!"
In accordance with the relevant laws of the Netherlands, the voluntary
associations can be registered as two types of organizations: Stichting or Ve-
reniging. It would be too complicated to explain the concrete differences be-
tween these two types of associations. Basically, while a Vereniging should have
some members, a Stichting is not required to have any members. To put it
differently, everyone is allowed to register a Stichting simply in his or her
personal name but without any partners or followers. Among the well-known
Chinese associations in the Netherlands, CSFN, CCRM and ~'1t(1 Lai are
Stichtingen; but ACV, fa Yin, and most women's and elder people's associa-
tions arc Verenigingen.
Verenigingen should draft clear regulations to define the rights and duties of
their formal members. The relevant regulations stipulated by Fa Yin can be
taken as one example. These regulations define the rights and duties of its
members as follows: 17
I. Membership: All Chinese and their descendants who agree with the pur-
pose of Fa Yin can apply to become a member;
2. Joining procedures: The applicant should be introduced by one formal
member; fill in an application form and submit it to the committee.
\Vhen the application is approved by the committee, the applicant is
accepted as a formal member;
3. Membership dues: The new member should pay 25 guilders to the asso-
ciation's foundation when accepted by the association. The member-
ship dues is 25 guilders per year. A member who is older than 65 years
need not pay membership dues.
4. Rights: All members have the right to vote and to stand for election; to
have a say and make suggestions in all of the association's affairs.
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5. Resigning: Any member who wants to resign from the association should
send a formallctter to the committee two months in advance. Having
been approved by the committee, the person is officially removed from
membership. All fees that have already been paid will not be returned
to the person concerned.
I have compared Fa Yin's constitution with some other constitutions of Chi-
nese associations in the Netherlands. I found that the basic requirements of
those associations arc similar, although certain differences exist. For instance,
Fa lln requests that any new applicant should have one introducer, but some
associations ask for "two introducers," and some do not have any such re-
quest. Also, many associations have fixed their membership dues between 25
and 50 guilders per year. The exception is one small association for the "first
class" Chinese restaurateurs that has membership dues as high as 3,000
guilders per year.
Whether the relevant regulations can be truly carried out is another ques-
tion. Some common conclusions can be drawn from my studies. First, chain-
introduction is the most popular approach for Chinese associations to attract
new members, and for Chinese people to learn of and join a certain associa-
tion. Whenever I have interviewed people who arc members of a Chinese
association, one question I would pose to them was how they came to know
about this association and why they decided to join it. All of the answers I got
were similar: it was through the introduction or suggestion of a friend or a
relative. Thus, whether the constitution of an association requires that new
applicants have an introducer or not, few members of associations do not
have introducers. Moreover, because many associations expanded through
chain introduction, special guanxi networks within an association have devel-
oped. The effects of these guanxi networks on the decision-making procedures
will be discussed in the last section of this chapter.
A second phenomenon is that the emphasis on paying annual membership
dues is the only way in which an association's membership can be officially
recognized. Yet, many associations cannot regularly collect their membership
fees. For example, one association set up in 1995 had about thirty people
registered as its first members, 15 of which were elected as its first committee
members. According to its constitution, every member must pay annually
membership dues of one hundred guilders. At the end of 1996, in a commit-
tee meeting 1 observed, the secretary reported that only nine persons paid
their membership dues in the first year and none in the second year. 1 found
from the list of payments that not even all the committee members had paid
their dues. When the secretary asked whether those who did not pay their
dues could still be listed as formal members, none of the attendants answered.
After a while, the topic was changed. No one returned to the question of
membership dues. In August 1997, I met the secretary again and asked him
whether some more membership dues had been received in the third year.
He smiled and said, "I am afraid you are the only one who still remembers
it."
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The above-mentioned case to a certain degree exemplifies the situation of
many Chinese associations. ACV is another illustrative case. Since the 1970s,
when the Chinese in the Netherlands accepted the Chinese National Day (on
the first of October) as a regular public activity, it has become a custom that
a fcv.... months before the festival, ACV will send some volunteers to collect
donations for the celebration and ask its members to pay their membership
dues at the same time. Beginning in the late 1980s, the names of donators
and the amount of their donations are then published in the ACV Bulletin.
From the lists, I found the number of donators is between two and three
hundred, but the number of people who paid their annual membership dues
is only between sixty and seventy. As was noted in Chapter IV, the election
of the tenth term of the committee of ACV has special implications. Thus, in
a committee meeting held by ACV soon before its tenth election, the ques-
tion of how to check the formal membership was raised since it relates to who
would have the right to vote. After an animated discussion, the committee
made a special compulsory rule: on the polling day, everyone had to pay 25
guilders as an annual membership fee for the present year before receiving
their formal ballot. This decision was carried out, and more than twenty
thousand guilders were collected from more than eight hundred voters. This
feat - -- an association collecting such a large amount of money as member-
ship dues in one day - was unprecedented in the history of the Chinese
associations in the Netherlands. Afterwards, in a meeting held by the tenth
committee, one vice-chairman who was elected to the position for the first
time said: "when holding the next election three years later, we should ask all
members to pay 75 guilders for three year's annual fee altogether before they
vote." Then, another vice chairman immediately responded: "Don't be so
silly' Do you think they need ACV or ACV needs them?" Although it seems
that they only said it for fun, I believe that the implications are worth think-
ing about.
Briefly speaking, whether members fulfil their duties for the association
very much depends on whether their expectations can be realized by the
association. This is the topic of the following section.
B Expectations of members
Why do Chinese immigrants join an association? How do they select the
association to join? What do they expect from the associations? From my
interviews and observations, it can be inferred that nowadays the expecta-
tions held by most members are driven by different interests that can be
roughly divided into two categories: those with personal business interests
and those looking for pleasant leisure-time.
Some people choose to join a certain association for their business inter-
ests. Although the voluntary association itself cannot seek profits directly,
some people may seek or expect indirect dividends from their membership in
a certain association. The following is one representative example.
The Asian Restaurants is a Chinese restaurateurs' association set up in
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1991. It has individual Chinese restaurants as its members. That is to say,
regardless of how many owners one restaurant has, these owners can only
register one membership in the name of the restaurant. On the other hand,
if one Chinese restaurateur owns three restaurants, he has the right to regis-
ter three memberships in the name of the three restaurants. The principal
purpose of'1'he Asian Restaurants is to improve the social status of Chinese
restaurants. More concretely, in order to heighten the social status of the
first-class Chinese restaurants, it attempts to inform Dutch customers about
the differences between real Chinese restaurants and the other, less genuine
ones. The association expects that onc day the first-class Chinese restaurants
will be able to enjoy an equal footing with first-rate French restaurants. In the
founders' eyes, although nowadays there arc about two thousand Chinese
restaurants throughout the Netherlands. most of them can hardly make "ex-
cellent Chinese dishes according to the standard of Chinese cuisine." "Marry
Chinese restaurants in the Netherlands have discredited and are continuing
to discredit Chinese cuisine," one initiator said to me.
The initiators of this association arc owners of some elegant Chinese res-
taurants in the Netherlands. The association not only charges annual mem-
bership dues of as high as three thousand guilders, but also requires that any
new applicant will not be approved until the association's committee has
examined the quality of the restaurant. In spite of these unusually strict rules,
the association attracted 37 members in its first year. In an interview with
one of its members, I asked what his motive was to join the association. He
told me: l8
I believe that it is a great honour to be its member. We are all among the
first-class Chinese restaurants in the Netherlands. All activities the associa-
tion has organized are focussed on improving the social status of our
members.
Clearly, this association charges much higher membership fees than most
other Chinese associations. When asked whether the members are willing to
pay their annual dues, this interviewee said:
No problem. Because it is worth paying. For instance, the association has
printed fifty thousand excellent brochures to make propaganda for us
members. Having listed the names and addresses of all members complete
with very nice photos, the brochure stresses the differences between real
Chinese cuisine and the sham. All members can distribute the brochures
in their respective restaurants l...J
In February of 1995, the association organized a great party to cel-
ebrate the Chinese New Year. Most of the honoured guests were Dutch.
They were high-ranking Dutch officials, well-known Dutch entrepreneurs,
and distinguished persons. Their knowledge of the high quality Chinese
cuisine will bring a bright future {or the first-rate Chinese catering busi-
ness in the Netherlands.
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When asked about whether he or his restaurant has benefited from the
association, this man paused for a while then said:
Maybe yes, maybe not. I don't know exactly. But I believe I will benefit
from it sooner or later. Moreover, since the competition among the Chi-
nese restaurants is very intense, it is important to get support from a
strong organization.
HORECA Chinese Section (hereafter HCS) is an association for all Chinese
restaurant owners and has become the Chinese section of a Dutch nation-
wide association for all restaurateurs (cf. Chapter Ill). Since it was set up in
1985, the overall number of its members now amounts to more than seven
hundred Chinese restaurant owners. 19 Among my interviewees, 28 are mem-
bers of HCS. From their comments, it is casy to infer that collectively they
expect the association to lend support to their catering business.
At an annual meeting of HCS in 1996, I met a middle-aged Chinese lady
whom I have known for years. She has to manage her restaurant herself since
her husband died a couple of years ago. I was surprised to meet her there
since I had never met her in any Chinese associations' meetings or public
activities. When asked why she attended the meeting, she said.?"
This is the first time I attend a meeting of HCS. You know I am always
busy with my own restaurant. Since it is very expensive to employ a
worker, I have to work as a waitress, a cleaner, and sometimes as a cook
as well in my restaurant. It is my fate.
1\1y friends and relatives sometimes suggested to me to join this or that
Chinese association, because they feel that my life is pitiful. But I had
neither interests nor time. Even this HCS, I had no interest in it until a
couple of months ago. I changed my mind because what one of my friends
said impressed me deeply. He said, nowadays, the competition among
restaurants has become much sharper than any time before. No restaurant
can easily survive without finding a strong backing [...1It seems HCS has
some power, since it is the Chinese section of an official Dutch institution.
I wish that HCS will be able to do something to support us [...]
I attend this meeting because we were informed that after the annual
work-report by one leader, an important lecture will follow. The lecture is
on the revised hygiene regulations that all Chinese restaurants have to
comply with. I was told the lecture will be given by a Dutch official, and
someone will translate it into Chinese for us. Moreover, the Dutch official
will answer our questions then and there.
Similar expectations cropped up in my interviews with other members 01"
HCS. Also, I found that the expectations related to practical business inter-
ests are clear and urgent among the members of all the associations for
Chinese business persons and professionals. Therefore, an important chal-
lenge Ior the management of all Chinese associations is how to cater for their
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members' requirements and expectations. This will be discussed in the next
chapter.
Nevertheless, not all Chinese immigrants are purposefully trying to ad-
vance their business interests through associations. Many people, such as
elderly people and housewives, join a certain association only to look for a
place for pleasant engagements.
Between March and December 1995, I followed several major programs
organized by one of Amsterdam's Chinese women's associations. Then, be-
twccn June and December 1996, I attended almost every weekly meeting
organized by Fa Yin. These activities provided me with ample opportunities
to interview ordinary members.
Unlike the associations for Chinese business persons or professionals, these
two associations have different aims: the members' welfare and friendship.
Both associations often attract from dozens to hundreds of people to their
activities. When asked about their motives for becoming a member of the
Chinese association concerned, the popular answers are as follows: for fun; to
meet friends and have some conversation; to escape from a boring life in an
alien environment. Most members of these associations are retired people or
housewives who have physically settled down in the Netherlands but not
mentally. They have kept a certain distance from the Dutch society, regard-
less of how many years they have lived in the Netherlands. Thus, they are
glad that the Chinese associations have created a familiar world for them and
organized some activities to enrich their life.
One of my informant's comments about her motivation to join a Chinese
women's association may, to a certain degree, represent the collective desire
of many Chinese housewives in the Netherlands: 21
In 1980 I arrived in the Netherlands soon after I married my husband, he
works in one Chinese restaurant in Amsterdam [...] I found I had sudden-
ly been thrown into a strange and cold world. My husband works day and
night in the restaurant. I always felt lonely, restless, and frightened.
A couple of years ago, through the introduction of my cousin, I joined
this Chinese women's association. Since then, my life has changed. I am
glad to know that there are so many Chinese sisters, same as me, living in
this country. We meet regularly and have chats together. We help each
other. vVe attend courses organized by our association, to learn Dutch, to
learn dancing, singing, sewing and home-cooking. \Ve enjoy ourselves
very much. Moreover, through the arrangement of this association, I also
joined the social works section to help the elderly Chinese who are sick,
weak, or disabled. I feel my life is rich now, although I even feel I am too
busy, and sometimes exhausted.
In Amsterdam, due to some disagreements among the initiators, the Chinese
women's association set up in 1991 divided into two in 1993, and the Chi-
nese elders' association set up in 1991 also divided into two in 1993 and then
into three in 1996. Nevertheless, many members do not know or do not care
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about the differences between these associations. Some members just pick up
and follow the programs in which they are interested, regardless of which
association is the organizer. One lady I met very often at the activities organ-
ized by both women's associations is a housewife, i.e., a wife of a Chinese
restaurant owner. During an interview with her, she casually mentioned the
differences between the two Chinese women's associations."
1 heard some stories about the disagreement between the leaders of the
t\VO associations. But I don't care. \Vhy should I care? I have joined both
of them. The membership fee is very cheap, only 25 guilders for one year.
It means nothing to spend 50 guilders a year for being a member of the
two associations. I do so. Therefore, I receive programs distributed by
both associations regularly. It is not bad, isn't it? Of course I do not take
part in all programs. I simply select the interesting programs to attend.
[Do you go to the general meetings for voting?]
No, no, no, never. I don't care about who will take the chair. I only like to
enjoy all the interesting programs that they organize for us.
One interviewee, a divorcee in her sixties, told me: 23
I cannot tell you exactly how many associations I have joined.
[Did you register as a formal member and pay membership dues']
No, it is not necessary. Too much trouble. I am an old lady, usually the
association will not charge a person like me for membership dues. Any-
how, it is too boring to stay at home. My children all have grown up and
have their own life l...]
You know that there are three Chinese associations for elders in Am-
sterdam. It is good. One has its weekly meeting on every Tuesday after-
noon, however, the other two on every Thursday afternoon. This is bad.
Why should these two associations arrange the weekly meeting on the
same day? I tried to convince the leaders that they had better select
different days for meetings, but no one listened to me. 2+ I am disappoint-
ed. r wish the different associations will arrange their respective activities
on different days. I wish r could have a jolly time together with other
Chinese every day, EVERY DAY'
The responses of the t\VO interviewees are significant. Their reason for joining
Chinese associations is to find a familiar and harmonious environment in
their spare time. They want somebody to organize activities for them, but
they themselves do not want or have no ability to contribute to the organiza-
tion of such affairs. They simply enjoy their position as ordinary members.
This type of member shares two characteristics. First, many of them are
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poorly educated and especially lack knowledge about the receiving society.
Some male rctirces spent their lives within the four walls of the Chinese
kitchens, where little knowledge of Dutch society can be learned. And some
women arc housewives who have little motivation to know the receiving
society. Hence, as long as a Chinese association creates opportunities that
may more or less enrich their lives, they arc casily satisfied.
And the second characteristic of this group is that most of them lead a
normal life without any clear ambition for their future. Among them, some
were restaurant owners who are now retired and just enjoy their casy life-
style; some arc housewives dependent on their husbands; and some just live
on welfare support. They have no ambition, or, to put it in other terms, they
have no interests in ascending to a position of power. One man of about
seventy is always active in one association, but rejects any nomination to be
a candi~~te for committee membership. \Vhen asked about his reasons, he
told me: 2.)
It is too much trouble to be a committee member. Whoever wants the
position, he may take it. I don't care, and I don't like it. I help to organize
the activities because I enjoy doing it. It is simply for fun! For fun! (He
repeated the last words several times.)
Regardless of whether there is any other reason behind it, this kind of mem-
ber, active but without ambition, is always welcomed by all association lead-
ers.
\Vith the significant increase in the number of Chinese associations and
with the similarities of many of them, how to attract more members for their
associations has become a great challenge for many leaders.
C Responses from outsiders to associations
At the ver-y beginning of this book, it was pointed out that sincc the 1980s the
general organizational trend of Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands has
shown an increase in the total number of Chinese associations. However, the
percentage of the rank and file Chinese immigrants that bother to register as
formal association members remains low. This situation is in need of explora-
tion.
During my research, I attempted to find out detailed information about
the membership of the associations I studied; however, it often turned out to
be a futile effort. Among the mid- or large-scale associations, few have an
available list of their members. Moreover, even with regard to the few that
arc able to produce a membership list, further studies have to be made before
their figures can be accepted. The following is an representative example.
lance went to visit the head of an association that has been proclaimed by
its leaders as the most active and onc of the largest Chinese associations in
the Netherlands. When asked about how many members there arc in the
association, this head said: 26
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\Ve have one notebook to let all new members register. Every new mem-
ber will have his or her name written down in the book with a registering
number. According to the record of the notebook, there are more than
five hundred persons registered in our association by now. Therefore, I
can tell you clearly that we have more than five hundred members by now.
[Do these five hundred members pay their membership dues and attend
the activities regularly?]
Of course not all of them. There are always some new members joining
and some old members stop coming to the activities.
[Do you strike out the names of the members who stop coming from your
membership list?]
Xo. We never cross out any names from the list. It is not a few of them
who come back to pay the membership dues again after they stup coming
for one or two years. They arc always welcomed.
[How many members have come to pay their membership dues of the
present year"]
By the end of last month there arc one hundred and nille!y-eZff,ht. Since we do
not have a fixed period for registration, the number of registered members
of the present year may still increase because more people may come to
pay their membership dues in the coming months.
From the description quoted above, it can be seen that this association has
two membership figures: less than two hundred and more than five hundred.
The former one is the number who have paid their membership dues for the
current year, and the higher figure is cumulative. The leaders of this asso-
ciation prefer to use the cumulative name list as the membership list of the asso-
ciation.
Comparatively speaking, the statistics of membership as handled by this
association is clearer. Marry others, especially the large-scale associations, can
only produce an indeterminate estimate of the number of their members.
Moreove-r, since a larger membership is regarded as an evidence of the high-
er social position of the association, the number of members proclaimed by
some association leaders is often greater than what the figure is in reality.
The following arc the numbers of members proclaimed by the relevant asso-
ciation leaders or secretaries:
Chun Pah with branches: 1,491 members by June 1998 (Chun Pah,
1998:14);
ACV: more than eleven hundred members (ACV, 1997:3);
r+'Oi rVun with branches: more than one thousand."?
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HCS: more than seven hundred Chinese restaurant owncrs;~w
Fa Yin: more than two hundred members. 2~)
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It should also be noted that the associations based upon shared provenance
normally proclaim that all their co-villagers or co-provincials are members,
even if they have not actually registered. In addition, there are some smaller
associations whose members val)' in number from a few to dozens.
Regardless of whether the numbers given above match the facts, if all the
quotable numbers of the relevant Chinese association members arc put to-
gether, there are about five or six thousand Chinese who have at one time
officially registered as formal members of a Chinese association. This is a
very low number considering there arc up to one hundred thousand Chinese
immigrants and their descendants residing throughout the Netherlands.
\Vhat reasons underlie the fact that many Chinese immigrants do not
bother to become formal association member? Some extracts from my inter-
views may help provide the answer.
Having spent eight years in the Netherlands as an undocumented worker
in several Chinese restaurants, 1.1r. ZJ returned to his hometown of Rui'an in
1992. Now, living with his wife and two sons in a recently bought five-storey
house, he enjoys a life of plenty on the basis of the money he earned and saved
in those eight years. When asked whether he had been involved in any Chinese
associations while he was in the Netherlands, he shook his head and said:3o
I\0, never. I heard about the names of those associations. But I saw
nothing of what they could have done for us common people. Can they
help me to get a resident permit? No! \Vhy should I contact them? [...]
Yeah, once a year there would be a party around the first of October to
celebrate the Chinese National Day. Also, every year several parties were
held in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and some other big cities to celebrate the
Chinese New Year.
[Did you go to enjoy the parties.']
Yes, of course. Usually, the boss would close the restaurant early when
there was a party. Then we were able to go together. It was great fun, not
only to watch the performances but to meet eo-villagers and friends as
well [...] I saw some famous Chinese movie stars during those years. They
were invited to give performances in Holland. That was great! In my
hometown, in such an unknown and little city, I can only watch those
movie stars on TV.
Obviously, this interviewee's reaction to Chinese associations is self-contra-
dictory: he did not like any Chinese associations in the Netherlands, and yet
he did enjoy the activities held by the Chinese associations. As wc will sec in
other examples, this is representative of many Chinese people's reaction to
Chinese associations.
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The case of Mr. LT represents the outsiders' reaction from another per-
spective. Mr. LT's father was a well-known leader of several Chinese associa-
tions in the Netherlands before the Second World War. During the 1960s,
Mr. LT himself once actively joined the efforts to organize an association for
the Chinese restaurateurs. During the 1980s, however, he kept a distance
from all Chinese associations. When asked for the reasons, he gave some
explanations in general terms: he personally has lost interest in any associa-
tion activities; there are many differences of opinions between the newcomers
and elders like himself;3! the new leaders paid no attention to him because
"they do not know the history" Among these and others, he stressed one
reason rcpcatcdlv.'?
I don', like those so-called leaders. They are just a certain kind of rich
Chinese restaurateur. You see, they are everywhere. Onc day, you see
them hold Buddhist rites. Another day, you will see them attending a
meeting held by a Chinese Christian association. Moreover, they always
sit in front of the platform. But, in fact, what have they done for the rank
and file Chinese? Nothing! They are making a show for themselves. Why
should 1join their associations just to be a stone to build up the position of
a handful of leaders'
I got similar responses from other interviewees. The following answers arc
quoted from my interviews with people who have different backgrounds.P
Only the Chinese millionaires arc interested in organizing associations. It
is a good place for them to show themselves off. (The interviewee is a
middle-aged man and works for a Dutch company.)
For the big Chinese bosses, organizing an association is one part of their
business. \Ve are workers. \Ve don't have our own business. Therefore, we
don't care about any associations. If I have time and energy, I prefer to
find extra work to earn some more money. \Vhy should I spend time to
join those associations just to please those big bosses? (The interviewee is
a waitress in her late thirtics.)
I heard that there are several Chinese associations in Amsterdam. I think,
however, all these associations arc places where only old people and those
who can eat the rice of idleness meet with each other and while away their
time. Now and then I also see some more Chinese associations organized
by and for those Chinese bosses that make a show in Amsterdam. I am
not interested in any of them. (The interviewee is a self-employed man
around forty.)
Of course 1 know ACV. I come from Wenzhou, and some of my relatives
are active in that association. I myself however am not an official member
of ACV. Simply because I have no time. I am busy with my business. I
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have three children in school. I have to earn money not only to support
my family but also to support my parents in \Venzhou. (The interviewee is
an owner of a small Chinese restaurant and a widow.)
If there is an interesting program, I'll go with my friends to enjoy it [...] I
never think ofjoining any Chinese association. \Vhy should I do that? It is
not necessary. The activities organized by those associations, such as Chi-
na week, and performances in Chinese festivals arc open to everyone.
(The interviewee is a teenager born in the Netherlands.)
They said that their association is to be the voice of all Chinese in the
Netherlands. Rather, I only see a few big bosses, so-called leaders, repre-
sent the Chinese insofar as when they receive high-ranking delegations
from China at the dinner table. (The interviewee is a Chinese lady who
had been active in one nationwide Chinese association but quit the asso-
ciation in 1996.)
Since I became unemployed, I tried to find a Chinese association that is
worth joining. During the last six months, I have gone to several associa-
tions to follow their activities, and sometimes to help them organize af-
fairs. However, I am greatly disappointed about the education level and
qualities of either leaders or members. I can have no sympathetic contacts
with them, and they do not accept me either. Therefore, I decided to quit
from all such stupid activities. (The interviewee is a female engineer in her
fifties who emigrated to the Netherlands in the mid-1980s.)
As we can sec, different people have different reasons that hold them back
from registering as a member of a Chinese association. Although their per-
sonal differences are significant, their attitude towards Chinese associations as
a whole cannot be completely separated from their socio-economic status.
Basically, all outsiders or non-members can be classified into three groups:
business persons, those who work for Chinese employers, and those who
work for Duteh employers.
Concerning the first group, because they regard it as a heavy burden to be
involved in any Chinese association, some business persons simply have no
desire to join or to head any Chinese association and even try to keep a
certain distance from them. After all, as was mentioned earlier, the activities
held by many voluntary associations depend on the donations of well-to-do
business persons among their members. Thus, some business persons are
afraid that the association will abuse their wealth.
The second group is a big collective that includes those who work for
Chinese employers. In their minds, joining an association is something that
requires owning a personal business. From their remarks quoted above,
many workers have defined the organizers of most Chinese associations as a
they-group, i.e., the boss group. Some simply call well-known Chinese asso-
ciations - such as ACV, HCS, COCA, or COR - lao ban hui (bosses' asso-
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ciations). Many have no interest in joining an association because it is a
ladder for the bosses to climb, and in no way does the association allow the
ordinary members to be vocal. They have no interest in serving as a foil to a
few leaders. It should be noted that until the mid-1990s, there was no Chi-
nese labour union specifically set up to protect the interests of Chinese work-
ers. This issue will be discussed further in the following chapter on the social
functions of the Chinese associations.
Finally, among the people who arc employed by the Dutch, few have an
interest in Chinese associations. The people of this group usually have fewer
obstacles -- such as language -- preventing them from integrating into the
Dutch society. Many have more contacts with their Dutch colleagues, neigh-
bours, or friends than with their fellow country people. One reason why they
are not interested in the existing Chinese associations is that most Chinese
associations are organized for people with a rather low education who cannot
integrate into Dutch society properly. In addition, there are also some very
practical reasons. Sinee most organizers of Chinese associations are related to
the Chinese catering business, the relevant meetings or activities are arranged
in accordance with their time schedule. For example, the weekend is the best
and busiest time for the catering business, so no meetings of the Chinese
associations will be held during the weekend. Consequently, many Chinese
associations will organize their meetings or activities either on Monday or
late at night (after 23:00 hours) when many restaurants arc closed. This
arrangement is inconvenient for the people who are outside the Chinese
catering business.
Returning to the main discussion, is the limited membership a reflection
that most Chinese immigrants adopt an indifferent attitude towards the Chi-
nese associations? To put it differently, while admitting that the actual mem-
bership of the Chinese associations is currently at a relatively low level, it
should not be ignored that the proper figure of Chinese immigrants who have
more or less been involved in the Chinese associations' activities is much
higher.
First, as was pointed out in Chapter V, it is a normal phenomenon that
one family will have only one representative (in most cases the male head of
the family) join the association. If we take this point into consideration, the
total number of Chinese association members will be thousands of Chinese
immigrant families instead of individuals; in other words. the total number of
members would more than double.
Secondly, a low level of official membership is also due to the organiza-
tional system itself. On the one hand, as was noted earlier, all those associa-
tions registered as stichting do not solicit members; on the other hand, many of
the associations that have some members do not clearly define different treat-
ments or attitudes towards the members and non-members. Hence, some
Chinese consciously or unconsciously benefit from the functions of the asso-
ciations even if they remain outsiders. For example, many Chinese parents
have benefitted from the Chinese schools for their children, but very few of
them bother to register as a formal member of the relevant Chinese associa-
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tions. In addition, some people keep claiming that the associations "have
done nothing for us common people" while they enjoy the associations' activ-
ities (e.g., public parties and performances at Chinese festivals).
Moreover, among the Chinese business persons who do not join Chinese
associations, some have also been, directly or indirectly, involved in the Chi-
nese associations at some point. For example, when a large-scale China \Veek
was held by LFCON, COCA and some other Chinese associations in Am-
sterdam in September 1997, some Chinese business persons who are outsid-
ers of these associations became sponsors because they regarded it as an
opportunity to advertise and highlight their names. Thus, in this sense and
others, they have benefitted from the associations.
In the cnd, the relationship between the Chinese associations and the
Chinese immigrants who are non-members can be illustrated as follows: these
non-members have heard of certain Chinese associations; many have more
or less benefitted from their activities; however, they have almost no more
contact with the associations than simply enjoying the activities organized
publicly. Many remain unaware of and do not care about the respective aims
and activities of these Chinese associations.
3 Organizational arrangement
When studying the general characteristics of the organizational structure of
Chinese associations, it is important to consider how informal organizational
arrangements can work withinfimw/ associations. To put it differently, it is
safe to say that although apparent varieties exist among Chinese associations,
such as varying sizes, aims, functions, and levels of participation by its mem-
bers, similarities exist in that their organizational structure and adaptation to
the environment depend very much on informal and unseen links.
A The decision-making process
Among the contemporary Chinese associations in the Netherlands, it is nor-
mal to read from their constitutions that the final decision-making power of
the association belongs to the general members. Often, the members' demo-
cratic participation is clearly defined as well. In practice, however, this article
is hardly more than just words on paper. This contradiction can be explained
from two major angles.
On the one hand, the democratic process is a significant model for all
Chinese associations in the Netherlands. Democracy is the basis on which the
Chinese voluntary associations have grown up. For a very long time, the
paternalistic-authoritarian political culture has dominated Chinese society.
Partly because of this historical background, the Chinese abroad are more
sensitive about their freedom than many other nationalities. Therefore, re-
gardless of how the decision-making process is to take place, most organizers
of the Chinese associations will clearly stress that the association will be ruled
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by its members. Otherwise, the association can have no appeal to Chinese
immigrants.
On the other hand, however, few Chinese associations seriously pursue a
mode of democracy for some pragmatic reasons. For example, for the mid-
dle-scale and large-scale associations, it is difficult to find a right time and
sufficient funding to hold a general meeting for all of its members. Moreover,
when nothing of importance has suddenly arisen that could affect their daily
life, most members will not think it is necessary that they should put aside the
work in hand in order to attend a regular members' meeting.
\\-Te can take the annual members' meeting of HCS as one example.
Among the Chinese associations in the Netherlands, HCS is among the few
that are able to hold its annual members' meeting regularly. However, being
an association that claims to have more than seven hundred members, its
annual meetings are often only attended by fewer than one hundred mem-
bers. For example, for its annual meeting in 1996, the organizers had sent
out an announcement more than two months earlier. All members were
informed that an election for committee members would be held on that date
and a lecture on the new rules of restaurant hygiene would be given after-
wards. In addition, before the meeting, a dinner would be served to all
attending members, and each member could bring along one of their family
members. Despite all the publicity, the number of attendants was less than
twenty per cent of the total registered members. Yet, the organizers ex-
pressed their satisfaction with this number of attendants.U
1\..10st leaders of Chinese associations have recognized the difficulties of
holding a general meeting for its members. Some appropriate adaptations
have been made in light of actual conditions. Some associations do have a
regulation to define the quorum for its members' meeting, but no one takes
this regulation seriously. For instance, Fa Tin has decided that its general
members' meeting will have the power to make decisions only if more than
one-third of its members are present. However, neither its leaders nor its
members follow this regulation. No objections to the decisions made by all
previous members' meetings have been raised, although most of the meetings
were far from reaching the quorum.
Taking such facts into account, some associations simply avoid the rel-
evant regulations. A regulation of how many people will constitute a quorum
for the annual general meeting usually cannot be found in an association's
constitution. For example, on 18 September 1997, EFCO held a meeting of
its standing members in The Hague. \Vhile discussing a new draft of its
constitution, the chairman asked the attendants to put forward suggestions on
how many participants should form a quorum for its members' meeting to
have the final say. The common response was that a quorum should com-
prise at least one-third of all members. If such a quorum is seriously required,
however, then in practice, there would never be a general meeting of mem-
bers with the power to make decisions. At the end. all participants agreed
that it is not necessary to insert a regulation about a quorum in the constitu-
tion.
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Because the power of a general members' meeting to make decisions is
usually nothing but an empty shell, to my knowledge, the real power to make
decisions lies in the hands of a few key leaders of each association and their
invisible links. Therefore, a common structure of a Chinese association is that
it has a closed core and a certain number of loosely organized members.
B Interlocking leadership and loosely organized members
Some small associations arc organized around a few close friends, and some
associations registered as stiduing have no members. These two kinds of asso-
ciations will not be included in the current discussion. Hereafter, the discus-
sion will focus on middle-scale and large-scale associations (i.e., the Dutch
vereniging) .
Usually, the closed core of these associations is composed of a few power-
fulleaders, and all important decisions are made among them. Quite often, it
seems that during a meeting of the standing committee or a meeting of the
board members. an important decision was taken after some elaborate dis-
cussions. Sometimes, however, this is only superficially so. Actually, before
the public meeting takes place, the real discussions had already been carried
on among the core members. More precisely, the real decisions have been
made through phone calls among the core members or have been made at
the dinners attended by the core members. I will not say that all discussions
held in meetings are mere formalities, but it is justifiable to say that meetings
frequently will not be held before a consensus has been reached among the
core members. In the meetings, some amendments may be added to the
original draft, but the basic resolutions usually will not be changed. Saying
that the function of many of these meetings is nothing more than formalizing
a decision that was already made is not too far from the truth.
There are usually some major supporters or members of the association
active around the core decision-makers. Normally, because of chain-intro-
duction, they are good friends or close relatives of the people at the core.
Moreover, since there is no limitation to the number of leading posts of a
certain association, many of these enthusiasts will eventually be accommodat-
ed with a title.
Then, at the periphery of an association, there may be dozens or a few
hundred members: some pay their membership dues regularly, others irregu-
larly, and some never do. They registered as members of a certain association
for various reasons: a friend suggested it and they felt uneasy to say no; for
personal companionship; to get experience; and so on. They may well enjoy
the programs in which they are interested but ignore the activities they do
not like. Meanwhile, some may keep complaining about the lack of well-
organized programs. Nevertheless, few will actually bother about such affairs
as how to perfect the association.
In the course of my study, I have found a result that contains a peculiar
tension: the Chinese associations as a whole arc the product of a democratic
system, but there is no democracy within the association. More precisely,
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among the Chinese in the Netherlands, establishing one's own association
has been accepted as a democratic right; however, an authoritarian style of
leadership is accepted as normal within the associations. Generally, the mem-
bers' participation rate in the association's affairs is low. Moreover, if a cou-
ple or leaders or some members are not satisfied with the decisions made by
a few core leaders, the result is that the losers will quit the existing association
and, if they want, simply 0)' to organize a new association by themselves.
The case of Glum Pah. is an example of this.
As was mentioned in Chapter IV, Chun Pah. was set lip 1Il 1989 as an
association for elderly Chinese, It organized parties, tours and lectures for
Chinese elders and created a good image for itself in the Chinese community.
In about three years, it was said that the number of its members had in-
creased from nine initiators to more than seven hundred. The association
received subsidies of more than twenty thousand guilders per year from the
Dutch authorities. Meanwhile, as the first Chinese association organized for
and by the Chinese elderly, it also received plenty of donations from Chinese
business persons. In 1992, however, some sharp conflicts arose among the
committee members. Some complained that the accounts of the association
were not in order, and a certain group had taken more than its share. Some
even accused a couple or leaders of taking the association's money. Some
members therefore argued that a democratic supervisor system should be
established to square and publish all accounts. Yet the people who were in
charge of the financial affairs insisted that it was not necessary to make the
accounts open for public inspection because this might cause further misun-
derstanding. Since their opinions were ignored, the members who nursed a
grievance simply quit ell/m Pah. and organized a new Chinese elders' associa-
tion, named Tung Lok, in 1993. Two years later, however. disagreements rose
among some activists of Tung Lok. One group complained that the chairworu-
an was autocratic and criticized her for having done something too foolish
and thus asked for a new election. The chairwoman and her supporters,
however, simply brushed all criticisms aside. As a result, another new Chi-
nese elders' association was established by the opposition faction.
This being the case, no truly' democratic atmosphere can be found within
such an association. Moreover, the association often becomes more and more
firmly ruled by a peer group, Given all of this, what is the future of the
Chinese associations if they are developing in such a vvay? How do hundreds
of Chinese association leaders today in the Netherlands cope with innovation
and with rapidly changing environments?
Let us turn to the next chapter for this discussion.

CHAPTER VII
A Bridge and A Wall between the
Two Worlds: Organizational Functions
In the preceding chapters, we have studied why and how the Chinese asso-
ciations are organized. What is the social consequence of the existence of
these associations in the Netherlands today? Mort-over, what are the social
roles or functions, either manifest or latent, that constitute the social reason
for their existence and development? This chapter searches for answers to
these questions.
1 Social activities organized by associations
Associations derive their significance from organizing various social activities.
It is quite common that an association will be distinguished more by its social
functions than by its membership. Before going into a theoretical study, it is
necessary to give some examples of the concrete activities that Chinese asso-
ciations have organized. Which kinds of activities have been organized and
how have they been organized? What are the major targets which the organ-
izers intend to influence?
Generally, an association organizes an activity with particular emphasis
on a definite purpose. To give a clearer picture, the examples arc grouped
according to the major targets on which the organizers intended to exercise
their influence. In other words, the relevant activities have been sorted into
three categories: those organized among the Chinese immigrants in the Neth-
erlands; those organized with regard to China; and those organized with
regard to the Dutch society.
A Activities organized within an ethnic environment
The Chinese immigrants are the social basis of the Chinese associations.
Thus, it is understandable that a great part of the activities organized by the
Chinese associations are focussed on the Chinese immigrants themselves.
In Chapters III and V, I described how important it was that the Chinese
associations handled day-to-day problems for their members before the Sec-
ond World War. Also, I explained the compulsory measures imposed by
some Chinese associations to fulfill their aim of mutual welfare at that time.
This situation, however, has gone forever. Nowadays, the principal public
activities organized by the Chinese associations within the Chinese communi-
ty arc basically related to the following targets: cultivation of the Chinese
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cultural heritage; leisure-time programs; and, to a certain degree, protection
of common interests for either the whole Chinese immigrant community or a
certain group among them.
Cultivation of cultural heritage
The first important part of the activities organized by the Chinese associa-
tions is focussed on the cultivation of the Chinese cultural heritage. Signifi-
cant activities arc, amongst others: running after-school Chinese schools
for Chinese children; publishing Chinese newspapers; setting up Chinese
libraries; organizing Chinese theatrical performances; arranging special Chi-
nese arts exhibitions, and so on.
Cultural continuity is treasured by the Chinese. Examples in Chapters IV
and V showed how closely interlocked Chinese schools and Chinese associa-
tions are. When considering the general situation of Chinese education held
by the Chinese themselves, the role played by Chinese associations can be
differentiated into three levels.
First, some Chinese schools are sponsored by Chinese associations. At the
beginning of 1998, of the 41 Chinese schools in the Nctherlands, only 11 of
them were more or less subsidized by the local Dutch authorities. 1According
to an investigation by LFCON, every year up to 500,000 guilders must be
collected by the respective Chinese associations to run the Chinese schools."
It is a challenge to find the right ways to collect this kind of money. For
instance, among the Chinese in the Netherlands, it has become a custom to
use the money collected from various parties organized during the Chinese
festivals to support the local Chinese schools. Very often, when such a party
is held, the organizers will try to sell a kind of "lottery tickets"; the more, the
better. Because all awards are donated by Chinese business people or by
companies, a part of the money received from selling tickets can be donated
to the Chinese schools. Another occasion to collect money for the school is
the closing ceremony held at the cnd of each school year. While holding the
closing ceremony, many schools will invite the leaders of the relevant associa-
tions. Then, the participants will donate some money to cover the budget for
the next year.
Teachers are the mainstay of every school. Due to the limited financial
resources, the teachers working in Chinese schools (there are about three
hundred of them throughout the Netherlands) cannot be salaried according
to the Dutch regulations." Thus, in order to appreciate the teachers' volun-
tary contributions, at the cnd of each school year, it has become an unwritten
rule that the Chinese associations will organize a Thank-You Banquet for the
teachers working in the relevant schools.
The second role played by some Chinese associations relates to their at-
tempts to match the requests of the Dutch Department of Education by
improving the level of education at Chinese schools. Specifically, this role is
related to the 1996 Teaching Foreigners Modern Languagcs Policy, which
was promulgated by the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Sciences."
According to this new policy, as soon as some essential prerequisites concern-
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ing the quality of the mother tongue school are fulfilled, it may expect full
funding from the local Dutch government.
In the beginning, it was not clear whether the Chinese mother tongue
education could he included in the funding target designed by the above-
mentioned new policy. Thus, to have the Dutch authorities recognize that
Chinese children need to be educated in their mother tongue, on I April
1996, a special group named Improving Chinese Language Education in the
Netherlands was set up with the support of existing Chinese associations such
as LFCON, ACV, Fa Yin and some others. Between April and August 1996,
the group conducted a survey on the general situation of Chinese schools. In
all, 131 teachers were involved during this inquiry. The survey report, enti-
tled "We hope to be supported and recognized by the government so that the
Chinese education can become even better," was subsequently published in
September and sent to the Dutch authorities. They hoped it woold be a basis
to stimulate special attention for culturally sensitive services for Chinese
schools."
According to the prerequisites defined by the new policy, among others,
all teachers who are to teach an ethnic mother tongue should have acquired
a diploma to teach this language, and at the same time their Dutch language
level should at least be CITO-2 Ievel.f More than four-fifths of the teachers
working in Chinese schools, however, are not yet up to this standard." Many
teachers are housewives who had a Chinese education before emigration and
are making earnest efforts to teach the Chinese language to pupils. To
heighten the teachers' quality, some training courses have been planned and
sponsored by LFCON and some other nationwide Chinese associations. For
instance, between 25 October and 13 December 1996, a seven-week training
course was held in Zwolle and Utrecht for Chinese teachers from all over the
Netherlands. Some qualified teachers, three Chinese and one Dutch, were
invited to give training courses on Chinese grammar, teaching methods, child
psychology, and school management. At the end of the course, 42 partici-
pants received a diploma presented by the chairman of LFCON.
Meanwhile, on 8 and 9 October 1996, a symposium on "Chinese lan-
guage education in European Chinese schools" was held in Zandvcort, spon-
sored by EFCO, LFCON, ACV, Fa Tin and some other associations. About
one hundred and twenty Chinese school teachers and Chinese association
leaders who are enthusiastic in promoting Chinese education came from 11
European countries to attend the symposium. At the meeting, representatives
from other European countries explained how the policy on teaching their
mother tongue to Chinese children has been carried out in their respective
countries. The representatives also elucidated how they have made efforts to
develop Chinese education. All agreed that the Chinese schools all over
Europe should strengthen mutual cooperation.
In November 1997, finally, Chinese language education was recognized as
an official mother tongue education by the Dutch Parliament. Still, the Chi-
nese associations as well as the Chinese schools continue working on upgrad-
ing their teachers.
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The third important level that Chinese associations work on is related to
organizing meaningful activities for pupils studying the Chinese language.
For instance, since the mid-! 980s, Fa Tin and ACV have organized a "super-
vised summer tour to China" for pupils of Chinese schools. The associations
have not only sent functionaries as organizers and guides to China, but also
used their special contacts with the administrations in China to make the
tours more attractive and productive. In China, as well as visiting the places
which are famous for their scenery or historical significance, the participants
would follow some Chinese courses. Moreover, some parties would be spe-
cially organized to let the Chinese youth from abroad get together with their
peers in China.
Some cultural activities for Holland-born Chinese descendants have been
held in the Netherlands as well. For instance, since 1987, CCRM and Wah
Fook Wui have funded supervised summer holidays named Chiuese Culture
Camp for Chinese youngsters. The duration of this camp is about one week.
In the camp, a couple of qualified teachers sent by OCAC from Taiwau will
give professional courses on Chinese calligraphy, Chinese painting, Chinese
national dances, Chinese musical instruments, Chinese traditional folk hand-
work, and Chinese Gong Fu. Further, some attractive entertainment such as a
one-day tour, picnic, dancing party, or sports meeting will be held as well." In
July 1997, one Chinese Buddhist association ( Buddha's Light International,
Holland section -- also held a Chinese Culture Camp in Paris for Chinese
desceudants from the Netherlands.
Besides the Chinese mother tongue education, other activities aimed at
the cultivation of Chinese culture can be listed. One well-known example is
the organization of Chinese performances during traditional Chinese festi-
vals. Since the mid-1980s, it has become a custom for several Chinese asso-
ciations to work together to invite a troupe from China to give performances
in the Netherlands around the Chinese National Day and the Chinese Spring
Festival. Such an activity demands considerable human and financial re-
sources. First, a proper troupe should be carefully selected. The troupe
should enjoy a good reputation among the Chinese, and it should be distinct
from other troupes that have already visited the Netherlands. Then, the
relevant administrations in China should be contacted, and sometimes it is
necessary or advisable to bargain with them about the costs. All costs needed
for travelling, accommodation and performances have to be borne by the
host associations. I was told by a leader who has been active in organizing
performances for years that, on average, about 50,000 guilders are needed to
cover the expenses of one troupe from China for two or three performances
in the Netherlands. He said to me repeatedly: "although this is a heavy
burden, it is a major contribution of our Chinese associations to the Chinese
community in the Netherlands." Some other interviewees also spoke similar
words to me. It is not easy to see a Chinese theatrical performance in a
Western country, which makes this kind of cultural activity attractive. How-
ever, it can only be put on collectively by associations with sufficient financial
resources.
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Establishing Chinese libraries for Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands
is another objective already realized by some Chinese associations. By the
mid-1990s, there were three small Chinese libraries in the Netherlands run
by Chinese associations. The first was set up in Rotterdam: first run by
CCRM, and some years later transferred to Wah Fook Wui and Vereniging
Chinese Bemoners in Rotterdam (Association of Chinese Inhabitants in Rotter-
dam). Wa Lai set up the second in Amsterdam, and Stichting Yao Yi Trefcenoum
Chinecen Utrecht (Foundation Yao Yi Friendship Ccntcr of Chinese in Utrecht)
set up the third in Utrecht.'J Each library has its own characteristics.
The Chinese lihrary in Rotterdam is the first and the largest one. It has
subscriptions to about thirty Chinese newspapers and periodicals published
in Taiwan and Hong Kong. It also has as many as seven thousand Chinese
books, two thousand Chinese magazines, and about two hundred Chinese
videos in its collection. There is a reading room in the library, and there are
book and video lending services. According to the library's registration book,
in the whole year of 1997, admissions to the library totaled more than six
thousand.
The fVa Lai library is mainly for Chinese children. Its collection is mostly
children's books in Chinese or books especially published for parents to help
their children. Aside from purchasing new books with its limited funding, a
great part of its collection has come from two sources: books donated by its
members and material temporarily borrowed from its members. More pre-
cisely, the members lend their books to the library for a certain period and
get them back whenever they want them.
The Utrecht library has a collection of more than six thousand books and
magazines. All books are gifts presented by authorities or associations in
Zhejiang and Guangdong provinces, that is, sent from the major hometowns
of the Chinese immigrants in the ="etherlands.
The third public cultural service rendered by certain influential Chinese
associations is to publish a Chinese information newsletter or newspaper. By
the end of 1997, there were five well-known information newspapers pub-
lished by Chinese associations in the Netherlands:
(i) ACV Bulletin has been published fortnightly (sometimes every three
weeks) by ACV since 1977 (cf. Chapter IV: I);
(ii) the Chinees HORECA Nieuws (Chinese HORECA News) is published
quarterly by HCS and is distributed to its registered members;
(iii) the BragNieuws (Bridge News) is published quarterly by a local Chi-
nese association Chinese Brug in The Hague and is distributed to its
registered members;
(iv) the INFO Krant, published by CCRM, began in 1984 and stopped in
May 1996 (ef. Chapter IV:3).
(v) LFCON Nieuwsbriif(LFCON Newsletter) published quarterly by LF-
CON between 1990 and 1997 and distributed to its association mem-
bers and the Dutch authorities concerned; but stopped in 1998 with-
out any public announcement.
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Among all of these, the ACV Bulletin is the only Chinese bulletin, although
now and then there will be a page in Dutch specially edited by DaCy, a
Chinese youth association. Others arc bilingual bulletins pursuing two aims:
to keep their members informed of relevant news and to create an image of
the Chinese immigrants for the Dutch authorities and the Dutch society.
However, nowadays, the position of Chinese-language information distri-
bution, which has formed an important part of the Chinese associations'
publications, has been occupied by new and more convenient and powerful
approaches, e.g., the mainland China-, Hong Kong- or Taiwan-based news-
papers; Chinese broadcasting; and more recently, the Chinese TV channels.
This point will be reviewed again when the future of the Chinese associations
is to be studied.
Leisure-time programs
The discussion in Chapter V explained how some Chinese associations were
initiated to create a form of socio-psychological defense against the feeling of
isolation experienced in the wider society. These associations are active in
organizing leisure-time programs for their members.
Programs that seek to enrich the life of the elderly and to help them attend
pleasant social activities are among the meaningful ones offered by some
Chinese associations. There is a popular saying among the Chinese: "Staying
in front of a stove the whole day long; staying only with a pillow the whole
night long," which implies that their lives are isolated within a Chinese res-
taurant kitchen and a bedroom. Many elderly Chinese immigrants did live in
this way after their arrival in the Netherlands when they were young. Now-
adays, thanks to the welfare system in the Netherlands, many have retired
with a pension and are looking for ways to enjoy their remaining years. They
often have received support from the Chinese associations.
Stichting Chen HuilO is a Chinese association aimed at offering help to the
elderly Chinese in Amsterdam. Because the Amsterdam authorities con-
cerned have sponsored it, it has been able to employ two social workers; in
addition, it gets help from some Chinese volunteers. It has not only brought
elderly Chinese together to have collective activities, but its volunteers regu-
larly go to visit needy Chinese ciders.
The associations organized by the elderly Chinese themselves are also
active. The regular activity organized by these associations is a weekly or
fortnightly get-together meeting. The eenters or halls for these meetings all
have some recreational facilities. On the dates of Chinese festivals, these
associations will take part in the celebrations. Now and then, medical special-
ists will be invited to give talks on aspects of geriatric health. Occasionally,
day trips are organized. At any rate, the greatest benefit for the participants
is simply the opportunity created by the relevant associations to meet their
peers and thus not feel so alone.
Some of the activities organized by Chinese women's associations have
similar functions. For example, in 1995 and 1996, when I personally followed
the programs presented by an association named the Chinese Vrouwen Vereniging
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Amsterdam en Noord Holland (Chinese Women Association in Amsterdam and
North Holland), I found that, on average, it had four programs each month
(more in spring and autumn but fewer in summer and winter). The programs
can be grouped as follows:
(i) Lectures on aspe cts of the prevention and eure of some diseases, and
lectures on welfare services (about 27%);
(ii) Recreational activities, such as learning singing or dancing or lessons
in Taijiquan (about 45%);11
(iii) Get-together meetings (about 21 %);l :l
(iv) Day trips in the Netherlands or to neighbouring countries (about 7%).
When compared with the programs arranged by other Chinese women's
associations, I found that this pattern is more or less the same everywhere. P
Organizing sports or games for and by the Chinese forms another impor-
tant part of the public activities held by Chinese associations. For example,
CSFN was set up in 1985 as a nationwide sports umbrella association to
which some thirty smaller sports teams or clubs are affiliated. Since then, a
large-scale Chinese sports exhibition has been held yearly. CSFN is the gen-
eral organizer, while about twenty oth er Chinese associations .....~II be eo-
organizers or co-sponsors. Table 6 shows the development of the Tourna-
ment held from 1985 to 1997. Amongst others, it is worth noting the
Worldwide Overseas Chinese Sports Invitational Tournament held in 1994,
Chinese chess games have attracted both Chinese and Dutchplayers (Photo by Rene de Vries).
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which has been regarded as a great achievement. News and reports of this
Tournament appeared in almost all influential Chinese newspapers all over
the world.
Table 6 Chinese sporls exhibitions in the Netherlands (1985-1997)
Date Event PLayers + Sports teamsfrom
audiences outside r1 theNetherlands
140ct.1985 indoor football; basketball; 200 +300 None
volleyball; badminton;
table-tennis; Chinese chess
160ct. 1986 Ibid. 200 +300 None
190ct. 1987 Ibid. 300 +300 None
17-18 Oct. 1988 Ibid. 3110 +500 Britain; France; Belgium
I70ct. 1989 Ibid. 200 +300 Britain; Belgium
16 Gct. 1990 Ibid. 200 +300 Britain; Belgium
160ct. 1991 Ibid. 200 +300 Britain; Belgium
21 Oct. 1992 Ibid. 1,000 Britain; France; Belgium;
+ 1,000 United States; Canada
27 Oct. 1993 Ibid. + bowling 300 +300 None
24-27 Oct. 1994 football (outdoor); 1,200 mainland China; Hong
indoor football; basketball; + 5,000 Kong; Taiwan; Britain;
volleyball; badminton; France; Belgium; Spain;
Chinese chess; table-tennis; Austria; Italy; Portugal;
bowling; tennis; wu shu Sweden; Norway;
Hungary; Thailand;
Singapore; Canada;
United States
160ct. 1995 indoor football; basketball; 300+300 Britain; Belgium
volleyball; table-tennis;
badminton; Chinese chess;
tennis; bowling
15 Oct. 1996 Ibid. + Taijiquan; wu shu 300+300 Ibid.
13 Oct. 1997 Ibid. 300+200 None
Sources: Special issues on Nationwide Chinese Sports Meeting, published yearly by
CSFN.
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Negotiations andprotection
Chinese associations fulfil! another important Iunction: they unite the Chi-
nese to campaign for their legitimate rights and interests on social and wel-
fare benefits, housing, medical care, and legal rights. Some examples are
worth mentioning.
The first example is the establishment of Chinese elderly homes. At the
beginning of the 1990s, the Chinese Brugin The Hague and CCRM and Chun
Pah in Rotterdam began consultations with the relevant Dutch authorities
about the possibility of setting up a Chinese elderly home. It was a difficult
project to actualize. On the one hand, to get the project funded, the relevant
Dutch officials had to be convinced that the Chinese elderly tended to miss
social benefits because there was no social institution taking care of their
unique needs. On the other hand, a lot of patience was also needed to
convince the Chinese elderly to support the project. They had to be con-
vinced that the planned Chinese elderly home would meet their specific
needs. Moreover, they also had to be convinced to give up the traditional
opinion that only poor and pitiful persons would live in such a "home." The
associations mentioned above carried out all of these efforts. In 1994, the first
Chinese Elderly Home was established in The Hague; the next year the
second one was set up in Rotterdam. The facilities that the Home provides
include day-care, cleaning, cooking, as well as the services of interpreters and
accompanying people for medical treatments. Some elderly people who were
previously isolated by language and culture have found a new home where
they feel themselves safer and more comfortable. Chinese associations under-
standably take pride in these success stories.
A second example of associations lighting for the rights and welfare of the
Chinese is the achievements of HCS in their campaign for legitimate rights
and interests. As a nationwide trade association of Chinese restaurateurs
since 1985, HCS has striven to respond to the needs and aspirations ex-
pressed by its members.
For instance, in January 1986, soon after the association was officially set
up, in order to improve the quality of their cuisine and to strengthen the
competitiveness of the Chinese catering business, the Training School for
Chinese Cooks in the Netherlands was set up in Utrecht. Four cooks of a
special classification were invited from China to be the teachers. Over about
two years, alongside many lectures and demonstrations, four terms of system-
atic training courses were held and about two thousand Chinese cooks re-
ceived a diploma. The school ended in 1988 when the primary aims had
been realized. Afterwards, several short-term training courses for Chinese
cooks were organized now and then. Normally, the courses related to matters
of how to prepare proper Chinese cuisinc.!"
HCS has also tried to keep its members informed of recent developments
related to the HORECA business through a regular quarterly newsletter. For
example, in 1997, the major contents of four issues covered the following
topics: an investigation of the current situation of the HORECA market in
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the Netherlands; an article written by a Dutch specialist elucidating the cur-
rent eating-out habits of the Dutch people; some discussions related to poten-
tial influences on the HORECA business caused by supermarkets prolonging
their opening hours; a review of the regulations on hygiene.
Moreover, networking with others to study potential possibilities of pro-
motion in the Chinese catering business has continued to be a focus of HCS.
In early 1997, through the initiative of HCS, a group organized by the
students of the Hoge Hotelschool Maastricht (Hotel Academy of Maastricht) con-
ducted research on the current situation of Chinese-Indonesian restaurants in
the Netherlands. The research report, The Image of the Chinese-Indonesian
Restaurant Business, was presented in October 1997. 15 The report was subse-
quently translated into Chinese and widely disseminated among HCS's
members. In the annual meeting of HCS held on 7 November 1997, the
report was stressed to raise awareness of the weaknesses of the Chinese cater-
ing business. The leaders of HCS strongly recommended reading the report
and considering both the criticisms and the constructive suggestions.
According to its assertions, HCS is also prepared to lobby for its members'
interests. For instance, their negotiations with companies and institutions
have secured their members some preferential treatment. These include a tax
reduction for playing music in their restaurants, a ten per cent reduction
when engaging the services of Van Beuningen Lawyer Firm, and a certain
discount when dealing with several insurance companies or banks.
Concerning the protection of their members' profits, the associations arc,
however, far from all-powerful. This limitation, among others, will be studied
in the last section of this chapter.
Promoting positive integration
The progressive association leaders understand that their immigrant commu-
nity must develop an integrated relationship with the host society. Some
Chinese associations have played an important role in promoting the positive
integration of the Chinese immigrants into Dutch society. For instance,
through the arrangements first by CCRM then by Wah Fook Wui, many
important regulations operating in the Netherlands have been translated
from Dutch into Chinese and published in dozens of brochures and folders.
Major topics are as follows: opportunities to learn the Dutch language; the
relevant policies towards services for the elderly; existing health services;
training and employment opportunities; brief introductions to the important
Dutch systems of immigration, taxation, welfare, education, and so on. These
publications are available in the Chinese library of Rotterdam.
Chinese associations sometimes invite specialists to give lectures on cur-
rent issues. For example, on 27 January 1992, after the Dutch government
made some improvements in its general minorities policies, CCRl\Il, together
with some other associations, held a symposium to adapt the thinking and
activities of the Chinese immigrants to the updated minorities policies. Five
Dutch political parties accepted invitation to send a representative to the
symposium. After answering the questions posed by the Chinese audience,
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the Dutch politicians all encouraged the Chinese to communicate more with
the Dutch society and to try to improve the process of integration. It is the
first time that so many Dutch politicians came together for a face to face
discussion with the Chinese.
The Chinese associations also play an important role in helping Chinese
immigrants get access to the social services. At present, three Chinese associa-
tions, Wa Lai in Amsterdam, Wah Fook Wui in Rotterdam, and Chinese Brug in
The Hague, have set up free telephone information services for Chinese
immigrants who need information about the social services offered by the
Dutch state. This service was begun in the late 1980s by CCRIvl. During the
first couple of years, through the help of some Chinese volunteers, the free
service provided operated less than ten hours pt;r week. In 1990, after receiv-
ing some funding from the M unicipality of Rotterdam and from the Ministry
of Welfare, Public Health and Culture, CCRlvI was able to set up a couple of
salaried positions. After that, one or two social workers worked for the tele-
phone services on every working day. While CCRlvi ran the system, there
was an average of 3,500 to 1,000 telephone requests per year from callers
living all over the Netherlands. Most questions reflected a lack of knowledge
about the Dutch society. Interestingly, about 65 per cent of telephone callers
were Chinese women wanting to know how to get a proper education for
their children or asking about help for family violence. Other callers asked
for help in finding a job. In 1993, about 25 per cent of the callers were
newcomers, and their questions all related to how to get residence permits in
the Netherlands (ef. CCRM, 1994:17-18). Since the mid-1990s, alter CCRM
stopped with their public activities, the telephone service has been operated
by another local Chinese association in Rotterdam, Wah Fook Wui.
In short, from the descriptions above, three relative aspects can be concluded
from this comparative perspective: there are more activities organized by the
Chinese associations among the Chinese themselves in big cities like Amster-
dam and Rotterdam, fewer in small cities; more for elders and housewives,
fewer for middle-aged workers; more for poorly educated persons, fewer for
the middle-class, relatively educated professionals. The reasons underlying
these phenomena will be discussed in the last section. Nevertheless, nowa-
days, no Chinese in the Netherlands will completely ignore the existence of
the Chinese associations.
B Activities directed touiards China
Chinese people often say: "Chinese overseas are just like 'married daughters,'
no matter where they live, China is their parents' home." Given this, it is
reasonable to expect that they would be willing to help their parents' home
whenever it is in need. Asides from the personal tics, Chinese associations
arrange a number of activities designed to connect the Chinese abroad with
China. The principal activities conducted by the current Chinese associations
for the reinforcement or establishment of contacts with China can be differ-
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entiated into the following three types: receiving visiting officials from China,
making donations to one's hometown, and visiting China.
Receiving visiting officials from China
During my interviews, I was often told that most activities organized by some
well-known Chinese associations are related to receiving visiting officials from
China. To a certain degree, it is true that, for instance, according to reports
published in ACV Bulletin, ACV and some other Chinese associations re-
ceived 28 delegations from China in 1995 and forty delegations in 1996.
Between 1995 and 1997, I was invited several times to be a guest at dinner
parties held by Chinese associations for delegations from China. These were
opportunities for me to gain insight into these events. Normally, when a
delegation is planning to visit the Netherlands, the leaders of the relevant
Chinese associations will be informed. On the arrival date, someone will go
to meet the delegation at the airport. Then, accommodation, meetings, din-
ners, and sightseeing will be arranged and more or less funded by the host
association(s). Because all expenses have to be borne by the hosts, it is impor-
tant to have many people come forward to entertain the guests. The number
of people who are willing to act as hosts, however, depends on how important
the delegation is.16 For example, it is easier to get more people involved when
the delegation is sent directly by the governments of Zhejiang or Guangdong,
where many Chinese in the Netherlands come from, or when the delegation
has some power to deal with overseas Chinese affairs.
From the point of view of some official visitors from China, they are
happy to be received by Chinese associations. There are no language barriers
and no differences in cultural habits; moreover, the hospitality extended to
them always gives them a certain feeling of being at home. From the point of
view of the hosts, although some keep complaining that it is a burden to be a
host, they are active in organizing or joining reception activities. Different
people may cherish different motivations; however, an ex-chairman of ACV
vividly expressed a common motive: 17
I know there are many complaints about us [i.e., Chinese aSSOCIatIOn
leaders]. One sharp criticism is that we spent too much time and money
receiving official delegations from China. Someone even said that you
leaders insofar only enjoy having banquets with the Chinese officials. It is
unfair. Of course we do not just simply have a dinner together. This is to
set up guanxz1 18 When there are persons who reject helping to entertain the
guests from China, I often said to them: as a common individual, is it
possible for you to invite a high-ranking office-holder, let alone the mayor
of a city or the secretary of a municipal Party Committee, to have dinner
with you? Now, through the efforts of our association, we have created
such a chance for you! I have to say you are too stupid if you don't know
how to use this opportunity.
From these talks, receiving official guests from China in the name of asso-
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ciations is clearly seen as a practical approach to social status advan cement.
This is parti cularly interesting and will be touch ed upon again in the coming
discussion.
lvlaking donations to one's hometown
In the special issue published by ACV to celebrate its 50th ann iversary, the
important donations to Chin a between 1976 and 1994 from the Chinese in
the Netherlands are listed as follows (ACV, 1997:43):
1976: donation s far earthquake victims in T angshan (no amount is men-
tioned);
1978: donated 260,000 guilders to the admini stration of Guangdong
province to help Chinese refugees from Vietnam;
1986: donated mon ey to build a lecture and study building for Wenzhou
University;
1987: donated 70,000 guilders to help the fire victims in North east China;
1991: donated 750,000 guilders to help the flood victims in eastern Chi-
na, which was collected by ACV and 22 other Chinese associations
in the Netherlands;
1994: the donation sent to the Hope Foundation in China was used to
subsidize 1,100 Chinese children from impoverished families and
establish two primary schools in areas of Zhejiang province.
A hridge in Wenz/lOu mountain areas is a donation of Wen<:hou emigrants in the Netherlands
(Photo by Li Minghuan),
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Most of these donation drives were initiated in the name of ACV, working
together with some other Chinese associations. The money was collected
from the Chinese all over the Netherlands, although many were not official
members of ACV.
Since all emigrants want to fulfill the expectations of their own home
community, contradictory goals arc bound to arise. For instance, as men-
tioned above, the donation sent to the Hope Foundation in China was used
to build two primary schools in Zhcjiang province. This drew criticism from
the Chinese donators whose original hometown is located in Guangdong
province. As one interviewee told me:
The donation made by our Guangdong people should be donated to our
hometown in Guangdong. How can they [the leaders of ACV who are
Zhejiang people] simply use our donation to build schools in their home-
town? It is using our donation to build up their reputation! This is com-
pletely unfair. They can never expect us to make donations together with
them again.
This interviewee makes two noteworthy points: donations are regarded as an
approach to building up a reputation; however, on the other hand, it is
worthwhile only if the donation is destined for their own hometown.
Visiting China
LFCOK, ACV, Fa rill, CSFN, HCS, and all associations based on a com-
mon district of origin have, sooner or later, formed delegations under the
auspices of the relevant association to visit China. For instance, in April and
May 1996, a delegation formed by LFCOK went to visit China. The aim of
the visit as proclaimed by the delegation was to improve the cooperation
between Chinese associations in the Netherlands and the relevant adminis-
trations in China. The delegation visited Beijing, Wenzhou, Shenzhen, and
four other well-known cities. As a delegation comprising eight important Chi-
nese association leaders from the Netherlands, they were received as state
guests. At the airport, they were guided through the passageway for distin-
guished guests. In every city, they stayed in the state guest-house. They were
received by several state leaders of the People's Congress and the State
Council as well as by the highest-ranking officials from the local governments
they visited. In addition, two cadres were designated to accompany the dele-
gation during the whole visit in China. Such a case, of course, IS unique.
Although few delegations would be received at the state level, it is normal
that a delegation organized in the name of an association in the Netherlands
would be received as the honoured guests of the local government. For in-
stance, having visited China as a member of onc delegation in the name of
ACV, a lady said to one of her friends, "now I know how great it is to be a
member of ACV."
Another related story is that of Mr. KH, an owner of several Chinese
restaurants in the Netherlands. Formerly, he was not interested in any Chi-
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nesc association. In the spring of 1995, when one district-based association
was choosing a delegation to visit his hometown, he was invited to join the
delegation, although he had not yet become a member of that association.
After coming back from the trip, he said to me:
The trip was much better than I had expected. At first I thought I would
join the delegation simply for personal fun, also, to see whether there is a
possibility for investment. As a delegation coming from abroad, we were
very warmly received. Many opportunities and preferential rights kept
being presented to us [...]
I was deeply touched [...] I have worked in the Netherlands for more
than twenty years. I cannot calculate how much money I have already
paid for taxes. I can say very proudly that I have contributed my youth to
the Netherlands. However, who cares? Up till now, who of the high rank-
ing Dutch office-holders has even taken notice of me? In contrast, in my
hometown, we were received as guests of honour. We were treated so
friendly. Wherever we went, we were received by the highest local leaders
and were invited for banquets [...]
Since then, this man has been active in Chinese associations and has become
one of the well-known association leaders in the Netherlands.
In short, looking forward to having a backing from their original home com-
munity is a normal phenomenon among the migrants abroad. However, it is
also worth pointing out that they are psychologically motivated activities
rather than politically motivated ones.
C Activities directed towards the Dutch society
For the Chinese associations in the Netherlands, looking to the Dutch society
to attain certain social influences started no earlier than the 1980s. In Chap-
ter V, an interpretation was given of the reasons that Chinese associations
entered into a dialogue with the Dutch society. ''''hat have the relevant
associations actually done to make themselves a socially visible group in the
Dutch society? The following cases, especially selected from the events that
happened in the 1990s, illustrate answers to this question.
Donating mOl/f})' to Dutch flood victims
In February 1995, Chinese associations for the first time appealed to all
Chinese immigrants for a donation to the Dutch. In thatJanuary, large areas
in the southeastern and central parts of the Netherlands suffered from exten-
sive flooding. Thousands of families living in the flooded districts had to be
evacuated, together with their livestock. At the cnd of the month, about
twenty Chinese associations collectively launched a campaign to help the
affected Dutch people by appealing to the Chinese community for contribu-
tions. In a few days, the Chinese Committee for Helping the Dutch Victims
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Amsterdam Chinatown Festival 1997 (Photo by Li Minghuan).
of the Flood was orga nized, and various cha rity activities among the Chinese
were initiated.
On I Febru ary, when some Chinese associat ions held the Chinese New
Year's Party in the Sea Palace Restaurant in Amsterdam, the organ izers went
to every table to collect donations. Nearly three thousand guilders were col-
lected on the spot.
O n g February, I attended the weekly meeting of one Chinese elders
association, TungLok. Before any othe r business, a speec h was given to invite
all participant s to cont ribute for the affected Dutch people. After the speec h,
an old lady stood and sang a familiar Chinese folk song tha t her husband had
re-comp osed to express sympathy for the flood victims. By the end of the
meeting, nearly twenty people had signed their names on a piece of red
paper pledging their donation . Each donation was between ten and twenty-
five guilders.
On 14 February, on the night of the Chinese Lant ern Festival,19 a grea t
chari ty party was held in Utrecht and was attended by around five hundred
people. The slogan of this cha rity party was "Live in the Net herlands, Love
the Nethe rlands." At the end of the party , the organizers collected 108,888
guilders.
It is necessary to elaborate on the special mean ing of this donation . It has
become a modern Chinese myth that eight is a "lucky figure" suggesting
richness and wealth. This myth was first prevalent amo ng the people in H ong
Kong and then quickly spread to the whole of China and to the Chinese
abroad. When asking for a number for a private telephone or car, some
Chinese owners are willing to spend a large am ount of money to buy a
number con taining eight. Moreover, the more figures of eight there are in the
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number, the higher the price they are willing to spend. Not surprisingly, if the
price of a car number contains six eights, it may be higher than the price of
the car itself Only by acknowledging this custom can the latent meaning of
108,888 guilders, the amount of the donation mentioned above, be properly
understood; it is a symbol of the good faith of the organizers.
Chinatown-Amsterdam Festival
As an association for the Chinese business people in Chinatown-Arnsterdam,
the Vereniging van Chinese Ondernemers in Chinatoum Amsterdam (Association of
Chinese Business People in Chinatown Amsterdam; hereafter COCA) has
worked towards the target of economic prosperity in the area. COCA was
founded in August 1988. Since 1989, as one part of its campaign to attract
more customers to Chinatown-Amsterdam, COCA organized some public
activities with Chinese cultural characteristics during both the Western New
Year and the Chinese New Year; for example, having lion-dance perfor-
mances during the day time and a Chinese fireworks display during the
night. To attract attention, three great Chinese New Year's festivals were
held in Chinatown-Amsterdam in 1994, 1995 and 1996.
In 1997, however, instead of having a Chinese New Year's festival,
COCA, together with six other Chinese associations and several Dutch asso-
ciations, held a great Chinatown Festival from 19 to 21 September in Am-
sterdam. For this festival, a troupe was invited from China to give perfor-
mances. The relevant programs also included: a lion-dance demonstration,
Chinese Toijiquon and wu shudemonstrations, a Chinese karaoke competition,
and a few Chinese cultural exhibitions. Reportedly, more than ten thousand
people came to visit the festival each day. After the success of this festival,
COCA decided that the Chinatown Festival will be held every year in Sep-
tember to replace the festival at Chinese New Year. When asked about the
motivation of this decision, one of the major leading persons of COCA
simply explained it as follows.i"
We are business people. Although many Chinese prefer to have an excit-
ing festival at Chinese New Year, wc should first of all consider which
arrangements will be more profitable for our business.
The weather in September is much better than in the wintcr at the
time of Chinese New Year. A Festival held at Chinese New Year may
please more Chinese; however, a Festival in summer will attract much
more Dutch people as well as many tourists from other countries. There-
fore, we prefer the latter. Formerly, we spent seventy thousand guilders to
arrange a festival especially for the Chinese at Chinese New Year, which
only attracted a few thousand people. In September 1997, the same
amount of money was spent but the audiences who came were in the tens
of thousands. Thus, we have no doubt that the festival should be organ-
ized in summer.
Of course, our aim is to promote the prosperity of Chinatown-Amster-
dam by showing Chinese culture to Dutch people.
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From this conversation, among others, COCA has clearly targeted the Dutch
society for their activities. This new focus has brought changes in the Chinese
associations in the Netherlands, which will be elaborated further in the ensu-
ing discussions.
Showing respect to Dutch officials
At the beginning of 1997, the leaders of LFCON asked to have a meeting
with the high-ranking officials of the Amsterdam municipal government. As a
response to the request, Mr. Schelto Patijn, the mayor of Amsterdam, decid-
ed to have a meeting with the representatives of LFCON on 12 August 1997.
According to the Dutch officials who were asked to arrange this visit, it
would be a meeting to discuss some important but concrete problems. For
the Chinese associations in Amsterdam, especially for those associations lo-
cated in the centre of Amsterdam, however, the visit of the mayor was first of
all an honorary event rather than an occasion for practical discussions.
On the day of the meeting, many Chinese, mostly women and elderly
people, were asked to wait in the offices of ACV, Fa Yin or BUH." More-
over, some were formally dressed, although it was an unusually hot day in the
Netherlands. In the office of Fa Tin, I interviewed several persons who were
waiting there. When asked about why they have come to weleome the may-
or, some answers were as follows:
Why do I come? I was asked to come to welcome the mayor. It is an
important and great event. It is said that we will have a chance to put
forward our requests to the mayor directly.
It is a great honour to be visited by a high-ranking Dutch oflieial such as
the mayor of Amsterdam.
The mayor did come to visit the Chinese aSSOCIatIOns but went to have a
meeting with the leaders of LFCON first. No one who was waiting to wel-
come the mayor was informed about his time schedule.
It was not until half past four that one of the committee members of Fa Tin
rushed to the office and said to everybody, "Attention! The mayor is coming!
Give a warm applause when he arrives." (Afterwards I was told that this man
had to wait outside the office of LFCON for a long time in order to know
when the mayor was leaving for Fa rin.)
Finally, the mayor arrived in the ofiice of Fa Yin. Everyone stood and
applauded. The lady who stood next to me was one of my interviewees.
Seeing the mayor walking into the hall together with some Chinese associa-
tion leaders, she asked me in a surprised whisper:
Is this the mayor of Amsterdam?
["Yes," I answered.]
No bodyguard? How can a mayor go out without having bodyguards?
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Before I could help this lady understand why a Dutch mayor need not have
bodyguards around him, another applause burst forth after the mayor fin-
ished a brief and formal speech. Then, in order to express their thanks for the
mayor's visit, the chairman of Fa Tin presented the mayor with some souve-
nirs. All people stood up and applauded again when the mayor left. In less
than tcn minutes, the visit was finished. No onc complained that they had
had to wait for more than three hours for this ten minutes. Moreover, after
the mayor left Fa rill, some people were asked to take a short cut to the office
of ACV to welcome the mayor there. They were told that this was to give the
mayor an impression that we Chinese are very enthusiastic to welcome him.
Applause, brief speech, souvenirs - a similar sequence took place in the
offices of both BLlH and ACV. Finally, in the office of ACV, when some
more souvenirs were presented, the mayor said:
I wish I had prepared some transport facilities to carry the souvcmrs
have received today [laughing].
The mayor was of course making a joke; however. it can be regarded as a
reflection of his feeling that the response of the Chinese to his visit was
strange to him.
As was described earlier, it has become customary for an association to
invite high-ranking Dutch to be guests of honour whenever there is a large-
scale public activity. However, it is seldom that a high-ranking Dutch official
comes to a regular meeting place to visit the ordinary Chinese people. There-
fore, the visit by the mayor was a unique event, which was a topic of conver-
sation for weeks afterward. In the newsletter of LFCOI\', and in ACV Bulle-
tin, it was stressed that the Amsterdam Mayor's visit to Chinese associations
was a significant achievement. At the same time, the associations that arc also
located near the centre of Amsterdam but were not visited by the mayor kept
complaining about having been ignored. Onc leader said to me angrily:
'·Ve are an influential Chinese association as well. There is no reason why
the mayor went through this area but did not visit us. It is a game played
by a few leaders of LFCON' They look down upon us. They just tried to
keep the mayor for themselves.
In general, regardless of whether there are concrete results of such a visit, the
fact that a high-ranking Dutch official came to pay a visit was a symbol of
official recognition of the associations and their leaders.
2 Social significance if the Chinese associations
Regarding the major activities undertaken by the current Chinese associa-
tions as outlined above, what is the social significance they have engendered?
Do they have any actual effects on the relevant societies - the Chinese
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immigrant community, their original society, or the host society? If so, how
and to what degree?
On this point, Merton's discussions of manifest functions and latent func-
tions are relevant. Through the activities organized by the Chinese associa-
tions, the following can be concluded about their social functions: their man-
ifest function is that, on the one hand, they have formed an invisible wall by
accentuating the we-group feeling and differentiating their members from
outsiders; on the other hand, they have built a bridge to the wider society by
acting as a representative agent and as an intermediary between the author-
ities, the general population, and their community. Meanwhile, a latent func-
tion of the associations has been the construction of an ethnic niche; that is, a
cultural and social space that is distinct from both the receiving and sending
societies. Moreover, those who are familiar with both new and old worlds
have developed a sense of superiority, because they are able to benefit from
their position of straddling two worlds: the achievement in one would be-
come capital for upward mobility in the other. Below, further arguments are
presented.
A A wall to protect the Chinese immigrants
The social significance of the Chinese associations, first of all, should be
studied not only from its direct and evident functions but also in regard to its
circuitous influences.
On this point, the theoretical framework related to symbolic capital or sym-
belie power, which was proposed by Pierre Bourdieu, offers a helpful way to
explore the social functions of the Chinese associations as a whole. Starting
from a common understanding that capital is accumulated labour,
Bourdieu's original views are as follows: there are immaterial forms ofcapital,
i.e., cultural, symbolic and social, as well as a material or economic form of
capital. Moreover, with varying levels of difficulty, it is possible to convert
one of these forms into the other (cf Bourdieu, 1986, 1990; Calboun et al.,
1993). Thus, a principal point to understand the social significance of the
Chinese associations as a whole is the symbolic power they have created and
have been llsing. 22 Nowadays, this symbolic power is becoming increasingly
needed by the Chinese immigrant community, their original society and the
host society.
Superficially, it seems that the Chinese associations are something dispen-
sable for the majority of the Chinese. As mentioned above, at the present
time many Chinese associations are simply focussing their work on leisure-
time programs since the Dutch welfare state has already taken over the basic
practical functions that Chinese voluntary associations had assumed before
the Second World War. Using vivid Chinese expressions, the current role
played by many Chinese associations is more like "adding flowers to beautiful
brocade" rather than "providing coal in snowy winter weather" or, to put it
differently, to "make perfection still more perfect" rather than "provide time-
ly help." Thus, the Chinese association has been regarded by some people as
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a public arena prepared by and for those who are established in business or
who need to use their ethnic background to climb up the social ladder. For
those who have to work day and night in Chinese restaurants, few are inter-
ested in registering as a formal member of the Chinese association.
However, as was noted earlier, a limited number of actual members does
not mean that the majority of the Chinese immigrants have not bencffitcd
from the activities undertaken by Chinese associations. Given the fact that
either their children are studying in the Chinese schools or they themselves
do not miss the festival performances organized by the Chinese associations,
they resemble non-paying and non-participating beneficiaries of the work
done by the dues-paying members of the relevant associations. However, on
the other hand, it is worth noting that some non-members arc volunteers for
the public activities organized by the Chinese associations or generous dona-
tors of various charities initiated by the Chinese associations.
Taking these facts into account, a better conception of the latent signifi-
cance of the Chinese associations for the individual can be developed. First of
all, the existence and the development of the Chinese associations are in
themselves a symbol. This expresses that the Chinese are organized and are
represented to outsiders. This expresses an effort to integrate individual mo-
tivations into a coherent and ordered institution. Moreover, the social activ-
ities undertaken by the associations - whether they are just colourful festival
celebrations or serious negotiations with the authorities - have continued to
reinforce the national feeling and promote the cultivation of Chinese culture,
language and traditions. In the long run, all of these activities form a cohesive
power to attract the Chinese on the basis of shared cultural and ethnic
identity. Furthermore, on special occasions when something extraordinary
happens, the Chinese rank and file can be mobilized in the name of the
Chinese associations. The consequences, which are too extensive to cover
completely in this study, are far-reaching.
Ultimately, the function ethnic associations serve is like a symbolic wall to
give all Chinese a we-group socio-psychological defense against the feelings of
marginality or isolation experienced in the wider society and to have their
differences, culturally or economically, noticed by outsiders. As an immigrant
group, they need to develop a symbolic power by using their ethnicity as a
resource. To a certain degree, the existence of Chinese immigrant associa-
tions ~ and the vivid activities freely organized by them in a society domi-
nated by the VVestcrn culture ~ is no longer simply a means; it may be
considered as an end in itself: Moreover, what has attracted my special atten-
tion as well is how this symbolic capital has been converted into personal
practical benefits. To put it differently, in the long run, some association
leaders who have an established powerbase will strive for direct political
participation in their receiving country for either collective or individual pur-
poses. Further examination of this topic is presented in the third section of
this chapter.
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B A bridge to the Chinese immigrant community
Symbolically speaking, Chinese associations have been functioning as a kind
of a grade separation bridge: at different levels, it connects the Chinese immigrant
community with the Dutch society; it improves the links between the Chinese
migrants and their home community; and it sets up or expands an organiza-
tional network on a transnational level.
An intennediary between the Dutch authorities and the Chinese community
The Dutch authorities need Chinese associations to bring all Chinese immi-
grants into the society's orbit. Before the 1980s, the Chinese had few contacts
with the Dutch authorities. Since then, however, the situation has changed
when the policies worked out by the Dutch government shaped and reshaped
the orientations of the Chinese associations.
From 1980 onwards, the concept of multiculturalism received rather ex-
tensive attention in Dutch policy documents. In 1983, a government memo-
randum foresaw an essential role for the minority organizations themselves
(Vcrmeulen, 1997:134; 142). In 1987, for the first time an amount of up to
250,000 guilders was granted to support Chinese associations. This subsidy
increased to 500,000 guilders per year in the next few years. This develop-
ment became a turning point in the relationship between the Dutch govern-
ment and the Chinese associations.
Since the funding targets were determined by the Dutch authorities, these
authorities were for the first time in the history or the Chinese associations in
the Netherlands respected as sponsors of the Chinese community. Moreover. it
was also for the first time in history that a Dutch authority initiated a Chinese
association, i.e., LFCON (er Chapter V). In addition, as was mentioned
above, a visit by a high-ranking Dutch official is regarded as an honour for
an association. It is telling that the Chinese associations that have been select-
ed as eligible for subsidies are now very proud of their special position.e"
Taking these associations as an example, many existing Chinese associations
now, more than anything else, look toward official governmental regulations
when making and stating their working programs.
In this way, certain Dutch authorities have specifically brought the Chi-
nese associations under their jurisdiction. The circle has been closed to shape
the Chinese associations: in order to get government funds, the relevant
associations may have to, at least nominally, put their own ambitions aside to
follow the instructions of the Dutch authorities; then, once they are subsi-
dized, they are no longer able to ignore the Dutch authorities' requests.
Thus, two entangled aims have become the major focus of some associations:
the struggle for subsidies and the efforts to convince the benefactors that the
way the funds arc used will properly meet their expectations.
Some scholars regard the relevant state funding of ethnic organizations as
a form of manipulation and control. Others take the view that it should be
possible in a democratic multicultural society to sec state funding as a part of
the total democratic process through which organizations play an effective
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The Dutch rfjicials are invited asguests ofhonour to an activity orl!,ani;:ed hy a Chinese association
(Photo by Li Minghuan).
political role (cf. Rex, 1994:9-10). Then , what is the consequence when the
Chinese associations in the Netherlands have more or less been brought into
the Dutch organizational channels? T he problem can be studied from at least
two respects.
In one respect, as a response to the support they have received from the
Dutch authorities, many Chinese associations arc willing to function as a
bridge between the Dutch society and the Chinese community. Mo reover, as
time passes, when such a response has been encouraged repeatedly, the rel-
evant associations would subsequ ently take the bridge function as a matter of
routine or see themselves as bound to this duty.
The granting of state funds has been highly appreciated, part icularly by
the Chinese association leaders. The allocation of these funds has been taken
as a token of the rising social status of the Chinese in the Nethe rlands.H
Moreover, fulfilling the requests of the Dutch government has been accepted
as paying a debt of gratitude by the associations. For instance, whenever
there is a need to consult or to study the Chinese community, the relevant
Chinese associations are willing to function as an interm ediary. T he author-
ities get the information they need through certain Chinese associations . The
relevant regulations can be transferred to the Chinese immigrants through
the network of Chinese associations. Besides, as a respected sponsor of the
Chinese associations, whenever there is an activity organized by the Chinese
associations, the Dut ch officials will be invited as guests of honour. Through
the coope ration of the Chinese associations and the Dutch authorities, more
high-ranking Dutch oflicials, who are regarded as the embodiment of the
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Dutch state, have been requested to meet the Chinese populace more closely
than ever before. Because of this contact, the Chinese immigrants in the
Netherlands arc no longer seen as a scattered and invisible group.
Nevertheless, from the other viewpoint, when an immigrant association
can only function if it presents itself in the way that the state wants, it has
partly erased its own characteristics. For instance, it will be very difficult for
an association to pursue its particular aims - let alone to proclaim itself as a
pressure group - when it receives subsidies from the government. Some-
times, not only its functions but also its existence has to be subjected to the
relevant policies of the government. On this point, CCR1v1 is a good exam-
ple. CCRM has heavily depended on the Dutch governments' funding since
it was estahlished. In the late 1980s CCRM was very active and influential
while it had ample state funds. However, after Dutch funding policies
changed in 1992, CCRM had to reduce its social activities, and since 1997 it
has become almost invisible (cf. Chapter IV:3).
An agent to bind Chinese emigrants to their home communities
The bond that links the individual Chinese emigrant to his or her village of
origin is usually strong. Some Chinese associations started from a common
sense of nostalgia for their now distant homeland. The focus here, however,
will not be the individual motives and the consequences of links between
individuals. It will be the connections through institutional mechanisms, and
its social effect.
The Chinese associations, symbol of the Chinese immigrants in their re-
spective receiving countries, sometimes also play significant roles in the local
development of their original areas.
When I did my research in Wenzhou, I found a consensus among the
local administrators: the Wenzhou people in Europe are a vital force behind
the development of their home region. For instance, I often heard talk like
"having dose links with Western Europe is the special opportunity of our
Wenzhou qiaoxiang. We should grasp this opportunity to advance our-
selves." A similar notion appears now and then in the local newspapers as
well. How is Wcnzhou to be developed by grasping this opportunity? The
local officials gave me different answers: some told me about magnificent
goals for the whole area; others talked about concrete plans of their own. In
my experience, however, none of the interviewed administrators have ig-
nored the significance of the Chinese associations in Europe, including those
of the Netherlands. For example, whenever they were talking about the con-
tributions of Wenzhou emigrants, the name of the relevant associations
would be mentioned. If the interviewee had been in the Netherlands as a
member of one government delegation, he would mention the warm recep-
tion he was given by the relevant associations. Moreover, some documents
related to the emigrants abroad could not be made and distributed to the
people in need without the help of the network formed by the relevant
associations. The following is a telling case.
Since 1990, a yearly Get-together Meeting of Promineot Zhejiang Mi-
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grants Abroad has been held in several international cities.25 The major spon-
sor is the provincial government of Zhejiang. Its aim is to improve the co-
operation between Zhejiang province and its migrants abroad, between Zhe-
jiang migrants in different areas, and between Zhejiang province and the
countries where some Zhejiang migrants have settled dowri" An invitation
to attend this meeting has been regarded as an honour. In the eyes of the
invited participants, it is more than anything else a proper opportunity to
show their improved social position and to establish guanxi with the govern-
ment circles of their hometown and their peers all over the world. From the
point of view of the Zhejiang authorities, this yearly meeting informs Zhe-
jiang migrants of the social and political developments in their home country
and encourages contributions to their hometown. Yet such a meeting cannot
be held without the support of Chinese associations abroad. Whenever the
meeting is held outside of China, the local associations set up by Zhejiang
migrants will prepare for the meeting. In addition, the invitations have al-
ways been sent out through the network of associations. As a response, all
leaders and activists of the relevant associations will be invited to the meeting
as "well-known Zhejiang migrants abroad."
rn short, the label "Chinese association abroad" is applied here to a group
whose members interact based on a collective experience of emigrating from
a common area. It is a convenient way in which group members can be
recognized and contacted by the administration in the emigrants' country (or
area) of origin.
Transnational networks cifChinese associations
Although the practical benefits of using an associations' network in a small
country like the Netherlands are not clear, some can still be observed. For
instance, the establishment of EFCO (ef. Chapter V) and the yearly meeting
of prominent Zhcjiang Chinese abroad just mentioned are specific examples
of setting up an associations' network.
One of my own experiences will also provide an example to show how an
associations' network can play a practical role. In December 1997, the cur-
rent chairman of EFCO, who lives in the Netherlands, sent me to Italy to
collect information for the EFCO committee. Before I left, I was given a list
of Chinese associations with their leaders in the cities that I was instructed to
visit. I could not predict how I would be received since I knew none of them.
In about two weeks, I travelled from the north to the south of the Italian
peninsula to visit seven cities. The whole trip was arranged within the Chi-
nese association's network. Milan was the first city I visited. Before I arrived
in Milan, the chairman of one local Chinese association had been informed
about my visit by a telephone call from Amsterdam. Someone was sent to
pick me up from the airport. Then, I was driven to a forum specially organ-
ized by the association at the suggestion of the EFCO chairman. After the
forum, during dinner, the chairman of the association in Milan made a
telephone call to the chairman of an association in Torino to inform him
about my plan, and to stress that I was sent by the chairman of EFCO. The
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next day, when I arrived in Torino, the same arrangement was followed. In
this way - that is, being sent by one association in one city to an association
in the next city - I finished my visits and collected the required data.
However, nowadays, alongside the fast development of globalization, trans-
national networks of Chinese associations have in particular functioned in
economic spheres (Liu, 1998). An associations' network gives all those in-
volved an organizational background to know each other. Since all partici-
pants are supposed to have a shared heritage, it is easier to know a certain
person's status; that is, to gain a kind of association credit which can be used,
recognized, and accepted. At some transnational meetings or activities held
by the relevant association(s), a few may find a likely business partner imme-
diately; however, the much more important consequences are for the future.
In more concrete terms, the primary contacts and information exchanges
that are carried out will become a cornerstone for future business dealings or
mutual social support.
C A niche toprogram a new dignity
As they are forming a wall as well as a bridge, the basic functions of the
Chinese associations have resulted in a series of social consequences from
straddling the two worlds of the host country and the country of origin.
Specifically, the social significance of the Chinese associations is multiple and
paradoxical: to let the Chinese immigrant community remain detached while
trying to be connected; to improve their integration while being a force
retarding assimilation; to adapt their thinking to the new conditions while
keeping their independence; and so forth. Based on this, a kind of social niche
is appearing through the following conversions of the social status of Chinese
immigrant people:
(i) from invisible to visible;
(ii) from marginality to assertion;
(iii) from their achievements in the Netherlands to higher reputation In
China.
From invisible to visible
As was mentioned in Chapter In, the Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands
were a silent group before the 1980s. Such a state of affairs, however, has
changed forever. The group has become visible through collective action. As
was described in the first section of this chapter, by organizing various public
activities, the Chinese immigrant community has greatly increased its social
visibility. Moreover, it seems that the percentage of Chinese immigrants who
are willing to stand up and speak out is rising. Some activities were organized
with the clear target to attract more social attention. The following incidents
are representative.
In the summer of 1997, the chairman of LFCON was elected as the
chairman of the European-wide association EFCO, and some Chinese asso-
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ciation leaders in the Netherlands formed a preparatory group to host the
fifth annual meeting of EFCO. In December 1997, at the request of the
preparatory group and supported by some Dutch politicians, EFCO held its
fifth annual meeting in the Dutch Parliament Mansion in The Hague. One
year later, in December 1998, EFCO held its standing committee's meeting
in the EU Mansion in Brussels. Among other things, these two arrangements
clearly reflected the organizers' wish of pursuing higher social visibility for the
Chinese.
With respect to the Dutch authorities, the Chinese immigrants are more
visible in their working projects than at any time before. For example, when
ACV celebrated its 50th anniversary, some high-ranking Dutch officials, such
as the state secretary of Public Health, Ms. Terpstra, and the mayor of
Amsterdam, Mr. Patijn, sent their enthusiastic letters of congratulations. An-
ything like this was completely unimaginable several decades ago when ACV
was still looked upon with suspicion. In addition, as was mentioned earlier,
Dutch politicians or institutions have played an important role in the estab-
lishment of certain Chinese associations such as CCRM and LFCON. Then,
marc recently, in a short period of three months, i.e., between April andJune
1999, three reports concerning the Chinese in the Netherlands had been
published in succession under the sponsorship of the relevant Dutch author-
ities and institutions. The first one is about how to enrich the life of the
Chinese immigrants in their spare time in order to protect them from gam-
bling addiction; the second one is a general overview of the Chinese commu-
nity in Europe; and the last one is the achievement of a two-year project that,
on the basis of an extensive investigation of the social status of the Chinese
throughout the Netherlands, has worked out some principal suggestions in
order to help the Dutch government redefine its policies towards the Chinese
immigrants.
The Chinese immigrants, both their contributions and problems, cannot
be ignored any longer.
From marginality to assertion
The conversion from marginality to assertion, which is an important facet of
the Chinese associations in the Netherlands, can be examined from three
perspectives.
First, with the aid of the symbolic power embodied in the association, the
association leaders can realize their dreams to move up to a leading nucleus
within the Chinese immigrant community. To a certain degree, the ethnic
association has provided a social space within which the social status of the
participants can be recognized. Some are willing to be esteemed by others for
their achievements, no matter their size. Especially among migrants, their
original dream was to struggle for betterment. Their success should not be
limited to their own circle; they also deem it important to have this fact
recognized by others. In other words, the significance of the formal organiza-
tion is not determined by the affairs that it has discussed or settled. "With
regard to its psychological effects, its most important part is the actual, direct
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social connection which is established between the members by the very fact
of their being together and discussing" (Thomas & Znaniecki, 1984: 255).
Second, the public activities organized by the associations - such as the
Chinatown festival and the Chinese New Year's party - where the Chinese
arc hosts and the Dutch are attentive customers, have helped to quell their
outsider feelings. This is accomplished because the Chinese immigrants are
recognized by the dominant society as a social force with its own distinct
culture.
Third, to the society in their region of origin, many emigrants also want
to become a new force at the core and believe they should be respected as
such. This is because, individually, they have contributed to their respective
families or clans through remittances or by having brought over someone else
to their new world; moreover, collectively, they have contributed generously
to their hometown. Furthermore, they believe that their experiences in a
developed Western country have given them a wiser and advanced view on
their country of origin. They have to take into account the distance between
themselves and their native people created by their emigration; however,
many regard this more as a basis for building up their dignity than a weak-
ness.
From their achievements in the Netherlands to a higher reputation in China
In the early 1970s, while studying the Chinese associations in Britain, one
researcher argued that one reason for the inherent weakness of Chinese
associations in Britain is that any efforts expended to build up a formal
leadership position in a certain Chinese association in Britain will contribute
nothing to raising his or her position in the home community (Watson, 1977:
200).
My study, however, has found contrary indications. It cannot be overem-
phasized how important an effect the Chinese associations abroad have made
upon their original home community and, at the same time, how great a
positive consequence they have been fed back.
It is necessary to point out that for a long historical period only govern-
ment-supported associations could exist in mainland China. Thus, from my
interviews, I found that in some rural areas of Wenzhou, the native people
still clearly regarded the "Chinese association in the Netherlands" as a kind
of government administration. One old man told me very proudly, "My son
is a cadre in Holland." In fact, I know his son is a Chinese restaurant owner
and a committee member of ACV. As was mentioned earlier, ACV and
some other associations often receive government delegations from China.
Then, these association leaders have some group photos taken with the high-
ranking Chinese officials. Such photos are highly appreciated by the people
in their hometown. One local official in Wenzhou told me: 27
Our eo-villagers in the Netherlands are very successful. They are enjoying
very high social status. Many Chinese national leaders have their photos
taken together with them. From the photos they have sent us, we can see
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they have been photographed together with the highest Chinese national
leaders Jiang Zemin, Zhu Rongji, Qian Qichen and many others.i'' We
are proud of them!
Besides enhancing reputation, an affiliation with an association can also yield
some practical benefits, which come from the preferential treatment rendered
by the relevant governments in their home country. As was listed earlier,
occasionally donations to China (very often to their home community) have
been initiated and collected by some Chinese associations. Then, logically,
because these contributions are made in the name of the association, as a
response, the representatives of these associations will be given a kind of
association credit, which, more than anything else, can be used to gain some
preferential treatments proffered by the local government. The following is
an example of the kind of special courtesy that has been shown to whoever
possesses an association credit.
In China, there is a tradition to regard a tomb as an eternal home for all
human beings. Moreover, some believe that the location of the ancestral
family tomb has implications for the fortune of all descendants, regardless of
where they are. Still, for some Chinese abroad, as part of their desire to keep
their roots, they wish to have a family tomb in or near their hometown.
In Wenzhou, since the 1980s, along with the economic development, a
new trend has evolved: many families want to have their family tomb built in
a conspicuous place, even if it would occupy a large piece of farmland. Some
affluent families have also tried every means imaginable to ornament the
tombs: marble archways, private gardens, well-decorated pavilions, and so
forth. This "tomb building mania" was carried further still: not only have
tombs for the deceased ancestors or for the elderly family members been built
but also some for still active middle-aged family members and even for the
children. Because VVenzhou people have spent too much money and used too
much land to build tombs, the central government of China has sharply
criticized this "tomb problem." Then, in 1996, the local government of Wen-
zhou enacted some decrees and systematically put them into effect. First, all
newly planned family tombs may not be built on farmland and may not
occupy an area of more than one mu.29 Second, all tombs that have been built
on farmland should be moved. This second step is too difficult to enforce,
because few of the family members could accept the instruction of having
their family tombs moved. Sometimes the local police had to be mobilized
when a tomb had to be movcd.s'' Nevertheless, to pay sensible attention to
the feelings of the Wenzhou migrants abroad, the family tombs that ran
counter to the relevant policies but belong to "Wenzhou leaders abroad"
would be treated by the authorities in an exceptional way. Eventually, it was
proposed that a solution could be reached through discussion. This often led
to a "provisional regulation" that the status of the tombs would be "temporal-
ly" maintained with the provision that a certain amount of money had to be
paid as a fine."
\Vhen asked who can be regarded as "a Wenzhou leader abroad," one
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high-ranking official ofWcnzhou municipality clearly gave me the following
answer:32
The committee members of the Chinese associations in their country of
residence can be regarded as "Wcnzhou leaders abroad."
[Do you take into account the significance of the association?]
~o. All association leaders will get this preferential treatment. It is very
difficult to judge which association is significant and which is not. The
standard adopted by us is that whoever can prove he is a committee
member of one existing Chinese association, can be treated as a "Wen-
zhou leader abroad."
Such being the case, one can understand how important an association af-
filiation can be. Therefore, I was not surprised that some Chinese who are
not actively engaged in Chinese associations in the Netherlands are willing to
present themselves as important members or even as active committee mem-
bers of certain Chinese associations when visiting their original hometown.
For instance, one day in Shenzhcn, when paying a visit to a local govern-
ment administration, I ran into a man who was introduced by a local official
as a "well-known Chinese association leader who had just come back from
the Netherlands to pay a visit to his hometown." The name card this man
gave to me claimed that the holder was the vice-chairman of Fa Tin. Yet, I
had never met this person in the two years that 1 had followed the activities
of Fa Tin. In addition, once in Wcnzhou, when I was introduced to a "Chi-
nese association leader" from the Netherlands, I found that the association he
claimed to lead did not exist.
In short, because of the physical distance and cultural difference between
the Netherlands and China, it is not strange that some migrants simply ex-
pect to get access to some practical benefits in their original country from the
potentiality embodied in the associations in the Western world (although this
may not always be true). The active maintenance of a collective symbol (an
ethnic association is one possibility) compensates to some extent for the un-
grounded feeling of homelessness that comes along with migration. Then, a
new dignity develops.
3 Who is benifitting the most?
Who is bcnctiuing the most from these organizational efforts? The answer
will be given through an analysis starting from three vantage points: the
Chinese association leaders, the governments in the sending and receiving
countries, and the ordinary Chinese immigrants.
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A The Chinese association leaders
As was mentioned earlier, the expenses for the festival activities of the rel-
evant associations are often underwritten by their leaders. While acknowledg-
ing that most Chinese immigrants, especially most business people, are work-
ing single-mindedly towards their economic advancement and material
betterment, why are they willing to commit their time, financial resources,
and energy to initiate and develop the Chinese associations in the Nether-
lands? Do they simply gain satisfaction from the honour brought forth by the
association? The answer cannot be simply "yes" or "no." In the end, the
associations set up hy and for the Chinese abroad have both symbolic and
instrumental significance. Although the voluntary associations themselves are
nonprofit institutions, the symbolic power they embody can be converted to
practical benefits under given conditions.
Some scholars who have studied the Chinese associations in Southeast
Asia or North America have noted that one of their important functions is to
form an "opportunity structure" (Wong, 1982; Wickberg, 1993, 1994). In
more concrete terms, a name card that indicates officer status in several
important associations is a door-opener in several ways. Thus, the ambition
of founding new associations is good business sense rather than personal
vanity (Wickberg, 1993). I will accept these arguments as a starting point to
develop further hypotheses, taking Chinese associations in the Netherlands as
direct examples. I prefer, as was pointed out earlier, to describe it as associa-
tion credits.
Like their peers in either Southeast Asia or North America, the Chinese
association leaders in the Netherlands are also eager to use the symbolic
power created by the association to build up an association credit for eco-
nomic capital accumulation.
The New Chinatown Project is one example of how an association credit
is used for a business purpose. The project of having an Asia Trade Centre
established in Amsterdam was first proposed in 1995. Obviously, this pro-
gram is, primarily, for economic purposes. A well-known Chinese business-
men, Mr. But, heads the project. As the manager of the biggest Chinese
restaurant in the Netherlands, he is also an active association leader. He is
the chairman of Fa Yin and LFCON, the vice-chairman of ACV, as well as
the major leader of several other Chinese associations. Because of his associa-
tion leadership background, many relevant associations - LFCON, Fa Tin,
ACV - have been included in the project. Moreover, in the plan, not only
has an Asia Trade Centre been designed, but some elderly accommodation
and a building for cultural activities including Chinese cooking classes, sports
and a Chinese library are also planned. Thus, the whole project becomes a
"community plan," which undoubtedly has strengthened the competitive
power of the project.
In addition, there are some instances of association leaders or initiators
using the establishment of a voluntary association as a means to realize cer-
tain hidden pUIJ)Qses. For instance, the Dutch term stichting has several mean-
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ings: foundation, institution, organization, and so on. Originally, a stichting
could be either a nonprofit association or a profit-seeking entity, if the profits
are reinvested in the objectives of the given stichting. The usual translation of
stichting into Chinese is Jjjinhui, however, which would give people an image
that the given entity is a nonprofit association or even a philanthropic asso-
ciation. Some people have made use of this difference between the two cul-
tures.
For example, one Chinese wu shu master has set up a Chinese wu shu
stichting in the Netherlands. According to its statutory articles, the association
is to propagate Chinese traditional culture in the Netherlands. Then the
initiator, acting as chairman as well as director of his stichting, attended the
relevant meetings as a Chinese association leader. Whenever his stichting is
going to hold a public cultural activity, it will stress that it is a cultural
association and ask donations from the community for support. When some-
one is planning to join the stichting as a member and learn wu shu from the
master, he or she is asked to pay a tuition fee. Moreover, when this stichting is
expected by other Chinese associations to give a performance, the chairman
will charge a fee and stress that he, as well as his family, has to live on his trade.
Sometimes the card of stichting can be played from another angle. For
instance, one person has set up a travel agency in the Netherlands to arrange
European trips for tourists from China. Having experienced sharp competi-
tion, this person found a new approach to reach his purpose. He contrived
another name for his agency using the title of stichting and translated this
newly registered entity as something like Foundation for Economic Cooper-
ation in Chinese. Meanwhile, he named himself a representative of the stich-
ting instead of a manager. This normally will give his potential Chinese cus-
tomers the latent suggestion that they are dealing with a non-profit-seeking
association. This new image, to a certain degree, has helped him gain more
customers.
In Chapter VI, another example was mentioned: in less than three years a
Chinese immigrant has set up four stichtingen, of which two are European-
wide and the other two are worldwide. This initiator and chairman has been
received by some Dutch administrators and politicians as a representative of
the Chinese community. He has also used these advantages to build up his
business reputation. For instance, the names of the Dutch officials whom he
has met are listed in his business advertisements to prove that he is an inter-
nationally prominent figure. In September 1997, in the name of one of his
stichtingen, this chairman organized an art exhibition. In the Chinese version
of the bilingual advertisement, it was stressed that this exhibition was sup-
ported by the Dutch government by word of its high-ranking officials, was
recommended by Dutch parliament members, and so on. In the English
version, however, it was stressed that the chairman had "the full cooperation
of Chinese art organizations from all over the world."
Thus) certain persons clearly contributed to their economic achievements
by creating such entities based on their ability to grasp the differences be-
tween the Dutch and Chinese cultures.
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In addition, it is also worth noting that there are clear internal differences
between the Chinese association leaders. As was pointed out in Chapter VI,
Chinese association leaders can be divided into three groups: successful busi-
ness people; social workers; politicians and professionals.
For the first group, as a response to their underwriting the expenses for the
festival activities of the relevant association(s), the symbolic capital that they
have accumulated from the Chinese associations has, more or less, improved
their economic and social status. To put it differently, what they have done
for their respective associations and what they have been repaid can be
regarded as a process of conversion between symbolic and socio-economic
capital.
Concerning the second group, social workers are the go-between people
whose aim is to help their own ethnic group to participate in the social
programs of the Dutch society. As a response, some of them are now em-
ployed by state institutions or are dependent on government departments,
while some are looking for similar possibilities. They are a clearly visible
group that has gained some practical benefits from state facilities.
Among the third group, some artists and sports masters are among those
who have played their association card for practical profits. Some aspiring
politicians may find a career if they can successfully realize the transforma-
tion of the Chinese immigrants from an ethnic group in itself to an interest
group for itself.
In short, a basic feature of the Chinese associations as a whole is that they
are much more concerned with their elite than with their ordinary members.
B The sending and receiving countries
The Chinese associations are rooted in their receiving country and have kept
various links with their country of origin. Both the Dutch and the Chinese
states, from various perspectives and to a certain degree, have definitely taken
advantage of the establishment and the progress of the Chinese associations.
77ze Dutch state
Seen from a social point of view, the relevant Chinese associations still serve
a mutual-aid function. More and more Chinese immigrants, including the
elderly, women, and the young, are advised and guided by the associations
about how to arrange and adjust their lives in the Netherlands. In a sense,
this has not only had a homogenizing effect on the Chinese immigrant com-
munity but has also decreased the social burden of the Dutch state.
Economically, some Dutch officials and companies have recognized the
potential of the Chinese immigrant associations as a non-governmental mid-
point between the two countries: some Chinese associations in the Nether-
lands maintain special contacts with government agencies and with the politi-
cal elite in China (including mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong and
Macao). Through the appropriate Chinese associations, there is easy access
to business and policy information in China.
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Culturally, some Chinese associauons have financed performances and
exhibitions of Chinese artists in the Netherlands, which have been attended
by Dutch audiences. Moreover, the Chinese associations are running dozens
of after-school Chinese schools. In a sense, the Chinese associations arc using
their own resources to train a new generation: a generation that has mastered
the Dutch language, knows Dutch society, and is now mastering the Chinese
language and culture. They will be most useful when it comes to bridging the
cultural, social and economic differences between the two countries.
In the end, all of these have resulted in positive mutual contact and under-
standing between the Chinese and the Dutch. This is the first and one of the
most important steps for the establishment of an ethnically harmonious society.
The Chinese state
How China has gained advantages from their emigrants in the Netherlands
through their associations can be briefly stated as follows.
The first advantage is philanthropic aid. A popular Chinese saying is:
"Blood is thicker than water." i\ great many cases have shown that the
Chinese associations perform a variety of functions, but most importantly
they mobilize and collect donations to help the victims of natural disasters
whenever there is such a need in their home country.
Economically, the Chinese state may expect the Chinese associations to
act as go-between. For instance, some Chinese associations have organized
visits to China for some Dutch entrepreneurs, which may result in direct
investments in the future. In some cases, through the introduction of an
association, some state-owned enterprises in China have found a reliable go-
between to facilitate trade with Dutch companies. In addition, many times
when a Chinese commodities fair was to be held in the Netherlands, the
Chinese associations would be asked to offer help.
Culturally, the Chinese associations as a whole have been a long-existing
Chinese cultural window in the Netherlands. They have organized a variety
of activities to present Chinese culture to the mainstream society. By high-
lighting Chinese culture, they have helped the local people gain insight into
China, and thus they have improved the understanding between the Dutch
and the Chinese.
The last and the most sensitive problem is related to the political loyalty of
the Chinese immigrants. In Southeast Asia, the political loyalty of Chinese
immigrants is a veIY sensitive problem. In the Netherlands, this question has
not yet attracted serious social attention. The first and the most important
reason is that the dominant society has a strong political and cultural confi-
dence. The second reason is that although some current Chinese associations
in the Netherlands claim that they arc a patriotic overseas Chinese associa-
tion, this is not more than in an imaginary sense. Their so-called political
loyalty to their far-distant motherland is just "a politics without responsibility
or accountability"(Anderson, 1992). In reality, the members of these associa-
tions prefer to live in the Netherlands rather than in China. The political
situation in the Netherlands involves them and their families much more
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directly, regardless of whether they are committed to it. Undoubtedly, their
wish for the prosperity of China is stronger than that cherished by most
Dutch people, and their happiness about the progress made by China is
indeed greater. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize the potential mean-
ing of this phenomenon: what they want to gain from the strength and
prosperity of China, to a certain degree, is primarily improvement of their
social position in the Netherlands.
In short, as has been repeatedly stressed, the desire cherished by the
progressive Chinese immigrants is to have their own objectives realized
through their efforts to benefit from their social position of straddling the two
worlds, but not to simply be used as a tool either by the Dutch or the Chinese
authorities.
C TIe ordinary Chinese immigrant'
The ordinary or the non-elite Chinese immigrants have formed the social
basis of Chinese associations. How much of their life has been involved in
Chinese organizational activities?
I have pointed out earlier that many Chinese immigrants who are eligible
to become members continue to remain outside of Chinese associations. At
the present time, no Chinese association in the Netherlands has achieved
what sociologists describe as "completeness," meaning that all those eligible
for membership actually are members (Mcrton, 1968: 338-354; 368-370).
Nevertheless, many of them have, directly or indirectly, bcnefitted from the
Chinese organizations. Therefore, to a certain degree, they can be regarded
as non-participating or non-paying beneficiaries, although they do not see
themselves as such.
One fact already pointed out is that many activities rendered by the Chi-
nese associations can be enjoyed by all members of the Chinese immigrant
community rather than by only the members of the association: the Chinese
schools, Chinese libraries, Chinese publications, Chinese elderly or women's
centres, and so on. Moreover, all ordinary Chinese immigrants have also
benefitted from the rising visibility of the Chinese immigrant group in either
their host or original societies, which has been realized by the collective
efforts made by Chinese associations.
The relevant associations differ in their attitudes toward non-members.
Some aspire after more members, and some associations are indifferent to-
wards the total number of their members.
The Chinese associations in the Netherlands as a whole are a voluntary
institution that is far from all-powerful. Sometimes the gap between their
pretensions and the actual outcome can be quite great. In fact, the functions
performed by the associations cannot always meet the needs of the immi-
grants. A variety of phenomena and the reasons underlying them are worth
studying.
First, along with the development of mass communication media, the
function performed by certain Chinese associations to keep the Chinese im-
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migrants regularly informed has been more or less replaced or reduced. As
has been mentioned, an important contribution made by certain Chinese
associations was to keep Chinese immigrants informed about current affairs
through their publications. Nevertheless, since the 19905, this function has
been more or less replaced by mass media. Many varied information sources
in the Chinese language arc now available. For instance; since 1990, a radio
program in Chinese (Cantonese) sponsored by the Nederlandse Programma Stich-
ting (Dutch Program Foundation; NPS for short)'" broadcasts news and rel-
evant information every workday.e'' Among the more poorly educated immi-
grants, this Chinese radio program has become the most popular information
source since it reports news promptly and is easy to receive. Another ap-
proach to transmitting information in Chinese are the Chinese television
channels. Three Chinese cable and satellite channels are now available that
mainly import programs from Hong Kong or Beijing and televise some
European-Chinese community news. In addition, four issues of a Chinese-
language daily, edited and published in Europe but sponsored by powerful
news agencies located outside Europe, offer a conventional information
medium. Besides these, a couple of Chinese commercial companies in the
Netherlands have also published their advertisement newspapers, which have
a few pages focussed on Chinese community news in the Netherlands.
Second, up to now the Chinese associations have had scant success in
realizing the unity of the Chinese community, which almost every Chinese
association has emphasized as greatly needed. For instance, as was men-
tioned earlier, HCS is a rather influential association with hundreds of Chi-
nese restaurateurs as members. Nevertheless, its aim to regulate competition
among the Chinese restaurateurs themselves has not been so successful. Since
the beginning of the 19905, serious problems have arisen for many HCS
members: some restaurants have played unfair tricks in their competition -
e.g., reducing their prices to an unreasonable level, employing some non-
eligible workers to lower their costs, discrediting certain restaurants, and so
on. Thus, it has been repeatedly suggested that HCS should try to regulate
competition. After attempting to deal with these problems for years, however,
H CS has realized few substantial achievements.
The failure of LFCON to become a community umbrella association is
another case. To be able to speak effectively for all Chinese immigrants,
LFCON, designed as the collective representative of Chinese associations,
must unite as many members of the community as possible. The number of
LFCON member associations has increased from 17 to 45 between 1987 and
1997; however, its membership has never numbered more than half of the
existing Chinese associations. Some influential associations still refrain from
becoming a member of LFCON.
A new and considerable challenge to the Chinese associations came from
the initiating activities of a Dutch labour union for the Chinese restaurant
workers. In Chapter V, an analysis was done on why the class differences
within the Chinese immigrant community have not yet caused serious public
conflicts. It should be noted that recently (i.e., the end of the 19905) a few
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Chinese restaurant workers who are not satisfied with their working condi-
tions have begun to look for support from the Dutch labour union. Mean-
while, some activists of the Dutch labour union are also attempting to get
involved with the Chinese restaurant workers and attract union members
among them. Although its influence is limited at the present, the implications
and development of this movement need to be followed in the future.
To sum up, ethnic migrants in alien surroundings, like the Chinese in the
Netherlands, often forge a sense of collectivity. Despite individual differences
in training and experiences before and after their arrival, they have identified
themselves, and are always identified by non-Chinese people, at the aggre-
gate level by their shared ethnic background. To ensure a better future and
to realize the potential from their ability to straddle two worlds, their associa-
tions are functioning as an important collective symbol and, therefore, are
indispensable not only to the immigrants themselves but also to the sending
and receiving states.
The Chinese associations in the Netherlands are still developing. They
have been and continue to be important to Chinese in the Netherlands, to
their receiving and sending societies. Their potential functions are far-reach-
ing.

CHAPTER VIII
What is the future?
The Chinese immigrants' organizational history in the Netherlands and their
general characteristics have been discussed. In this last section, an outlook on
its foreseeable future development will be presented.
1 Looking at Chinese associations in Europe from a global perspective
Chinese voluntary associations can be found wherever Chinese immigrant
communities exist. From a global perspective, the ethnic Chinese associations
first emerged in Southeast Asia and then spread to other continents. The
Chinese associations in Europe are among the newly established associations
but have quickly increased in number. A brief comparison between the Chi-
nese associations in Europe and Southeast Asia or North America will help
put their roles and dynamics in a wider context.
The proliferation of Chinese immigrant associations has become an at-
tractive phenomenon in Chinese commur.ities during the last decades of the
twentieth century. It has been felt in countries around the world, with the
notable exception of a few, such as Indonesia and Indo-China, where organ-
izational activities among the ethnic Chinese have been curtailed.' Further-
more, the growing number of Chinese associations in Europe is more impres-
sive than on any other continent.
The only regularly published statistics with respect to Chinese associations
abroad are issued by OCAC of Taiwan. Although some figures are question-
able, I will quote them here for the sake of comparison. Taking all of the
Chinese associations outside of China into consideration, in 1946 there were
3,957 Chinese associations; by 1965, this number had risen to 7,687 and had
increased to 9,255 by December 1995. 2 Based on these statistics, I have made
the following three charts to give a relatively interesting comparison among
the development of the Chinese associations on the five contincnts'
In short, if we compare the number of Chinese associations in Europe
with that of the whole world, in absolute percentage they still fonn the
smallest part, but their relative rate of increase has been the highest. This is
one of their striking characteristics.
2 Looking at Chinese associations in the Netherlands from
an European perspective
If we compare the Chinese associations in the Netherlands with that in other
European countries, two characteristics are noteworthy.
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First, the fact that there arc more than one hundred associanons among
100,000 Chinese immigrants indicates that the organizing rate among the
Chinese in the Netherlands is high.
According to Wickberg, the Filipino-Chinese are among the most highly
organized of all overseas Chinese societies since approximately 1,000 Chinese
associations serve a Chinese population of 1,000,000. If taking his claim as a
standard, the organizing rate of the Chinese in the Netherlands is as high as
that of the Chinese in the Philippines.
In Europe, the three countries with a notable Chinese community are
France, Britain, and the Netherlands. In Britain, the total number of Chinese
associations is more than two hundred, double the number of that in the
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Netherlands; but the Chinese population in Britain is more than double that
in the Netherlands." In contrast, although it has a Chinese community as
large as that of Britain, there are fewer than fifty Chinese associations in
France (Live, 1998).
Moreover, among the Chinese communities in Europe, only the one in
the Netherlands has successfully established a nationwide association federa-
tion, LFCON. The Dutch authorities accept it as the representative of the
entire Chinese community. Comparatively speaking, the cooperation among
the influential Chinese associations in the Netherlands is better than in other
neighbouring countries. For instance, in economic and human resources, no
individual association of the Netherlands can compete with the Association of
French Residents of Indochinese Origin, set up in 1982,5 or the Friendly
Society of Teochew in France, set up in 19866 Nevertheless, the sharp com-
petition between these associations in France, and in the whole of Europe,
has severely limited their impact. By contrast, the cooperation between ACV,
Fa rin, CSFN, HCS, and some other associations of the Netherlands have
helped them to successfully rise to a leading position in the Chinese commu-
nities at the European level. The next point further substantiates this.
The second characteristic of the Chinese associations in the Netherlands is
that they are active at the European level. The yearly Chinese sports meeting
held by the Chinese associations in the Netherlands exemplifies this orienta-
tion. As I have outlined in Chapter VII, from 1988 onwards, almost every
year several sports teams of Chinese immigrants from other European coun-
tries were invited to join the games in Amsterdam. In 1994, a Worldwide
Overseas Chinese Sports Invitational Tournament was held, and more than
one thousand contestants and supporters came from Europe, Asia, and
America to attend.
The active roles played by some Chinese associations in the Netherlands
to push the establishment of EFCO and to support its development serves as
another example. As was outlined before, ACV is among the few key initia-
tors of EFCO. Its oflicial opening ceremony as well as several preparatory
meetings were held in Amsterdam and sponsored by the Chinese association
leaders in the Netherlands. In addition, one of the Chinese association lead-
ers became the first chairman of EFCO. According to the constitution of
EFCO, its annual meeting will be held in every European country where it
has member associations; the association(s) that hold(s) the annual meeting
should take care of the financial arrangements and, as a response, one repre-
sentative elected by the host associations will take the position as EFCO
chairman until the next annual meeting. Since few Chinese associations in
Europe have steady financial income and most rely on the contributions of
their leaders, it is a heavy burden to hold an annual meeting that may be
attended by several hundred people. In 1996, due to a shortage of financial
resources and some internal contradictions, no association wanted to hold the
fifth annual meeting of EFCO. Then, to maintain the integrity of EFCO, its
member associations in the Netherlands took over the responsibility for a
second time.?
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In addition, during 1997 and 1998, when the Chinese association leaders
in the Netherlands not only took over the position of chairman but also
formed the fifth core of EFCO committee, EFCO successfully established
contacts with the European Commission for the first time. On 6 July 1998,
the representatives of the European Commission received a delegation head-
ed by the current chairman of EFCO and comprising seven other leaders,
four of whom were from the Netherlands. At the meeting, the delegation
presented an official letter together with "A Report on the Chinese Commu-
nity in Europe" to the vice-president of the European Commission. Their
purpose was multifold: to present a general picture of the Chinese who live in
the European Union; to call for proper attention to their presence; and
particularly to highlight their human and economic potential for the European
Union and the obstacles in the way of its full realization. At the end of the
meeting, the representative of the European Commission said:"
From now all, the relationship between the Chinese community in Europe
and the European Commission has opened a new page. \Ve hope one
book will be written.
Although the above quoted speech is more than anything else a diplomatic
expression, the relevant Chinese association leaders, particularly the leaders
coming from the Netherlands, were very pleased and very proud of their
achievement. They moreover regard this meeting as a symbol that EFCO
has, finally, been recognized by the European Commission as the general
representative of the Chinese immigrant community in Europe. EFCO chair-
man said to me afterwards:
Now, no matter whether others [i.c., the Chinese association leaders in
other European countries] agree or not, we Chinese associations in the
Netherlands have in fact formed the most important pillar of EFCO.
Without our contributions, EFCO could not exist, let alone be accepted
by the European Commission.
Their ambitions, as well as their efforts, to become the representatives and
leaders of all of the Chinese in Europe are obvious.
3 Power structures and the differences between the generations
It is a common trend among Chinese associations all over the world that
their organizational approaches have become more diverse. Meanwhile, the
internal power structures within certain Chinese immigrant communities,
which are reflected in the leadership compositions and decision-making pro-
cesses of the associations, have also undergone changes, although very often
these changes are subtle and not very apparent.
In Chapter VI, I reported on the power structures of the Chinese asso-
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ciations in the Netherlands. When compared with the structures of the Chi-
nese associations in Southeast Asia or North America, some similarities and
differences can be observed.
About the similarities, no matter where the Chinese associations are, it is
dear that the Chinese elites, or the successful Chinese business people, have
acted as the principal leaders as well as the financial supporters of most of
them. To put it differently, the leadership in an influential association is allied
with the success or failure of the person in question, and the associations are
also ranked in prestige terms by type and size. It is normal for the ability of
a general meeting to make decisions to be an empty shell; the real power lies
in the hands of a few key leaders of each association. In addition, although
most voluntary associations regularly hold elections for its committee mem-
bers, some are merely a formality. The phenomenon I have described in
Chapter VI can be observed among the ethnic Chinese communities in many
other countries, that is, establishing one's own association has been accepted
as a democratic right; however, an authoritarian style of leadership is accept-
ed as normal within the associations (cf. Crissman 1967; See, 1988; Wong,
1977, 1982; Wickberg, 1988, 1992, 1994).
About some differences, Wong's study on the social structure of the Chinese
in Chinatown-New York has shown contradictions between the leading
groups formed by different generations. In this case, a newly emerging lead-
ing group is formed by the supervisors or social workers in the social service
agencies. They are second-generation Chinese who were raised and educated
in the United States. Many of them realized that they could use their posi-
tions as lawyers, businessmen, or social workers to tap resources from the
city, state, and federal governments for the betterment of their ethnic group.
Some radical young Chinese-Americans even returned from the suburbs to
Chinatown to organize their people to fight against "oppression." They want-
ed to be the principal intermediaries and lobbyists for the community, and
they have made numerous attacks on the traditional leaders (Wong, 1982:
23-25).
Another study has shown similar findings. Having made a study of the
large Chinatowns in the United States and Canada during the 1970s,
Thompson also stressed the transition of leading powers. He clearly points
out: "the majority of new and vigorous voluntary associations are composed
of students and young professionals who occupy key roles in the ethnic com-
munities"; moreover, "college students, young professionals, and social serv-
ice workers constitute the 'new leadership' that is successfully challenging the
old merchants for control of community decision making" (Thompson, 1980:
284).
In the case of Chinese associations in the Philippines, Wickbcrg noted the
appearance of certain Western-derived associations. They are school alumni
associations, Lions clubs, Chinatown fire brigades in Manila, and others."
Some are the outcome of the efforts of the second- and third-generation
residents to seek new forms of associations. Being middle-class associations,
they are useful for organizing social life and for business networking. More-
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over, there are also Chinese human rights associations, for example, the Kaisa
para sa Kaunlaran in Manila. Such being the case, "a political activist may find
that an alumni association or Lions Club with enough members is equally
useful as a political base." Hence, the leaders of these non-Chinese-type
associations have become a new active leading group of the Chinese societies
in the Philippines (Wickberg, 1994).
The above-described phenomena have not yet clearly emerged among the
Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands. As was mentioned repeatedly, the
Chinese community in the Netherlands is still dominated by first-generation
immigrants. The voice of the second or third generation has not yet become
strong enough. Up till now the existing nationwide associations organized by
and for the Holland-born or Holland-educated generation have, to a great
degree, kept organizing activities within their own circle. It is true that some
of them are active in attending the yearly Chinese sports meetings that are
organized by CSFN; some are willing to be volunteers to help the elderly
Chinese; they have, however, formed a rather small group among the Hol-
land-born Chinese youth. It has not yet become clear whether there are
already younger persons who have aspirations to try to occupy a leading
position in one of the well-known Chinese associations in the Netherlands. It
is obvious that the expectations held and behaviours expressed by this new
generation are rather different from their parents. While some may prefer to
depart from the old organizing fashion of their parents, others may stick to
their ethnic roots and try to reshape the existing Chinese associations. All of
these potentials are in themselves an interesting topic but need a separate
study. Nevertheless, the only thing I would like to point out herewith is that
it will be some time before the Holland-bern or Holland-educated Chinese
will become a visible independent component among the Chinese leading
group.
4 Trans-ethnic integration in the association development
Reviewing the recent trend of the Chinese association development all over
the world, one interesting phenomenon is the tendency of trans-ethnic inte-
gration. This tendency can be observed from three orientations:
(i) some Chinese associations have included non-ethnic Chinese people
as the recipient of their services;
(ii) some Chinese have joined existing non-Chinese associations in the
host society and have even become activists or leaders;
(iii) some local associations are organized by Chinese and local people
together and sometimes with the people of other ethnic origins.
Relevant cases can be cited from the development of the Chinese associations
in many different countries.
In Thailand, the Hua Kiaw Pob Teak Tung Foundation, a charity association
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set up by Chinese immigrants in 1897, has become the best known charity
institution since the 1950s. It offers services to whoever is in need regardless
of their ethnic origin. When a natural calamity has occurred in Thailand, it
helps to provide relief to the people in the disaster area. Because there are
children who are unable to go to school, a special foundation has been set up
for granting funds to cover the cost of education. Paid for by the donations of
its members and followers, it has established a 22-storey charity hospital in
Bangkok; all destitute people can benefit from its services, although the hos-
pital is still named "Hua Kioui" (i.e., overseas Chinese).
In the Philippines, one of the major tasks taken up by some local Chinese
associations has been helping destitute Filipinos. The project "To contribute
school buildings for the rural Filipinos" is an example. From the end of the
1970s to the early 1990s, under the auspices of the biggest nationwide Chi-
nese association, Federation of Filipino-Chinese Chambers of Commerce
and Industry, the Chinese husiness people have altogether established 1,240
school buildings in rural areas throughout the Philippines. Another popularly
welcomed activity taken up by the Chinese associations is to set up charity
medical centres. By the early 1990s, local Chinese associations had estab-
lished more than ten charity medical centres in Manila. In addition to nor-
mal medical services during workdays, these charity medical centers offer free
medical services for the poor during weekends or holidays. The Chinese
associations cover all costs of these special treatments.
The establishment of the Chinese sections of the International Association
of Lions Clubs (Lions Clubs for short) is an example with worldwide signifi-
cance. According to the relevant reports, the Chinese Lions Clubs arc rather
active in some cosmopolitan cities, such as Vancouver, Toronto, San Francis-
co, London and Manila. Most members of the Chinese Lions Clubs are
professionals or middle-class people. They have initiated or joined various
charity activities to serve the needy.
Comparatively speaking, the Chinese associations in the Netherlands still
have their charity activities mainly aimed at either the needy among the
Chinese in the Netherlands or in their home country. In their perception, the
Netherlands is a prosperous welfare state. The Dutch government has set up
comprehensive institutions to take care of all poor and needy people. In
Chapter VII, I gave an example of a charity donation campaign organized
by some Chinese associations in the Netherlands to help the Dutch victims of
the flood in the spring of 1995. Nevertheless, it should also be regarded as a
symbolic gesture. In other words, what they wanted was to express to the
Dutch society their feelings of friendship and sympathy. By comparing the
charity donations they made to their hometown with that to the Netherlands.
the difference becomes obvious (cf Chapter VII).
Among the Chinese associations in the Netherlands, two have affiliated
themselves with Dutch associations. The first is HCS, a nationwide associa-
tion of Chinese restaurateurs set up in 1985. HCS has become the Chinese
section of the Dutch HORECA association. The second one is Network
Chinese Volunteers, which affiliated itself to the Dutch Network Volunteer
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immediately after its establishment. It is worth noting that in addition to their
initial purpose of integration, their potential of finding Dutch backing and
proper funding sources has also functioned in choosing the affiliation target.
In the Netherlands today, associations founded by both Chinese and
Dutch persons in collaporation can be found as well. One example is the
Vereniging voor Traditionele Chinese Geneeskunst in Nederland (Association for Tradi-
tional Chinese Medical Science in the Netherlands), which was set up in
1995. The majority of its members are Chinese acupuncturists, but some
Dutch acupuncturists are accepted as members as well. All leaders are Chi-
nese acupuncturists, and most of the Dutch members were their students who
learned the Chinese medical traditions from thorn.
The cases of individual Chinese immigrants (from mainland China, Tai-
wan, or Hong Kong) joining Dutch associations are few. Among my inter-
viewees, only a couple of them clearly told me that they were members of
certain Dutch associations or parties. For instance, among the initiators of
CCRM, two are members of the Dutch political party CDA. One Dutch
association for physicians has accepted some Chinese medical doctors. 10 Be-
sides these, one businessman, who is also an active leader of one surname
association in the Netherlands, told me that, except for the Chinese members
who have re-emigrated from Southeast Asian countries, he is the first and
only Chinese member of a local Lions Club in the Netherlands who has
directly emigrated from China. In recent years he has twice made donations
to help blind people and children suffering from cancer in the name of the
Lions Club of the Netherlands. "You can never say 'no' to any requests made
by the Lions Club if you have become its official member. Few Chinese dare
to make such a promise," this interviewee said. l l It seems that by now the
trans-cthnic charity associations like the Lions Club have not yet been recog-
nized or accepted by the Chinese in the Netherlands. Such a situation is quite
different with that in Southeast Asian and North American countries.
In short, to organize voluntary associations based on trans-cthnic mem-
bership and targetted at their shared objectives has not yet become a visible
trend among the Chinese in the Netherlands.
5 Conjectures regarding the future
From the brief comparisons illustrated above, I will try to present an outlook
on the future development of the Chinese associations in the Netherlands.
Hereinafter, I present a variety of reasonable conjectures,
(a) The Chinese associations in the Netherlands will still kecp developing;
more precisely, new associations will keep being founded, and the existing
associations will keep reshaping themselves to meet the changing needs of
the Chinese immigrants themselves and of the receiving and sending soci-
eties. There is a popular saying among the Chinese that "old bottles can
be endowed with new wine." The model of establishing a voluntary asso-
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ciation based on blood bond brought over from their original country is a
kind of "old bottle." Through flexible adaptations, this model was adjust-
ed to the changing environments, and it has catered to the changing
requests of the immigrant community. In other words, a single association
may be fragile and may be gone soon after its birth, but the general model
of the Chinese associations is flexible and resilient. Because of this, various
Chinese associations have maintained an active social image in Europe for
about one hundred years and in Southeast Asia for more than two hun-
dred years.
(b) The Chinese association leaders in the Netherlands will continue to strug-
gle for a leading position at the European leveL Because Europe is becom-
ing increasingly united, the forward-looking Chinese association leaders
have repeatedly stressed the need to participate in the decision-making
process on migration and minority policies at the European level in order
to help serve the interests of the Chinese immigrants. Some Chinese asso-
ciation leaders in the Netherlands are among this active group. In terms of
their collective quality - e.g., their education, language fluency, knowl-
edge and organizing ability, etc. - however, many cannot yet be qualified
as fully competent to be European Chinese leaders. They are challenged
by the developments of the Chinese associations at the European level,
which is asking for qualified leaders with broader knowledge and vision.
(c) As time passes, the new locally-born or locally educated generation will
become more active, and their visibility will be heightened among the
Chinese associations in the Xetherlands. Because the second generation is
socialized, educated and trained in the receiving country, their organiza-
tional orientations show clear differences from that of their parents. Never-
theless, while some may prefer to depart from the old organizing fashion
of their parents, others may stick to their ethnic roots and try to reshape
the existing Chinese associations. Moreover, some will try to become the
new representatives, or new intermediaries, of the entire Chinese commu-
nity. This reality has appeared in both Southeast Asia and North America
today. It will undoubtedly become a reality among the Chinese immigrant
community in the Netherlands soon.
(d)The potential that China may become a global power in the next century
will increasingly affect the development of the Chinese associations in the
future. On the China side, its traditional focus on its emigrants abroad will
be continued, such as preserving ethnic ties with the Chinese abroad by
maintaining contacts, providing education to new generations born over-
seas, establishing economic cooperation with overseas Chinese entrepre-
neurs and business people, and encouraging investment in China. Fur-
thermore, China will step up its contacts with overseas Chinese around
the world and strengthen its efforts to adjust its relevant policies to meet
the new demands arising among the Chinese overseas. This is evidenced
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by the fact that more Chinese clites abroad have been chosen to serve as
a bridge between the Chinese governments and the Chinese residing
abroad. In 1996, 176 Chinese abroad were selected to be Overseas Del-
egates of the Overseas Chinese Affairs Commission of Taiwan. Mean-
while, in the qiaoxiang areas of mainland China, a few of the delegates of
the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference at various levels
(from province to county) have been chosen from the villagers residing
abroad. 12 Almost all of these delegates arc selected from Chinese associa-
tion leaders. Among the Chinese association leaders in the Netherlands, at
least five of them have been chosen at some time as such delegates at the
country or provincial level either in mainland China or in Taiwan. It is
understandable that the social prestige of the Chinese associations abroad
would be heightened when their "association credit" has been further
legitimized in their country of origin.
(e) Finally, the Chinese associations in the Netherlands clearly will continue
to move within both their own ethnic environment and the wider society
and will benefit from their special position of straddling the two worlds.
Meanwhile, at the moment, more and more Chinese association leaders
arc talking about integration of the Chinese into the Dutch society, but at
the same time they try to keep their ethnic community insulated to pro-
mote their own interests. The ethnic and cultural syncretism is a source of
strength. When Chinese associations as a collective institution are cultivat-
ing their shared ethnic culture and trying to highlight their potential for
both their sending and receiving countries, the ordinary Chinese people
will benefit from these efforts. Alongside the peaceful development of glo-
balization, this orientation will become more popular and clearer to all
ethnic immigrants.
In sum, the development of the Chinese associations will not cease in the
near future and requires continued study. 1 hope the arguments presented in
this study can serve as some basis for further exploration of the topic. It is
obvious that a deeper insight into the social significance of the Chinese asso-
ciations abroad can only be achieved from broader comparative research in
both practice and theory. I cherish this wish as a deeper ambition and will
take this study as a new starting point toward the future.
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Abbreviations
Amsterdam Centrum Buitenlanders
Amsterdam Centre for Foreigners
~iiJ~M~fH'Hfrer;L'
Algemene Chinese Vereniging in Nederland
General Association of Chinese in the Netherlands
IJ(fj\1j$1fr,(;:, f<
Algemeen Dagblad
Universal Daily
:kAB-IR
Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken
Ministry of the Interior
f'.] JI& ll1l
Slichting Buddha's Light International - Holland
International Association of Buddha's Light, Holland section
00 Il,jiiJ\l7'tf<f,1J~ t1Jf<
Stichting Chinese Cultuur Recreatie en Maalschappelijk Werk
Foundation for Chinese Culture, Recreation and Social
Work
f,1J ~ er$ :!i WJ f<
Christen Democratisch Appei
Christian Democratic Appeal
~1i\'t'H\,;et:l't
Vereniging Chinese ondememers Rotterdam en omgeving
Association of Chinese entrepreneurs Rotterdam and environs
1!t~fJ-Jx.$illif<
Stichting Evangelische Zending onder de Chineren in Europa
The Chinese Evangelical Mission in Europe
ht@:$1fr:ffilif'l1li!f<
Chung Hwa Hui
Chinese Association
'!'$f<
Stichting de Chinese Brug
Association of the Chinese Bridge
er1frHf<~1i~'!' 'L'
Chun Pah
CIA
GJO
COCA
CPC
CRN!
CSfN
EFCO
Fa Tin
FWDLO
HCS
HOREC4
HYXSH
APPEKDlX I
Chinese Landelijke Ouderen VerenZtting 'Chun Pah? in Nederlond Chi-
nese nationwide elders' association 'C1Wll Pah' in the Nether-
lands
7i1J '=tltsWf;-g.,~,~
Central Intelligence Agency
rp k'tlHlt/;:J
Chinese ]ongeren O,ganisatie
Chinese Youth Organization
#'~*iJ'~
Vereniging van Chinese Ondernemers in Chinatown Amsterdam
Association of Chinese business people in Chinatown Amster-
dam
~iiJ !lBIJ\fi!jij;lf JiltA111#' iffj~
The Communist Party of China
9'[!;J~f'}t
Ministetic van Cultuur, Recreatie en Alaatschappelijk Werk
Ministry or Culture, Recreation and Social Work
::tf-tIM,ti~T jtJlll
Stichting Chinese Sport Federatie in Nederland
Chinese Sports Federation in the Netherlands
±7i1J#'AWfl' ilil;!]I£(-g.,~,~
The European Federation of Chinese Organizations
Il):ii'H #,f]f#,At!: []j IIt-g.~
Chinese Veren(ging in .Neder/and 'Fa Tin'
Chinese Association in the Netherlands 'Fa Yin'
h17i1J#'AR1ii~
The Federation of Chinese Wushu, Dragon- and Lion-
Dance Organizations in the Netherlands
7i1J'=lEt*7tl!M,~
lloninklfjk terbond van ondernemers in hetHORECA - en aanuenoante
bedriil,' sectie Chinees Indische bcdnjten
Royal union of entrepreneurs in the Horeca and related
businesses, Chinese-Indonesian business section
7i1J '=jl*rp III tX11till:i~~
hotel, restaurant and cafe
h1t1l '*tx ill:
Hua Yi Xie Shang Hui
Consultative Association of Chinese Descendants
#'~ j1J iffj~
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lE Intercultureel Beraad
Inter-cultural Deliberation Committee
~:left~Jf7i::~
KMT Chinese Kuo Min Tang Party
rpI!lOO~5t
KY Kangzhan yaoxun
Bulletin on resistingJapanese aggression
m~'JlI1R
LFCON
NCV
NPC
OC4C
OCW
OKW
OSDA
PRC
ROC
THHK
TPGE
LandeliJke Federatie van Chinese Organisaties in Nederland
Nationwide Federation of Chinese Organizations III the
Netherlands
± j1Ij#'A ft~ll:};il"~
Netwerk Chinese Vrijwilligers
Network Chinese Volunteers
#'ASCLI'il
The National People's Congress
Jj1 OO±OOA ~f1;=t<:k~
The Overseas Chinese Affairs Commission, ROe
'!'#'~ I!Ifjf3E~M~
Ministerie van Onderwijs, Cultuur en Wetenschappen
Ministry of Education, Culture and Sciences
f,(;';xftH'J':1flJ
Ministerie van Onde1Wfjs, Kunsten en Wetenschappen
Ministry of Education, Arts and Sciences
f,(;'; 2:; 71C14'J': lllJ
Ou Sea District Association
~ltifJl: jjjJ 3'~
People's Republic of China
Jj1#'A~MUI!I
Republic of China
Jj1#,~OO
Tiong Hoa Hwee Koan
Chinese Association in Indonesia
't'#'~/~1l
Tai Pang Gemeensehap in Europe
Tai Pang Community in Europe
1itif@;:kJlll!ljjjJ3'~
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Tung Lok Chinese Ouderen Vereniging 'Tung Lok'
Chinese Elders' Association 'Tun/!, Lok'
~iiJ~Wi!l#ft*A/iJ.l5Ht
VWS Ministene van Volkgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport
Ministry of Public Health, Welfare and Sports
R;P-:iltJjttliH~ 1*~ ll1l
Wa Lai Stichting Centrum 'Wa Lai'
Foundation Centcr 'wa Lai'
#,!liJJCP,L.,
Wah Fook Wui Slichting Welzijnshehartiging Chineeen Rotterdam Wah Fook Wui
Foundation for Welfare Promotion for the Chinese in Rot-
terdam
JI1j!l#f]-#' A tm >1'IJfJEitI:~
Wai Wan Chinese Landelijke Vrouioen Vereniging 'Wni Wun' in Nedeeland Chi-
nese nationwide women's association 'fllai Wun' in the Neth-
erlands
w~1J~~
WKVVK Wah Kiu Wei Kun, Chineesehe Vereeniging in Holland
Wah Kiu Wei Kun, Chinese association in Holland
foj ""#' fJi'~ '.'1'l
WVC Ministerie van Welzijn, Volkgezondheid en Cultuur
Ministry of Welfare, Public Health and Culture
:f,M~iltJjt)cfUJ
Chun Pah [t',:#!J
diqu [Jj/j I2'J
gei mumsi [§frilli'T]
gong]u [J:JJA]
guanxi ~*l
guigiau iJlJ1ff]
haiwai guanxi
[~7Hk*l
Halcka [~*]
HORECA
fhtt1L&,*txill::J
Huaqiao [iJ'i1ff]
Huaren [iJ'i)J
Huaqiao-Huaren
[iJ'i1ffiJ'i)J
Huaqiao huehuhui
[iJ'i1ff1iJliJ~]
APPENDIX II
Glossary
Two evergreen trees, i.e., pine and cypress, which are
often used to signify "good health and long life."
prefecture
Give face, meaning to show due respect to someone.
A form of Chinese traditional physical culture
A popular Chinese term which means having special ap-
proaches and connections in order to attain one's objec-
tive.
Returned-emigrants from abroad.
Overseas relations, i.e., have relatives or contacts abroad.
Guest people. Han Chinese people, living in the moun-
tainous region straddling the provinces of Fujian, Guang-
dong and Jiangxi, and speaking their own dialect. They
have migrated from the Central Plains of China. Hence,
their name "Guest people."
A Dutch abbreviation meaning hotel, restaurant and
cafe.
Overseas Chinese or Chinese overseas. Originally, it
meant those Chinese who sojourn abroad, but does not
include settlers. Contemporarily, it simply refers to Chi-
nese who have the permanent right to reside in their
adopted country but retain their Chinese citizenship, in-
cluding the citizenship of the People's Republic of China,
Republic of China (Taiwan), and the Hong Kong Spe-
cial Administration Region.
It refers to the Chinese who have settled down some-
where outside of China and have also obtained foreign
citizenship.
A general term to combine the above-mentioned two
groups of people together.
Overseas Chinese mutual aid association.
Huqyi [$Il\f]
huiguan [~\:1'l]
liuxuesheng group
[jj'j"j!: 'tllt1*1
Putonghua [\w-iili ijIi]
qiaojuan [ffiwJ
qiaoiou rffi 9)-1
qiaowu ganbu
[ffi 9)- 'f- fl\l]
qiaoxiang [ffi3']
qm peng hao you
l*Mt8'eJ
san cong si de
L JA l1!Ili!'J
Taijiquan [j;:f&~]
tongxianghui
1J"13' ~l
tung lok [J<iJ 71<]
wu shu [ftt*]
APPE~IX n
Chinese descendants who were born and have grown up
outside of China or have been educated and socialized in
the country that their parents or ancestors have adopted.
A generic name of Chinese traditional voluntary associa-
tions which are normally organized on the basis of
shared provenance, clan, or similar occupation.
Originally, this term meant Chinese students studying
abroad. Nowadays, this term includes not only those
Chinese students who are studying abroad, but also those
who finished their studies and now arc working there.
This term very often even includes their family members.
Instead of a simple label indicating someone's temporary
and transitional status, liuxuesheng has come to denote a
fixed social identity. Once labeled liuxuesheng, they are
willing to keep this social identity.
standard Chinese language
Overseas Chinese dependant[s] and relatives
affairs related to Huaqiao and qiaojuan
officials who are in charge of qiaowu
Chinese regions of large-scale outmigration to abroad.
A popular Chinese term meaning "relatives and good
friends."
The three obediences and the four virtues. San cong
means that a woman of good behaviour must obey her
father before marriage, obey her husband during her
marriage, and obey her son(s) in widowhood. The four
virtues are fidelity, physical charm, propriety in speech,
and skillfulness in needlework and household work.
A kind of traditional Chinese fitness exercise to achieve
harmony of body and mind.
An association set up on the basis of shared provenance.
Or, in other words, a district-of-origin-related associa-
tion.
It is a Cantonese term meaning to share happiness to-
gether.
A kind of martial arts such as shadowboxing, swordplay,
etc., formerly cultivated for self-defense, now a form of
physical culture.
GLOSSARY
xiang L3il
xionqi liangmu
['Bt:t'~ £l:]
Zhuangyuan ['!)\5l;]
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The Chinese government is organized in five hierarchi-
callevels: country [",,0ia, 1]1 1!<:], province [sheng, 1il], pre-
fecture [digu, Jt!l1Rl, county [xian, !!c] in rural areas or
urban districts [qu, [5(J in urban areas, and lastly town-
ship [xiang, 31] in rural areas or street [jiedao, mm] in
urban areas. One xiang usually consists of several villages
[cun, H] with one town as its center.
sweet wife and virtuous mother
The best one. In ancient China, under the traditional
imperial examination system, "Zhuangyuan" is the title
conferred on the examinee who came first in the highest
imperial examination. In modern China, "Zhuangyuan"
has been converted to name the best one in any field.

APPENDIX III
Chinese associations in
the Netherlands (1947-1997)
(Founding years and names)!
1947
Algcmcnc Chinese Vereniging in Nedcrland
1960,
Algcmcnc Overzee Chinese Vereniging in Nederland2
Wo=$fJf,~,~
1964
Vereniging van Chinese Restaurants in Holland3
1974
Stichting Evangelische Zcnding onder de Chinezcn
in Europa
1975
Chinese Christclijke Contact Groep
1976
Chinese Vereniging in Nederland "Fa Yin"
Chinese Sportclub "On Hang"
1977
Vcreniging "Inisiatip"
Helan Huaqiao Xiehui
1980
Chinese Sportclub Lun Fat
H.K.77 Sport Vereniging
Stichting Evangelische Zending ander de
Utrechtse Kerk
De Vcicndcnkring Lian Vi Hui
;4it3fen)I:O$All'nii~
W0= $fJft1f~
*W;$fJfWiif:ffiw~
Utrecht~~
enM$ AlIki1i~
1981
Eindhovcn Chinese Christian Church
1982
Peranakan Vriendcnkring
Chinese Kung-fu Vereniging
Gcmeenschap van Chinese-Vietnamese
Vluehtclingen in Nederland
1983
Chinese Jongeren Sportclub in Amsterdam
Amsterdam Luthcrsc Jeugd Club voor Chinezen
Vercniging Chinese Onderncmcrs Rotterdam
ell Omgcving
1984
Stichting Fine Eastern Restaurants
Tai Pang Gemeenschap in Europa
Yung Kwang Association in Holland
Stichting Chinese Cultuur Recrcatic en Maat-
sehappelijkwerk
Stiehting Chinese Cultuur en Maatsehappe1ijk
werk Waterland-Zaanstreek
H.K.Y.L.T.M. Association'
Stichting Chinese Gemccnschap in Tilburg
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$A£1i}t!.I4i;
{Eindhoven)
f~)~$Awt;\tt±
cp$Wfj4i;
W'"~~$II'U)(i'ii4i;
~iiJ !fflJJlJi#ft"N4'W#4i;
~iiJ !fflJJ\Ii#ftW4' IJj.!'i
1985
Koninklijk vcrbond van ondernemcrs in het
HORECA en aanverwante bedrijf scctic
Chinees Indisehe bedrijven W'" m:*txit'1l:04i;cp flltxit'1l:514i;
Stiehting Family Tang in Nederland . ~w$1JfXllfl:;,t,*4i;
Stiehting Chinese Sport Federatic in Nederland 6 'E:w$ A-fi' fj'iEM,~,4i;
Chinese Cooking Arts Club 'Pwitm:j'!}4i;
Stiehting Chinese Samen1eving Eindhoven 1<~31'$A j'!}4i;
Stichting Familie Man W"'$fTf:Jtfl:;,;,*4i;
1986
Chinese Buddhist Center Amsterdam
Brcda LutherseJeugd Club VOOT Chinczcn
Chinese Stichting Gemccnschap Eindhoven
Algemene Chekiang Chinese Vcreniging in
Xcdcrland
~iiJ!fflJJ\Ii¥imJ\]if¥: fJl: t!.I 'P'L.'
~t~~j~w4:m!Zi
(Breda)
$A£~4i;
Eindhoven 514i;
CHINESE ASSOCIATIONS IK THE NETHERLANDS
Algemene Chinese Wu Shu Federatie in Nederland hifi11!$f]ftB::f:t1J.4i;
The Hong Kong Civic Association in the
Netherlands
Vereniging van Gediplomeerde Chinese Koks
Vereniging Oriental Cuisine Holland
Limburgse Chinese Vereniging
Familie Pang Vereniging in Nederland
1987
Stiehting Chinese Belangen
Stichting Centrum "Wa Lai"
Chinese Coordination Centre of \'\lorld
Evangelism in Europe, Promotion Centre in
the Netherlands 'lC'rf Ittiiii I><: $W, I {i'jl1j~ /Nli
Stiehting de Chinese Brug rp#i:l±4i;H1Hl-rp,c.,
Hua Yi Xie Shang Hui7 $ Wit1J. il'li4i;
Chinese Vrouwen Vereniging in Eindhoven 't<:'l;3f.litjl1j$f]f~35c4i;
Stiehting Landelijke Federatie van Chinese
Organisatics in Nederland
1988
Vereniging van Chinese Ondernemers in
Chinatown Amsterdam ~iiJ~Wi!M':l'tJfA 1!J$T!li4i;
Stichting Promotie Drakenbootraees Nederland jl1j~ fttJ:IlEJ" t1J.4i;
Association of Chinese Students in the Netherlands rrrmWjl1jIJiJ'¥'4i;
Rotterdamse Chinese Vrouwen Vereniging 1l\(t'f:l't$A!flj(4i;
Regionale Chinezen Werkgroep Noordoost Brabant
Brabant !t!l!5<:$Aiti9!rp,c.,
Fuyin Chuanbo Xiehui ;f(,\i'H!i1lllt1J.4i;
1989
Chinese Landelijke Oudcren Vercniging "ChUIl Pah"
in Nederland jl1j ~:lN8It(il- ,!<j,4i;
Stichting Holland Hua Shia jl1j~$][)c}jt5'ff*4i;
Stichting "Taiwan Shian-Chin" in the Netherlands jl1j~ f1i<'Y3'*It(il'!4i;
Alliance for a Democratie China in Nederland
rp rm R;:tlt(il-ll'F~jl1j ~ :7HIl
Minzhcn Minlian Helan Fenbu r\~;Il'fR;lfXjl1j~:7tJl1l
Ouzhou Zhongguo Minyun Gongzuozhe Xiehui
1990
Benelux "Tsung-Tsin" Vcreniging
Netherlands Xiangqi association
Stichting Chen Hui
1991
Chinese Landclijkc V rouwcn Vereniging "Wai
Wun' in Ncderland
Den Haagsc Chinese Vrouwen Vereniging
Stichting Lai Yin voor Chinese Vrouwen in
Provincic Utrecht
The Association of Chinese Writers in Benelux
Vereniging Chinese Bcwoncrs in Rotterdam
Canguan Dongzhu Zhanwang Hui
1992
Vereniging Familie Choi in Benelux
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w~y~4t:
ilif5f$ Any;~
i1, 'f!H;Jr:!i:IJiJJ~JI nil:~
{;H~i'<",itA j;j}~
JI\i.t#:I't$iI'HifEl; j;j}~
%t'C1LtJ; :tJ#.:f1~
Dam Wah Studiefonds
1993
Chinese Vrouwen Vercniging Maastricht
Arnhemsc Chinese V rouwcn Vcrcniging
Stichting Yao Vi 'Irefccntrum Chinezen Utrecht
Chinese Ouderen Vereniging "Tung Lok"
Stichting Lccuwcndans Rotterdam
Chinese Vrouwcn Vereniging Amsterdam en
Noord Holland ~iiJmWit#:I't'l!j~w""1:I'$A~3:k~
1994
Chinese Jongcren Organisatic
The Asian Rcstaurants''
Stichting China law
Chinese Ouderen Vercniging "Kic Ling"
Intcrnationale Vercniging voor Oostersc kunst
Onderzoek 11I1'l'~;1Jk*~}f'Ji:~I!X;;'H,(?,~
Vercniging vor Noord-Chinezen in Holland ,*w~dt$AI"Jj:;~
Stichting Buddha's Light International - Holland9 11J~,J;H/J:J't~w"" t1J.~
Dutch association for Chinese Youth fflW,g,-@
Stichting Chinese Cultuur, Muzick en Kunst
Ncdcrland
1995
Vereniging van Wen Chow Chinezen in Ncdcrland w""ihltHII"Jj:;~
Fonds of Chckiang Chinese Vereniging in
Ncdcrland
Vcrcniging voor Traditionele Chinese Geneeskunst
in Nederland
Stichting Caihong
Stichting Chinese Kunst in Holland
Ouzhou Zhongguo Shuhua Yuan
liXifl1 rp IXliitxj[frHiJf'li'T%
W"" ~tlfli1l:JR%
CHINESE ASSOCIATIONS IN THE NETHERLJlliDS
Helan Zhongyi Xuehui
Stichting China Link
Stichting Chinese Muziek
Vereniging van Yong Ka Chinezen in Nederland
1996
Stichting Europese Bijzondcrc Leerstoel TCM
Yau Luen Vereniging
Stichting Wclzijnsbchartiging Chinezen Rotterdam
Wah Fook Wui
Quan He Zhongwen Jiaoyu Jijinhui
Hclan Huaren Bao Diao Tongmeng
Stichting Global Chinese Art
Vercniging Wu Shu in Noord Holland
Network Chinese Vrijwilligers
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w""rplX"f%
rp w ~H 'rif1i!;:16:%
~twi'f*1t
hiwilJiiDi<~ I"J~%
1997
Chinese Vrouwen Vereniging Tiburg Tilburg il"AlJl:Y:%
Federation of Chinese Wu Shu, Dragon- and Lion-
Dance Organizations in the Netherlands W""ftI:*ftjj~,~,%
Lu He Rui'an Jiaoyu Jijinhui hiwIiffl't<~I"f!i!,:16:%
Fine Eastern Restaurants in the Netherlands!" W~ A~1J*1t~~
Association for Chinese Engineers and Scholars in
the Netherlands W""iI"A'J':'I'i-Tl'i!jiflj1J.%
Lu He Fujian Tongxiang Lianhe Zonghui 11 hlfW:Wrltl"J~ ~J(-&;- J~,%
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Notes
Chapter 1
"One exception is the investigative report written by Frank Pieke (1988), which
has been translated into Chinese by Zhuang Guotu and published in Taiwan. See the
following paragraph.
2 During my interview with Wubben, he made a further explanation as follows.
Originally, his book was entitled Lotgevallen van Chinese immigranten in Nederlond, 1911-
1940 (The experiences of Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands, 1911-1940). It was
the publisher who had put the original title as a sub-title and used the quotation, i.e.,
"Chineeem en ander Ariatisch. ongedierte," as the title of the book and printed it in big,
black characters. "The aim of the publisher was to make the book more attractive,"
Wubben said.
3 For instance, after accepting the suggestion made by the report, the Dutch
authorities agreed not to consider the Chinese immigrant community as one of the
minorities that are backward and in need of special social support. However, they did
provide them with some subsidies to improve their social position.
4 According to his records, Pieke interviewed 43 Chinese from 26 families (Pieke,
1988: 226-230).
") LFCON is an association member of EFCO. In December 1996, the chairman
of LFCON took the position of chairman of EFCO. He proposed the project and got
the support of the two associations' committees. The project was sponsored by the
Dutch institution Amsterdam Centrum Buitenlanders (Amsterdam Center for Foreigners)
as well.
6 In fact, Xu's book is based on another documentary book entitled Jinri qiaoqing
(Overseas Chinese Affairs Today) published by an association called "the Chinese
Institute of Overseas Chinese Policies" in 1956 in Taiwan (ZGQ7.XH, 1956).
7 In total, 19 Zhejiang emigrants abroad have been invited as honorary members
of the Center. Among them, two are living in the Netherlands, and 12 are living in
other European countries.
B For instance, the Dutch Chinese association A(ftemene Chinese Verenttting inNederland
hosted the two leading cadres' visit to the Netherlands. During a dinner hosted by the
association at which dozens of Wenzhou Chinese in the Netherlands were present,
the visitors first explained their plan to improve the studies on Wenzhou emigrants
abroad. Then, they asked all Wenzhou emigrants to make a donation to help the
establishment of a research foundation in the name of the institute. The attendants
donated a few thousand Dutch guilders in total on the spot. See the news report
"Leading cadres of Wenzhou Overseas Chinese Research Institute came to visit the
Netherlands," in ACV Bulletin, 3 February 1997.
9 In the book, I wrote the only article that focussed on the Chinese associations in
Europe, "Transnational links among the Chinese in Europe: a study on European-
wide Chinese voluntary associations." It is an outcome of this study.
tn Zhzdia is a Chinese term meaning "a couple of scholars." This is a collection from
which four brief articles are selected. These four articles all focussed on how to name
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the Chinese abroad and show the diversity of opinions. The four authors are Chinese
scholars who live in Brunei, Singapore, and the United States, respectively.
11 It is worth noting that more than eighty per cent of the ethnic Chinese abroad
have settled down in Southeast Asia. Most of them have regarded their adopted
country as their fatherland. When discussing the general situation of the Chinese
abroad, this important fact cannot be ignored.
12 One typical example is the ethnic Chinese in today's Indonesia. In May 1998,
when riots against the ethnic Chinese happened, only a few Chinese could escape
from Indonesia even temporally.
13 In his lecture given in "The Wertheim Lecture 1992" held by CASA (Center for
Asian Studies Amsterdam), Anderson discussed the transnational phenomenon of
"long-distance nationalism." According to Anderson, millions of "long-distance
cthno-nationalists" "live their real politics long-distance, without accountability;" they
"have no serious intention of going back to a home, which as time passes, more and
more serves as a phantom bedrock for an embattled metropolitan ethnic identity"
(1992: 12). This description is of particular significance with regard to the Chinese
immigrants in Western Europe today.
14 It is worthwhile pointing out the following difference between the Chinese and
English terms. In Chinese, the term yimin covers all the meanings expressed by the
words migration, migrant, immigration, immigrate, immigrant, emigration, emigrate,
and emigrant in English. Nevertheless, the Chinese term yimin has an added conno-
tation not expressed in any of the English words. It also suggests a compulsory
migration; in other words, people moving away from their homes because of official
policy (Wang, 1998:16; cf Tian & Chen, 1986). This is a principal reason that in
China the special subject related to the Chinese abroad studies has been named as
"Huaqiau-Huaren studies," rather than "Chinese migrants studies."
15 On this point, the theoretical framework related to "symbolic capital" or "sym-
bolic power" proposed by Bourdieu is a helpful concept of the social functions of my
target (Bourdieu, 1986, 1990; Calboun, 1993; Lipuma, 1993). For the detailed discus-
sion, please see Chapter VII.
16 Interview with Mr. :NIH, 7 March 1995, in Amsterdam.
17 The interviewee studied history in a university between 1954 and 1958. After
graduation, he was an assistant professor in a university until he emigrated in 1964.
18 Hong Kong is also an important area from which many Chinese in the Nether-
lands came. However, I could not do fieldwork in Hong Kong for the following
considerations. Firstly, Hong Kong is an area of immigration, that is, many Hong
Kong people immigrated into Hong Kong after the War, while their original home-
town is in mainland China. Among the Hong Kong migrants in the Netherlands, a
substantial part have their original hometown in the Shenzhen area. Secondly, my
research budget was limited, which did not allow me to do more fieldwork than what
has been done. However, I have noted that in the case of some ex-Hong Kong
sojourners, their Hong Kong sojourn did affect their organizational motivations and
activities in the Netherlands. Some examples will be discussed in later chapters.
Chapter 2
1 As I have mentioned in Chapter I, before leaving China, many would-be emi-
grants looked to Europe as a whole, rather than to any specific European country, as
their destination. After arriving in Europe, it was quite common for them to transfer
from one country to another, and then to a third or even a fourth country, especially
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in the initial period after their arrival (ef. Li, 1998: 27-35). Armed with this knowl-
edge, it is clear that the emigration waves to the Netherlands very often cannot be
separated completely from the migration waves to other Western European coun-
tries, especially to England, France, and more recently Italy, Spain, and Portugal.
2 Quoted from 'Holland' in Ming Shi [A History of the Ming Dynasty], an official
history book originally printed during the Qjng Dynasty in 1739.
s I found interesting evidence of this: in 1861, the arrival of "a civilized Chinese"
in Amsterdam had surprised the townspeople, An article was written to describe this
unusual visitor, which said: it is normal for Amsterdammers to come across foreigners
very often while walking along the streets of Amsterdam, however, "you would be
surprised to meet any civilized Chinese within our city" (Witkamp, 1861:183).
4 As it is commonly known, the Chinese presence in the East Indies preceded that
of the Dutch there. The 1930 census shows that among the Chinese in Java about
79% were descended from Chinese parents but born in the Netherlands East Indies,
and in the Outer Provinces of the East Indies this percentage was 48%. In aggregate,
this percentage is 63%. In other words, of the total of 1,190,014 Chinese inhabitants
of the Netherlands East Indies, 756,172 had been born in the Netherlands East Indies
(Cator, 1936:31, 39-40). These people were called the Peranakan-- children of the
soil. Usually, the Peranakan Chinese spoke a modified form of Malay, wore local
clothing, prepared their food in Malay fashion and maintained active social relations
with their native neighbours, largely in accordance with local cultural rules. Never-
theless, it is very clear that they still identified themselves as Chinese and were
identified as Chinese.
j The results of the 1930 census of the Netherlands East Indies indicates that
"among the Chinese population 29 per cent is literate and 3.2 per cent knows how to
write the Netherlands language" (Cater, 1936:87).
(; Chung Hwa Hui was an association organized by the Peranakan Chinese youth
who studied in the Netherlands. It was set up in 1911. Cf. Chapter Ill.
7 In the relevant Dutch documents, Guangdong was spelled as Kwanlung, Kwanglung,
Koangtang, or Canton; Zhq'iang was spelled as Chekiang, Chikwong, or Tchekiang. All these
spellings can be found in the Chinese seamen's registers kept by the Dutch police or
by shipping companies in the 1930s. In order to avoid confusion, I have standardized
the spellings as Guangdong and Zhejiang in this dissertation.
a According to the standard Chinese language, the name of this district should be
spelled as Bao'an. In the relevant Dutch documents, however, following the Canton-
ese dialect used by the people who came from there, the name usually is spelled as Bo
On or Bo-on. In this dissertation I have standardized the spelling as Bo On.
') Since 1979, the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone has been designated and
established at the centre of Bo On county. Its new development and its effects on
migrant streams will be discussed later.
10 It is said that since the beginning of the 20th century, there were some experi-
enced Dapcng people who acted as brokers in Hong Kong to help their eo-villagers
find a job in the 'Western shipping companies. Some had run their business so well
that they set up official employment agencies. It is noteworthy that these early bro-
kers are acclaimed by their peer villagers today as the able pioneers who guided the
footsteps of their native villagers in the efforts of the latter to seek work abroad.
I1 The investigation of the Dutch seamen's trade union showed that a Dutch sailor
usually received a monthly pay packet of 91 to 100 guilders, but a similarly qualified
Chinese sailor only received 60 guilders; the Dutch boatswain could get 104.5 to 115
guilders monthly, but the Chinese boatswain only got 73 guilders. Meanwhile, claim-
ing that the Chinese had their own eating habits as an excuse, the management of
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Dutch shipping companies offered only 16.5 guilders per month to every Chinese
seaman for food, but gave per Dutch seaman 24 guilders (see De Uitkijk [Lookout], 6
Aug., 1932).
12 The details of the affairs can also be read in De lJitkijk, 11 Nov., 1911; De
Nederlandsche Zeeman [The Dutch Seaman], January 1912. The Dutch seamen were
highly incensed and very indignant by the appearance of Chinese seamen on the
scene. In the newspaper published by the Dutch seamen's trade union, all Chinese
seamen were sharply criticized as the Yellow Peril (De Uitkijk, II Nov., 1911; 19 Nov.,
1926; DeNederlandsche Zeeman, 10 Dec. 1904;Jan. 1912). These poor Chinese seamen,
however, simply wanted to earn money to support their families in their hometowns.
All the slogans used by the Dutch seamen's trade union, such as "class conscious-
ness," "unite with the Dutch workers to fight against capitalism," "protect seamen's
primary rights" ctc., were completely strange to these people, who had just left their
villages where people had been used to a small-scale peasant economy for hundreds
of years. Most Chinese seamen, I believe, did not even know there was a strike
among the Dutch seamen, let alone that they were expected to support it.
13 The Chinese seamen registered in the Dutch shipping companies (1898-1915)
Year Total Chinese Chinese: Year Total Chinese Chinese:
total total
1898 • 1I • 1907 15,146 116 0.8%
1899 9,IOj 109 1.2% 1908 Ij,321 92 0.6%
1900 9,833 33j 3.4% 1909 Ij,948 2j9 1.6%
1901 11,593 312 2.7% 1910 17,135 196 1.1%
1902 11,695 227 2.4% 1911 18,559 76j 4.1%
1903 12,815 245 1.9% 1912 20,939 1,2j4 6.0%
1904 13,319 217 1.6% 1913 23,152 1,701 7.3%
1905 13,204 144 1.1% 1914 26,072 2,100 8.1%
1906 13,620 148 1.1% 1915 25,503 2,165 8.5%
Source: Aantallen monsteringen van Nederlanders en k!eurlingen le Amsterdam (1900-1915).
14 In this part there are so-called qiaoxiang areas, i.e., specific emigration villages
and towns, clustered in the region of Wenzhou port, but divided over Qjngtian
county, Wencheng county,' and Rui'an county, and usually known as Wenzhou and
Qjngtian districts.
IS The article written by Lin and Chen was published in a popular magazine
named Shanhai]ing. The meaning of this Chinese magazine's title is "popular legends,
folklore, or hearsay."
16 This sort of belief that Qjngtian and Wenzhou people were brought over to
Europe by selling Qjngtian carved stones is well known in the Wenzhou and
Qi.ngtian districts (er. Qjngtian xian z/ll)' Yet, I have my doubts. I believe that the
number of Wenzhou and Qjngtian people who relied basically on selling Qjngtian
carved stones to make their living in Europe must have been very limited. It is quite
plausible that a few people did so at the beginning of their emigration, but it could
not have lasted very long. To make a living by selling those carved stones means that
they either had a large supply of stones with them or they could import new goods
when they needed them. No documents have so far come to light which prove that
either of these conditions existed at that time. Although it was more than anything
else a fanciful story that their eo-villagers were getting rich in Europe by selling
Qi.ngtian stones, such legends did provoke an emigration tide to Europe from the
Wenzhou and Qingtian districts in the early 20th century.
17 Xiang is a rural administrative unit between county and village.
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III This investigation was conducted in 1985, by \Vang Zhongming, a cadre of
\Vencheng qiaolian (returned overseas Chinese association of wcncbcog). The report
was printed in October 1985 as fVencheng Huaqiao Iishi riliao [Historical documents on
Wcnchcng migrants abroad]. An unofficial publication.
1'1 For instance, Chen Shihong is one. Using the savings he brought back from
Europe, he bought a piece of land that was 8 mu in area. The other one is Zheng
Jiatao. He bought a piece of land with an area of more than 10 mu.
20 There are some publications on the topic of the peanut-Chinese. See van Heek,
19~6; van Zeijl, 1971; Wubbcn 1986; Li, 1989; Chen, 1991; Pieke, 1995; Pieke &
Bcnton, 1998. Individual reactions to peanut-Chinese were different. The Dutch
authorities at that time "frowned on the 'economically useless' Chinese and the
peanut-cake trade. The method of production was seen as unhygienic, and the sale as
a thinly veiled form of begging" (Pieke & Bcnton, 1998: 127). But some Dutch people
were willing to help these Chinese. Father J Dols and Mrs. \VilhelminaJohanna van
Zeijl arc t\VO such individuals. \Vhen the Chinese were suffering in their most difficult
years, Father Dols not only gave speeches asking all Dutch people to help the Chi-
nese, but went with some Chinese on rounds to sell peanut-cakes in the streets. Never
stinting in her hospitality to homeless Chinese in the Netherlands, Mrs. \Vilhelmina
Johanna van Zeijl was respected as a "Chinese mother" (van Zeijl, 1971).
~I Interview with Mr. Hu Kclin, 29 September 1987, in Amsterdam.
~2 Personal correspondence from Mr. Cai Zexuan to me, dated 18 March, 1988.
2:J Interview with Mr. Hu Keli, 27 May 1987, in Leidcn.
~-1 Interview with Ms. LYX, 6 February 1996, in \Venzhou city.
25 Interview with Mr. ChCh, 18 October 1987, in Amsterdam. Some research on
this topic has only noted that "the Germans took no special measures against the
Chinese during the occupation, despite their Nazi ideology" (Pieke & Benton,
1998: 129), which gave people the impression that the Chinese immigrants in the
Netherlands did not suffer much during the war. I simply cannot agree with this
opinion. In fact, I was impressed by the psychological injury suffered by my inter-
viewees in that war.
ss Qjnpeng hao )'OU is a popular Chinese term meaning relatives and good friends.
'1.7 The relevant numbers are provided by the \Vencheng Police Office. See
~Vencheng xian rhi [Annals of\Vencheng county], 1996:225-226.
'1.B Only for a short period in 1962 did the Chinese government relax its vigilance
especially along the Anglo-Chinese border, which resulted in the influx into Hong
Kong of several thousand newcomers - most of whom were young people in their
early twenties (Watson, 1984:1881.
~~I' During my interviews with some people of this group, if I asked them about their
region of origin ("\Vhere did you come from?") very often their immediate answer
was "Hong Kong." Only when I asked them about their ancestor's place of origin did
some mention another place. This is unusual behaviour among the Chinese.
ao According to the original "reach-base" policy pursued by the Hong Kong gov-
ernment, all illegal immigrants from mainland China who had evaded capture at the
border were allowed to stay and work in Hong Kong. Then they would be granted
full Hong Kong citizenship without any problems. This policy was abolished on 1
October 1979.
31 During my fieldwork in Shenzhen, I heard that before the 1980s there were
some written or unwritten regulations to enact a severe penalty on those who had
escaped to Hong Kong or dared to do so. For instance, whoever had escaped to
Hong Kong would not be allowed to return home ever again; the potential escapees
would be punished as soon as they were found; those who were arrested while
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escaping \....ould be sent to a labour-camp to remold their ideology; and the remit-
tance sent by the escaped people could not be received by their family-members or
relatives. All these punishments have been slowly abandoned since the reform move-
ment.
'12 The 1967 riot in Hong Kong "began with demonstrations and work stoppages
that turned into violent confrontation and terrorism. About 8,000 suspected bombs
were reported and over 1,000 \vere found to be genuine. Fifteen persons were killed
during the disturbance. The riot shook Hong Kong to its core, and many of the elite
took flight." (Wong, 1992: 921)
'n Up till 1963, more than two-thirds of the Wcnzhou male adults in Singapore
\vere carpenters.
:H Interview with Mr. Yu Xinchou, 15 February 1996, in Wenzhou. In 1941 Mr.
Yu emigrated from Wenzhou to Singapore and re-migrated to the Netherlands in
1965.
';'l Since some Peranakan Chinese did not register as Chinese after arriving in the
Netherlands, the exact figure of Pcranakan Chinese in the Netherlands should be
higher.
::\1; Quoted from an unofficial publication in Wenzhou. The figure has been con-
firmed by several native officials.
37 Tan Kah Kee (1374-1961) was born in Jimei (a little village near Xiamen) in
Fujian province, China. He went to Singapore in ]890, established his own factories
in Singapore and Malaysia from 1904 on, and became a millionaire with his rubber
business. In 1913, he began to donate money for the establishment of primary
schools, middle schools, and vocational institutes in his hometown. In 1921, he estab-
lished Xiamen University. At the same time, he also established several schools in
Singapore and Malaysia for Chinese descendants. At a time when China was suffer-
ing from Japanese aggression, he became the leader of all overseas Chinese in South-
east Asia to resist the Japanese aggression and save China. After the establishment of
the People's Republic of China, he returned to settle down in his hometown. He has
also held many high positions in the central government of China.
.'JH According to the late Mao Zedong {Mao Tse-tung): "In our country bourgeois
and petty-bourgeois ideology, anti-Marxist ideology, will continue to exist for a long
time [... 1 We still have to wage a protracted struggle against bourgeois and petty-
bourgeois ideology. It is wrong not to understand this and to give up ideological
struggle." Quoted from Mao Zedong: "Speech at the Chinese Communist Party's
national conference on propaganda work" (12 March 1957). Beijing: People's press.
First pocket ed., p. 26.
39 Interview with Mr. MH, 8 October] 996, in Amsterdam.
40 During the Cultural Revolution, in 1970, an order named as "six rules" was
issued, first by the Guangdong provincial government, and then as a reference docu-
ment by other provincial governments all over China. It contained the following
rules: it is imperative to educate and to examine all cadres who have "overseas
relations;" that is, "all cadres from various levels of government must stop any con-
tacts with their relatives living in Hong Kong, Macao or abroad, no matter what their
relatives are doing. Anyone who continues to keep contacts abroad will be expelled
from the cadres' rank." And "from now on anyone who has overseas relations cannot
be accepted as a cadre of the government." "All cadres' marriages should be exam-
ined to prevent producing new overseas relations." At that time, "having overseas
relations" was nothing different from having reactionary political relations (consult
Shijie Huaqiao Huaren cidion [Dictionary of Overseas Chinese], p. 201). From my inter-
views, I have heard countless such stories. There is no room here for detailed expo-
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siuons. However, all Chinese who have experienced that period, including myself,
will clearly remember the heavy social pressure upon those who had so-called over-
seas relations.
-1-1 Quoted from "Peng Guanghan reported what Comrade Deng Xiaoping said on
'having overseas relations is something excellent.'" In [Beijing] Huasheng Bao (Chinese
Voice), I May 1983.
42 "To celebrate Chinese New Year in Shanghai, Comrade Deng Xiaoping issued
an important speech." In [Shanghai] Jiifitng Ribao (Liberation Daily), 23 January
1993.
43 During my interviews with the Chinese migrants or their relatives both in the
Xethcrlands and in their original hometowns, I heard a lot of such stories:
(Aj Mr. H went to Singapore by himself in the 1930s. His family (parents, brothers
and sisters, and wife with a couple of children) had been left behind in a village
of VVenzhou. In 1960, he re-emigrated to the Netherlands. Since the middle of
the 1950s he has wanted his family to join him. Nevertheless, after a long process
that lasted for several years, only his eldest son could get permission to go abroad
in 1962. Others could not go abroad until the end of the 1970s, and some had
to wait until the 1980s.
(B) 1\1r. Yu left Wenzhou and settled down in Singapore in 1941. After the birth of
the People's Republic of China, in order to let his children receive Chinese
education, he sent his three sons and one daughter (all were born in Singapore)
to study in Wcnzhou. In 1965, Yu re-migrated to the Netherlands knowing that
the Chinese catering business was growing prosperously there. Then he asked
his children (the eldest had graduated from middle school) to join him. This,
however, appeared to be obstructed. Having consulted repeatedly with native
officials, two sons obtained permission, but one son and one daughter were
persuaded to stay in Wenzhou.
44 Interview with Mr. ZZ, 28 January 1996. As a historian and acting general
editor of Wcnzhou Chronicles, he has collected relevant statistical figures from reli-
able official sources.
4.1 The term conspicuous consumption was coined by Thorstein Veblen in The Theory cf
the Leisure Class (1928). The leisure class experiences pride in "wasteful" expenditures
since wealth is honorific. For them, the consumption of goods is a symbol of "pecu-
niary strength and so of gaining or retaining a good name," and "it results in a
heightening or reaffirmation of social status" (Merton 1968: 123).
46 In February 1996, during my fieldwork in Wenzhou, I observed the funeral rite
for an expatriate Chinese dependent (qiaojuan) in Rui'an. The deceased was the 70-
odd-year-old head of a family. Two of his sons and their families emigrated to France
and set up a restaurant and a leather workshop there. The funeral rites began early
in the morning in the centre of the village. Almost all villagers, around one thousand,
came to pay their last respects to the departed man. Then hundreds of people accom-
panied the coffin to the tomb built on a stone mountain. When I saw the tomb, I
almost could not believe my eyes. In order to protect the coffin, a crypt of around
thirty square meters had been dug out. Outside the crypt, stones had been removed
and a garden laid out. Moreover, around the tomb a wall had been built in the style
of the Great Wall. After enjoying free cakes, cigarettes and drinks, all the villagers
followed the family members back to the village. There a big free banquet began with
70 tables altogether (each table for about 10 persons). Something even more incred-
ible happened in the middle of the banquet: one of the sons of the deceased walked
from table to table distributing 100 yuan notes to all guests. "You should get wages
for having dinner here," T was told. Then, some packaged food and whole boxes of
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cigarettes were distributed, regardless of whether you wanted any and regardless of
whether you smoked. "If you don't accept it, the host will be angry," I was warned.
Afterwards I calculated the expenditures. I believe such a funeral must have cost at
least 200,000 yuan, excluding the construction of the tomb.
47 Naturally, for illegal migrants, wages will be much lower. It will be around 1,500
guilders per month for a cook and 800 for a waiter or waitress. Still, these wages are
incomparable to the incomes in the migrants' hometowns, especially for migrants
without family in Europe and who can therefore have free board and lodgings in the
restaurant where they work.
48 According to my informants, the cooks in European Chinese restaurants usually
will be divided into three levels, such as Dacu (the chief cook); Ercu (the second cook)
and Soncu (the assistant cook). Neither Ercu nor Sancu are required to have any special
cooking skills, even Dacu can learn by on-the-job training. I believe this is the normal
situation in most small-scale and some middle-scale Chinese restaurants in Europe. In
the very large Chinese restaurants, only truly qualified Dacu will be employed.
49 For instance, I was often asked: "Do you know when the Netherlands will have
such an ad-hoc law?" One villager of Wenzhou told me very seriously: "We have
heard that the Netherlands will announce a similar law very soon. Otherwise all
Chinese restaurants have to close because the workers will all go to Italy for their
residence permits." Another villager said somewhat angrily: "My son [an illegal mi-
grant in the Netherlands] wrote me that the Dutch people are friendly, but the Dutch
government is cold-blooded. It does not want to follow Italy. The Dutch government
should do that. Both countries are in one Europe. Why are the immigrant policies so
different?" (Interview with Lishan villagers, 7 February 1996).
50 According to post-modern theorists, "the circulation of people, goods, and ideas
creates a new transnational culture that combines values, behaviours, and attitudes
from sending and receiving societies to create a new, largely autonomous social space
that transcends national boundaries. This transnationalization of culture changes the
context within which migration decisions are made" (Massey et al., 1994:737).
.i1 As well as the labour migrants from the Wenzhou and Qjngtian districts, there
is another small group that came from mainland China: the Chinese scholars who
stayed in the Netherlands after finishing their studies in the Netherlands or other
Western countries; however, up to the end of the 1990s, their number is limited to a
few hundred.
52 It is said that the lady was a Chinese shopkeeper's wife, and her arrival did cause
a lot of surprise and gossip within the Chinese community. The shop became
crowded suddenly, many Chinese customers went there to see the shopkeeper's wife
rather than to shop. ChB can remember it in detail even after half a century. Inter-
view with Mr. ChB, 16 March 1988, in Amsterdam.
53 Interview with Mr. LK, 31 October 1987, in Amsterdam.
54 Cr. Wang, 1985: 4. The investigation includes Wencheng people who went to
Southeast Asia and North America.
55 In other words, the ratio of male to female was 304: 100 in 1956; and changed to
116:100 in 1987 (Voets & Schoorl 1988: 12 & 16).
.16 The report counted each Chinese restaurant as one family because the investiga-
tors thought many Chinese restaurants are based on family business. See INFO
Krant, 2 March 1987.
57 The number was provided by a local qiaowu ganbu of Wenzhou on 28 January
1996.
58 There are some differences between the dialects used in Wenzhou and Qjngtian,
but these dialects are mutually comprehensible.
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:>9 There is an interesting story that I often heard when I was doing my research in
Wenzhou. At the end of the 1970s, a war between China and Vietnam broke out.
Because the communication apparatus of the PLA (i.e., the Chinese People's Libera-
tion Army) was very simple, all commands and information transferred between the
units could be wiretapped by the Vietnamese Army. In order to maintain their
secrecy, all telegraph operators had been replaced by soldiers who came from
Wenzhou and Qjngtian districts. They were trained to use their dialect to make
communications between the units. It is said that due to the historical relationship
between China and Vietnam, the Vietnamese Army could easily find people who
understood the dialects used in south China, such as Cantonese, Hokkian or Hakka,
but they could not find people who understood the Wenzhou dialect.
(,0 Siauw Giok Tjhan (1914-1981) was a famous Peranakan Chinese. Before 1965,
he was a Minister of Minority Affairs in one of the Indonesian Cabinets. During the
last years of his life, he lived in Amsterdam. In an interview in Hong Kong in 1980,
Siauw mentioned that there were twenty Peranakan Chinese in the Netherlands who
had been promoted to a professorship. See Siauw Giok Tjhan: "Chinese in the
Netherlands," reprinted in ACV Bulletin, 19 September 1983.
6\ For instance, during the mid-1980s, there was a discussion about whether the
Chinese in the Netherlands should be recognized by the Dutch government as an
ofIicial minority who are under some special protection by the government. One
representative response from a Peranakan Chinese is as follows:
Our Peranakan Chinese here have no necessity to ask for special protection from
the government. But the restaurant Chinese may have a lot of troubles justifying
them to ask for help. There is a great difference between the respective social
status. The restaurant Chinese are the minority being in need of help. Not us.
Definitely not!
However, a representative comment on Holland's Peranakan Chinese by other eth-
nic Chinese groups is as follows:
Yes, they are highly educated, they are professionals, they have a higher status in
the Netherlands, but they arc not realfy Chinese.
62 According to Tseng's study, in the early years of the 1980s the number of
Surinamese-Chinese living in the Netherlands was between 3,500 and 4,000 (Tseng,
1983:69).
63 When asked about why they gave up the attempts to run a business or shop in
the Netherlands, the Surinarnese-Chinese very often talked about the difficulties they
encountered after their arrival in the Netherlands. Some representative responses are
as follows:
In Surinam, life was simple. Most of the people hardly know how to run a
business well. But the situation in the Netherlands is different. It is too difficult
for us Surinamese-Chinese to run any business in the Netherlands (interview
with Mr. LQ, ;) December 1996, Amsterdam).
The tax in the Netherlands is too high. We can never understand their system.
No matter how much we have earned, all earnings have gone to pay the tax
(interview with Mr. LG, J December 1996, Amsterdam).
My husband was a very successful businessman in Surinam [...] But, we came
here when we were old. We are tired of running any business here. Yet, the
Dutch government is really kind. I never took any job since I came here, but I
receive my living allowances from the Dutch government every month (inter-
view with Mrs. LY, 12 October 1995, Amsterdam).
ti-f Nevertheless, at the same time, the Dutch police (under the Ministry of Justice)
complained that the Chinese Embassy often refuses to give the necessary cooperation
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to repatriate illegal Chinese (e.g., sec }liRe Handelsblad: 9 October 1996). I believe the
reasons are complex. After being found by the Dutch police, many illegal Chinese
immigrants simply keep thinking that the longer they can stay in the Netherlands, the
more chances they will find to change their illegal status. Thus, taking advantage of
the contradictions among the three governments of mainland China, Taiwan and
Hong Kong, some illegal Chinese refuse to tell where they come from. Then, no
government of the three will accept them.
(i:j Since being designated a Special Economic Zone, Shcnzhcn has changed from
an emigration area to an immigration area. Most natives of Shcnzhcn have given up
the desire of going abroad. Illegal migrants from Guangdong usually came from poor
mountain areas located in north Guangdong.
66 Since the Chinese government has announced clearly that whoever smuggled
people abroad would be severely punished, most interviewees were reluctant to an-
swer my questions related to the smuggling process. However, it is a well-known fact
that some transnational smuggling networks exist.
67 If the United States is the destination, the fee will be between 250 and 300
thousand Chinese dollars.
IiI3 In accordance with the Wen<;hou umgji nianiian (199.3) [Statistical Yearbook of
Wcnzhou (1995)], the annual average income per peasant in \Venzhou is 2,000
Chinese dollars.
h'l Practicing usury is forbidden in China. Yet, in those areas where smuggling
groups are active, clandestine loan sharks can be found here and there. Some of them
charge interests rates as high as twenty to thirty per cent per year.
70 For instance, one of my respondents came from a teacher's family in \Vcnzhou.
In July 1990, his parents borrowed 160 thousand Chinese dollars from usurers to
send their only son to France. After spending a couple of months climbing over the
mountains between China and Thailand and waiting in Bangkok, he flew to Hungary
after receiving the necessary travelling documents. Then, after spending another
couple of months in several Eastern European countries, he was at last smuggled in a
private car to Paris in March 1991. In September 1991, he was luckily recruited by
a French overseas mercenary unit. \Vhen I interviewed him, he had been in the unit
for nearly five years. He told me that, although he dared not to spend any money
frivolously and had to send all of his savings back home, his family still owed the
usurers I [0 thousand Chinese dollars.
71 The number 01" this group is very vague and variable. In Western countries,
since the illegal immigrants will not register in any official office, no concrete figure
can be given. I have also tried to find out their number from their areas of origin,
such as the Wcnzhou and Qingtian districts, but this was not possible either, since the
local governments of the qiaoxiang have announced some rules to stop clandestine
emigration, and usually the family of the emigrant will not register at the local
government as qiaoiuan until the emigrant has got his/her living permit in their
adopted country.
Chapter 3
I The association's name quoted here is copied from its constitution and from a
report written by the Foreigners' Department, Central Bureau of the Police in Rot-
terdam (Politic Rotterdam Centraal Bureau, Vreemdelingendienso. Its Chinese name was
spelled in accordance with the Cantonese dialect since most members were Canton-
ese speaking. However, in F. van Heck's book, the association's name was spelt rVah
Khioc rVoei Koen (1936:32).
NOTES
2 Historically speaking, I believe CHH is an important association that should not
be completely ignored in the history of the Chinese association in the Netherlands.
Nevertheless, being an association organized by some Chinese who were no-longer
Chinese speaking, CHH has never been regarded as the pioneer of the Chinese
associations in the Netherlands by most current Chinese association leaders. For
instance, in 1990, I was asked to write the section on Chinese in the Netherlands for
the Dictiunary if Overseas Chinese. CHH was rejected since the editors regarded it as "an
association belonging to the history of the Chinese in Indonesia."
3 Since more than two centuries ago, the Malay Archipelago has been the princi-
pal destination of many Chinese emigrants. As early as around the turn of the 18th
century, Chinese associations began to emerge in Southeast Asia, and spread very
quickly, Being emigrants without any support or protection from the government of
their motherland, consciously or unconsciously, as a strategy of survival in strange
surroundings, the Chinese organized themselves in accordance with their traditional
ties. They made use of links such as their clan bonds, their common origin, or their
common dialect.
4 In 1907, there were 15 THHK branches spread all over the Indies; in 1914, the
number of THHK branches increased to 25.
.'> The principal purposes of THHK included reforming some old-fashioned cus-
toms and bad habits (especially as regards funerals and weddings); initiating welfare
work for poor Chinese; setting up modern Chinese schools for the Chinese young-
sters; protecting the legitimate rights and interests of Chinese in the Netherlands
Indies; and strengthening ties with China. All these measures represented the funda-
mental requests of the common Chinese.
6 Moreover, although THHK followed the Hokkian dialect (a dialect popularly
used among the Chinese in the Netherlands East Indies) to spell its name, CHH
spelled its name in accordance with standard Chinese, which reflected CHH's wider
and more general national identification.
7 It is said that the Dutch are the European Chinese. This was first spoken by the
French and Germans to describe the Dutch as conservative people. While steam
locomotives were busily running between the cities of other European countries,
the Dutch were still enjoying the slow but reliable canal boat. Since the early part of
this century, China has leapt from a feudal society to a republic, and the Netherlands
has also achieved great economic success, which have changed many of the preju-
dices against the two peoples. The statement is still popular in the Netherlands,
because the Dutch see it as an affirmation of their own hard-working, entrepreneurial
spirit.
11 Besides Oey Kang Soey, only a couple of persons who worked together with the
Chinese workers could be identified as Peranakan Chinese: William Fung, born in
Baravia, acted as secretary for the Wah Kiu Wei Kun in the 1930s; Sie ]oen Kan, who
received his Ph.D from Leidcn and became a lawyer in The Hague, was invited by a
Chinese association to be its advisor in 1940.
9 It is important to add that many of CHH's members kept contacts with each
other after their return to the Netherlands Indies. In August 1926, some active ex-
CHH's members organized a Chung Hwa Club in the Netherlands Indies. Then, they
went further to hold the well-known Chung Hwa Congress in 1927. It is clear that their
feelings of belonging were rather towards the Indics than towards Holland or China,
10 The name was spelled in the Cantonese dialect. It is Huaqiau Huiguan in standard
Chinese.
11 Interview with Mr. ChB, 16 March 1988, in Amsterdam, During the middle of
the 1930s, 1\IIr. ChB was the secretary ofWK\VK's branch in The Hague.
27° NOTES
12 The original document is kept by the Central Bureau of Police in Rotterdam.
Agenda No. 87120/1930; No. 2254113766.
13 Ibid. According to Mr. ChB, among the Qjngtian people, he was the only one
selected as a staff member of a WKWK branch.
H The relevant information is mainly drawn from the following documents: (a)
Rotterdam Police Report, 1930; (b) Rotterdam Police Report, 1933; (c) Chen, 1991:
25-28.
1.'> In May 1996, I published an article in a Chinese newspaper in Holland. In that
article, when describing the early history of the Chinese in Holland, I quoted some
information from my interviews with an old man. In the quotation, I mentioned the
man's real name and said he had been a boarding-house owner in the 19305. To my
surprise, the old man got very angry. He sent me a letter immediately. In the letter,
he wrote: "In order to redeem m)' reputation, you should publish an open announcement
in the same newspaper to proclaim that I have never been a boarding-house owner
during the whole of my life.n (my emphasis)
16 Quoted from "Statuten van de Vereniging 'Chineesche Veren~ging in Holland": Doel.
Art. 3 (Constitution of the association "Chinese association in Holland": Intentions.
Art. 3.)
17 Interview with Mr. Zhong, 19 October 1987, in Amsterdam. Zhong originally
came from Bo On and was asked by his eo-villager and the chairman of WK\VK to
be a member of WK\VK soon after he jumped ship in Rotterdam in 1929.
ID The original text in Dutch is "Als een volk dJn nationaliieitsgeooel oerliest, dan worden
zfjn orotaoen misbruikl door Chineeren en ander AZ,iatisch ongedierte." Since then, the deroga-
tory term "Asian vermin" (Aziatisch ongedierte) now and then has been used by some
Dutch persons to indicate Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands (cf. Wubben,
1986).
19 Also mentioned in Mr. ChB's letter, which was written on 15 May 1988 to the
author (cf. footnote 12).
20 Since working on this project, six of them have passed away.
21 In the middle of the 19th century, Zhi Gong Tang was first set up in San Francisco
among the Chinese in the United States as a Hongmen secret society. At the end of the
19th century, because of affections towards Dr. Sun Yat-sen, <hi Gong Tang was
reformed as a nationalist association of overseas Chinese aimed at supporting the
national revolution in China. Its branches spread all over. In Europe, Zhi Gong Tang
set up its first branch among the Chinese in Liverpool at the turn of the 20th century
(You, 1980: 150). The exact date of the establishment of Zhi Gong Tang's branch in the
Netherlands is unknown. However, it was not earlier than the 19205.
22 Its name in Dutch is Het West-Europeesch Bureau van het Al-Chineesch-Zeemans-
Verbond. The relevant information is limited. During the early 19305, the Chinese
communist party sent someone to organize the Chinese seamen in the Netherlands.
However, they could not achieve their aims because soon after they began to contact
the Chinese seamen in Rotterdam, they were repatriated by the Dutch police. Mean-
while, some leaders of the Dutch Seamen Union also tried to unite the Chinese
seamen. For instance, a booklet titled Menschenhandel in Europa (Human trade in
Europe) was published in 1934. The booklet sharply criticized the human-trading
business in Europe and asked to protect the Chinese seamen's rights and to unite all
Chinese seamen. Although the publisher was the West-European Section of the AlI-
Chinese Seamen Union, it was clear that the real editor was from the Dutch Seamen
Union since all contents were in Dutch. Moreover, since almost no Chinese seamen
read Dutch, they could not be influenced by the booklet.
23 See the application form of WKWK to the Rotterdam police in 1930. The
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original document is kept by the Central Bureau of the Rotterdam Police. Agenda
No. 87/20/1930. No. 2254/13766.
11 Interview with Mr. ChCh, 18 October 1987, in Amsterdam.
1,', interview with Mr. HKL, 29 December 1996, in Leidcn.
26 Interview with Mr. LD, 5 September 1996, in Amsterdam.
27 Interview with Mr. ChB, 16 March 1988, in Amsterdam.
1H The Japanese army staged an incident at Lugouqiao near Beijing on 7 July
1937, which marked the beginning of the war between Japan and China.
19 The exact date of the conference cannot be traced. Since it was in September
1937 that the Chinese Resistance Association made its first appeal to the Chinese in
the Netherlands for donations to help China, I believe the association must have been
established in August or early September 1937.
30 Ms. Yang was a young heroine in the war. On 13 August 1937, the Japanese
invaded Shanghai. The Chinese army rose in resistance. In the midst of a fierce
battle, the Chinese flag was destroyed. To encourage the Chinese soldiers, Ms. Yang
charged forward under a hail of bullets to bring a new Chinese national flag to the
army. Her bravery was highly esteemed.
31 Het Veffe Oosten Restaurant was established in 1931. It had kept its position as one
of a few distinguished Chinese restaurants in the Netherlands up till the 1950s. As
was mentioned earlier, Kwok Shu Cheung, the owner of the restaurant, was also the
chairman ofWKWK in the late 1920s and the early 1930s.
32 The three photos made at the meeting are considered historical documents.
13 In my interviews, I heard many stories about returnees after the war. For in-
stance, Mr. ZZY, a well-known head of the Bo On group in the Netherlands in the
1930s and 1940s, returned to his hometown soon after the end of the War. Disagreed
with the Chinese Communist Party's policies in the land reform movement, he emi-
grated to Hong Kong in the early 1950s. In another example, soon after the War,
going along with the trend of returning home, Mr. YY, a leader of a Zhejiang group
in Amsterdam, brought the money he had saved for years back to his hometown to
purchase land and houses there. Nevertheless, when he went back to Amsterdam to
settle some final business, his properties in Wenzhou was confiscated in the land
reform movement. Thence, he gave up his plan to return home and ended up staying
in the Netherlands.
:H To illustrate, Wong Sing, a powerful Chinese boarding-house keeper and ship-
ping agent in Rotterdam in the 1920s and 1930s, advertised that "Chinese cooks,
stewards, deck hands & stokehold crews, always on hand." Another influential Chi-
nese shipping master proclaimed in his letter that "I have always a large number of
seamen in hand" (Union Report, 1927:3-4).
:15 HORECA is a special Dutch abbreviation that means "hotel, restaurant and
cafe."
36 The office was set up inJan van Nassau Straat 36, The Hague.
:>7 Interview with Mr. CZX, 18 March 1988, in Amsterdam.
3H Interview with Mr. i\IH, 2 September 1996, in Amsterdam.
39 Further discussion on the Chinese religious associations of Rotterdam will be
presented in Chapter IV:3. This is based on interviews with the initiators and consul-
tations with the special issue published by [ii Du Huaqiao jUyin budaohui in 1994.
40 As an association aimed at establishing European links, it uses both English and
Dutch names at the same time.
41 Katendrecht is the area in which a well-known Chinatown was established in the
19305.
42 It was called Eurocup I then, now it is called the Champions League.
'27 2 NOTES
1<\ Quoted from a remark made by Edgar van Lokven on 17 August 1998.
+·t In Edgar \Vickberg's earlier articles, he had also used other classification models.
For instance, in "Chinese Organizations and Ethnicity in Southeast Asia and North
America since 194.1: A comparative analysis," he employed a classification system of
eight types, based upon their major purposes and the character of their membership:
(I) clan and district associations, (2) trade associations, (3) professional organizations,
({I political associations, (5) educational and journalistic bodies, (6) recreational-cul-
tural associations, (7) religious bodies, (8) community-wide coordinating and repre-
sentative associations (including 'umbrella' organizations that represent other organi-
zations in the community). Sec \Vickberg, 198H: 304.
4'; "Kwangtung" is Guangdong.
Hi The "save China" associations were organized among the Chinese abroad after
the establishment of the People's Republic of China. These associations were founded
to "save China" from the rule of the Chinese Communist Party.
In accordance with the Yearbook of ROC published in 1951 (p. 68.1), the three
groups and the respective statistics arc as follows:
Guilds 1,309
Social associations 2,65B
"Save China" associations 380
-1-7 "Anti-Cf'Cvsave China associations" are the former "save China associations."
-ff! The statistics of 1990 arc a good example. In 1990, according to the statistics
counted and classified by the Overseas Chinese Affairs Commission in 'I 'aiwan, the
overseas Chinese associations all over the world were classified as follows (Yearbook
ofROC, 1991:493):
Community associations :")68
Social associations 1,199
Regional associations 1,301
Surname associations 945
Guilds 627
Industrialists and merchants associations 1,412
Educational and cultural associations 658
Recreational associations 853
Youth associations 2:->0
Women's associations 77
Anti-Cl'C and save China associations 172
Welfare associations ,126
Religious associations 296
Non-governmental diplomatic associations 72
Others 137
-1~) fVu shu is a Chinese traditional folk martial arts. Formerly, it was cultivated for
self-defensc. Now, it has developed as a form of physical culture.
.1() In 1996, some Dapeng people considered setting up their own eo-villagers asso-
ciation in Germany. When asked whether their forthcoming association would be-
come a branch of the Tai Pang Cemeenschap in Eurupa, the existing European-wide
Dapeng association, one initiator simply told me thar they regarded that association
as an organization for Dapeng people in the Netherlands only (interview with Mr. LJ,
18 January 1997, in Dapeng Zhcn). CL Chapter V: 3.
:1] For instance, Toi Pang Gemeenschap in Europa accepts its members only from those
who emigrated from Dapeng, i.e., a district made up of six villages and one town.
Taiwan Shion-Chin in the Netherlands is established on a province level. However, the
Association for the Chinese from the Northeast China in the Netherlands asks that
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the members come from the three Chinese provinces of Heilongjiang, Jilin and
Liaoling.
1~ See ACV Bulletin, 8 August 1994.
Yl Interview with Mr. ZJR, adviser of Stichting Taiwan Shian-Chin in the Netherlands
(Association of Taiwan Fellow Provincials in the Netherlands), 13 December 1996, in
Rotterdam"
j} They arc: Stichting Familie Tang inNederland (Association of the Tang Family in the
Netherlands]; Stichting FamiLie Man (Association of the Man Family); FamiLie Pang
oereniging in Nederland (Association 01" the Pang Family in the Netherlands); Veren(!Jing
Familie Choi in Nederland (Association of the Choi Family in the Netherlands).
-l:, The Cantonese surname "Tang" is pronounced "Deng" in standard Chinese;
and "1\1an" is "\Ven;" "Pang" is "Peng."
:11; Moreover, to further separate them from the natives, they stress the orthodox
beliefs that they brought over from central China. That the Hakka people choose to
title their association as Tsung- Tsin (Cong;::heng in standard Chinese), which simply
means "to respect orthodoxy," reflects this group's consciousness. The Hakka's Tsung-
Tsin association has a European-wide and even worldwide federation. The Hakka's
Tsung- Tsin Association in Benelux is one branch of the Federation of Hakka Tsung-
Tsin Associations in Europe, and the latter has also joined in the worldwide fedora-
tion as a branch .
.~i Only those associations clearly registered as Chinese youth associations have
been considered. Thus, there are Chinese sports clubs and recreational groups that
have not been included in this group.
Chapter 4
I After-school Chinese schools teach their pupils Chinese language and culture on
Saturday or Sunday, some on Wednesday afternoon as well, when Dutch primary
schools are closed. Nowadays, among the 41 Chinese schools in the Netherlands, the
large-scale schools located in big cities like Amsterdam and Rotterdam may have
dozens of classes with several hundred pupils each, but some small ones only have
ten-odd pupils each. Some Chinese schools arc run by a Chinese association, and
others arc sponsored by their own management committee. In the latter situation, the
school committee is sometimes regarded as an independent association.
~ This figure was given by the chairman of ACV in 1997 (cf ACV, 1997:3).
j Concerning the early history of ACV, in addition to a rather limited number of
written sources, the information mainly comes from the following interviews:
(A) Interview with Mr. Cai Zexuan (1910-1997). Cai came from \Vcnzhou to the
Netherlands in 1936. He was one of the founders of ACV. From 1967 to 1972,
he was its chairman. From 1980, he was an honorary chairman ofACV until he
passed mvay in 1997. Between 1987 and 1996, I interviewed Cai many times.
He always cordially agreed to be interviewed. Upon my request, in the summer
of 1988, he wrote me three letters (without date) to tell me his personal experi-
ences in the Netherlands. Some of his narratives relate to the history of ACV.
(B) Interview with Mr. Hu Kelin (l90B.1998). Hu Kclin came from \Venzhou to the
Netherlands in 1937. He was one of the founders or ACV. In 1978 and 1979,
when the chairman ofACV was seriously ill, Hu Kelin was named acting chair-
man. From 1980, Hu was an honorary chairman of ACV until he passed away
in May 199B. Between 1987 and 1996, sometimes in the Netherlands and some-
limes in his newly built house located in his hometown in Wcnzhou, I held many
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interviews with him. Although he was eighty-odd years old in the 1990s, his
memory and his answers were still very clear.
(C) Interview with Mr. Mei Xuhua. Mei's lather Mci Zhongwei (1906-1987) lef
Wenzhou for Southeast Asia in the early 1930s and re-emigrated to the Nether-
lands in 1940. The late Mr. Mei was one of the founders of ACV and was
elected as its chairman between 1953 and 1956. Mei Xuhua himself came from
China to the Netherlands in 1964 and joined ACV soon after his arrival. Be-
tween 1984 and 1987, Mei was the chairman of ACV. He has been an honorary
chairman of ACV since 1993.
(D) Interview with Mr. Hu Zhiguang. Hu's father left Wcnzhou for Singapore in
1940 and re-emigrated to the Netherlands in 1958. In 1962, Hu came to join his
father in the Netherlands. Unlike his late father who had limited himself to his
restaurant work, Hu is an enthusiast for social activities. Between 1981-1984 and
1988-1990, Hu was elected twice as the chairman of ACV. Hu has been an
honorary chairman of ACV since 1993.
+ er. Chen, 1991:20-21; 2;")-29. Among the twelve Chinese restaurants, six were
located in The Hague, four in Amsterdam, and two in Rotterdam.
-) The following quotation is translated from Cai Zcxuan's letter, which was sent to
me in 1988.
(i According to Cai's narrative, his father died before he went abroad, and his
mother and two brothers died during the war. Thus, Cai himself was not involved in
the incident because he had no familymembers in China to whom he would have
sent money.
7 Another interviewee, Mr. Zhong Xinru (\903-1994), who was born in Bo On
and arrived in the Netherlands in 1929, told me about this event as well. The basic
version is similar. Zhong pointed out dearly that this event caused a strong aversion
to the Chinese Kuo Min Tang Party among the Chinese in the Netherlands. Interview
with Mr. Zhong Xinru, 19 October 1987, in Amsterdam.
a On 16January 1947, Cai married a Dutch woman. He could clearly remember
that it was a few weeks after his wedding day that he joined discussions with some
friends about setting up an association.
!.J CC the article "Mr. Vu Zhong's Memorial Meeting Solemnly Held in his Home-
town \Vencheng County," in ACV Bulletin, 21 December 1981. I also got relevant
information about Yu Zhong (1910-1981) from the interviews I held with his ac-
quaintances, i.e., Cai Zexuan, Hu Kclin, Chcn Bin, and Ms. Ma.
10 According to Cai Zexuan, only nine people attended the preparatory work.
However, according to Hu Kc1in, there were nearly twenty initiators. Both of them
gave me a list of names. Since most of them have passed mvay, however, it is not
possible to check the truth.
[1 There are some other explanations about the meaning of the association's name.
For instance, Mei (\997:36) explained that Du was picked up from the name of Ou
river, and Sea means the \Venzhou area is also next to the sea. However, Mr. Cai
wrote me the following explanation: historically, the \Venzhou area was once under
jurisdiction of a municipality called Ou Sea. Yet, someone told me that Ou Sea
simply means that the Ou river flows to the great sea.
12 A photo made of the meeting was found. On the back of the photo, someone
wrote down the date of the meeting.
13 The interview with Mr. Hu Kclin on 29 September \987 in Amsterdam con-
firmed this; and the information was re-checked on 6 August \996, in Utrecht.
H The Chinese pronunciations of the two characters, i.e., the Du of Ou Zhou (Eu-
rope) and the Duof OuJiang (Ou river), are the same, but the characters arc different.
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IS Mr. Dai Zaipeng, came from \Venzhou and joined ACV in 1966; he also acted
as ACV's accountant for about 15 years. In my interview with him (5 February 1996,
in his hometown, Wenzhou), Dai stressed repeatedly that when Cheung became one
of its leaders, the social status of ACV among the Guangdong Chinese rose signifi-
cantly.
IG This first complete, written constitution was published in the ACV Bulletin, 17
August 1977. This is the first issue of the ACV Bulletin.
17 "Democratic centralism" is the organizational principle advocated by the Chi-
nese Communist Party: centralism based on democracy and democracy under cen-
tralized guidance.
18 Some of my interviewees did not agree that OSDA had sent a telegram to
Beijing in 1949. The two founders, Hu Kelin and Cai Zexuan, said they could not
remember whether there was such a telegram. Everyone, however, agreed that
OSDA had expressed an obviously pro-Beijing orientation as soon as the People's
Republic of China was established.
19 According to Mei (1997:37), the first party held in the Netherlands to celebrate
the National Day of the People's Republic of China was in 1952. Alternatively, the
respondents Hu Kelin, Cai Zexuan and Zhong Xinru all recalled that it was in 1950.
'When I consulted Mei, he told me that he had heard several different years as well,
from 1949 to 1952. He thought the Chinese in the Netherlands would not have been
able to organize the party so soon after the founding of the People's Republic of
China. Therefore, he personally selected 1952 as the right year. I myself respect the
information from Hu, Cai and Zhong. First, the three of them attended the party
themselves. Second, objectively speaking, since the Dutch government recognized the
People's Republic of China in March 1950, then, taking those Chinese leaders'
political orientation into consideration, it was possible and reasonable that some
months later in that same year OSDA could have held a public party to celebrate the
National Day of the People's Republic of China in Amsterdam.
20 I first interviewed Mr. Hu Kelin on 29 September 1987, in Amsterdam; the
second time was on 6 August 1996, in Utrecht.
21 Interview with Zhong Xinru, 19 October, 1987, in Amsterdam.
22 Some passports were suspended for a while, but some were suspended for years.
The holders of these passports could not get them back until the Chinese Charge
d'affaires ad interim arrived in the Netherlands and lodged complaints with the
authorities.
23 Interview with Mr. G. J. Harbers, director of Amsterdam Centrum Buitenlanders
(Amsterdam Center for Foreigners), 7 April 199.1, in Amsterdam.
24 At least four other Chinese interviewees who know about this case expressed
their sympathy for the person. Since this is still a sensitive topic, to respect the
confidentiality of all relevant informants, I will not disclose their names here.
2:> Mr. HZG, the first volunteer editor of the ACV Bulletin, told me about how he
edited the ACV Bulletin in its beginning period: "We had no Chinese typewriter.
The articles written by ourselves would be cut on stencils. Some articles were clipped
from Chinese newspapers published in Beijing. I was in charge of the makeup of the
pages. All was made by hand. I remember clearly that sometimes the size of one
piece of newspaper clipping did not fit into a certain space of our page. Then, I had
first to cut the piece of clipping to one line by one line, even one character by one
character; and afterwards, to piece them together. The work was very hard." Inter-
view with HZG, 2S March 1995, in Utrecht.
26 On the other hand, some elder leaders were asked to take up a kind of honorary
position: Yu and Cai, the two former chairmen and important initiators of ACV,
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became advisers; Cheung, the former chairman of \VK\VK and vice-chairman of
ACY, was nominated as an honorary chairman.
27 During the 19S0s and the 1960s, the chairman was usually chosen from among
the dozens of activists. After ACV issued its Bulletin, usually one or two months
before the committee selection, a note would be published to announce the voting
date. All members were invited to attend the voting. Yet, from the fifth to the ninth
election, each time there were only around one hundred to two hundred voters.
~m Originally, it was planned to begin the voting procedure at noon on I I March
1996 at the ACV's office. Nevertheless, from early morning, members started arriv-
ing. Around eleven, seeing that nearly onc hundred persons were already in the
ACV's office and marc people were coming, it "vas decided that the voting procedure
should begin one hour early. Since there was such an unexpected demand for ballots,
the voting took a long time, and the results could not be announced until eight that
evelllng.
~9 In 1996, when fa Yin was going to celebrate its twentieth anniversary, I "vas
asked to edit a special commemorative issue for the association. During the process of
editing, I held several meetings with many of its members to recall the early history of
Fa Yin; eventually, I interviewed 22 members individually. Based on this oral evidence
and after reading the relevant reports published in various Chinese newspapers, I
wrote an article to trace Fa Yin's history between 1976 and 1996. This article has
been discussed among the leaders and some active members of Fa Yin, and the basic
facts described in the article \vere found to be correct. These investigations have
composed the major basis of the following description.
:\0 In fact, nobody could exactly say on which date Fa Yin was founded, although
many of its earlier members remember that the association proclaimed its foundation
in the early summer of 1976. On 25.J uly 1996, when a meeting was held to recall the
early history of fa Y'in, the date of 18June 1976 \'·...as accepted by all participants as
the founding date of Fa Y'in at the suggestion of the current chairman, Mr. But. Here
I just follow their decision.
,1) According to the relevant record, 14 committee members made donations: Lin
donated 7,000 guilders; Liang donated 2,500 guilders; and the donation made by
each of the other 12 members \....as between Cl few hundred and two thousand guil-
dcrs.
as Enkhuizen is 60 km north of Amsterdam, and Den Helder is 80 km north of
Amsterdam.
:\3 Mr. Liang stressed his will to me repeatedly during the interviews.
,)+ For instance, the festival dinner is very ofien held in one of the best Chinese
restaurants in Amsterdam. Each person is charged for 25 guilders for a ten-course
meal.
3.'\ For instance, in 199:), the Amsterdam municipal committee agreed to give
70,000 guilders as a subsidy to the Fa Yin school.
:'\l; Mr. C. Y. But is one or the best-known Chinese restaurateurs in the Nether-
lands. Born in Dapeng in Guangdong province, But arrived in the Netherlands in
1970. He first worked as a cook in his sister's restaurant. In 1975, he set up his own
Chinese restaurant. His business kept expanding in the 1980s. By the 1990s, he "vas
the managing director of the Sea Palace floating restaurant (i.e., the biggest Chinese
restaurant in the Netherlands) and of the hotel Falcon Plaza, both located in the
centre of Amsterdam. At the end of 1994, Fa Yill "vas going to elect its fifth commit-
tee. Then, in order to obtain more support from Chinese businessmen, But \'·vas asked
to chair the association even although he was not yet a member of Fa Y'in at that time.
But accepted the invitation (CL Chapter V).
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:n In addition, NIr. F. Bijdendijk, general director of Het Gosten, holds the position
of treasurer; !\tIT. G. J. Harbers, director of ACB, is the secretary of the New
Chinatown Foundation.
38 Besides Fa Yin, the partners in this foundation include the following Chinese
associations: LFCON (the National Federation of Chinese Organizations in the
Netherlands); ACV; Chen Hui Foundation; two Chinese elders' associations, Tung Lok
and Chun Pah; and the Association of Chinese Businessmen in Amsterdam.
39 The relevant figures are quoted from the working paper New Chinatown Am-
sterdam, produced by the New Chinatown Foundation in September 1996.
40 The Chinese name of CCR!\1 is Zhonghua hurhuhui(Chinese Mutual Aid Associa-
tion), which is rather different from its Dutch name. The reasons of these two differ-
ent names will be discussed in the section (c). For convenience sake, in this text
CCRM will be used.
41 Among Chinese Christians, the priest of the church would be respected by his
followers as Father Priest or Master; and the priest's wife would be respected as Shi
Mu, which can be translated as Mother Priestess or Female Master.
42 Interview with Mrs. Chan, 27 August 1996, in Rotterdam.
43 In 1980, the Dutch government decided to set up a coordinated policy for the
ethnic minorities in the Netherlands. In accordance with the official concept of ethnic
minority defined by the Dutch government, the following groups are regarded as
minorities: Surinamese, Antilleans and Arubans, Moluccans, Turks, Moroccans, ital-
ians, Spaniards, Portuguese, Greeks, (former) Yugoslavs, Tunisians, Cape Verdians,
Gypsies, recognized political refugees and tinkers (an indigenous semi-nomadic group
that had been subject to a special government policy for a long time already). When
the minorities policy was promulgated in 1980 these groups together totaled 450,000
people (Entzinger, 1993: Li5).
44 Interview with Mrs. Chan, 27 August 1996, in Rotterdam.
4.'> In the interview with Mrs. Chan and Mr. Cheung, the coordinator of activities
for CCRM, both of them stressed that Ms. Evenhuis is a prominent Dutch politician
of great ability. A photo of Ms. Evenhuis was printed in the special issue published by
CCRL\J to celebrate the tenth anniversary of its founding. Under the picture, there is
a caption: Ms. Evenhuis, thank you very much for your heart-warming support in the
last ten years (CCRM, 1994: Foto-illustraties [Photo-illustrations]).
46 Most Chinese associations in the Netherlands have one Chinese name and one
Dutch name. Because there are differences in the way of expressing things between
the two languages, there may be some differences between the two names, as is the
case with ACV and Fa Yin. Nevertheless, the CCRM's Chinese name is completely
different from its Dutch name.
47 In 1982, CRM and the Ministry of Public Health and Environmental Hygiene
were combined into one ministry named the Ministry of Welfare, Public Health and
Culture.
-lB It is worth pointing out that there is no other outsider who has paid enough
attention to how the initiators of CCR!\tI named the association. This fact, however,
is a distinct example of CCRM's attempts to gain advantages from both the Chinese
and the Dutch sides.
·}9 Interview with Mrs. Chan, 27 August 1996, in Rotterdam.
.'>0 The five representatives of the relevant Dutch departments arc: Mr. 1v1. H.
Custers from the Ministry of Home affairs, Mr. E. F. Stoove from the Ministry of
Welfare, Public Health and Culture; Mr. C. V. D. Valk from the Ministry of Educa-
tion, Ms. H. Evcnhuis, a CDA member of Parliament, and Mr. P. Jonder, a repre-
sentative of the Mayor of Amsterdam.
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.'1 Cf. INFO Krant, 6 December 1985; CCRM, 1994:13.
52 CL INFO Krant, 21 February 1986.
-"3 ceRM did not give a clear announcement about which authority had subsidized
their buying of the building. However, it is said that a great part of the funding came
from Taiwan.
54 The building is located at Mathenesserlaan 481a, Rotterdam. According to a
public report by CCRlvI, about two thousand Chinese made contributions. The
balance sheet of buying and furnishing of the building published in INFO Krant is as
follows (ef. INFO Krant 24 April 1987):
items Amount (Dutch guilders) Remarks
Revenues 93298.5
:>0496.4
Total 143794.9
Expenditures 114116.95
12401.1
3358.88
2812
Total 132688.83
SURPLUS 11105.97
Donations from Chinese all over the Netherlands
Subsidies from the authorities
To buy and renovate the house
To rebuild the basement of the house
All service charges and commission
To buy office furniture
To support INFO Krant
.'>.'> This announcement was published on the front page of each INFO Krant.
ss Between 1992 and 1994, the INFO Krant increased to six pages for a while.
·,7 Chun Pah is a Cantonese term meaning two evergreen trees, i.e., pine and cy-
press, which are likened to good health and long life.
:"ill lVai 11lun is a very traditional Cantonese term specially used as a poetic descrip-
tion of "sweet ladies."
'>!:J Between 1990 and 1991, Chun Pah set up its branches in the following six areas:
Rotterdam, The Hague, Utrecht, Amsterdam, Eindhoven and Gelderland. Its sev-
enth branch was set up in 1995.
so During 1996 and 1997, the news that CCR1\l was going to disband itself sur-
prised many Chinese association leaders. Some did not believe it. Some regretted it.
Some thought CCR!vf had exhausted its funding, because its backer, the Dutch
political party CDA, is not in power any longer. Some sharply criticized a few leaders
of CCRI'vI and accused them of not daring to face the Chinese rank and file; it was
said that these leaders had used the money from the sale of CCRIVI building- which
was a donation from the Chinese people for their private purpose. The establish-
ment of the Reserve Fund by CCRi\I is a response to stop the gossip.
Chapter 5
1 Interview with Mr. LT,S September 1996, in Amsterdam.
Before the Second World War, there were several small Chinese shops and
eating-houses located at Binnen Bantarnmerstraat of Amsterdam. It was called the
China corner of Amsterdam.
3 Interview with 1\1r. LK, 11 April 199.5, in Utrecht.
4 Name of the street where the Chinatown of Amsterdam has developed since the
1950s.
Usually, Mahjong is played with four persons at each table.
I, This demographic feature is similar to that of the Chinese communities in North
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America, Australia and other European countries but different from those in South-
east Asia.
i "Concepts about a Chinatown vary from person to person, place to place, and
time to time. A Chinatown may be conceived of as Chinese living quarters in a
particular section of a city or as an agglomeration of Chinese restaurants, grocery
stores, and other business, or as a concentration of both Chinese people and business
in one area" (Lai, 1988: I). A small Chinatown like in Amsterdam is in fact a ccnter
of Chinese restaurants, Chinese stores, and some ethnic services, but it is not a
concentrated Chinese housing quarter.
H The reasons why diversification is difficult are multiple. For instance, the Chi-
nese migrants in the Netherlands are usually short of the necessary capital, not only
economic capital, but also cultural capital like education, social networks and the
necessary knowledge about the host society. In the whole of\Vestern Europe, only in
France did Chinese immigrants attain remarkable success in the diversification of
their ethnic economy, although it is still far from the economic achievements accom-
plished by the ethnic Chinese in Southeast Asia. It is worth pointing out that most
successful Chinese entrepreneurs in France emigrated from Indo-China and had vast
experiences in business before their emigration. Also, the ethnic Chinese market itself
in France is much bigger than that in the Netherlands.
9 Among the Chinese immigrants in the Netherlands, working for a Western boss
(including the Dutch and other western people) is usually called "taking a Dutch
job;" working in one of the Dutch government departments is called "taking a gov-
ernment job."
10 For instance, an official of ACE made the following comment: "I have the
impression that Chinese organizations in the Netherlands in general tend to rely too
heavily on government funding. Most Dutch organizations do not receive govern-
ment benefits but are still able to carry out their activities." Quoted from a remark
made by Edgar van Lokven on 12June 1998.
11 Among the Chinese characters in common use, the pronunciation (in Canton-
ese) of seven Chinese characters is close to the pronunciation of "Dam."
l~ Interview with Mr. HY, 27 November 1995, in Rotterdam.
1:\ In ancient China, under the traditional imperial examination system, ?!lUangyuan
is the title conferred on the one who came first in the highest imperial examination.
In modern China, Zhuangyuan has been converted to name the best one in any field.
1·1- The eight Chinese schools are located in The Hague, Rotterdam, Utrecht,
Maastricht, Eindhoven, Rocrmond, Brunsum and Groningen. See ACV Bulletin, 30
August 1993.
IS It is interesting to point out that some large-scale schools, e.g., Fa Yin Chinese
School and Kah Wah Chinese School, do not nominate students for a Dam J,1/ah Prize
since they have their own reward system.
16 Among the Turks and Moroccans, Islamic organizations have become the most
numerous and important since the early 1980s.
17 Dozens of small sports teams that have affiliated themselves with the nationwide
Chinese sports federation CSFN do not register as an independent association.
IB Interview with Mr. YHG, 26 January 1997, in Shenzhen.
ts Wu shu is a kind of martial arts such as shadowboxing, swordplay, etc., formerly
cultivated for self-defense, now a form of physical culture.
~() Interview with Mr. l\tJVV, 15 October 1996, during "the eleventh Chinese sports
meetings in the Netherlands," in Amsterdam.
21 In 198j, a leading committee in the name of CSFN was founded. Then, in the
same year, CSFN successfully held the first Chinese nationwide sports meetings in the
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Netherlands. The association, however, did not officially register itself as a formal
Chinese voluntary association at the Dutch registration oilier:' until 1983-
~~ Since this is still a disputed question, J will not publish the real names or all
interviewees and the persons mentioned in the interviews.
~:J The interviewee is an old man and speaks Cantonese. He cannot give the full
name of CSFN. Instead, he said that it is an association to let younger Chinese play
"ball." This saying is popular among the Cantonese-speaking Chinese migrants who
have less education.
~-1 The Cantonese term rVa Lai is pronounced Hua li in standard Chinese.
2', Interview with Ms. Mai, 18 September 1996, in the office or rVa Lai, Amster-
dam. The full name of rVa Lai's initiator is Ms. Mary van del' Made-Yuen. Many
Chinese call her Mai Tai in Cantonese. When translated into English, it is "Ms. Mai."
~(; She speaks Cantonese but not Putonghua (Standard Chinese).
::!i Kah Hiah means "arouse the Chinese."
211 The term is borrowed from Sclrna Lcydcsdorlf In her book on the Jewish
proletariat of Amsterdam, she points out: "In JCVo.!ish tradition, there was a separate
women's culture, in which the women helped each other and celebrated women's
events among themselves. This world was entirely distinct from that of the men."
(Leydesdorff 1994: 144).
~,I Interview with Ms. Mai, 18 September 1996, in the office of {-'Va Lai, Amster-
dam.
::\0 Ms. Mai was educated in Christian schools of Hong Kong when she was a child.
She spent her youth in France. She married a Dutch husband.
u According to the relevant statistics, in 1990 there arc approximately 642,000
aliens in the Netherlands, though not all of them have gone through the process of
immigration themselves. With regard to the number of foreign-born inhabitants and
their immediate descendants, their number was estimated at 2.2 million in 1990, i.e.,
15 per cent of the total population of the Netherlands (Penninx et al., 1993:1).
:12 The main clauses of this constitution were published in the first issue of ACV
Bulletin, on 17 August 1977.
'J.) Interview with Mrs. ChL, '27 August 1996, in Rotterdam.
3--1 Having attended all relevant meetings held in 1987, I based my analysis on my
own observations.
Ti Since the mid-1990s, the government funding changed from "institution fund-
ing" to "project funding." Few Chinese association leaders know how to work out an
acceptable project.
'1li The relevant document is dated 28 October 1997.
::17 The Overseas Chinese Affairs Commission of the Republic of China was set up
in 1926 by the Central Government. After 1949, OCAC came under the control of
the Executive Yuan in Taiwan. OCAC "is devoted to the interests of Chinese nation-
als in foreign countries and areas 1...1 It has departments of administration, educa-
tion, research, and general affairs" (Government Information Office, 1988: l29). Ac-
cording to OCAC, Overseas Chinese include Chinese living abroad, naturalized
citizens of Chinese descent, and persons of Chinese descent.
:111 After the founding of the Union of Chinese Associations in Europe, similar
unions were set up under the "direction" of OCAC in Asia (in 1976), in Occania (in
1977), in Africa (in 1978), and in America (in 1980). The 1976 meeting is considered
the second annual meeting, although it officially proclaimed the founding of the
association.
:J~I Similar ruses have been adopted by the unions in the other continents.
--Ill Cf the article "While observing the changed situations, open up a new prospect
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overseas," written by Zhang Xiaoyan (Chairman of OCAC) in Taipei: Zhongyang
Daily, 12 May 1995.
..fl Ibid.
I': Interview with LQ, 18January 1997, in Dapeng.
43 In Sheadien Qja(Jba(J (Newspaper of Overseas Chinese of Shenzhen), 22 February
1995.
It Interview with Mr. LKH, the chairman or Hong Kong Tai Pang Residents
Association, 15January 1997, in Dapeng.
1:-, Interview with Mr. BCY, 30 December 1996, in Amsterdam.
·hi From my fieldwork in Hong Kong and Dapeng district, I found that the Hong
Kong Taipang Residents Association has set up some special services for their emi-
grated eo-villagers to visit their hometown, such as a special bus line going between
Hong Kong and Dapeng and a hotel run by and for the Dapeng people.
.j7 The Cantonese name Tang is pronounced Deng in standard Chinese.
m Interview with Mr. HZG (the Netherlands), 9 December 1996, in Amsterdam.
1'1 Interview with Mr. HYS (Austria), 7 December 1996, in Amsterdam.
)1) According to the announcement presented at the fifth annual meeting of EFCO,
33 Chinese associations from ten European countries have paid their 1996 member-
ship dues to EFCO. Their membership continued to 1997.
1[ Interview with I\'1r. MlS, 7 December 1996, in Amsterdam.
Chapter 6"
j In the case of the Chinese community in the Netherlands, most business persons
are Chinese restaurateurs.
': In the countries of Southeast Asia where the Chinese associations have a long
history, one can observe that the chairman post of a well-known association is held in
the hands of one person for twenty or more years. For instance, the "Hokkian Asso-
ciation of Singapore" is a well-known association with a history of more than one
century. In 1930, Tan Kah Kee was elected as its chairman, and he did not give up
this post until he retired to his hometown in mainland China in the early 1950s.
Then from 1953 on Tan Lark Sye was chairman for twenty years until he died in
1972. After him, it is Wee Cho Yew who became chairman and up till now already
more than a quarter of a century has passed (Li, 1995: 261).
l As was mentioned in Chapter IV, this Liang has no children. Since his wife died,
he is alone and spends all of his time in the office of Fa Yin: to clean the office; to
answer the telephone; to play cards or have chats with other Chinese visitors.
I Interview with Mr. KU, 4 June 1995, in Amsterdam.
Interview with 1\1r. L'V, 12 August 1997, in Amsterdam.
Ii Interview with 1\'1s. LX, 1°July 1996, in Amsterdam.
Interview with Mr. ZS, 13 September 1996, in Haarlem.
u Interview with Mr. YC, 10 September 1997, in Rotterdam.
'I The foundation of this association has been set forth in Chapter Ill.
III Interview with Mr. Young, the chairman of CSFN and the major organizer of
the 10th sports invitational tournament, 21 February 1998, in Amsterdam.
I1 Some donations were made directly for the ACV's celebrating activities without
asking tor any refunding. Some donations were refunded as advertisements since
most committee members are business persons themselves.
1~ According to Yen, a representative selection procedure runs more or less as
follows: on the selection day, members of the association were convened in the
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clubhouse (or in some cases at the cemetery of collective ancestors). The names of the
candidates were written on papers, which were rolled and put into a box or a brush-
holder. A paper was taken out each time, and a pair of Poeh (lots) were thrown in the
air in front of the deity of the association. If the Poeh turned out to be one flat and
one convex, it was considered to have the blessing of the deity; ifit did so three times
consecutively, the candidate on the paper was considered to have been chosen by the
deity, and his name would be announced on the spot as the new leader (Yen, 1993:
115-116).
I:J As a researcher and, moreover, an outsider at the meeting, I was asked to
monitor and had a chance to sec the whole process of voting.
14 In accordance with the result of the voting, a vice-chairman should have gotten
more than 250 ballots. But these four Guangdong people had polled less than two
hundred votes.
I" Interview with Mr. DL, 26 June 1995, in Amsterdam.
Ih Before the Second World War the situation was somehow different. The cases of
'·VK\VK and the Chinese Resistance Association described in Chapter III reveal the
compulsory power of certain Chinese associations during that period.
17 Translated from "Fa Tin Constitution," 1996 edition.
III Interview with Mr. \\], 6 May 1995, in Amsterdam.
1'1 Interview with the secretary of HCS, 22 October 1996, in Amsterdam.
20 Interview with Ms. XH, 28 October 1996, in Amsterdam.
21 Interview with Ms. TC, 27 August 1996, in Amsterdam.
22 Interview with Ms. LH, 24 December 1995, in Amsterdam.
23 Interview with Ms. 'I '1", 22 August 1996, in Amsterdam.
24 It seems that the organizers do not want their members to be members of both
associations at the same time. In the winter of 1997, when one association changed its
meeting date from Thursday to Wednesday, the other association made the same
change.
2,) Interview with Mr. HC, 22 August 1996, in Amsterdam.
26 Interview on 18 September 1996, in Amsterdam.
'27 Interview with the head of CCRl\l, 27 August 1997, in Rotterdam.
2B Interview with the secretary of HCS, 22 October 1996, in Amsterdam.
2'1 Interview with the vice-chairman of Fa rin, 13 September 1996, in Amsterdam.
:10 Interview with Mr. ZJ, I February 1996, in Rui'an.
31 Mr. LT simply regarded all Chinese immigrants who arrived in the Netherlands
afler the Second World \Var as "newcomers."
:>'2 Interview with Mr. LT, 5 September 1996, in Amsterdam.
:;:; NI of these are quoted from my research log.
:1-1 I was a visitor at that meeting. When asked how many members would normally
attend such an annual members' meeting, the secretary told me that this meeting was
very well organized so that there were more participants than in any annual meetings
held in the former years.
Chapter 7
1 Since early 1998, the mother tongue education policy in the Netherlands has
become decentralized, i.e., it is up to the individual local governments to decide
whether a Chinese school can obtain funding or not.
2 LFCON: ,NieuwJbriif(News1elter), No. 10, March 1997, p. 7.
s In accordance with my interviews, the subsidy received by the teachers of Chi-
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nese schools is called che maJei in Chinese, which means to subsidize the teachers'
travelling costs. 1\10stteachers receive about two to three hundred guilders per month
for giving courses for three to five hours per week.
4 Cr. the policy of OnderwiJs allochumen levende talen (Teaching foreigners modern
languages), first posed by the state secretary of A1inisterie van Ondenoijs, CuLtuur en
Wetenschappen (Ministry of Education, Culture and Sciences; OC\V for short).
Cl Cr. lYe hopen op steun en erkenning van de overheid mdat het Chinees onderums nog beta
uxrdt, in LFCON: Nieuwshriif(Newsletter), No. 8, September 1996, pp. 5-11.
{; CITO-2 stands for Centraal lnstituui Toets OntwikkeLing-2. CITO is the abbreviation
of the name of the institute responsible for the development of exams for different
educational levels, but mainly for final exams of primary schools. The Level 2 corre-
sponds to the level of a junior middle school.
7 LFCON: De resuLtaten van ondereoel: naarde Chinese scholen (The results of a survey of
Chinese schools), in Nieuiosbrief. No. 8, September 199b, p. 5-11.
il According to the interview with the key organizer, Mr. ZY, the organizing
committee was quite confident that the "Chinese culture camp," which is held once
a year, would become a tradition in the Chinese immigrant community in the Neth-
erlands.
9 rao ri is a Chinese term meaning friendship.
10 Chen Hui is a Chinese term meaning the first rays of the morning sun.
I1 Taijiquan is a kind of traditional Chinese fitness exercise to achieve harmony of
body and mind.
12 It is also named "tea party." All participants can chat freely and informally while
drinking tea.
13 For instance, between January and April 1998, one Chinese women's association
in The Hague arranged eight programs for its members. Among them, two were
lectures on health; five were about learning dancing, singing and making cakes; and
one was a getting-together meeting. At the beginning of 1998, one Chinese women's
association in Arnhem sent an announcement to its members about the programs of
the coming year: on the first Monday of every month, a getting-together meeting
with karaoke would be held; on the second Monday, a cooking class would be held;
on the third Monday, there would be a class for learning standard Chinese by singing
Chinese songs; and on the fourth Friday, "singing Cantonese opera."
1-1 In 1997, another association named Vereniging van GedipLomeerde Chinese Koks (Asso-
ciation of Qualified Chinese Cooks) also held a course especially to teach the partici-
pants how to make excellent Indonesian cuisine. The teacher was an Indonesian cook
of a specially high classification. Nearly fifty Chinese cooks followed the course.
Among them, 37 finished all courses and received a diploma.
]:) The whole title of the research report is: Imago Chinees lndische Bedrjjven, hen
ondereoel: naarhet imago van de Chinees Indische restaurants in NederLand (Image of Chinese-
Indonesian Enterprises, A research on the image of the Chinese-Indonesian restau-
rants in the Netherlands). Cf HORECA 1997.
11; Before the mid-1980s when there were few delegations that came from China to
the Netherlands, it was an honour to be invited as a host. In the 1990s, with the
significant rise in the number of delegations, some started to consider being a host
organization as a burden.
17 Interview with Mr. HZ, 22 December 1997, in Amsterdam.
III Guanxi is a popular Chinese term that means having special approaches and
connections to reach one's objective.
ll! The lSth of the first lunar month is the Chinese Lantern Festival.
20 Interview with Mr. WJ, 22January 1998, in Amsterdam.
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21 The offices of these three associations arc located not far from the office of
LFCON.
22 On this point, I appreciate the suggestions made by Dr. Hong Liu (Singapore
National University). Discussions with him have helped me to develop the analysis of
this topic.
23 For instance, during my interviews with the relevant leaders, they often men-
tioned the fact that their associations arc among the few that receive subsidies from
the Dutch government. Also, in the relevant issues published by CCRrvI, ACY, and
LFCON, all mentioned the dates and the amount of the subsidies they received from
the Dutch government. In the special issue published by CCR:Nl on the occasion of
its tenth anniversary, it is stressed that it is through the efforts of CCRY\l that the
Chinese associations in the Netherlands enjoy government funding (CCRM, 1994: 7-9).
Nevertheless, in a special issue published by ACV on the occasion of its fiftieth anniver-
sary, it claimed that it was through ACY's achievements that the Chinese associations
are now receiving subsidies hum the Dutch government (ACY, 1997: 42).
2.. There is an interesting example. Among the three Chinese elderly associations in
Amsterdam, Tung !.JJk has received local government funding in 1996 and again in
1998. 'rhus, being very proud of the "achievements," the female chairperson of lUng
Lok made her "announcement" publicly: Tun/!, J.JJk is the only Chinese elderly asso-
ciation in Amsterdam that has been recognized by the municipality.
2,) This meeting has been held in Hangzhou (the provincial capital of Zhejiang),
New York, Vienna, Paris, Hong Kong, among other sites.
2(i "Summary of minutes, Get-together Meeting of Prominent Zhejiang Migrants
Abroad in 1996," in [Paris] Ouehou shibao [Europe Times], 23June 1996.
27 Interview with a local official of Wencheng county, 13 February 1996, in
\Vencheng county.
an China's current leaders, Jiang Zemin and Zhu Rongji, once visited the Nether-
lands whcnJiang was the mayor of Shanghai and Zhu was the vice-mayor of Shang-
hai. The photos in fact were taken at that time, i.e., before Jiang and Zhu became
"the highest Chinese national leaders."
19 AJu, a Chinese unit of area, is about 0.0667 hectares.
JO In 1996, whenever an official delegation from \Vcnzhou visited the Netherlands,
some \Venzhou Chinese would go to meet them to discuss this problem and lodged
many complaints.
:11 After leaving the villages in Wcnzhou where I did my fieldwork, I have kept in
contact with some local villagers. The information quoted here came from the letters
I received from them.
:l2 Interview with one high-ranking official ofWcnzhou municipality who headed a
government delegation to visit the Netherlands, 19 September 1997, in Amsterdam.
33 NPS is a branch of NOS (Nedenondse Omroep StielltiT/g, Dutch Broadcasting Foun-
dation).
:11 This program has been sponsored by a Dutch institution NPS. It started in
December 198:'). At the beginning, it broadcast news and relevant information only
once a week, i.e., for half an hour every Monday night. From 1990, the broadcasting
time increased to fifteen minutes every working day; from 1995, it increased 10 half
an hour every working day.
Chapter 8
I In Indo-China, all Chinese associations as well as their schools, hospitals and
charitable institutions were prohibited soon after the political changes in 1975. Since
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the late 1980s, some ethnic Chinese have begun to re-organize activities but maintain
a low social profile. In Indonesia, all Chinese associations were forced to stop activ-
ities after 1965. From the 1980s, some have been allowed to resume charitable activ-
ities but within a limited sphere. Nevertheless, after its ex-president Suharto stepped
down in May 1998, the ethnic Chinese in Indonesia started to speak out after keeping
silence for more than three decades. Moreover, some progressive persons have organ-
ized political parties and attempted to function as a potential political interest group.
This recent development and its future trend are worthy of more scholarly attention.
2 The relevant statistics are quoted from </lOnghua minguo nionnan [Year Book of the
ROC], 1950, 1965, 1991 and 1997 editions. Cl: Li, 1995; 5-8.
') Sources: ibid. The numbers quoted here are just used for comparison purposes.
However, I do not altogether accept the total number counted by aCAC. For in-
stance, my own studies have shown that the total number of Chinese associations in
Europe is much higher than the number provided by aCAC (cl: Li, 1995: 5-13).
t Interview with Mr. T. Chan, vice-chairman of the Chinese in Britain Forum, 5
July 1998, in Amsterdam.
" This is the first association established by Indochinese immigrants in Paris in
1932. In 1984, it changed its original name from "Association of French Residents of
Chinese Origin" to "Association of French Residents of' Indochinese Origin."
h Teochew (Chao::./lOu in standard Chinese) is a district located in the south part of
Guangdong province of China.
7 The opening ceremony of EFCO was held in Amsterdam in 1992. The annual
meetings between 1993 and 1995 were held in Paris, Glasgow and Oslo.
a I was invited to attend the meeting. The relevant data are taken from my notes
made at that meeting.
s In the present Philippines, some Chinese-school alumni associations arc related
to a given Chinese school. Others arc related to a secondary school in Hong Kong,
and still others centre on a secondary school in the Fujian province of China. Lions
dubs and Chinatown fire brigades are local Chinese welfare or 'volunteer associations
{cf Wickbcrg, 1994: 82).
In However, regarding the membership of the Dutch professional associations, it
should be noted that Peranakan Chinese professionals are in fact members of the
respective Dutch associations. As already mentioned, the Pcranakan Chinese, i.e., the
Chinese immigrants who have come from Indonesia, are in general a highly educated
group. The percentage of university graduates among them is quite high. Almost all
of these Peranakan Chinese university graduates (medical doctors, medical specialists,
pharmacists, scientists, engineers, dentists, economists, lawyers, erc.) are members ofa
Dutch professional association.
I1 Interview with Mr. DH, 7 April 1995, in Amsterdam.
I~ One potential aim of EFCO is to ask the Chinese government to accept its
chairman as the appropriate delegate of the European Chinese.
Appendix III
., 'he Chinese associations names listed here arc the names used by the associa-
tions themselves: most associations have their names both in Dutch and Chinese;
some have their names in English and Chinese; and some have their names in
Chinese only. For the last group, their names will be also given in Pinvin.
2 All the initiators of this association have passed away, and none of the current
members remember the exact year of its founding.
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:1 This association was set up on IJuly 1964. Received recognition from the Dutch
authorities concerned inJunc 1966, but stopped its activities at the end of the 19605.
4 In November 1997, the Stichtin/!, Fine Eastern Restaurants and The Asian Res-
taurants (set up in 1994) merged as one association, named Fine Eastern Restaurants
in the Netherlands.
:i This association stopped its activities between the late 1980s and the early 1990s,
but was reorganized on 18 September 1996 in Rotterdam.
6 After holding the first Chinese Sports Meeting in the Netherlands in October
1985 and continued to hold the Chinese sports meeting once a year, the Federation
was officially set up and registered in 1988.
i Set up in 1987, but officially registered in March 1991.
B CC Footnote 4.
9 The Buddha's Light International was set up on 16 May 1992 in Taiwan,
China. By the end of the twentieth century, it has spread its branches to the whole of
the \Vestern Europe.
10 On 19 November 1997, this association was formed by the merger of Stichting
Fine Eastern Restaurants (set up in 1984) and The Asian Restaurants (set up in 1994).
I1 This association pronounced its establishment in December 1997, but held its
official founding ceremony in April 1998.
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